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CHAPTER FIVE: 

THE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL 

DU'ACT OF BRITISH LOCAL ADMINISTRATION ON 

LUAWA. c. 1908 to c. 1931. 
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1. FABUNDEH'S LCSS QF S EIGNTY 

British local administration was formally introduced 

into Luawa only in 1912 (1), but the nature of that administration cannot 

be well understood without reference to some developments between 1896 and 

1912. 

In August 1896, the Freetown Government proclaimed 

that it was "best for the interests of the people in the territories 

adjacent to the Colony of Sierra Leone" (2) that they "should come under 

the protection of Her Majesty" Queen Victoria (3). By this Proclamation, 

the Freetown Government formally aggregated to itself erweignty over the 

previously-independent polities of the Sierra Leone hinterland (4). Most 

hinterland rulers, however, only realized the significance of the establish- 

ment of a Protectorate when, in early 1898, District Commissioners began 

trying to collect House Tax (5); and the 1898 Protectorate War (6) represented 

an unavailing attempt on the part of the local rulers and their peoples to 

re-assert their independence (7). These events of 1896 to 1898 have been 

described in detail elsewhere (8), and do not require repetition here since 

Luawa remained largely unaffected. Luawa was in an exceptional position at 

this time because, first, Governor Cardew had peacably demonstrated in 

March 1896 that his Government was Fa c sign in the area, although the 

people of Luawa had not recognized the crucial nature of his actions at 

that time (9). Second, before the Protectorate Proclamation was made, it 

had become obvious that the greater part of Luawa lay within Liberian 

territory (10). Third, no attempt was made to collect House Tax in the 

Luawa area in 1898 (11). This would seem to make Luawa a 'special case'. 
Yet if other polities were examined in detail, no doubt other complicating 
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factors would come to light which would make many seem 'special cases' 

(12). Only from a Freetown (or London) perspective did the hinterland 

appear to be made up of uniform, scarcely-differentiated polities governed 

by rulers with almost identical policies and characters (13). 

When Cardew arrived in Kailahun in March 1896 (14), 

he found that Kailondo had died fairly recently (15) and "the leading 

people there had not yet selected a successor .. o and were awaiting ray 

arrival for the purpose" (16). The Governor saw this as "a convenient 

opportunity for re-arranging the tribal limits of the Luawa and BONBALI 

peoples, who were under Kai Lundu and of excluding therefrom certain Kissi 

towns which also paid him allegiance" (17). When Cardew learnt that "the 

principal persons in Kare Lahun (183 were agreed in selecting as chief, 

PA BUNDE" (19), the Governor interviewed the chosen leader. "I ... informed 

him", noted Cardew, "that I will approve of his appointment and wil]. recommend 

it to you (i. e. to Chamberlain, the British Colonial Secretary, ] on the 

condition that he confines his jurisdiction to the Luawa and Bombali 

districts and consents not to exact allegiance from KUNDO, NANGAMA, FU! & 

(20J and other Kissi towns which paid tribute to Kai Lundu up to the time 

of his death (2l, 7. Pa Bunde has accepted these terms and I purpose this 

afternoon to publicly announce my approval of his having been selected as 

chief of Luawa and Bombali districts and hereafter to recommend his appoint- 

ment to you should he loyally fulfil the conditions imposed" (22). 

The Governor thus clearly showed the Luawa. people 

for the first time that the Freetown Government was sovreign in Luawas 

the appointment of the ruler and the limits of his jurisdiction would both 

henceforth be under the control of the British colonial authorities. It 

is improbable that Cardew considered his actions were a major new departure: 
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his behaviour to Kailondo in the previous year (23) indicated that already 

in 1895 Cardew thought of his Government as the ultimate authority in the 

area, even though he did not formally exercise owdreignty. It is equally 

improbable that the Luawa ruler and his al i ia were perturbed by 

Cardew's action in March 1896. The ako ia, out of respect for the 

English Governor, deliberately waited for him to arrive in order that he 

might confirm their choice of the new rulers and on 10 March he gave his 

confirmation (24). He did not try to impose his own choice of ruler, but 

simply approved theirs. Their own decision to make Fabundeh the ruler was 

in accordance with Kailondo's express wishes (25), and in the last year's 

of Kailondo's reign, Fabundeh had undoubtedly been the 'Second Man' in the 

polity, the most powerful figure after the M-ahawai (26). The great majority 

of the k2gk sa who had a part in the succession question apparently 

accepted that Fabundeh was the natural successor to Kail. ondo (27). So there 

was little political tension during the interregnum, and no objection was 

raised to Cardew confirming Fabundeh's appointment. 

Moreover, Cardew's attempts to redefine the Luawa 

ruler's area of jurisdiction probably did not worry Fabundeh or his 1ako s. 

very much. They accepted what Cardew said because, according to local rulers 

of etiquette, it would have been most impolite to do anything other than 

agree with the opinions of the Governor (28). But the opinions he expressed 

on this matter carried little weight in practice. Whatever the Governor 

said, the extent of Fabundeh's jurisdiction depended on which patimahanL7a 

acknowledged him as ruler; and in fact most of the patimahanga from "JWNDO, 

K. NGAMA, FtY& and other Kiasi towns which paid tribute to Kai Lundu" (29) 

accepted the rule of Fabundeh (30). Cardew himself noticed that at the 

public proclamation of Fabundeh as ruler, "many Kissi Chiefs were present" (31)e 
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Presumably he thought they were there simply to spectate, but the more 

natural interpretation is that they were there to give their allegiance 

to Fabundeh. 

Thus the events of March 1896, which represented 

the de ac imposition of British sevtreignty over Luawa (32), produced 

little sense of crisis or conflict among the people of Luawa. Painlessly, 

almost imperceptibly, a. eignty slipped from the hands of the local ruler 

and his kDaLoIsia. By the time the people began to realize what had 

happened, the state of affairs in the hinterland generally and in the Luawa 

area in particular (33) strongly suggested that resistance would not make 

sense (34). 

If the Protectorate had been proclaimed in Luawa in 

August 1896, some Luawa 
�akoisia might have realized where events were 

leading and some resistance might have occurred: but in fact no proclama- 

tion was ever made up-country (35). One special reason why, in any case, 

no proclamation could have been made in Luawa was that, by early April 1896, 

the geographical position of Kailahun had been precisely established for 

the first time -. and the town was found to lie not in the British sphere of 

influence at all: it was in Liberian territory (36). The Anglo-Liberian 

boundary, never clearly defined in the Luawa area before 1896 (37), was 

generally accepted to run along the thirteenth degree of longitude west of 

Paris (38). As a result of calculations made by Major Grant, surveyor on 

C ardew'a 1896 visit to Kailahun (39), it was established that this line of 

longitude ran just west of Mofindor and Bailahun, passing through Kenewa on 

the Pendembu-Kailahun road, and leaving all the major human settlements of 
Luawa (except Baoma, Ngiehun and Mende) in Liberian territory (40). Although 

Cardew did not withdraw the Frontier Police garrison from Sailahun, and wrote 
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enthusiastically about a "rectification" (41) of the boundary to include 

the whole of Luawa within the British Protectorate (42), yet he obviously 

could not set up British administration over Luawa as he was doing in 

other parts of the Protectorate. In fact in November 1896, the Liberian 

Government indicated that they were unwilling to discuss adjustment to 

the Luawa boundary (43), thus emphasizing that the British Government had 

no de lure sas: reignty over that area (4f. ). 

The Freetown Government did not impose their House 

Tax on the outlying Districts of the Protectorate in 1898 (45), and for 

the next fourteen years the complicated boundary issue meant that British 

tax was collected only from the small British part of Luawa (46). Thus the 

grievance of House Tax, which may have provoked peoples elsewhere in the 

Protectorate to start anti-British military operations (47), was not present 

in Luawa in 1898 (48). No records have been found to indicate whether or 

not House Tax was collected from 'British Luawal (49) in 1899; but presumably 

there, as elsewhere in the Protectorate, the British military expeditions of 

late 1898 and early 1899 impressed on the local people the futility of rising 

in armed resistance (50), and they were willing to pay their tai. Possibly 

in 1896, Fabundeh had thought in terms of possessing swuereignty for himself 

and complete independence from the British, though there is little evidence 

that he ever did so think (51). But his willingness to pay tax to the 

British in 1900 (52) suggests that by the turn of the century at the latest., 

he had given up all hope of complete independence. If he had once toyed 

with the idea of resisting the British by military force (53), by 1899 he 

had not only rejected that idea, but had adopted a policy of close co. 

operation with the new colonial rulers as being politically the most 

profitable course for him to follow (54). 
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Fabundeh'a policy of co-operation with the British 

gave him some limited gains. He received some support against local 

opponents (55) and, after a delay of almost a decade, decisive action 

against Kafula of Wunde (56). After an even longer delay, the British 

were forced to accept Fabundeh's wishes on the international boundary 

issue (57). Yet even is the purely political sphere, the gains were 

limited (58). And in the socio-economic sphere the partially-detrimental 

impact of the British take-over was indicated in the decline of Kailahun 

towns between the arrival of the first Englishman and the establishment of 

full British control, the town's size almost halved (59). From Fabundeh's 

viewpoint, however, the greatest problems associated with the coming of 

British rule resulted from his loss of sarreignty. His relationship with 

his subjects did not change radically (60), but he now found a new authority 

above him which he himself was forced to obey. Only in his successors' 

reigns did all the implications of this new situation become clear (61), 

but the new situation itself, in which sarreignty lay with the British and 

not the local ruler, was established before Fabundeh's death. 

How, essentially, did the loss of srwe eighty affect 

the position of Fabundeh as ruler ? Perhaps the answer is beat seen in 

what, at first sight, might seem to be an unimportant semantic changes the 

replacement of the word Mahawai by the word Ndoomahci as the usual title of 

the local ruler in the Mende language (62)p a parallel change occurring in 

the Kissi language from Mass-chowo to Masa-k civo (63). 

Maeda James Kailondo affirmed that there were no 

'Paramount Chiefs' or Ndoomahan_ecisia before the imposition of British rule 
(64). Likewise, Rev. W. R. E. Clarke, who had a thorough knowledge of the 

Ko-McDde dialect before 1930-(65), believed that Roma_ heci was not a 
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traditional Mende word for the local ruler (66). The traditional word 

was Mahei (67), occasionally amplified to Mahawai ('overlord') to refer 

to a ruler like Kailondo who had extraordinarily great political power 

(68). In time of war Kme ('war leader') might be used (69), but 

the word Ndoomahei ('ruler of the land') was unknown before 1896 (70). It 

was introduced after the establishment of the British Protectorate in an 

attempt to translate the quite alien concept of 'Paramount Chief' which 

the British imposed (71). In employing the phrase 'Paramount Chief', 

British officials thought they were describing a traditional local institu- 

tion which had existed 'from time immemorial' (72). But in fact the British 

failed to appreciate the political system which had operated in the Luawa 

area under Kailondo. Even a relatively sympathetic and sensitive observer 

like T. J. Alldridge could become involved in much confusion because he 

failed to understand the nature of ssweignty in the region during the early 

1890s (73); and many subsequent British officials possessed neither the 

experience nor the interest of Alldridge. 

It became clear to the Luawa people from the early 

years of the twentieth century that the British 'Paramount Chief' differed 

in several fundamentals from the sort of ruler Kailondo had been. First, 

a British Paramount Chief ruled a fixed, unchanging area of land, whereas 

the rule of Kailondo had been based on the personal submission of surrounding 

ko is the area of land controlled by Kailondo thus fluctuated as his 

personal political power grow or declined (74). For the Mcndebleisia 

eaowtreignty was a matter of personal relationships, whereas for the British 

it was a matter of territorial control. Secondly, the new 'Paramount Chief' 

could year by year make a variety of demands upon his subjects, but there 

were strict British-imposed limits to what he could do (75): by contrast, 
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Kailondo'e demands upon his subjects depended solely upon the exigencies 

of the situation (76). Thirdly, each Paramount Chief was made, at the 

beginning of the colonial period, quite independent of every other, and 

all were given an equal status (77). Thus, in Kailondo'a time, the ruler 

of the Upper Bambara maw had been closely under the influence of the 

Luawa ruler, and had been forced to do what the latter wanted (78). But 

Fabundeh found that the British treated P. C. Kutubu of Upper Bambara as a 

local ruler who had no connections with the P. C. of Luawa, was in no way 

responsible to him, and was not under his influence. Moreover, the British 

treated Fabundeh and Kutubu as though they occupied positions of equal 

political power and respect, although in fact the former was much more 

powerful than the latter (79). 

one curious result of the British rulers' determina- 

tion to make all Paramount Chiefs equal to each other was that Faburxieh 

found the British classed him as a peer of Temne, Limba and Sherbro rulers, 

and treated him in the same way as them, although he himself almost certainly 

did not recognize any common links with them, and had never before been in 

any way associated with them (80). 

Therefore, despite all these British innovations, 

colonial officials persisted in their belief that their 'Paramount Chiefs' 

were 'traditional rulers' (81). The Mende people, however, realized that 

these 'Paramount Chiefs' were in many ways unlike their pre-1896 Mahan cilia; 

and so they began to use the new word N oomahei in an attempt to translate 

the new concept of the local ruler which the British had introduced. This 

British concept contained contradictions within itself (82), and it 

altered over the decades (83), so not surprisingly the peoples of Luawa 

did not fully understand British ideas about the role of the Paramount 

Chief. Thus, in different ways, both the local people (8I+), and the British 
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officials laboured under fundamental misapprehensions about the position 

of the local ruler in the colonial period. From these misapprehensions 

sprang much of the violence in 'Chiefdom politics' in the later years of 

colonial rule (85). This violence occurred partly because, although the 

basic loyalty of the ordinary people was to the Maher, their mahawui, and 

the mahavci, it was the pre-1896 forms to which they were attached, not 

to the rigid, artificial and alien 'Paramount Chieftaincies' of British 

creation (86). The more the British struggled to 'improve' and 'modernize' 

the Paramount Chieftaincies (87), the more they unwittingly increased the 

divergence between the institution to which the ordinary people of Luawa 

were loyal and the actual behaviour of particular Paramount Chiefs (88). 

Eventually in the late 1940s, that divergence became so great that the 

ordinary people erupted into violent opposition against particular 

Paramount Chiefs, including the Chiefs of Luawa and Kissi Tungi (89). 

Moreover, many of the weaknesses in the Protectorate 

Chiefdoms - weaknesses which became obvious in the 1930s and 1940s - were 

a direct result of innovations in chieftaincy which the British made at 

the time they appropriated mereignty to themselves. For example, it was 

apparent by the 1930s that the Kissi Chiefdoms (like many others in the 

Protectorate) were too small to be viable; but it was the British themselves 

who had earlier divided Kailondo's Luawa up into four small Chiefdoms (90). 

Another common complaint of British officials in the 193Os was that the 

Chiefdoms and their Chiefs were politically stagnant (91); but again, it 

was the British themselves who had limited the Chief's ability to take 

initiatives and to be a real ruler (92). In some cases, the British 

rulers not only limited Chiefs but virtually nominated them to office in 

the first place. Sometimes, stated Governor Slater in a Memorandum of 1925, 
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the Tribal Authority (93) "must have a very shrewd idea that the Political 

Officer is hovine, that a particular man will be chosen, and in Sierra 

Leone the wishes of the District Commissioner or Provincial Commissioner 

have almost the force of an order" (94). Luawa provided many other 

examples (95) of ways in which British-imposed changes and limitations 

on the Mahange sa in the late 1890s continued to have unfavourable 

repercussions into the second half of the twentieth century. 

Fabundeh was known at different times as Mahawpi, 

Paramount Chief, and N omahe , but in a sense his own identity as continuing 

local leader was of more importance than changes in vocabulary: certainly 

there was no precise difference of meaning in the words. None the less, 

in the Mende language Oma e replaced Maýal in general use early in 

the twentieth century (96). The introduction of 'Nd ma e' represented 

an attempt by the Mendeblcisie to accommodate little-understood English 

ideas of political rule, while the use of 'Paramount Chief' represented 

an attempt by the British to accommodate little-understood Mende ideas of 

political rule. The two terms -N mahe and Paramount Chief - were not 

nearly synonymous, though the one was used as a translation of the other. 

Both terms were artificial inventions in their respective languages. The 

common element was that they both denoted a ma hm whose position had been 

altered by the colonial rulers in a way which the British themselves failed 

to recognize and which the Mendebleisia could not define. The meaning 

attached to both terms also varied according to time, place and character 

(97). The parallel substitution in the Kissi language of Masa-Koloin for 

Masa-Chowo (98) in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuri©s tends 

to confirm that the replacement of Mahawai by NdoDmahc, did not simply by 

coincidence occur at the same time as the British were establishing their 
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local administration. Rather, the terminological change was in fact a 

consequence of the alteration in the position of the local ruler which 

the British made (99). And this terminological change provides a means 

of understanding many of the problems which developed in Luawa in the 

next sixty years (100). Even post-1961 local politics cannot be well 

understood without a realization of the way in which the British altered 

the role of the local ruler in the years after 1896 (101). 
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2. THE RAILWAY TO PENDEMBÜ, c. 1908 TO 1912. 

T. J. Alldridge visited Kailahun in 1908 after an 

absence of fourteen years (102). Eager as he was to collect evidence of 

improvement since his last visit (103), the retired British official could 

not discover any great socio-economic change in the Luawa area (104). He 

did note that Kailahun was no longer surrounded by war fenceg, and that 

the cluster of separate towns which had existed in Kailondons day had now 

merged into one (105). There was also a meat market in the centre of the 

town (106); and as in Kailondots day, Kailahun remained a "centre for 

surrounding countries". Kono, Gbande and other peoples were to be met 

with in the town as well as the Kissia and Mcndebleisia, the Mende language 

being the lingua franca (107). Yet what most struck Alldridge in Kailahun 

was the absence of those signs of 'transformation' which he had noticed in 

settlements along the railway line (108). "I found that a good deal of 

trading was going on there, but it differed in some respects from what I 

had seen along the railway route", reported the somewhat-disappointed British 

traveller. "As soon as I entered the town I felt the difference of its 

surroundings, especially in the absence of European traders; although in a 

small way European goods were brought across the frontier from Baiima, about 

twenty-four miles distant, upon which duty had to be paid to the Liberian 

Commissioner located in his quarters just outside the town" (109). In this 

statement, Alldridge unwittingly exemplifies the main axiom concerning socio- 

economic change in K*-_Ma nde during the colonial period: namely, where there 

was a nearby railway or road, some changes were apparent; but where there 

was no road or railway, everyday life of ordinary people was little affooted 

(110). 
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The ex-Travelling Commissioner, however, noted one 

socio-economic change without realizing its economic significance. This 

change was "that very few imported articles find their way up here from 

the Liberian coast-line, everything apparently coming through the Sierra 

Leone Protectorate and so on from the (railway) terminus at Baiima" 

(111). Oral traditions concerning the 1880s, and "ridge's own reports 

in the early ]. 890s, indicated that Luawats external trade-routes were then 

either south to Sherbro, the Moa estuary, or the Loffa-St. Paul River 

estuaries (112); or alternatively, north to the Western Sudan (113). By 

1908, the volume of Luawa's external trade had not greatly increased, but 

its direction had changed (114). The trade route from Kissi country to 

the coast still passed through Kailahun and continued across Luawa in a 

south-westerly direction (115), but on reaching Pendembu, it no longer 

followed the Moa valley south-south-west to the coast (116). Instead, the 

main trade route now passed along the road to Baiima, whence the railway 

carried exports due west to reach the coast at Freetown. Likewise, imports 

now came almost exclusively from the Freetown Colony, up the railway-line 

and through the terminus at Baiima (117). Some Luava people still walked 

down to the coast at Lavanna, Kano Salija and Sulima in Chief Fabundeh's 

reign as they had under Kailondo, carrying hampers of produce on their backs 

(118), but as the railway was extended to Pendembu, this clearly became an 

unnecessary exercise. At the time Alldridge visited Kailahun in 1908, the 

railway-line was being extended to Pendembu, which became the terminus 

later in the same year (119), seven miles closer to Kailahun than Balima (120). 

As in the early 1890s, 80 in 1908 in Luawa, -ealt was 

still a chief import, being "brought from Baiima in 401b. bags, a native 

carrying, if for himself, three of these bags as a load. 
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When this salt is brought into Kanre-Lahun for 

transport further on, it is repacked into cylindrical palm-leaf bundles 

weighing about eight pounds each, and then a quantity of these bundles 

are packed into the ordinary palm-leaf hamper" (121). The sale of guns 

and gunpowder, which Alldridge had noted as the other chief imports in 

the early 1890s, had apparently ceased in Kailahun by 1908 (122), but fire-. 

arms were still freely available immediately to the east of Luawa. Le 

Mesuri©r described in 1909 how the local people around Foya (or Fuya) in 

Kiasi Tengea were "armed with flint locks and cap guns, and obtain a 

plentiful supply of powder from Monrovia" (123) - as they had been accustomed 

to doing since at least the 1830s (124). 

A report from British officials in 1907 (125) suggested 

rather more external trade was taking place with reference to Luawa than 

Alldridge described. "Large quantities of cottons, tobacco, trade spirits, 

and salt flow from Baiima the railhead towards Kanre Lahun and the northern 

Liberian territories", commented W. J. Lamont (126). "A counter stream of 

produce consisting chiefly of palm kernels and rubber sets steadily along 

from Liberia to rail-head" (127). There may, however, have been some 

exaggeration in such reports. Between July and December 1905, only 60 tons 

of palm kernels and 9 hundredweights of rubber were railed from Baiima, not 

all of which would have come from the Luawa area (129). 

From 1908 onwards, there was a steady growth in 

Luawa's 'external trades. The virtual removal of Liberian influence in 

that year (129), at least from the Kailahun area (130), meant the establish- 

ing of more settled political conditions favourable to the development of 

trade. The extension of the railway line to Pendembu meant that the 

terminus was now only one day's journey from Kailahun instead of two (131). 
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Moreover, the journey from Kailahun to Pendembu was made slightly easier 

by the widening and improving of the existing road (132). By 190$, this 

road was "cleaned and grubbed for a width of 33 feet", with a formed 

roadway 12 feet wide" (133). "Stick bridges over all water" were noted 

in 1911 (134)" The official annexation of the 'Kailahun salient' by 

Britain in 1911 (135) meant that from 1912 onwards (when tax was first 

collected from the whole of Luawa (136J ) every householder was compelled 

to pay five shillings every year as tax; and virtually the only way in 

which the ordinary people could acquire money was through the sale of 

cash crops (137). 

However, the extent to which Luawa's trade increased 

between 1908 and 1912 should not be exaggerated, nor should the social 

impact of the increase. Before 1912, only the people in 'British Luawa' 

(which represented but a small part of Kailondo's polity) were expected 

to pay the British House Tax (138). One bushel of palm kernels could be 

sold at this time for five shillings in Pendembu (139), so each household 

could meet tax requirements by producing just one bag of palm kernels 

annually. Palm trees existed in profusion in Luawa (140) and the technique 

of preparing the kernels was already known (141), so the production of one 

bag of kernels annually did not result in noticeable economic innovation 

or social stress (142). Most ordinary people had little incentive to 

produce more palm kernels than would provide enough cash to pay their 

annual House Tax: they had little need of the cheap cloth and trinkets 

which came up the railway-line from Freetown (1,43). The report of the 

Liberian Commissioner Lomax showed in 1909 how limited long-. distance trade 

was in Luawa. "Cotton goods, gin & Rum, pots, Kerosene, soap and beads 

are the principal European commodities imported into the district from 
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Sierra Leone via BAIIML which are sold mostly for cash. The principal 

exports are palm kernels & Cattle, but most of the later (sic., latter� 

remains in Bahre Lahun" (144). No new cash crops were introduced into 

Luawa during the first two decades of the twentieth century (145), the 

ordinary people continuing to depend on the sale of existing palm produce 

oil and kernels (146). Thus, while British officials marvelled at the 

increase in Government revenue which resulted from the ever-growing volume 

of palm produce flowing down the railway line after 1908 (1,47), most people 

in Luawa were little affected in their everyday life by this development (148). 

In one interesting detail, however, the Kissij& 

responded to the arrival of the railway line at Pendembu. They began the 

habit of joining together in groups to head-load kernels down to the terminus 

(349) -a journey of some thirty miles from, say, Dia in Kissi Kama. Jimmi 

Kokoma, who spoke the Mende language and some Krio, often led such groups 

from Kissi Kama (150). Later, when the Kailahun-Pendembu road was being 

made motorable in 1915, it was noted that the Kiesia "and others from some 

distance up Country, when stopping for the night do not go into the Mendi 

towns but make their fires and camp along the road; this was done to such 

an extent that it was necessary to provide some open spaces for their use 

in order to prevent the road surfaces being continually covered with ashes. 

Small areas of bush have now been cleared in various places near the 

Rivers to form halting places and have proved quite a success" (151). 

Far more important to the ordinary people of Luava 

than the annual demand to produce a bag of palm kernels was the political 

unsettlement which disturbed the area from the accession of Fabundeh until 

well into the second decade of the twentieth century (152). The economic 
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consequences of this unsettlement were indicated by the District Commiss- 

ioner at Panguma in mid-19031 "There is practically no trade in Panguma 

District except in tobacco, cotton goods and spirits. The trade in native 

produce which used to come from Liberia is quite destroyed owing to the 

hostile attitude of the Kissi tribe. Several traders have lately left 

Panguma and are establishing stores at Bo" (153). The British occupation 

of Wunde in 1905 no doubt encouraged trade, but in the Luawa area the 

confusion created by the 'Lomax affair' in 1907 (154) offset this improve- 

ment, at least temporarily. 

The decline in the size of Kailahun town during the 

first decade of the twentieth century is clear evidence of how deeply 

Luawa's ordinary people were affected by the political unrest: so badly 

were they disturbed that they were prepared to leave their homes in the town 

and start a new life elsewhere (155)" Far from experiencing socio-economic 

'improvement' (156), a developed urban community, one of the largest settle- 

ments in Ko-Mcnde (157), began to break up. In 1890, when Alldridge first 

visited Kailahun, he counted 482 houses altogether (158), with perhaps two 

thousand people living there (159). In 1911, there were only 250 houses 

(160), and perhaps a few more than one thousand people (161). This decline 

was not easily arrested, and in 1918 there were only 179 houses (162), with 

perhaps eight hundred people (163). It was only in the 1930s that Kailahun 

recovered from this setback to its development (164). This declino of 

Kailahun during and after Fabundeh's reign resulted from a reduction in 

the status of the Luawa Chief (165), military activity in the area (166), 

uncertainty about international boundaries (167), and the harassment of 

traders and residents by Liberian officials in 1907 and 1908 (168). If the 

assumption is accepted that whatever happened in Kailahun was usually 
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reflected at a less intense level in the rest of Luawa (169), then by 

1912 there had been little beneficial socio-economic change in the polity 

since 1896; and rather, in some respects, deterioration. 

Yet by the and of Fabundeh's reign, some new elements 

had entered Luawa society as a result of the British occupation, even 

though those elements had not made a groat impact. The British military 

presence had slowly increased in Kailahun since the appearance of the 

first Frontier Police in 1891 (170), until by 1906 there was a full Company 

of soldiers garrisoning Kailahun and the surrounding area, with a white 

Officer resident in Kailahun (171). The people of Kailahun town, if not 

of Luawa generally, thus had opportunity to view at fairly close quarters 

a 'semi-European' way of life (172), and to examine its material para- 

phanalia in terms of housing and furnishing, food and clothing, daily 

routine and cash trading (173). Some townspeople must have benefitted 

financially through petty trading with the soldiers. Young Momoh Banya 

(later to become Paramount Chief of Luawa) was, during Fabundeh'o mahayc,, 

a frequent visitor to the British barracks (174), where he gained a fair 

knowledge of the English language (175). Presumably he was representative 

of many other young men who were less politically important. 

Another now group of people who arrived in Luawa at 

this time wore the Creole (or 'creolized' LI-1762 ) traders. They penetrated 

not only as far as Kailahun, but also into the Kiasi areas further east. By 

about 1908, a "Creole-man" was living at Sandia, a Kissi village about ton 

miles north-east of Buedu (177). In 1907, when Liberian soldiers caused a 

disturbance in Kissi Kama near Dia town, the witnesses who were in the area 

at the time included "Lamina Kawara, a British subject, a Trader of Daru", 

Musa, an inhabitant of Kanre Lahun, Trader", and %Mohammed, a Trader of 
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Freetown" (178). There was still, however, no large trading store in any 

of the villages of British Luawa by 1908 (179). D. C. Maxwell attempted 

an explanation of thiss "The natives find it better for them to bring their 

produce to the Railway and there is in consequence less encouragement for 

the small trader to settle in outlying parts of the District. He now finds 

it more profitable to take out one or more hawkers licences and to seek for 

trade by visiting a number of towns" (180). Thus, in the year 1908, a 

Creole (? ) trader from Baiima, named S. T. Garlough, sent his "labourers" 

to sell goods at various towns in British Luawa such as Ngiehun and Baoma 

(181). The amount of trading these outsiders did in Luawa may have made 

less impact at this time than the simple fact of their presence in the area 

as black representatives of a different way of life. 

Not only did 'strangers' come in to Luawa at this 

period. It also became possible for some few individuals from Luawa 

(mainly members of the politically powerful families of the polity) to 

travel all the way from Kailahun to Freetown. This had happened, it is 

true, to a limited extent during Kailondo'a reign, with traders going from 

Luawa to the coast (182), and emissaries being despatched to Freetown (183). 

But these individuals had gone for a specific purpose and for a limited 

time. With the arrival of the railway at Pendembu, it became possible 

for wealthy citizens of Luawa (184) to travel down to the coastal capital, 

taking with them great expectations of self.. improvement and remunerative 

work. Maeda James Kailondo, a son of Fabundoh'e predecessor, may have boon 

one of the first to go (185). 

However, by 1912, only a negligibly small number of 

Luawa people had made any significant contact with the way of life either 

of the Freetown Creoles or the now British rulers. In their basic daily 
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routine, most ordinary people of Luawa had hardly been affected by the 

imposition of British rule, although people near to Kailahun may have 

begun to experience the impact of two new imports - kerosene and matches 

(186). When a resident of Mano-Sewalu brought an Aladdin lamp into Kissi 

country, people came from miles around to see "the fire in a bottle" (187). 

Together, kerosene and matches provided the means for easier cooking, and 

also the possibility of lighting after nightfall (188). 
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3. "GOVERNMENT OF STRANG2RS" (189). c. 1911 TO c. 1936. 

When Major Le Meaurier was installed as District 

Commissioner over the Luawa area in March 19U (190), he became part of 

a colonial administration which by that time was operating in other areas 

of the Protectorate within quite clear guidelines (191). British local 

administration as established in Luava did not differ basically from 

that which was already operating in the rest of the Protectorate (192). 

And the outlines of that local administration remained largely unchanged 

until 1937 (193). 

Originally, in 1896, the Protectorate had been 

divided into five Districts, each under a British District Commissioner 

(194), but in 1906 (195) there had been a rearrangement of the Districts, 

increasing their number to six (196). All the country eastwards from Bo 

through which the railway line ran was placed in one large district known 

as Railway District (197), with its headquarters at Kenema; and until 1913 

its substantive D. C. was J. C. Maxwell (198). Thereafter the British official 

whose name was most associated with Railway District was W. D. Bowden (199). 

When the whole of Luawa officially became part of the British Protectorate 

in 1911, it was attached to Railway District (200). 

In 1920 there was a further rearrangement of Districts 

which greatly increased numbers; and three Provinces were superimposed on 

the Districts, each Province being under the control of a Provincial 

Commissioner (201). Luawa became part of Pendembu District, which assumed 

roughly the same shape as present-day Kailahun District (202). N. C. Hollins 

(203) became substantive D. C. of the new District, and remained so for the 

next decade (204). He was under the Commissioner of Central Province, 
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W. D. Bowden (205), who had his provincial headquarters at Kenema (206). 

Pendembu was chosen as District Headquarters presumably because it was 

the terminus of the railway line, a communications centre and a trading 

entrepot (207). It proved, however, a rather unhealthy place because 

of the large amount of surrounding swampland (208). Kailahun, after its 

temporary decline in the first decades of the twentieth century, became 

under P. C. Momoh Banya (209) once again the largest and most important 

town in the district, as it had been under Kailondo (210). So in 1929, 

District Headquarters was moved from Pendembu to Kailahun (211). 

The complicated adjustment of administrative 

boundaries did not greatly affect the ordinary people of Luawa, except 

that as Districts grew smaller, the people probably saw a little more of 

British administrators (212). But the main point for the ordinary people 

was not the shape of the District, but rather the presence - and the 

personality (213) - of the District Commissioner. The 'D. C. ' was the 

'kingpin' of British local administration,, and for the local Paramount 

Chiefs he was a considerably more important figure than the Governor in 

Freetown (214). In any discussion of District Commissioners and British 

colonial officials in Sierra Leone generally, it must be boXne in mind 

that throughout the period, the country retained its reputation as 'the 

White Man's Grave' (215). Able administrators would not readily volunteer 

for service there, and mediocrity (in terms of ability, character and 

readiness for hard work (216J ) was not uncommon among D. C. s. A 

contemporary British official noted that "the sort of officers, who came 

out in 1910 were all half dead with drink, when they started and got worse 

when they arrived" (217). This., however, is an exaggeration, and the first 

Confidential Standing Instruction to D. C. s, issued in 1909 (218), commented 
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on the "successful manner in which District Commissioners have controlled 

the administration of the Protectorate" (219). Even so, a generation 

later there were still many villagers who had never seen a D. C. or any 

other British official. "During my journey through eastern Kailahun 

(i. e. Kissi country�] ", observed the anthropologist Dr. Eberl-Elber 

in 1939, "1 was at first surprised to fired that, although the most distant 

villages are only about twenty-five miles away from District Headquarters, 

many of the native people had never before seen a European" (220). 

British local administration revolved around the 

relationship of the British District Commissioner with the local Paramount 

Chief, and the Standing Instruction of 1909 set out to explain the authority 

of District Commissioners over Chiefs (221). In fact, the contents of the 

Standing Instruction clearly demonstrated the theoretically impossible 

position in which the local D. C. was placed. "The general principle 

underlying the government of the Protectorate is that the administration 

of the Protectorate Chiefdoms is left in the hands of Paramount Chiefs .... 

The Government have also imposed by Ordinance certain laws upon the 

inhabitants of the Protectorate, e. g. the House Tax Law, that part of the 

criminal law which deprives the Chiefs of the power to hear and determine 

serious charges, etc. District Commissioners as representatives of the 

Government are consequently entrusted with the duty of making the natives 

comply with the Government orders" (222). How could a D. C. possibly leave 

administration in the hands of the Chief when he was clearly instructed to 

intervene in matters of law and revenue, which were the central concerns of 

a Chief's administration (223) ? The Standing Instruction went on to make 

the D. C. 's dilemma even more explicit. District Commissioners were to 

induce Chiefs to carry out Government policy "by giving the Chiefs advice 
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with respect to such policy instead or 'ordering' the Chiefs in peremp- 

tory manner, to comply forthwith with the orders of the Government. It 

is obvious, however, that there are cases in which a District Commissioner 

is bound to give definite, precise orders to natives in the Protectorate" 

(221). The D. C., then, was instructed in general to refrain from 

ordering Chiefs, yet was told that in certain unspecified instances he 

must order them. The P. C., for his part, was supposed to carry on ruling 

his people as though he was aswreign, yet at any moment he might be counter. 

manded by the British Commissioner. Since Government Instructions were so 

contradictory, each D. C. developed for himself a working compromise, 

depending on his own views and personality (225): but as a result, a P. C. 

could never be sure when, or on what matters, his own instructions might 

be overruled by the D. C. (226). In 1925, the Sierra Leone Assistant 

Colonial Secretary stated that the D. C. was "at once the support of the 

recognized native authority, the upholder of its prestige, and the protector 

of the poor against oppression by their rulers" (227). On many matters, it 

was impossible to foretell whether a particular D. C. would assume the role 

of 'upholder of a P. C. 'a prestige' (228) or would become the 'protector 

of the poor' against the P. C. 

The whole contradictory position of the D. C. was 

reflected in the anomalous position which the Standing Instruction gave 

to the D. C. 's executive arm, the Court Messenger Force. If Government 

placed the D. C. in a theortbically impossible position, it was only to 

be expected that the position of his Court Messengers would lack clear 

definition. "The force of Court Messengers", the D. C. s were informed, 

"is not intended to be an armed force. The utmost that Court Messengers 

are expected to do in this direction is to suppress brawling, or to assist 
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(when so ordered by the District Commissioner) the Paramount Chief or 

Subchiefs to carry out orders made by such Chiefs. If a Paramount Chief 

refuses to comply with an order in spite of having been urged by brother 

Paramount Chiefs to comply with the order, there is no great risk in 

employing Court Messengers to enforce the order .... if the Paramount 

Chief appears to be supported by a considerable section of people in his 

Chiefdom, it is better not to attempt to enforce the order by means of 

the Court Messengers" (229). Thus, what the C. M. F. must and must not do 

was defined in the vaguest language; and in between the two poles of what 

was forbidden and what was required, there was a vast range of possible 

work which the Court Messengers might be asked to do at the D. C. 's 

discretion (230). The 1907 Ordinance, which constituted the Court 

Messenger Force, gave legal recognition to the fact that, in addition 

to duties normally "performed by a Civil Police Force", the C. M. F. could 

be employed in "assisting in such manner as may be required by lawful 

authority in the administration of the district" (231). The Court Messengers 

were "the District Commissioner's eyes, ears and fingers" (232), and a new 

D. C. with little knowledge of the local language was almost completely 

dependent upon them in his relations with Chief and people, for information, 

interpretation, and the carrying out of his orders (233). 

The position of the C. M. F. was crucial to British 

local administration, because if the ordinary people of the Luawa area 

came into contact with colonial authority, it was not with the D. C. 

directly, but with the Court Messengers (234). And the indefiniteness of 

their 'constitutional' position meant that the Court Messengers could, if 

they felt so inclined, play an important role in local politics (235), and 

could lord it over the local people. The complete dependence of the D. C. 
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upon them in many ways, enhanced the power of both the Messengers over 

the local people, at the expense of the direct power of both the D. C. 

and the Paramount Chief. The Court Messengers were not "the chiefs local 

agents", and they certainly did ad "carry out his direct commands" (236). 

From the viewpoint of the ordinary people of Luawa, the central fact about 

the C. M. F. was precisely that they were, the agents of any local official 

at all except the white D. C., whose opinion they were in a position to 

manipulate. The ordinary people could gain access to the D. C. only through 

the help of the Court Messengers, and once in the D. C. 's Office, the 

average village farmer was still dependent on'a Messenger to interpret 

for him (237). 

If the village farmer strictly kept himself to the 

annual routine of his everyday life, then the town chief and the paramount 

Chief would represent for him legal and political power (238), and he 

probably saw little of the Court Messengers. But if, for amity reason, he 

had to have contact with the colonial authorities, it was essentially the 

Court Messengers with whom he had to deal. "There is hardly a Protectorate 

pie, in which the 'C. M. ' thumb is not deeply embedded", was the conclusion 

of one D. C. (239). The present writer has discovered little evidence 

about how far the Court Messengers used, or abused, their unique position. 

The impression gained is that, though they were not the honest, naively 

"loyal disciplined" corps of D. C. s' imaginations (210), yet they did not 

generally misuse the power of their position to the extent they easily 

could have done. 

Apart from performing police, messenger and guard 
duties for the D. C., both at headquarters and when the D. C. was "on patrol" 
(241. ), there was a multiplicity of other work. "Should a disturbance be 
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reported a 'C. M. ' is sent to see about its or as many as two, if the 

trouble is serious. The sight of the uniform usually checks the froward. 

Complaints of injustice at the hands of the native authori- 

ties are often first probed by a member of the Force. 

Should a murder, a suspicious death, a serious assault or 

theft occur a 'C. M. ' proceeds at aU convenient speed. 

Should it be suspected that a village has made a short 

payment of house tax, the houses are counted in the presence of the 

headman by a representative of the Chief and a 'C. M. I 

When smallpox appears, men of the Force see to the isolation 

of contacts and cases. 

Should a native town require rebuilding after a fire, a 

1C. M. I will be sent to help and give his own trim barracks as a model for 

the 'lay out'. 

A tC. M. ' will aid in the building of native bridges and 

culverts, in the making of improved latrines and incinerators, the clearing 

of a cemetry or the erection of a resthouse. 

The first request to the 'D. C. ' by an engineer sent to make 

a motorable road is for one or more of his men to atop brawls among the 

labourers and for liaison with the chiefs. 

When an inter chiefdom boundary is 'jumped', a 10. M. 1 soon 

arrives to collect facts and restrain the over-enterprising. 

The men are also used to show the natives how to plant now 

crops, such as cocoa, and improved ways of growing old ones ouch as swamp 

rice and ginger. 

They inspect motor and trading licences and keep an eye 

lifting for unlawful firearms. They collect intelligence and road reports. 
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A considerable part of their time is spent in the execu- 

tion of distress warrants (2427 
.... 

A 'C. M. ' is usually attached to officials travelling in 

the Protectorate to act as guide and interpreter, to explain his mission 

and take care of his baggage. 

The District Medical Officer often borrows an orderly, who 

attends when out-patients are Peen and has a useful chance to pick up a 

knowledge of the cleansing and bandaging of wounds" (243). 

This list of C. M. F. duties was provided by Mr. N. C. 

Hollins, who was in the Sierra Leone Protectorate from 1910 to 1936, and 

who, as already mentioned, was substantive D. C. of Pendembu District 

throughout the 1920s (244). The list is valuable in showing how, through 

the Court Messengers' activities, the D. C. 's daily work might affect the 

ordinary people of Luawa (245). But although this list is comprehensive, 

it fails to indicate that by far the largest part of the daily work of 

both the D. C. and the C. M. F. involved the administration of justice (246). 

From the very beginning of the Protectorate, the legal powers of the D. C. 

had been considered one of the most important aspects of his control over 

the Chiefs and their people. The Ordinances establishing the Protectorate 

(247) and early accounts of a D. C. 's work (248) give considerable space 

to the work of the Commissioner's Court and its jurisdiction. It was 

taken so much for granted that the greater part of a D. C. ta work would 

involve court cases, that until the late 1920s, Native Affairs Minute Papers 

(249) were all printed in a form convenient to sunmariaing a legal dispute. 

The word "CCHPL&INT" appeared at the head of the form, with a apace for an 

entry; and the word "VERSOS" was also printed, with spaces for the namos 

of the plaintiff and defendant. When the D. C. used 'N. A. M. P. a' for a 
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purpose other than a legal case, he had first to cross out the printed 

words. Judging from the Kailahun District Office Archives, the majority 

of cases brought before the D. C. in the first three decades of the twentieth 

century concerned either land disputes or 'women palavers' (250). 

Petty lawsuita took up most time in the D. C. 's 

daily routine (251)s the major Annual event in the M. 's life was the 

tax collection. After the settling of litigation, most of the surviving 

files from the colonial period in the Kailahun District Office Archives 

concerned the House Tax (252). In 1912, the first year when House Tax 

was collected from the whole of Luawa, £2,577 - 5s. was realized (253), 

"more than double the next largest tax taken in the District" (254), and 

probably the largest amount for any Chiefdom in the Protectorate (255). 

The fragmentation of Luawa into four smaller Chiefdoms makes it difficult 

to give comparative figures for later years (256), but in 1922 the grand 

total was £2,677 - 15s. t £1,269 - 15s. from the now-reduced Luawa Chief- 

dom; £369 - 5s. from Kissi Kama; £523 - 10a,, from Kissi Teng; and £515 - 5s. 

from Kissi Tungi (257). 'Kailondots Luawa' was divided into these four 

smaller units in 1919 (253)" 

The method of colleoting the five shillings House 

Tax annually from every house in the Chiefdom was described by D. C. Maxwell 

in 19081 "The tax for each chiefdom was collected in the principal town of 

that chiefdom, each headman paying directly to the District Commissioner 

in the presence of his Paramount Chief & being given his own receipt. This 

is an improvement on the system of collecting through the Chief. It prevents 

an unscrupulous Chief keeping back some of the hut tax he had collected" 

(259). This system continued to operate for a gen©ration, through into the 

1940x, as was shown by F. L. J. Tengbo's description of tax collection in 
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Kailahun District in 1942. (Mr. Tengbe was at this time Chiefdom Clerk 

of Bandajuma Yawei Chiefdom. ) He received a latter "from the D. C. 

Kailahun announcing the date of his coming into Bandajuma (headquarter 

town of Bandajuma Yawei Chiefdom] to come for Chiefdom Tax which 

included the House Tax (260)J. When the time came, he came in. He 

arrived about 5 o'clock noon and he was tired and he warned the chief 

that the Chiefdom Tax would be collected the following day, so he should 

send to the whole chiefdom to be in and not to (beJ late at all .... 

The next morning we went into the Court-Barra for Tax Collection. Every 

Village-Head and Town-Head came into Bandajuma with their taxes. The D. C. 

came in, who was in the person of Mr. D. Cox, Senior D. C. of Kailahun. 

In two hours time the whole tax was collected correctly, and everything 

agreed with my books, and the D. C. was pleased .... The D. C. heard 

complaints after Tax, and went to his rest-house" (261). 

Although many British officials did not realize 

it until the 1950s, their system of tax-collection could easily be used 

to place heavy extra demands upon the ordinary villagers, over and above 

the official tax (262). The weakness in the system was the method of 

assessing the towns and villages of the Chiefdom for tax. The Chiefdom 

Clerk would go round with such officials as "the Chiefdom Speaker, two 

Chiefdom Messengers L63J and other members of the Tribal Authorities 

(264J, who were representing the P. C. " (265). "During this time", noted 

one Chiefdom Clerk, "I had nice presents from people, rice, meat and cash 

as well" (266). 

The Chiefdom Clerk sometimes gained a position of 

considerable power in the Chiefdom administration generally (especially 

where the P. C. was illiterate [267. ] ), and had "many good chances of 
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getting free gifts" (268), in addition to the opportunities which 

presented themselves at tax-collection time in particular. AU this 

was over and above the Clerk's regular salary of, perhaps, £2 per month 

(269). As the century progressed, a venal attitude to office seemed to 

become more common among Chiefdom officials (270). In many Chiefdoms, 

venality affected even the Chief himself: oral tradition suggests that 

this was one of the characteristics of P. C. Bockarie Bundeh (Fabundeh's 

son and successor) which led to his deposition (271). This was not 

surprising because, on the one hand, the British colonial authorities 

viewed with suspicion and mistrust a strong Chief who showed initiative 

and foresight in seeking the public good of his peoples the British wanted 

no rivals. On the other hand, the British Government had "greatly streng- 

thened the position of Chiefs of very average capacity and has rendered 

the office more secure and attractive" (272). In pre-colonial days, even 

a strong Mahal like Kailondo had been aware of the dangers of assassination 

and rebellion, and defeat by external enemies (273), and had thus been 

encouraged to pay attention to the needs and desires of his subjects. 

Bockarie Bundeh was presented with none of these dangers which had faced 

Kailondo, and therefore Fabundeh's son was quite insensitive to 'public 

opinion' within Luawa: he simply concentrated on 'feathering his own nest'. 

In the end he was deposed because he went too far, but many other Chiefs 

of similar character were politically astute enough to stop short of 

behaviour which would cause their dismissal (274). 

A Chief could impose heavy burdens on his people 
by extending and abusing his rights to "traditional communal labour" (275) 

and "voluntary customary presents" (276). The Government accepted that 

he should receive both of these as recognized perquisites of office. 
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The former included mending roads and bridges, building and mending the 

Chief's house and compound, carrying his loads when he travelled, making 

his farms for him, and also making him a special mania farm (277). The 

Chief was supposed to use the rice from this mania farm for entertaining 

strangers, feeding destitute persons, and providing any similar public 

service on behalf of the whole Chiefdom (278). Customary presents 

included annual tribute, voluntary gifts, and "levies on special occasions, 

as for example on a Governor's visit to the chiefdom, or a Chief's visit 

to Provincial headquarters, or when a boundary is being settled" (279). 

In addition, "Court fees and fines are shared by the Chief and his advisers 

(assessors)" (280). The P. C. also received from the Government a House 

Tax rebate of 5% or threepence on every five-shilling house tax paid (281). 

In the case of the P. C. of a large Chiefdom like Luawa, the Chief's salary 

from all these sources together could be enormous (282), and it was not 

difficult for him to find semi-legal ways of increasing it. 

The opportunities for a Chief to enlarge his 

personal gains from the Chiefdom were increased in the 1920s by Govern- 

ment approved agreements between Chief and people for the commutation of 

labour-service into annual cash payments (283). For example, in 1925 D. C. 

Hollins approved three similar tax agreements in the three Kissi Chiefdoms 

(284), by which the "Tribal Authority" agreed that the P. C. would "receive 

each year one shilling from each house at tax time and one bushel of clean 

rice from each farm at harvest time. 

In return the Paramount Chief will not have a 

'Manjal farm made for him and will himself pay the wages of the Chiefdom 

'clerk' and the Bo School fees of his sons and will not make any other 

levy on the Chiefdom without the consent of the tribal Authority" (285). 
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In fact these tax agreements simply provided an excuse for Chiefs to 

increase their demands upon their people. The extra shilling for the 

Chiefs was collected annually along with the five-shilling house tax, 

but the Chiefs continued to demand from their people those perquisites 

of office which they were supposed to have given up by the terms of the 

agreement. By 1930, the D. C. had been compelled to hold an enquiry into 

the conduct of P. C. Bundor Bere of Kissi Kama, partly because he had 

failed to keep the tax agreement (286). In Kissi Teng, P. C. Musa 

Bandabilla had been making unlawful mania farms (287), and P. C. Fatorma 

of Kissi Tungi likewise "had an unlawful manja farm made in 1929" (288)" 

The Chiefs were not the only people to place 

heavy demands on the ordinary people. British officials could cal], on 

men to make and mend motor roads, build and mend houses in Government 

stations, and carry loads (289). "Until the end of 1935, the roads were 

maintained bp forced unpaid labour at the rate of 2* men per mile, though 

in practice this rate was never achieved and the average rate was slightly 

under 2 men per mile, with youths sometimes predominating. 

To the great pleasure both of natives, political 

officers and Public Works Department this system was abolished at the end 

of 1935 and from January lot, 1936, the roads were maintained by voluntary 

paid labour at the rate of one man per mile" (290). Up to the mid-1930s, 

then, the amount of 'free labour' which an energetic and 'co-operative' 

Chief might provide for the D. C. and departmental officials (291) was 

enormous. P. C. Momoh Banya, Chief of Luawa from 1924 until 1942, commonly 

supplied vast numbers of unpaid labourers for work on Government projects. 

This is implied in a letter from the local D. C. to the Executive Engineer 

at Bo in 1928: "Paramount Chief Momoh Banya tells me that he can supply 
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all the paid labourers needed for the new District Headquarters at 

Kailahun. I should be glad therefore, if you would apply to him in 

future for such labour, as in view of the amount of free labour he is 

supplying, he feels that his people should be given preference in the 

case of paid labour" (292). Even when labour was supposed to be paid, 

the actual labourers often never saw any cash (293). Although Icailahun 

District Headquarters was built in the late 1920s (294) with, supposedly, 

paid labour, the testimony of those who were in Kailahun at that time 

was that the labourers never received any payment (295). Thus were built 

the D. C. 's house, the Court House, District Offices and Court Messengers' 

quarters (296). It seems that the British officials paid the headmen or 

the Chief the sum of ninepence per labourer per day (297), but this was 

never passed on to the labourers themselves. Moreover, it seems that 

P. C. Banya provided altogether a much larger supply of labour than that 

for which he was paid. In the next section of this chapter, examples are 

given of how British officials also used a large amount of forced, unpaid 

labour for road-development in the Luawa area (298). 

'Government by strangers', however well-intentioned 

or beneficial in results, is rarely appreciated by the governed. "I 

suppose", wrote Governor Cardew in a moment of clear Vision, "subject 

races are very rarely truly loyal to an alien Government" (299). The 

people who lost most, politically, under British rule were tho Mahanceisia, 

but eventually they found means of compensating themselves, as individuals, 

in the economic sphere (300). The ordinary people of Luawa lost less through 

the imposition of British rule, and in most ways their daily routine was 

little affected. Yet slowly they were burdened with increasing demands on 

their time, energy and material resources, imposed both by the P. C. and his 
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ON THE OCCASION OF THE PRESENTATION OF THE COLOURS TO THE. 
WEST AFRICAN FRONTIER FORCE, MAX 1922 (? ) 

Officials shown in the photograph are, from left to right: 

R. S. M., Staff. Sgt. Winward 

7. 
C. Thompson (Private Secretary to the Governor) 

Capt. Milne Hume (? Staff Officer to the Inspector General) 
Col. Heywood, Inspector General of the W. A. F. F. 
Mrs. N. C. Hollins 
Mrs. Addison 
Lt. N. Mclvor (Adjutant) 
Lt. R. M. Hall (? ) 
Mrs. A. R. Slater 
Capt. J. S. Hopkins 

H. E. Sir A. Ransford Slater, Governor of Sierra Leone 
Lt. S. H. Cave 
Dr. R. Jackson, W. k. M. S. 
Capt. May 
Lt. Col. A. N. Ogilvie (0. C. S. L. Btn., W. A. F. F. ) 
Lt. Duke 
Major R. M. Baynes 

W. A. Addison (Ag. Provincial Commissioner, Central Province) 
Lt. Salter (? ) 
V. F. de Lisle (Principal, Bo School) 

N. C. Hollins (Commissioner, Pendembu District) 
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sub-chiefs, by the D. C. and his white colleagues. And the majority of 

the ordinary people received in return little by way of compensation. 
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4. THE ROADS TO KAILAHÜN, AND SOCIO-ECONMIC DEVELOPMENT 1912 TO 1931. 

As has been mentioned earlier when dealing with 

socio-economic development in the Luawa area, dates are not easily found 

within which to contain the discussion (301)t development tends to 

'spill overt on either side of whatever dates are chosen. However, the 

year 1912 is a key date in that by then British local administration had 

just been established in the whole of the Luawa area, and the reign of 

a new Paramount Chief had just begun (302). Likewise, 1931 provides a 

meaningful and convenient terminal date. By 1931, the world economic 

depression had so affected commerce in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms (303) 

that, in some respects, a new economic situation was beginning to arise in 

the area. 1931 was also the publication date of the first detailed census 

information about the Kailahun area (304), which gave some indication of 

the state of socio-economic development. Moreover, 1931 saw the end of 

two decades of formal British rule in the area. 

Since the days of Kailondo there had been a 

recognised road from Kailahun to Pendembu (305) - and possibly it had 

existed long before that (306). In the reigns of both Kailondo and 

Fabundeh it had been widened (3(Y7), and in 1914 work was begun to make 

it motorable (308). The first motor vehicle started running between 

Kailahun and Pendembu in 1917 (309)" The 1915 Roads Rehort made it clear 

that the work between Kailahun and Pendembu did not involve the construction 

of a new road (though the reports of many other British officials would 

suggest this was the case): "The work consists of improving the lines and 

gradients of existing roads and the construction of permanent bridges of 

sufficient strength to carry any load likely to come upon them in future" (310). 
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Even so, this limited work demanded a huge expenditure of effort and 

manpower. For example, the heavy iron girders used in bridge-construc- 

tion had to be dragged by gangs of local labourers from Pendembu to the 

bridging points (311). There were twelve bridges of 15 feet or longer 

to construct, including one of 35 feet and one of 40 feet (312). All 

the unskilled labour was provided free by the Chiefs of Luawa and Upper 

Bambara (313), and was supervised by Government gangers, with the Govern- 

ment also providing tools, skilled labour and materials required for the 

bridges (314). Although the unskilled labourers were paid nothing, they 

were fined if they were late to work at the beginning of the day (315), 

and flogged if they did not work hard enough (316). 

"The average number of labourers", stated the 

official Report on the Kailahun-Pendembu road works, "provided (each dayJ 

by the Chiefs and engaged throughout the year [1915) has been about 550" 

(317). Presumably more than half of these labourers came from Luawa, which 

was by far the largest Chiefdom in the area (318). If the rule was kept 

that no one should work more than thirty days a year in unpaid labour for 

the Government (319), then altogether 6,600 men must have been involved in 

road construction during 1915. It may be roughly assumed that about 4,000 

of those men were supplied by the Luawa Chief (320) and that the total 

population of Luawa at this time (after the separation of Kissi Chiefdom) 

was about 22,500 (321), of whom about 28% constituted the male working 

population (322). On this basis, about two-thirds of the male working 

population of Luawa were involved in forced labour on the Kailahun. -Pendembu 

road for a thirty-day period sometime during the year 1915 (323). This 

estimate is, admittedly, fairly notional; . but it gives some impression of 
the magnitude of the demand made on the people of Luawa. 
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By the end of 1916, all the earthworks on the 

road had been completed, but the road was not motorable because the War 

had held up supplies for four bridges (324). It was demonstrated during 

1916 how dependent were the British officials on the co-operation of the 

Chiefs. In the first half of the year P. C. Bockarie Bundeh was deposed 

(325), the P. C. of Upper Bambara died (326), and as a result the average 

number of labourers supplied for road work was reduced to an average of 

about 180 per dap for January to July (327) -a reduction of about two- 

thirds on the previous year's daily average. 

One of the expected results of making a motorable 

road to Kailahun was the arrival in the town of a number of foreign traders, 

for in up-country areas it was not so much that 'trade followed the flag' 

as that trade followed the roads and railways (328). Already by 1915, a 

European trader was established at Kailahun (329), and in 1918 a number of 

non-local "settlers" were listed as resident in Luawas Nazib Mahaur (? ), 

J. L. Cole, and J. W. Gabbidon in Kailahun; and A. B. Savage-Pratt in Sandialu 

(330). The first-named "settler" was almost certainly Lebanese (331), while 

the other three were probably Creoles from Freetown (332). Hassan Joseph 

(locally known as Lansana Z-333J ) and Mr. Khalil (known as Gbandawa (334J ) 

were among other Lebanese traders to settle in Kailahun before 1924 (335), 

together with at least one other Creole trader George Taylor (336). 

By the time the Kailahun-Pendembu motor road was 

in service, in 1917, there were probably more Lebanese traders (locally 

known as "Syrians") than Creoles coming into the Luawa area. "During the 

last few years", noted W. D. Bowden in his Railway District Rehort for 1916, 

"a great increase in the number of Syrians settling in this District has 

taken place. Their advent has not been welcomed in all circles for they 
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are dangerous trade rivals, indefatigable in their work and frugal in 

their way of life. There has been more and more a tendency amongst them 

to make a temporarily L'sic. ] home for themselves here and a very large 

number are accompanied by wife and children. Their standard of life 

though it may not be that of the better class European trader is by no 

means as low as it is attempted to paint it .... As a class they give 

very little trouble and are universally respectful and ready to listen to 

reason. None have as yet found their way into Government employ but it is 

quite possible that some of the minor positions of trust could with advantage 

be filled with them" (337). The only reason for 'foreigners' - Lebanese, 

Creole, or European - to settle in Luawa at this time was to do trading; 

buying kernels, and selling the same sort of goods as Alldridge had seen 

for sale at Baiima in 1908 (338). 

Almost certainly the European who was mentioned as 

having settled in Kailahun by 1915 was R. G. Morton. He was the first person 

to put a motor vehicle on the Kailahun-Pendembu road (339). Maada James 

Kailondo recalled that Morton settled in Kailahun not only before any other 

European, but also before any Lebanese trader (340). He brought his wife 

and family with him (3411), and in the late 1920s he opened another shop in 

Dodo-Cotuma, when the motor-road reached there (342). Also in the 1920s he 

took into partnership Mr. Metheringham, another European. By 1929 the printed 

heading at the top of their notepaper impressively -. and accurately 

described the scope of their business: Morton and Metherinaham. African 

Merchants Tr ao& Passenger to Service x-Kai ah also Pen m, 

Giehun. Dodo (343). About 1930, Morton introduced on the Kailahun. -Pondembu 

road the first charabanc (31+4): the opening of the Manowa ferry in that year 
(345) meant that the bus could travel not only to Pendembu but also on to 
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Segbwema (346), crossing the River Moa at a point some seven miles 

west-north-west of Pendembu (347). 

By about 1930, Rev. W. R. E. Clarko (who was then 

living in Kailahun) could recall a number of foreign traders who were 

resident in the District Headquarters towns Houri, a Swiss man, set up 

a shop near P. C. Banya's compound, as did the 'Syrian', Hassan Joseph (34$); 

and there was at least one Creole with a shop. A German trader had also 

settled in Kailahun with his wife (349), presumably representing the German 

firm G. K. G. (350). At this time, in the early years of P. C. Banya'o reign 

(351), many of the big European firms were opening depots in Kailahun 

C. F. A. O., U. A. C., and G. B. O. (352). Apart from the traders, the only other 

foreigners resident in Luawa at this time were the District Commissioner 

and his wife; Rev. and Mrs. Clarke, who were Methodist missionaries; and a 

Public Works Department foreman, who was in charge of building a motorable 

road to Dodo-Cotuma (353). 

All the traders living in Kailahun were, from 1929 

onwards, severely affected by the great world-wide economic depression. 

Independent foreign traders, with only limited capital reserves were unable 

financially to cope with the crisis. Mr. Morton went Bankrupt,, and, he and 

his family had to be repatriated at Government expense -. asDistressed British 

Subjects (354). The depression did not, however, -have auch aserious effect 

on traders who were local Luawa peoples several were developing a considerable 

business at this time, the most important being James_. Tengbe, Combey of, 

Ngiehun (355). 

As for the ordinary people of Luawa, their geographi- 

cal mobility was slightly increased by the development of motorable roads� 

together with the presence of the railhead at Pendembu, though most Luawa 
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people in fact made little or no use of this increased mobility and its 

importance must not be over-emphasized (356). Improved communications 

caused some expansion in the production of palm kernels, which was Luawaia 

sole significant cash-crop at this stage (357). The nature and amount of 

cash-crop production in the Kailahun area can be estimated fairly accurately 

by reference to the figures of the principal products carried by rail from 

Pendembu to Freetown (358); though unfortunately these figures are incomplete 

(359). Because of their comparatively large area, dense population, and 

geographical position, Luawa and Kissi country (360) were, together, almost 

certainly the source of most remaining up-country produce passing through the 

Pendembu railhead (361). In 1914, before the Kaflahun-Pendembu road was motor- 

able, 3,268 tons of palm kernels were railed from Pendembu and 106 tons of 

palm oil, the value of all this palm produce together amounting to £9,222. 

All the rest of the produce amounted to a total of only 60 tons and a value 

of £298, rice and kola nuts being the main constituents (362). The intro- 

duction of motor vehicles on the Kailahun-Pendembu road did not alter this 

basic pattern (363): the tonnage of palm kernels railed annually from Pendembu 

increased steadily until the economic collapse of 1929-1931, but the tonnages 

for all other produce remained petty, and no significant new crop or commodity 

made its appearance (364). 

F. W. H. Migeod, a visiting British official (365), 

described commerce in the Luawa area in late 1924, and gave a similar 

impression to that conveyed by the figures of down-line produce sent from 

Pendemba. "Kailahun was a busy place and the trade in palm kernels was in 

full swing", he wrote. "Some are bought here and sent to Pendembu by lorry, 

but many of the Kissi who bring them prefer to carry them the remaining 

seventeen miles, a rise of sixpence over the price here making it worth their 
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while. Besides, if they wanted to buy anything there is a better assort- 

ment of goods at Pendembu. There was only one European trader at Kailahun, 

a Swiss (366J. This probably gives a reasonably accurate picture of the 

state of trade in the town at this times a fair amount of buying and selling 

in a limited range of products and goods, but nothing which could be 

accurately described as an "Economic Revolution" (368). 

A number of factors limited the impact on Kailahun 

of the opening of rail and road links with Freetown. Perhaps the main one 

was lack of an adequate number of motor vehicles on the road to connect with 

the railway system, and the frequent mechanical failure of those vehicles 

that were in service. In 1924, Migeod had to walk from Kailahun to Pendembu, 

taking just under five hours for the journey (369). Three years later (and 

a decade after the opening of the road as motorable), F. E. J. Tengbo'a elder 

brother had planned to take him to Pendembu by lorry. "When we arrived in 

Kailahun", recorded the younger brother, "there was no lorry going to 

Pendombu, as the one lorry on that road has gone to Pendembu with palm 

kernels. This lorry runs once during theJ day, and twice in a week, as 

there was no lorry transport as it is now .... very late we were told that 

the lorry got broken on the road coming into Kailahun, and it would not come 

within four days time, as the damage done to it was very serious and heavy 

.... and my brother said that we should walk on foot to Pendembu" (370). 

It was not surprising, therefore, that the amount of palm kernels railed 

from Pendembu did not increase nearly as dramatically as might have been 

expected after the completion of the motor road to Kailahun. In 1915, 

before the road was finished, 3,784 tons of palm kernels were railed from 

Pendembu (371): in 1918, after it was finished and after the arrival of 

Morton's first motor-vehicle, 3,814 tons were railed (372) -a negligible 

increase (373). Even in 1928, at the height of a trade boom, only 8,479 

tons were railed (374). 
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Many writers have presumed that the construction 

of roads and the railway gave ordinary people the opportunity to travel 

much more freely over considerable distances (375). A few younger members 

of the wealthier families in Luava certainly seem to have taken advantage 

of this opportunity to travel to Bo, Freetown and elsewhere (376): but the 

majority of ordinary people had no such opportunity, principally because of 

the high cost of rail travel. In 1922, third-class passenger fares were lid. 

per mile, although later in that year they were reduced to ld. per mile (377). 

In other words, in 1921 a third-class return ticket from Pendembu to Freetown 

cost about 57 shillings; and even is 1923 it cost about 38 shillings (378). 

Such high travel-costs were obviously prohibitive as far as most ordinary 

people were concerned, and in 1924, in a Report on Sierra Leone RaiIwns, 

Colonel Hammond stated that the "bulk of the population living along the 

railway have never used it at all" (379). If this was true for ordinary 

people living on the railway line, it was certainly true for the people of 

Kailahun, living seventeen miles from the railhead; and many people in the 

Kissi Chiefdoms lived even further away, thirty miles or more being common 

(380). It is true that Kissi came regularly in large parties to Pendembu, 

head-loading their palm kernels to sell there (381). But having sold the 

kernels, they had no cause to travel any further, nor money even after their 

sales to waste on railway journeys. 

Chief Fayia Jabba of Dia in Kissi Kama Chiefdom 

described how, when he was a young boy in the late 1920a and early-1930s., 

there vas a Bambara-man (382) called Kulu Bali resident in the town (383). 

He was the only shop-owner in Dia- at that time; and on several occasional 

in order to save the expense of the train-fare, he walked all the way to 

Freetown (384). In the capital he bought such goods as cowries, necklaces, 
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and nails, which people could not buy in Dia. Less enterprising petty- 

traders walked only as far as Pendembu and bought goods from there to sell 

in Dia (385). But virtually no one used the railway. 

Of more immediate significance to the Ki sa than 

the railway was the decision to extend a motorable road from Kailahun into 

Kissi country. In 1927, a start was made on fitting the Kailahun--Dodo- 

Cotuma road for motor traffic, along with several other road projects. The 

real driving force behind these projects was P. C. Momoh Baia, who provided 

an immense amount of free labour. The amount of free labour given by the 

Luawa people was revealed in a minute made by Governor Slater during a visit 

to Kailahun in 1927. "P. C. Momo Banya has, on his own initiative, under- 

taken the widening [-to a width of sixteen feet (386)' of the Pendembu- 

Kailahun [ roadJ 
-a work of considerable magnitude which, if I remember 

right, was estimated by the D. P. W. (387, to cost over £1000", reported 

the Governor. ".... He also got his people to make a motor road to the 

Bedu Agr. farm and Rest'House (about 1/2 - 3/4 mile) and to clear and stump 

the 13 miles extension of the Pendembu-Kailan (sic. J road to Dodo with 

the result that much of the Liberian kernel trade is now coming through 

Kailan .... I consider these three sporting efforts - which saved Govt, 

much money - may well be rewarded by the dash 53882 of a Ford lorry (with 

spares) and I wish the D. P. W. to purchase one and send it up to Pendembu for 

the Chief" (389). 

For some months in 1927, a considerable proportion 

of the able-bodied men of Luawa and the three Kissi Chiefdoms were occupied 

in making the JCailahun-Dodo-Cotuma road. In August there were 1,000 men 

from Luawa working on the road (390), and a few months later over 300 men 

from the Kissi Chiefdoms (391). Yet, despite the great efforts being made, 
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as the work went one P. C. Banya ceased to be satisfied with a motor road 

which went'only to Dodo-Cotuma. Always eager for 'improvement', the Luawa 

Chief urged the Government to "consider the urgent necessity of extending 

the road towards the Liberian border from Dodo and develop the country 

with commercial activities. Besides this, the road leading to Dia through 

Mano f- Sewalu, ] should as well received (sio. J Government's considera- 

tion. For if these roads are made motorable feeder roads, there would 

essentially be greater development in the country and resources of the 

country increased" (392). 

In 1929 the work of making the Kailahun-Dodo- 

Cotuma road motorable was completed (393), and by 1931 it had been extended 

a further three miles to reach Buedu (394), which was nearer the Liberian 

Boundary. It was only much later, however, that the road was made motorable 

right up to the frontier (395). Dodo-Cotuma and Buedu experienced a real 

but limited impact from the arrival of the motor-road; an impact similar 

to that which had affected Kailahun a decade earlier. R. G. Morton opened 

a store in Dodo (396), and Lebanese traders also arrived (397). No new 

cash-crops developed in the area for some time, though the production of 

palm-kernels increased, and more imported goods became available (398). 

Some Kissia found a greater geographical mobility (399). First Dodo, and 

later Buedu, became an entrenot with a hinterland stretching eastwards into 

Liberia (400). But for all that, the everyday life of most ordinary people 

in the villages of the three Kissi Chiefdoms was little changed. The 

village chief remained the immediate political authority, with the Paramount 

Chief as the more distant superiors few white men ever came near the village 

(401). Subsistence rice-farming remained the major economic activity in 

the course of the years in 1939, a visiting anthropologist called rice the 
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"core of Kissi life" (402). Staple diet, clothing and housing were not 

changed for the ordinary people (403). Ceremonies connected with birth, 

initiation, marriage and death continued as before (404). Perhaps most 

important of all, just as Mende remained the one language understood and 

spoken by the people of Luawa, the Kissi language occupied the same 

position in Kama.. Teng and Tungi Chiefdoms. Rev. Clarke once commented 

that the "language of a people is the shrine of that people's soul" (405): 

in Luawa and Kissi country that shrine was kept inviolate throughout the 

colonial period (406). 

The very limited impact which improved communi- 

cations had made on the Luawa area by the early 1930s was demonstrated 

when the general economic depression reached the country. The prices Which 

Kailahun traders could give for palm kernels dropped in 1931-32 to as low 

as ld. per bushel (407)s the result was that the local people simply 

stopped bringing kernels in for sale (108). But this did not create any 

serious hardship for the ordinary people of Luawa and Kissi country, since 

they did not depend on the sale of cash crops for their livelihood, and 

felt no necessity to buy the goods which traders in Kailahun and Pendembu 

offered. The local people were still living, essentially, in a subsistence, 

not a cash, economy. "As a matter of fact", noted the 1931 Census Reportt 

in dealing with the effects of the economic depression, "for the indigenous 

native engaged in primary production for his living, conditions have 

changed very little. He is more dependent on seasonable weather and good 

rice harvests than on prices of export products and imported commodities 

.... He must expend the same amount of labour to obtain the same quantity 

of food. He is satisfied with very little other than the necessities of 

life .... As to his actual needs, he probably possesses (or has within 

reach) enough of actual requirements. He can, with little effort, acquire 
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the small amount of money necessary to pay his tax and he does not need 

money for anything else. If he desires it, it is only for luxuries" (409). 

By the early 1930s, then, there had been little basic economic change in 

Luawa and Kissi country, despite forty years of contact with the British 

and over a decade of improved communications. Although more difficult to 

document, the same would seem to be true of change in the social sphere, 

as regards the everyday life of most ordinary people in the area (as has 

already been mentioned [-4.107 ). 

Two events occurred between 1912 and 1931 which 

did have a serious, immediate effect on the ordinary people of Luawa, much 

more so than improved communications. The first was the World War of 1914 

to 1918. Chiefs were called upon to supply carriers for the Cameroon 

expedition, and D. C. Bowden noted in 1916 that Railway District "sent many 

hundred carriers a fair number of whom have given their life as well as their 

labour in this service" (411). Some of these carriers came from Luawa and 

Kissi country. Other men from the area volunteered as soldiers, and were 

trained at Daru Barracks (412). After the war, most returned to their own 

areas for instance, in Giema -a large village of Luawa .. it was remembered 

that two people went to the First World War, and later came back to their 

village (413). From Mano-Sevalu, three people went on the Cameroon 

expedition (414). 

The second serious event was the influenza epidemic 

of 1918-19 (415). According to elders like 
-Maada 

James Kailondon this was 

the worst occurrence of the whole colonial period. Some families were 

wiped out. In some cases it was five or more people who died, in a family 

of eight or tent but where you have a man with his wife and about three 
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children, all of them died. There is a case of a woman whose husband died 

and all the children, and she remained alone. It may be in the case of 

men, the wife and all the children died and he was left. It is still very 

pathetic to remember" (4116). Both Kailahun town and the villages were 

equally affected. In Dodo-Cotuma, so many people died that numbers were 

difficult to estimate. Throughout the area, the size of rice-farms 

decreased in 1919 because there were fewer people available to work on 

them (417), and there was such a scarcity of food in the area that it was 

described as a "famine" (418). Small cocoa-yams would be sold for three 

shillings each, and people for some time were forced to eat "palm cabbage" 

(419) 
- the growing heart of the palm-tree foliage. One of the Creole 

traders in Kailahun, George Taylor, set up a bakery in the town at this 

time, the price of flour presumably being cheaper than that of rice (1,20). 

Although the influenza epidemic and its repercussions left such a deep 

impression on the ordinary people of the country, it is scarcely mentioned 

in the writings of colonial officials (421). 

It has been assumed that the abolition of domestic 

slavery in 1928 had a considerable impact on the life of the Protectorate 

peoples (422). The evidence from the Luawa area suggests that this step 

was much less revolutionary than might have been expected. For many decades 

before 1928, domestics had been used to farming their own land, as well as 

working for their masters (423). "The number of domestics redeemed from 

servitude in 1914 was 229", wrote D. C. Warren, reviewing the question of 

domestic slavery in a Railway District Report. "The everyday life of these 

domestics differs very little from that of freemen. Ground is allotted them 

on which they can work for their own benefit two days out of the week, and 

as often as not the domestic is an honoured member of the family. So it is 
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not surprising that more redemptions have not taken place" (424). A 

decade later, Governor Slater reached a similar conclusions "'domestic 

servitude' in a very mild form admittedly still exists, though it is 

gradually dying out. There is no reason to suppose that these 'domestics' 

generally are treated otherwise than considerately, and probably the 

majority of them have the means to purchase their freedom and could free 

themselves now if they wished to do so" (425). 

British officials clearly had an interest in main- 

taining that domestic slavery in the Protectorate was very mild, but local 

evidence from the Luawa area suggests that this was in fact the case. For 

most of those 'freed' in 1928, the greatest economic improvement they 

could expect was to farm a larger area for themselves rather than working 

for their masters (1,26). This being so, the majority of the domestics 

released in 1928 in Luawa and Kissi country seem to have decided voluntarily 

to stay in their masters' households and to continue working for them (427). 

For example, in Dodo-Cotuma, none of the ex-slaves moved out of the village. 

They remained in the same households working for the same masters, though 

the latter did not have the same autocratic control over their slaves as 

formerly (428). The Cox Report later made the same point more dramaticallys 

the 1928 abolition meant "thousands of men, women and children were deprived 

of 'home' and the means of sustenance; they had freedom but nothing else and 

many returned to the houses and farms of their former proprietors there to 

give free labour from time to time in return for the use of the lands they 

occupy and the shelter they receive. These people exchanged legal serfdom 

for economic serfdom" (429). In 1939, Dr. Eberl-Elber was told by one of 

the headmen that "there were about three hundred men and nearly a hundred 

and fifty women is the service of the Paramount Chief" of Kissi Tungi (430). 
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Presumably most of the three hundred men were ex-slaves who continued in 

their former master's service. 

The ordinary people of Luawa and Kissi country 

remained, throughout the first three decades of the twentieth century, 

basically subsistence rice farmers, and were not dependent upon cash- 

cropping: but they engaged in a significant amount of local trading among 

themselves which was largely ignored by colonial officials (431). From 

the early years of the twentieth century, a large local weekly market was 

held near Koindu. "There is at Bwea (432J, near the French Guinea border 

of Kissi, a native market which is held every Sunday", noted D. C. Warren in 

1914, "and where kolas, rice, country cloths and cotton goods are sold, the 

currency consisting of iron bars of the value of a penny each. As many as 

1,000 people may be seen at this market, and the scene is a very interesting 

and amusing one and is the only market of this kind in the whole of the 

Protectorate" (433). This sounds very similar to the Gbande markets which 

Alldridge had described in the 1890s (434), and presumably at Kpuya (Bwea) 

as in the Gbande markets, barter was common as a means of exchange in 

addition to the use of the Kissi-penny currency (435). Apart from the 

commodities mentioned by Warren, a variety of other foodstuffs and locally- 

made iron goods could probably have been bought at the Kpuya market (436)s 

cassava, ochra, tobacco-leaves, plantains, maize, cocoa-yams, garden-eggs, 

dried fish; matchets and trinkets. Also there would have been livestock, 

pottery, hammocks and mats for sale (437). Tobacco and Kola nuts were 

among the most important products used in local commerce in these weekly 

markets (438). Salt was usually to be found in the weekly market, though 

this was not a locally-produced commodity. Similar, though smaller, weekly 
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markets to that at Kpuya were held at Kondoma near Dia (439) on Mondays 

(440); at Baiama in Kissi Teng on Tuesdays; at Kolo on Wednesdays and 

Vuahun on Fridays, both of these last two places being in Kissi Tungi 

(441). These towns were all in Kissi country. For some undiscovered 

reason, weekly markets did not become common in the Mende part of 

'Kailondo's Luawa' (where they were known as ndoweisia) until the 1930s, 

during Momoh Banya's reign (442). Even in Kailahun there was no weekly 

market until 1936, when one was opened by the P. C. and his counsellors, 

the decision being that it should meet every Friday (44.3). 

The daily market ( ow in the Mende language) 

in Kailahun apparently developed from the meat market which Alldridge 

noted there in 1908 (444). The daily market remained essentially a place 

for the sale of perishable foodstuffs (445). The market was held in the 

large open space which in Kailondo's day had been the koban a (146). 

Early in Momoh Banya's reign (4x. 7), he erected a covered market on that 

same area, on the east side of the Pendembu-Kailahun-Sambalu motor road 

(448). In the covered market people could set out their wares on stalls, 

protected from the rain (449). 

The development of the daily and weekly markets in 

Kailahun were clearly a result of Momoh Banyya's initiatives, together 

with his advisers, not a result of British officials' pressure (450). 

Likewise, the Kpuya weekly market, and the others in Kissi country repre- 

sented indigenous initiative (451). In some aspects of socio-economic 

development, however, local initiative did not come so easily. This was 

especially true in disease-control and literacy. Concerning the former, 

some local herbal cures were effective for some illnesses - some, indeed, 

proved to be consistently more effective in certain illnesses than 

'European medecine' throughout the colonial period and afterwards (452). 
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But there were some diseases and sicknesses which were incurable by herbal 

remedies. This was made clear by the first survey of human disease in the 

Luawa area, which was carried out by Dr. D. B. Blacklock in 1928-29 (453). 

Dermatitis, Gonorrhea and lesions of the soles of the feet were conditions 

from which about half the people he examined were suffering (4510. Nearly 

two-thirds gave a history of yaws, and about a quarter carried smallpox 

scars (455). Over two-. thirds were suffering from schistosomiasis (bilharzia), 

which was one of the most serious endemic diseases in Luawa and Kissi country. 

Dr. Blacklock discovered the schistosomiasis-carrying snail, phhysopsis 

lobosa, in streams at Kailahun, Buedu, Kangama, Dia and Mano-Sewalu, and 

infection with cercariae of human schistosomiasis was established by 

dissection of snails at the two first-mentioned places. In the Primary 

School at Kai7. ahun, eighteen out of twenty children were found to have ova 

of schiatosomiasis present in their urine (456). Such information helps 

to explain why the infant mortality rate may have been as high as 50% (457). 

Surprisingly, Dr. Blacklock did not report any cases 

of sleeping sickness (human trypanosomiasis). Evidence from Kissi country 

a decade later would indicate this was a very common and often fatal disease 

(458)_ in 1940-41,20.3% of the total population in certain parts of the 

Kissi Chiefdoms were suffering from trypanosomiasis (though the incidence 

in Luawa was much smaller (459J ). Moreover, the Blacklock survey did 

not even attempt to examine the presence of some diseases which were later 

seen to be very common (460). These diseases included those relating to 

malnutrition like beri-beri; recurrent fevers like malaria; tuberculosis 

(461); jaundice, hepatitis and yellow fever (462); periodic outbreaks of 

infectious diseases such as measles (463); dysentery and worm infestations 

(464). Almost all the places at which people were examined during the 
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Blacklock survey were on the main road. The incidence of diseases might 

have been different (and probably larger as percentages of the total 

population) if the examination had been carried out mainly in less access- 

ible towns and villages. For example, "villages situated immediately 

adjacent to the new motor roads probably do not encourage the presence 

of lepers of the invalid class, who therefore are compelled to retire to 

villages some little distance off the main thowoughfares" (465). 

P. C. Momoh Banya, without needing to make a survey 

of human diseases, was well aware of the situation, and realized that 

considerable, well-qualified medical help was required. In July 1926, the 

P. C. wrote to the D. C. Pendembu, stating that he and his counsellors 

"appreciated the proposal of the Director of Medical & Sanitary Services 

during his last visit for the re-establishment of a dispensary at Kailahun 

[4661 but regret forthwith the idea of placing on control an unqualified 

medical dispenser. This chiefdom was the first to be visited by Government 

Medical Practitionors years gone by ... which virtues were withdrawn during 

the disbandment of the detachments of the West African Frontier Force by 

Government to Daru, in the year 1922" (467). However, it was only a 

dispenser, and not a doctor, who was posted to Sailahun in 1927. In the 

same year, Momoh Banya erected a dispensary and dispenser's quarters with 

the help of communal labour (468). This dispensary was perhaps the first 

public building in the Luawa area to be given a roof of corrugated iron 

sheeting. The whole building cost about £114, being put up at the personal 

expense of the P. C. (469). "In 1928,2618 new medical cases and 4888 old 

cases were treated in Kailahun; in 1929,3688 new cases were treated and 

9947 old cases" (470). These were impressive totals, but the Kailahun 

dispensary was really only scratching the surface of the need for medical 

services in Luawa and Kisai country (471). 



ABOVE : 40MOH BANYA'S ROUND-HOUSE 
(This was built before he became Paramount Chief. ) 
BELOW : THE ORIGINAL KAILAHUN DISPENSARY 
(This was later converted into the town's Post Office. ) 
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The position as regards literacy in Luawa 

paralleled the situation in the medical sphere (472). Momoh Banya was 

all eagerness to have a Government school in Kailahuns he told F. W. H. Migeod 

in 1924 that he had "asked for a Government school" (473). But the Govern- 

ment was unable (or unwilling) to satisfy his desire, and in this area the 

P. C. could do little on his own without Government help. In 1931 he 

repeated the request to Governor Hodson when the latter visited Luawa 

(474). "There are many difficulties at present in the way of establishing 

a school in the Chiefdom", was the Governor's reply, "and ... more experience 

was needed in connection with the provision of Education facilities in the 

protectorate before further commitments were undertaken by the Government. 

His Excellency pointed out that schools were already established at Bo and 

Koyeima, and that the Wesleyan Mission had now started a School near to 

Kailahun"(475)t all of which was true, but hardly touched the needs of the 

ordinary people in Luawa and Kissi country. 

From 1922 onwards, in fact, there was a Church 

Missionary Society school in Kailahun, situated on the Baoma road (476). 

A Creole pastor was in charge of missionary work, and his wife (who had 

gained twelve years teaching-experience in Freetown) did the actual teaching 

in the school. The pastor complained to Migeod that "the buildings, mud 

houses, were dilapidated, which was true, and wanted me to ask the chief 

to do something, which I hardly felt inclined to do. He said the school 

had been in existence for two years, and the pupils were seventeen in 

number. 

I did ask Momo Banya about it and why the attend- 

ance was so small. He said that the school had been conducted regularly 

for the past five months. There had been a break before that. He did not 

seem satisfied with it" (477). Migeod rightly believed that P. C. Banya as 
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a Moslem would prefer a Government school rather than a Christian mission 

school (478). Presumably this was why P. C. Banya was still pressing the 

Governor in 1931 to establish a Government school, even though the Wesleyan 

Mission had begun their own school in Kailahun by then (479). 

The various Protestant Christian Churches working 

in Sierra Leone had come to an agreement in 1928 that rather than competing 

with each other, the Protectorate should be divided into various areas 

with a different denomination working in each area (480). The Pendembu 

District was part of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society's area (481). 

In 1928, that Society had asked Rev. W. R. E. Clarke to travel round and 

discover the most suitable place east of Segbwema. Jojoima and Bunumbu 

(482) which could be a centre for new mission work. He quickly came to the 

conclusion that Kailahun was the right place because it was the headquarter 

town of the largest Chiefdom in the area; Momoh Banya was the most influen- 

tial Chief in the area; and Kailahun was a town where people of many 

different linguistic groups met (483). "Roads from Liberia, French Guinea 

and other parts of Sierra Leone converge here", wrote Rev. Clarke, "and, as 

would be expected, it is somewhat 'cosmopolitan', with its mixture of 

Mendes, Kisis, Mandingoes, Susus, Gbandis, Balus, Konos and Ko-Mendes" 

(484). In September 1930, on their return from leave in the U. K., Rev, 

and Mrs. Clarke were appointed to start work in Kailahun. In 1931 Mrs. Clarke 

opened the Mission Primary School in a simple barri near the mission house, 

with just ten boys and two girls. By 1938, the number of pupils had grown 

to about a hundred, a third of whom were girls (485). 

Bo School, to which Governor Hodson referred during 

his visit to Luawa, was specifically meant for the sons of Chiefs (486), 

and it seems that only such children did attend the school from Luawa and 
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Kissi country, at least until the 1940s (487). In 1916, D. C. Bowden 

commented that the "School for Sons and Nominees of Chiefs at Bo continues 

to enjoy the prosperity it entered upon some years ago and has still more 

established itself in the confidence of the Chiefs of this District .... 

It is greatly to be hoped that ... it may be found possible to open more 

schools in this District and by carefully selecting the pupils make an 

effort to spread education amongst the class of native most likely to 

benefit by it and in turn to benefit his country" (188). This process of 

carefully selecting the pupils for Bo School operated effectively in the 

Luawa area, ensuring that only children from 'ruling families' were chosen 

to go to Bo; though some Chiefs "hid their sons and refused to give them" 

(489). The first pupils to go to the school from Luawa were P. C. Fabu. ndeh's 

children: Binneh Fabundeh, Sao Bundeh, and Fabundeh the father of Mr. B. N. 

Combey (490). 

In 1915, five Kissi children were sent to Bo Schools 

Nyuma Kongor, Brima Lahun, and Kaitungi (from leading families of what 

later became Kissi Tungi (491J; Tamba Gboyo, (from the later Kissi Teng); 

). and Tengbe Kpandia (from a leading family of the later Kisai Kama J-4922 

"We were the very firnt from the Kissi area to go for education", noted 

ex-P. C. Kaitungi. "In fact, when we wont, we were so small that for the 

first three years we were not permitted to come home. We never came to see 

our families until 1918, because Government felt that if we came, our people 

would refuse to send us back" (493). He himself was then only seven or 

eight years old (494). After Kahunla Ngobeh was made P. C. of Luawa in 1916, 

several of his younger relatives were sent to the school, including Taplima 

Ngobeh and Gbessay Ngobeh (495). In 1918 S. I. Banya (Momoh Banya's oldest 

son) went to Bo (496), and was followed by a succession of younger brothers 

from 1924 onwards, after Momoh Banya became Paramount Chief (497). By 
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1931, then, a number of rulers' children from Luawa and Kissi country had 

gone through - or were still attending - Bo Schools perhaps thirty pupils 

in aU (498). There is no record of anyone attending Koyeima School at 

this stage, though there were perhaps a handful of children attending 

other primary schools such as those at Pendembu and Bunumbu (499). But 

the ordinary people of the Chiefdoms, and their children, had hardly 

benefitted at all. 

What the ordinary people h benefitted from by the 

early 1930s were the more settled socio-political conditions of Momoh Banya's 

rule. The trouble over the international boundaries between 1896 and 1911 

(500) had been followed by internal disturbances caused by Bockarie Bundeh's 

rule between 1912 and 1916 (501). These internal disturbances continued to 

have repercussions well into the reign of P. C. Ngobeh, who ruled from 1917 

to 1923 (502). But the removal of the W. A. F. F. Company from Kailahun in 

1922 (503) signalled British officials' belief that a permanent political 

stability had been achieved in the Luawa area. Momoh Banya confirmed that 

political stability by the way he ruled. He was ready to co-operate fully 

with British officials (504), and yet at the same time he did much to satisfy 

his own people (505). Although unimportant in itself, the fact that in 1927 

the first Protectorate district agricultural show of the 1920s was held in 

Kailahun (506) provided tangible evidence of more settled conditions in Luawa. 

The first years of P. C. Banya's reign also coincided with a trade boom, and 

Luawa prospered, The Kissi Chiefdoms shared in the general prosperity, 

though there was a tendency for Kissi people to migrate westwards and settle 

further into Luawa (507). As previously, the condition of the country was 

reflected in the size of Kailahuns throughout the 1920o the town grew steadily 

until in 1931 it was the largest in the Protectorate, with about six hundred 

houses (508) and two-and_a_half thousand inhabitants (509). 
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5. 'DIVIDE AND RULES, 1912 TO 1924. 

P. C. Fabundeh died in 1912, and was succeeded by 

his son, Bockarie Bundeh (510). Before the imposition of British rule, a 

father-to-son succession was most unusual (511), but now it became common 

in the iuawa area (512). The alien British idea of a Chiefdom and its 

institutions as being rigid and static - that 'traditional rulers' had 

governed in the same way 'from time immemorial' - meant that once one 

particular family gained the chieftaincy, the members of that family had 

an inbuilt advantage over other candidates at a succession-time (513). 

Bockarie Bundeh had two further advantages. First, he had attended school 

and so could speak some English: in fact he was the only serious candidate 

for the succession who could speak English (514). He would thus naturally 

command more attention from the British officials than the other candidates. 

That this is indeed what happened is indicated by the way even an experienced 

official like Le Mesurier was ready to commend the new Chief at the beginning 

of his reign. The Chief", wrote Le M©surier about Bockarie Bundeh in 1912, 

was formerly a bad character, but, having been banished to Koinadugu for 

three years, has now returned, and shows signs of being a very good Chief" 

(515). Bockarie Bundeh's second advantage was that he gained the support 

of P. C. Kutubu of Upper Bambara, who was regarded by the British as "one 

of the best Chiefs in"the District" (516), and who, after the death of 

Fabundeh, was respected by the local people as the senior ruler in the area 
(517). By these means, Bockarie Bundeh gained the chieftaincy. 

His rule, however, was unsatisfactory from the start. 
He despised the Ksa, and took every opportunity to insult them and their 

rulers (518). On one occasion he ordered Kongor, the senior chief in the 
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Kissi section of Luawa, to walk to Kailahun and back without being carried 

in a hammock. "So Kongor did it .... Then when he came (back) he called 

all the Kissi people. They met and swore together that they would never go 

under Luawa again. Then the following day they marched on to the Europeans 

(in Kailahuq] and reported this matter" (519). Presumably it was only 

shortly after this demonstration that D. C. Bowden held a meeting in Kailahun 

on 22 July 1914 at which the preliminary announcement was made to Chief 

Bockari Bundeh of Luawa and Chief Kongo of Damba that in future they would 

be independent of each other; the Kissi people would later be given an 

opportunity to select a Paramount Chief of their own and the boundary between 

the two countries would if possible be delimited before the close of the year' 

(520). Since Kongor was accepted as the senior Kissi chief in Kailondo's 

Luawa there was never any doubt that he would be made Paramount Chief of 

the new Kissi Chiefdom (521)0 and his formal election took place on 

25 July 1915 (522). 

This development was probably not unacceptable to 

the British officials, who still had some lingering fears of powerful Chiefs - 

fears acquired during the 1898 Protectorate War (523). The British had 

deliberately broken up the other most powerful Chiefdoms in Mendeland 

(Madam Yoko's KDa-Mende Confederacy, Nyagua'a Panguma, and (perhaps, ] 

Mendegla's Gaura Z-524 7, as well as Banda., Tambakha and Kaliyang Chiefdoms 

in the North)(525). Consequently, the 1914 decision to separate the K ssia 

from Liawa was reported in an off-hand manner in British official documents, 

as though it was a perfectly natural and logical procedure which required 

no explanation. No reference was made at all to the discontent of the 

Kissias "there are in the chiefdoms on, the east of the district, Gola, 

Bandi, and Kissi tribes, but at present they do not form separate chiefdoms, 
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although it is proposed to form a distinct Kissi Chiefdom this year in the 

vicinity of Kanre-Iahun" (526). The emergence of the Chiefdom in 1915 was 

regarded by the local D. C., W. D. Bowden, as a sensible administrative 

development, irrespective of the wishes of the local populace. "Two new 

chiefdoms appear for the first time viz, Kissi and Gorama but these are 

not additions to the District, only the result of larger and rather unwieldy 

chiefdoms having been broken into two" (527). 

Within two years of the splitting off of Kissi 

Chiefdom from Luawa the people of Luawa themselves rejected Bockarie Bundeh's 

rule, as a result of his continued maladministration and oppression (528). 

The person who probably suffered most from this oppression was the young 

Momoh Banya, of whom Bockarie Bundeh made impossible demands (529). Whether 

in pre-colonial days the deposition of the ruler had been possible is 

debatable (530) s certainly there is no indication of such a deposition having 

taken place in the Luawa area during the half-century before 1916 (531). But 

in the half-century after 1916, there were six such depositions (532). As with 

the separation of Kissi and Luawe, the deposition of Bockarie Bundeh is 

referred to laconically as though it were a small matter in British official 

reports. "One unsatisfactory paramount chief ruling over a large area was 

deposed", noted D. C. Bowden in his 1916 Railway District Report, "after all 

attempts to persuade him to mend his ways had failed. . new and more suit- 

able chief was elected in his place and the desired result has already in 

large measure been gained; peace reigns once more where strife was rampant 

and old quarrels are being forgot and new friendships formed" (533). Thus 

in 1916, as in 1914, British officials played down (and perhaps did not even 

recognize themselves) the importance of major changes in Chiefdom organiza- 

tion and local politics in the Luawa area. In 1914 the official report gave 
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no indication that the separation of Kissi from Luawa involved a major 

political upheavals it was portrayed as a simple administrative improve- 

ment. In 1916, not even the name of the Chief or Chiefdom was given. 

This unwillingness to describe local political changes presumably repre- 

sented a subconscious attempt to uphold the official British policy of 

allowing the local people to rule themselves under British supervision. 

To dwell on developments in Luawa between 1912 and 1916 would simply 

provide evidence to demonstrate how chimerical that policy was. It would 

be shown how untrue was the statement that "in general Government has 

preserved chiefdoms as they were in 1896" (534). In the Luawa area there 

was a clear dichotomy between the British theory of upholding the 'traditional' 

Mende system of government, and actual events. 

In fact, in the 1916 Luawa election, although 

agreement was reached on a successor to Bockarie Bundeh, the nature of 

Sovreignty in Luawa Chiefdom had been so much altered since 1896 that there 

were signs of the kDakoisia having difficulty in knowing on what grounds a 

new Chief should be selected. "At first most of the people were in favour 

of Gobe, the late Kai Lundu's first cousin", noted D. C. Hooker who was in 

charge of the election, "and a few in favour of Bany'a, Kai Lundu's son, 

but after talking it over for a day, the Sub-chiefs and headmen, one and 

all, announced their unanimity in favour of GOBE, who was accordingly elected 

forthwith. It should be mentioned that Banya himself did not oppose Gobe's 

election, but announced his complete agreement with the country's choice" 

(535). District Commissioner Hooker's stress on "unanimity" sounds, however, 

a trifle artificial, and accounts given by the local people do not give the 

impression that there was complete agreements rather these accounts suggest 

that the "unanimity" was engineered by the British official. "When D. C. Hooker 
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nominated Ngobeh as Chief", wrote Speaker Kongoneh in 1919 (536), "we were 

opposed to it, especially we who complained of Gpoondeh's [Bockarie 

Bundeh's) tyrany (sic.. ], to the Government. We told him plainly that 

to depose Gpoondeh and install Ngobeh, is to set up the same man again, 

for Ngobeh is Gpoondeh in another form, and that we were sure to experience 

the same tyranic treatment we had complained of. We were assured that this 

would never happen; and after a good deal of debate, not having the power 

of defying the D. C., demurely we consented" (537). 

Momoh Banyya's willingness to stand down in favour 

of Ngobeh was probably crucial in an 'easy' election in 1916, because 

Ngobeh's claims to the chieftaincy were somewhat tenuous. He was a relative 

of Kailondo (538), had been one of his leading counsellors (539), and was the 

son of a Luawa ako (540). But one of his main claims to the chieftaincy 

was that his family had provided the Chiefdom Lavale or Speaker in Bockarie 

Bundeh's reign, and possibly at the end of Fabundeh's reign (541). However, 

the idea that the L va e had grounds for being considered for the succession, 

and the very office of Lav e itself, were post-1896 innovations. Under 

Kailondo there was no one person who acted as Lavale, the mouthpiece of 

the Mahci. By the end of Kailondo's reign, Fabundeh was certainly the 

'Second Man' in the polity but never occupied any formal office (512). 

When he became P. O., Fabundeh probably had no formally recognised Lava le 

for most of his reign (543). Mr. N. C. Hollins recorded that in the last 

few years of Fabundeh's life, Kahunla Ngobeh was the Chiefdom Speaker (541+), 

but it is doubtful whether this was a formal appointment (545). Under 

Bockarie Bundeh, however, there was a generally recognized Lavale; namely, 

Jusu Ngoboh, a close relative of Kahunla Ngobeh (546). Kongoneh (547) was 

made Lavale when Kahunla Ngobeh became P. C. of Luawa in 1916 (548), and in 
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the early 1920s, Momoh Banya succeeded Kongoneh to the office (549). When 

illness rendered Ngobeh incapable of administering Luawa, the akoisia 

naturally turned to Momoh Banya to act as Regent (550). Thus the newly- 

created office of Lavale developed rapidly in importance, until its holder 

was generally considered next to the Chief himself in power (551). A 

similar, though less clearly traceable, development occurred in Kissi country 

(552). 

The election of Ngobeh as P. C. crystallized a 

further political innovation in Luawa, which was again paralleled by 

developments in the Kissi area; namely, the establishment of a set of 

'ruling houses' in Luawa (553). As with the office of Lavale, British 

officials presumed that 'ruling houses' were part of the 'traditional' pre- 

1896 political system in Mendeland (551+). This could hardly be true of 

Luawa, which had been created by Kailondo only in 1880 (555). The Bundehs 

and Ngobehs were among the IMakoisin of the area ruled by Kailondo, as 

were members of many other families (556), but they did not represent 

'ruling houses'; nor did Kailondo (557). Yet from 1916 onwards, the Chief 

of Luawa was always chosen from within those three families (558). 

In Kissi country, the establishment of an independent 

Chiefdom under Kongor did not solve all the problems. Kongor died in 1919 

(559). According to official reports, it was impossible to select a successor 

to Kongor because the Kissi people could not agree among themselves: there- 

fore in February 1919 (560) the three main contestants were each made into 

Paramount Chiefs of their own sections - Kama, Teng, and Tungi (56l). The 

real cause of this new division was probably quite different. When Kongor 
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died, among the Court Messengers was one interpreter called Soli Koromba, 

who went round to Tengbe Jopolu of Dia, Siaffa Kangama of Kangama and 

Sahr Kalla, of Buedu and told them that he would make them all P. C. s., 

receiving from them large presents of money in return. Soli Koromba then 

convinced the D. C. that deadlock existed on the succession question, and 

the D. C. in turn advised the Provincial Commissioner that three Paramount 

Chiefs' staffs of office should be given to the three Kissi section-chiefs. 

This was done (562). Such was the power of an unscrupulous interpreter 

over his British employers, when the latter could not speak the local 

language, and when the local people could not speak English. 

There may have been in Kissi Tu. ngi yet a further 

'twist' to this story of the creation of three Kissi Chiefdoms. Bahr Kalla? ) 

may not have been the real candidate for the Tungi chieftaincy at all. 

"The man who stood up for candidature, to be Chief, was played out", 

reminisced ex-P. C. Kaitungi. "His name was Sengbe Gbeior, but he wasn't 

very tricky (563J. Well, he had a tricky fellow here, in Buedu here, 

called Sahr Ballar. Sahr Kallarj told him that, 'I'll be your mouthpiece 

and fight this battle for you. So when I succeed as Chief, if we succeed 

with the crown I'll hand it over to you'. Sengbe Gbeior agreed. He was 

favoured by all the people, so he told the people that they should support 

Bahr Kallarj, including even our on people (of ex-P. C. Kaitungi's familyJ. 

So when the Commissioner came, after having elected him, Sengbe Gbeior came 

to Bahr Kall. arj to say, 'Well, according to our agreement, I've come for my 

staff'. Bahr KallaC told him that, 'What are you doing ?' So he sent a 

message to the Provincial Commissioner at Kenema to report that after the 

election, one man Sengbe Gbeior had come to say that he is no Paramount Chief, 

that he wants to take the staff by force. So the Commissioner sent for Sengbe 

Gbeior. Sengbe Gbeior was arrested, and sent to prison. He remained in 
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prison until he died' (564). Ani all this took place without the British 

administrators realizing what had happened. 

It seems that British officials were not at all 

averse to the division of Kissi country into smaller divisions, Kissi 

Chiefdom having been the largest Chiefdom in Railway District even though 

it represented only a half of Kailondo's Luawa (565). The British ration- 

alized this new division (as they had in 1914) in terms of administrative 

conveniences Kissi Chiefdom was too large and unwieldy to be ruled 

efficiently (566). It is, however, difficult to escape the conclusion 

that division of Kissi Chiefdom, although inspired by the behaviour of a 

Government interpreter, represented a palpable instance of 'divide and rule, 

by the colonial power. 

This conclusion is confirmed by subsequent events 

during P. C. Ngobeh's reign in Wawa, where British officials were prepared 

at least to consider seriously requests for a further division of that 

Chiefdom. In June 1919, after Chiefdom Speaker Kongoneh of Sandialu had 

spent almost two years making complaints against P. C. Ngobeh (567), a crisis 

developed in Luawa as a result of a long letter from Kongonah to the D. C. 

at Kenema. "By reason of unfair treatment and unjust dealings", stated 

Kongoneh, "I beg to ask with all humility that my own portion of the Chief- 

dom be separated and given to me" (56S). (Kongoneh's section of Luawa was 

Gbeila, which contained the large villages of Dodo-Cotuma, Sandialu and 

Balahun, and was one of the largest sections of the Chiefdom (569]. To 

have set up Gbeila section as a separate Chiefdom would have terribly 

emasculated Luawa. ) Kongoneh explained that after the election of Ngoboh 

as Paramount Chief in 1916, "as soon as the D. C. turned back, the chief 
(NgobebJ 

... began to device (sic. J means to avenge the deposition of 
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his nephew CBockarie Bundeh�% " (570). Kongoneh then described in 

considerable detail the ways in which he and his people had been "buffettedt+ 

(571), before returning to his original request. "I fought in aid of the 

Government no less than eleven battles; in one of which I was shot on the 

mouth by a French bullet and nearly lost my life, whilst other men were 

at their ease; nothing was done for me. If my services are appreciated by 

the Government, now that I an an old man, I beg (most humbly) for a 

consideration of my case .... I ask, Sir, that the complaints here-in made 

be investigated ... in order that you may see for yourself whether my above 

request (that I be separated from Loiwa (LuawaJ ) is not justified" (572). 

The D. C. rightly minuted in a marginal note against the last bracketted 

phrase, "Crux of the matter" (573). 

The previous year, in March 1918, P. C. Ngobeh had, 

by contrast, complained about Kongoneh's disruptive influencer "at present 

that section belonging to the Bela people is quite in an unsettled state 

owing to this subchiefs misinterpretation of things" (5710. Ngobeh no doubt 

looked forward in June 1919 to the arrival in Kailahun of the D. C., who 

would surely deal firmly with Kongoneh in view of the latter's fissiparous 

activities and the disturbances which he had been creating for successive 

Paramount Chiefs for more than a decade (575). But on his arrival, the D. C. 

took a very non. -committal attitude to the whole affair (576). Ngobeh was 

warned "not to let Bockarie Bundeh's people interfere with the Chiefdom + 

to summon Kongoneh to all meetings": Kongonah was instructed to drive 

Savage-Pratt (his amanuensis) from his section, which presumably put an 

end to Kongoneh's ability to write long letters to the D. C. (577). Kongonah 

was, however, encouraged by the D. C. 's attitude to go on making his complaints, 

apparently thinking that there was at least a possibility of achieving his 
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aim of becoming 'Paramount Chief of Gbeila Chiefdom' (578), and feeling 

assured that no British official would punish him for his disruptive 

behaviour. 

Kongoneh and other local politicians were obviously 

further encouraged in their efforts to achieve tindependence' by the 

division of Kissi Chiefdom into three tiny units (579). This proved true 

in particular of the Bombali koakoista. (Bombali section, which comprised 

the southern section of Luawa Chiefdom, included the villages of Giema, 

Talia, Bunumbu, Mendekelema and Nyandehun (580]. ) In March 1919, 

Captain Ramsey, Officer Commanding the W. A. F. F. detachment in Kailahun, 

gave an account from P. C. Ngobeh's viewpoint of the 'conspiracy' of the 

Bombali chiefs (581). "It seems", wrote the W. A. M. Officer, "that 

sometime ago chief Josiah of GeimaI-GiemaJ told the Bombali people that 

they should desert chief Gobeh and have a separate chiefdom of their own 

under Josiah. Chief Gobeh got to hear of this and immediately proceeded 

to Kennema and reported the matter to the D. C. Some little time after 

D. C. Craven came to Kanrelahun to investigate the matter, on hearing the 

case Josiah admitted the charge f still maintained he wanted to break with 

Chief Gobeh. D. C. Craven told him that he needn't entertain the notion 

for a moment as it was quite impossible and further added that if he heard 

any further reports of this kind he would deal severely with him. 

Knowing that D. C. Craven had gone on leave the ball 

started rolling again and the other day chiefs' Josiah of Giema, Gaba of 

Giehun, IKorgonni of Sardiailu and Gabs. Goray of Dodo hold a conference in 

the latter's town where it was suggested that they should all break with 

Chief Gobeh and form separate chiefdoms of their own, they in addition tried 

to prevail on Chief Momo Gevah of Nyandohun to join the conference but 

without success. 
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On asking Chief Gobeh for the reason for this 

attitude on the part of the aforesaid chiefs he gives it that when Kissi 

was lately divided into 3 chiefdoms the discontented chiefs thought it 

was a good time to try once more for separation" (582). Despite D. C. 

Craven's apparent intransigence, in 1922 a senior British official (583) 

gave semi-official recognition to a document (581}) in which the Bombali 

kpakoisia put their own case for being given a Paramount Chief's staff 

(585). "We ... hope most truly that our Paramount Chief Gobeh will live 

long", stated the Bombali kkpakoisia. "When the occasion arrives for the 

appointment of his successor, we desire the Government to consider the 

splitting up of the Luawa Chiefdom into two parts permitting us to elect 

our own Paramount Chief for our Section, and the Luawa people their own 

Paramount Chief of their own Sections of the present Luawa Chiefdom which 

is too large, unwieldy and disquieted for proper administration according 

to our Native law and custom" (586). 

It was the election in 1924 of Momoh Banya as 

Paramount Chief of Luawa which halted these fissiparous tendencies, and 

improved the whole complexion of local politics (587). He could exert 

pressures for good which the British D. C., an outsider dependent on his 

Court Messengers and ignorant of the intricacies of local politics, could 

never hope to exert. British officials, from their position of political 

supremacy, could easily destroy; but they never possessed the understanding 

of the local situation, or the deep influence at village level, to build up, 

either politically, socially, or economically (588). Naturally then, a 

generation of colonial rule beneficially affected the ordinary village 

people very little, in their everyday life (589). By contrast, Momoh Banya 

was able in the late 1920s partially to reverse the unconstructive political 
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trends of the previous decade. He established the judicial supremacy of 

Luawa's law-court over those of the Kissi Chiefdoms (590), and out of 

respect for his father, Kailondo, the Kissi Chiefdoms promised to pay him 

annually 6d. on every house (591). He also established his right to be 

present at the election of Kissi Chiefs (592). In at least one boundary 

dispute he was able slightly to increase the area of Luawa (593). His 

stabilising political influence had a beneficial effect on the Kissi 

Chiefdoms as well as Luawa (594). But not even Momoh Banya could reunite 

his father's Luawa as a single political entity. Kailondola Luawa provided 

the one firm political foundation on which socio-economic development might 

have been built (595)" In less than a decade of British rule, between 1911 

and 1919, that foundation was destroyed for ever. And there was nothing 

substantial to replace it (596). 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER FIVE 

1. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, pp. 3oS-7,3i4 above for further details. 

2. 'The Colony of Sierra Leone' or 'Sierra Leone' were names properly 
applied only to the Freetown peninsula at this time. "As for Sierra 
Leone proper", noted T. J. Alidridge, "it has been a Crown Colony for 
over one hundred years, having been transferred to the Crown in 1807 
by the Sierra Leone Company, who originally, in 1787, founded Free- 
town" (A Transformed Colony, p. 17). 

3. C0271/7 fol. 325. Sierra Leone Royal Gazette August 1896, quoted in 
Fyfe, Sierra Leone Inheritance, pp. 261-262. *Protectoratet was an 
imprecise term which could mean virtually whatever the British wanted 
(Fyfe, A History of Sierra Leone, p. 541). Alidridge thought there was 
no difference between a Colony and a Protectorate; but in fact the 
nature of sovreignty assumed by the British Government over a Protec- 
torate was rather different from that assumed over a Colony. For 
example, the local people of a Colony had definite rights and respon- 
sibilities under British law; the local people of a Protectorate had 
very few. 

4. The Treaties of Friendship which had been collected by Al]. dridge and 
Garrett had not officially removed sovreignty from the existing rulers 
(see Chap. 2 of this thesis, pp. io1-uo above). The main point about the 
establishing of the Protectorate was that sovreignty was removed from 
the hands of local rulers. 

5. The best account of the events of 1898 is to be found in Fyfe, A History 
of Sierra Leone, pp. 558-591. The House Tax, later known as the "Hut 
Tax", was levied from I January 1898 in Districts near Freetown and 
Bonthe on all houses in villages containing over 20 houses. Either 5.1. 
or a bushel of rice or palm kernels was to be paid on each house annually 
(Fyfe, op. cit., p. 550). 

6. The 1898 War is usually called the Hut Tax War. But this title is open 
to a number of objections. It presupposes that the war was caused by 
the taxing of houses; it uses a pejorative term to describe-homes in the 
Protectorate; it is applied to fighting in places such as Panguma. where 
the Government had not attempted to collect House Tax in 1898, and had 
not planned to do so in that year. 

7. In the Rgnort of the Royal Commissio, Chalmers argued that the imposition 
of the House Tax and the harsh methods used in its collection were the 
cause of the war; Cardew argued-that-the war resulted from awide variety 
of causes, but the House Tax was not one-of these. In a sense, both 
Chalmers and Cardew were wide of the mark. The war represented essen- 
tially an attempt by the local people to tear themselves free from the 
increasingly firm political grasp of an alien power. 

8. See Note 113 pp. 3Vt4above, in Ch4p. 4 of this thesis fora brief discussion 
of secondary material on the events of 1896-1898, and the 1898 Protector- 
ate War in particular. 
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9. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 311-379 below for details. 
This was Cardew's second visit to Luawa, his first having taken place 
in 1895. 

10. For the international boundaries issue in 
general, see Chap. 4 of this thesis, pp-2191- 2 93 above. 

11. At the suggestion of the London Colonial Office, Cardew agreed "to 
exempt the remote Panguma and Koinadu Districts at first, and tax 
only Karene, Ronietta and Bandajuma" 

ZFyfe, 
A History of Sierra Leone, 

P-550)* 

12. For example, many polities on the borders of the Protectorate must have 
experienced difficulties resulting from the creation of an international 
boundary. Luawa was not the only polity to be split into two parts by 
a new boundary running through the middle of it. 

13. Cardew, for instance, saw little difference between one polity and 
another, one local ruler and another. His scheme for the Protectorate 
administration had been worked out within a few months of his arrival 
in Sierra Leone (00267/409/Conf. 45; Cardew; 6.6.94), and took little 
account of local conditions, and none at all of such factors as political 
differences between the Mende and Temne peoples. In general, he classed 
all local rulers together as 'bad': "The rule of the District Commiss- 
ioners and the Frontier Police as compared to that of the Native Chiefs 
is as the thickness of the little finger to that of the loins" (C0267/ 
440/Conf. 75; Cardew; 20.9.93). 

14. C0267/424/Conf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96. This was the Governor's third 
up-country tour. 

15. See Chap. 2 of this thesis, pp. iz%"13o above for a discussion of the 
date of icailondo's death. 

16. C0267/424/Conf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96. 

17. Ibid. 

18. Cardew noted earlier in this same despatch that the correct spelling 
should be Kare Lahun, "not Kanra Lahun as stated in the map". For the 
spelling of Kailahun, see Note 7, p. V7 above, in Chap. 3 of this thesis. 

19. C0267/1t2 JConf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96. 

20. For Fuya in Kissi Tengea, see Chap. 1 of this thesis, p. ii above. For 
Kangama, chief town of Bomassalu 'section' of Kallondo's Luawat see Chap. 3 of this thesis, p. Isy, above. Cardew's despatch C 0267/425/Conf. 22; 
Cardew; 7.4.96, and the map attached, clearly show that by Kundo, the 
Governor was referring to the Kissi town just north-east of Mofindor, 
across the Moa River. 

21. For a list of the other Kissi towns and 'sections' giving allegiance 
to Kailondo, see Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp2Ia-Sabove. 
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22. C 0267/424/Conf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96. 

23. See Chap. 2 of this thesis, ppii9-26above. 

24, Customary rules of polite behaviour and political prudence would have 
prompted the Luawa k-oakoisia to await the arrival of Cardew, since he 
was soon expected in the area. It would have been an insult to the 
Governor not to wait for him before choosing a new rulers and it might 
have weakened the new rulers position if he had been accepted as ruler 
by the local people before his appointment was confirmed by the Governor. 

25. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, Note 3, p. 3iS above. 

26. Ibid., Chap. 3, pp, zoq"uabove for a discussion of Fahbundeh's position 
under Kailondo. 

27. Although not all the people of Luawa were pleased with the idea of 
Fabundeh as ruler (see Hollins, "Short History", p. 23), neither oral 
tradition nor written records suggest that there was any serious 
claimant to the lordship of Luawa except Fabundeh. 

28. A customary way of showing respect in Luawa (according to the present 
writer's experience in the 1960s) was to agree with the speaker's 
opinions, whatever one's 'real' feelings were about the subject. If 
one strongly disagreed with the speaker's opinions, the correct polite 
way to express disagreement was to remain quiet after the speaker had 
finished. Cardew, no doubt, took silence to mean acquiescence. 
Chalmers rightly pointed out that at meetings held by Cardew in 1896 
to explain the Protectorate to the Chiefs, there wore no "expressions 
of assent by the Chiefs; and when no assent is expressed no assent is 
meant" (Report-of-the Royal Commission, p. 17). 

29. C0267/424/Conf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96. 

30. In 1908, Major Le Mesurier, the British official with most experience 
of Luawa at that time stated that the following Kissi_speaking 'sections' 
were still loyal to Fabundehs Sewalu, Kam, Toli, IKunyo, Lela, 
B=assalu (Kanggama), Tengea (Fuya), Luangkoli, and Tungi (C0267/507/Conf.; 
Probyn; 16.11.08, one. Memorandum). 

31. C0267A2lf Conf. 21; Cardew; 23.10.96. 

32. Possibly no one, not even Cardew himself, realized the significance 
of his public announcement on 10 March 1896 that Fabundeh was to be 
ruler of Luawa. But the present writer has not found any formal, 
public statement made by any British official on any occasion before 
10.3.96 which could be interpreted. as an official declaration of 
British sovreignty over Luawa. The signing of the 1890 Treaty was 
clearly "ot such an occasion (see Chap. 2 of this thesis, ps. 
above). Moreover, by April'1896 Cardew had realized that Kailahun 
town was in fact in Liberian territory, and therefore n2 clear state- 
ment of British sovreignty over Luawa was made from that time until 
the final Anglo-Liberian settlement of the question in 19U. Of 
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course, in everyday practice as distinct from formal statements, many 
British officials from 1890 onwards behaved as though Britain possessed 
sovreignty over Luawa, and this continued even after Kailahun was found 
to be in Liberian territory. 

33. For details, see Chap. 4 of this thesis, pp. 26 -2'12. above. 

34. The reasons why resistance would not make sense for Fabundeh and his 

people after 1898 were, briefly (i) the British had shown by the way 
they crushed the 1898 rising that they possessed superior military 
power (ii) Kafula of Wunde and others were, in the state of general 
unrest, proving such a serious nuisance to Fabundeh that the latter 

was eager to receive assistance from the British, and certainly could 
not afford to alienate them (iii) it was clear to Fabundeh and his 

counsellors that if the British did not annex the area, the Liberians 
(or possibly the French) would undoubtedly do so. 

35. "The Protectorate Proclamation of 1896 was never proclaimed up-country" 
(Fyfe, A History of Sierra Leone, p. 553) 

36. Neither at this time, nor earlier, was there a Liberian presence in 
the area (i. e. no officials from Monrovia), and international boundaries 
largely represented a paper partition. 

37. Although an international boundary had been drawn on-paper for the 
Luawa area in 1895, it had not been demarcated on the ground. 

38. For details, see Chap-4 of this thesis, pp. 28I-283 above. 

39. On 10.3.96, writing from Kailahun town, Cardew was still uncertain 
whether Kailahun lay in Liberian or British territorys "it is doubtful, 
Major Grant informs me, whether the true position of Kare Lahun may 
not be found East of the 730 West of Paris, but this he cannot determine 
exactly till he reaches the coast". (C0267/424/Conf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96). 
Four weeks later, having returned to Freetown, Cardew enclosed in a 
despatch a map which clearly showed Kailahun was in Liberian territory 
(C0267/425/Conf. 22; Cardew; 7.4-96)o 

40. See map opp. P. 4-11t. 

41. Even before he was certain whether or not Kailahun town was in Liberia 
or the Sierra Leone Protectorate, Cardew suggested a "rectification of 
that frontier, which will L, admit of the whole of these two districts 

i. e. Luawa and BombaliJ being included in British territory" 
C0267/421, /Conf. 19; Cardew; 10.3.96). 

42. Over the next 15 years, various interpretations were given to the 
phrase $the whole of Luawa'. Cardew meant only the small Monde. 
speaking part of the territory which Kailondo had ruled. Probyn later 
implied a very much larger area (e. g. C0267/507/Conf.; Probyn; 16.11.08). 

43. Cardew reported the unwillingness of the Liberian Government to discuss 
adjustment of the Anglo-Liberian boundary in C0267/427/Conf. 47; Cardew; 
5.11.96). 
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44. Governor Probyn was later to argue that, although Kailahun and most 
of Luawa belonged incontestably to Liberia by international treaty 
yet Britain had various reasons for retaining control of Luawa: 
(i) Fabundeh and most of his people preferred British to Liberian 
rule (ii) the Liberians had shown themselves incapable of administ- 
ering the area (iii) Britain had established a presence in the region 
long before the arrival of the Liberians. 

45. See Note 11 above. 

46. For details, see this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5 p. 3% below, 

47. Care must be exercised in accepting the judgement of Chalmers that 
the House Tax and the methods used in collecting it were the cause 
of the fighting (Report of the Royal Commission, pp. )s 
Cardew's list of causes may be an even less reliable guide (ibid., 

pp. ). In Panguma, for example, which was considered to be 
one of the centres of the Mende War, no attempt was made to collect 
House Tax in 1898; nor were many of Cardew's supposed causes operative 
there. Note Mr. A. Abraham's opinion that the trouble in Panguma was 
caused more by the irresponsible aggression of European Officers than 
by Nyagua (the local haws) or his people ("Nyagua, the British, 
and the Hut Tax War", p. 97). 

48. No attempt was made to collect House Tax in Luawa in 1898. 

49. 'British Luawa' at this time referred to that part of Luawa west of 
the thirteenth meridian west of Paris. The largest settlements within 
this area were Ngiehun and Baoma. 

50. For the impact of the British military expedition, 1898-1899, on the 
Luawa area, see Chap. 4 of this thesis, pp. 268-x72 above. After this 
military expedition, the local rulers and people in the Protectorate 
generally paid their taxes "without murmur" (Fyfe, A History of Sierra 
Leone p. 593) not only for 1899 but also their arrears for 1898. 

51. Fabundeh probably did not take very seriously the limitations imposed 
by Cardew on his rule in 1896. But there is no evidence that he ever 
tried to regain that complete political independence which the Luawa 
ruler had known before the arrival of the British. 

52. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, pp Ltj-jabove. 

53. There was a reasonably strong group of Luawa, ko sa who, in 1898, 
were in favour of joinin in the Protectorate War against-the British 
(ibid., pp. 26o-ai62. above). Fabundeh resisted their attempts to make 
him join the war, but may have been strongly tempted to do so for 
some time. 

54, Examples of Fabuundeh's close co-operation with the British in 1899 and 
afterwards were (i) his combining with the British troops in various 
raids early in 1899 against the 'northern , (ii) his attempt to 
pay House Tax for the whole of Luawa in 19040 

tiii)'bis 
acceptance of 
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the restrictions which the British imposed on his freedom of action - 
so that when the British instructed him to be friendly with the 
Liberian officials who were aiming to destroy him, the Luawa Chief 
tried to carry out British wishes. 

55. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, p. 262 above. 

56. Ibid., pp. 211-toabove. 

57. Ibid., pp2fl. 302above. 

58. Both at the time and since, British officials and historians stressed 
that the great political advantages of the imposition of British rule 
in the Sierra Leone Protectorate were the establishment of peace and 
of 'law and order'. But the burden of Chap. 4 of this thesis was that, 
at least until 1911s Luava did not experience 'pacification' and 'law 
and order', but rather the reverse. The later sections of this present 
chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, show that the outworkings of the 
imposition of British rule continued to create political unsettle- 
ment in Luawa right into the 1920s. 

59. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 3it-313 below. 

60. Historians, examining the political impact of British rule in up- 
country West Africa in the early decades of the twentieth century, 
often assume that the position of the Chief was radically altered. 
While this was true about the Chief's relations with the British, it 
was not true for the Luawa area about the Chief's relations with the 
ordinary village people. Before 1896, in the everyday life of most 
ordinary people in Luawa, the r ha had probably been seen essentially 
as the final arbiter in legal disputes about land, women, and property: 
he was still seen in this light throughout the first decades of the 
twentieth century. Here is one example of how the relationship between 
the M ahawal and his subjects was little altered by the imposition of 
British rule. If, then, one sees the. imposition of British rule from 
the viewpoint of the Chief (as most West African historians have so 
far tended to do), the changes in the first decades of the twentieth 
century seem enormous. But if, one sees the imposition of British rule 
from the viewpoint of the ordinary Luawa people, the changes in the 
first decades of the twentieth. century seem much less significant. 
When describing the degree of, change produced by the imposition of 
British rule, it is therefore crucial to ask, 'From whose viewpoint 
are we examining this question 71 

61. For details of the outworkings of the imposition of British sovreignty 
in the reigns of Bockarie Bundeh and Ngobeh, see this chapter of the 
thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 433.443 below. 

62. For more details of the translation into English of Mende titles, see 'Note on Political Terminology', pp. 4 . -4.3 above. 

63. )4iaa-Chown means war-leader. . 
Haan-Koleivo. has, a territorial conno- tation and means 'ruler of the land'. 

. Personal letter from Bundu, ri. S. G., 
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21.5.71, Freetowns "It is interesting to note that just before the 
advent of colonial rule KawamaNaenmlu was our strongest warrio 
Chief. This was at Kailondu's time .... Kangama Ngeigulu (sicj, 
known simply as 'Masa-Chowo' before 1896, is reported to have gained 
the name 'Masa Koleiyo' after 1896". 

64. Personal letter from Lahai, M. A., 19.9.71, Freetown, recording a 
conversation with Maada James Kailondo. 

65. Rev. Clarke arrived in Sierra Leone in 1926, and went immediately to 
Koh country. The present writer has not found any record of any 
European who lived in this part of Mendeland before the 1920s and who 
spoke fluently this dialect of the Mende language. In 1920, Rev. J. R. S. 
Law went to Jojoima, and he was perhaps the first white-man to learn 
this dialect thoroughly. Rev. Clarke and Rev. K. Crosby were two 
missionaries who arrived several years later and who became proficient 
in the Koo-Mende dialect. 

66. Int. 1. 
67. None of the pre-1896 word lists of the Mende language give the word 

Nd mE. See, for example, Schon, J. F., Vocabulap of the Mende 
Lam (S. P. C. K., London 1884). Under mahl, Schon gives "king, chief, 
leader .... mahaya, kingship, chief power". Under ndolo he gives 
"world, country, kingdom, earth". Dr. K. C. Wylie in his article "Monde 
Chieftaincy" freely applied the term N mah� to pre-1896 Mende rulers, 
but nowhere stated the evidence for a pre-Protectorate use of the word. 
Perhaps some of his informants used the term in their conversations 
with him as a conscious anachronism in order to simplify explanations (though among younger informants, the anachronism may have been 
unconscious). But it may simply be that Dr. Wylie was badly servod 
by his interpreter. 

68. Examples of such 'overlords' were Madam Yoko, Nyagua, Kailondo and 
Mendegla. Wa (j)in the Mende language simply means large or great. 
Mr. T. M. Tengbe and Rev. W. R. E. Clarke confirmed this use of Ma hawai 
in pre-. Protectorate days in personal conversation, Cf. Little, The Men 
of Sierra Leone, p. 29: "it appears as if relatively' large hegemonies or 
confederacies, grew up In certain regions. These were under the general 
leadership and control of a single chief or 'high chief', whom the local 
rulers acknowledged as their overlord". 

69. Clarke, Foundation of Luawa, p. 5: "The chief, as a rule, did not enter 
into the actual fighting, unless things seemed to be going wrong. He 
was known as the Ko-mahci (War chief) and left everything in the hands 
of his Miji". The =M was the leader of the troops. Thus when Ndawa 
and Kailondo initially joined forces in the Kpove War, "Ndawa is to be 
the Ko-mahei and Kai his Miji" (ibid., p. 7). 

70. '' may be translated in English as country, world, ground, earth (innes, Mende-Enp1ish Dictionary)* Tipis is used as a prefix to mahrt, 
and through elision of the letter '1', 'the`word is usually pronounced Ndo; i. No written reference has been discovered to the term 
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Ndoomahei from pre-Iß96 days; and the most reliable informants were 
able to assure the present writer that there were no British-type 
'Paramount Chiefs' before 1896, and that the term Nd mah was like- 
wise not used before then (see Notes 64,66 and 68 above). 

71. See the following paragraphs of this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, 
to explain how 'Paramount Chief' was an alien concept. 'Paramount 
Chief' was an expression used by British officials in Freetown from 
the 1880s onwards, and Governor Hay's instructions to Alldridge 
included the. phrase, "enter into treaties ... with the paramount 
Chiefs" (00879/3 African No. 387, Conf. 7; Hay; 24.2.90, enc. Hay to 
A1ldridge, 20.2.90). At least before 1896, British officials could 
not have clearly defined what they meant by 'Paramount Chief', except 
that it was a term applied to important local rulers. 

72. Alidridge described how he "made many treaties with the paramount 
chiefs" in order that "the people would be able to enjoy life and be 
free from that shocking terrorism which was the perpetual condition 
of their existence until the creation of the Protectorate in 189611 
(A Transformed Colony, p. vii). He apparently did not realize that 
(i) he may have misunderstood the nature of 'paramount chiefs' and of 
their rule (ii) Mende political institutions were in a state of flux 
in the late nineteenth century (iii) the British 'Paramount Chief' was 
quite unlike the local peoples' concept of their ruler. 

73. See Chap. 2 of this thesis., pp. Iola- o o-& above. 

74. In the decade after 1880, Kailondo's power was steadily increasing as 
more and more surrounding rulers made a personal submission to him. 
But between 1890 and 1895, Kafula rebelled and Kailondo lost control 
of Wunde. Note too that some minor rulers might acknowledge a degree 
of submission to several different opposing overlords. 

75. The British required their P. C. s to collect annually a fixed amount 
of tax (though the P. C. s' officials could secretly extort more), and 
allowed their P. C. s to demand a number of customary services from the 
local people. But the British did, not allow the P. C. s to decide 
serious law-cases, nor to impose serious punishments; and the British 
fixed limits to the amount of customary services a P. C. could demand. 

76. Int. 10. Mr. Tamba Ngendu suggested that when no external wars were 
taking place, the people of Kiesj. Kama had few demands made upon them 
by Kailondo. But in time. of war, Kailondo often asked the people (of each village? ) to provide one bushel of rice and one goat every 
week until the war was ended, and. on these provisions he fed his troops. 

77. "Each chiefdom is entirely separate and independent, and although there 
is natural cohesion between chiefdoms composed of peoples of the same tribe and situated in the same locality, no Paramount Chief can claim 
pro-eminence over other Paramount Chiefs of the same tribe, either by 
reason of the area of his chiefdom, the wealth of his people, or the 
antiquity of his house .... The several chiefdoms are weU defined 
and have no official inter-relationship whatever" (Goddard, 

. 
The Handbook 
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of Sierra Leone, p. 105). This appears to have been the view of 
British officials from 1896 onwards. 

78. See Chap. 2 of this thesis, pp. i4-*1S above. 

79. Alldridge, in fact, in A Transformed Colorg, ps. 176,180-181, implied 
he had more respect for Kutubu than for Fabunieh, because of the 
former's "progressive" attitude and his "realising the necessity of 
implicit obedience to all Governmental instructions". Though there 
is no documentation, it must have been deeply shocking for Fabundeh 
to realize that the minor rulers of such areas as Penguia and Dia 
(Baiwala), who had been insignificant compared with Kailondo, were 
now treated by the British as equal in status to the ruler of Luawa. 
Alongside this 'equalizing' of status, there were many instances of 
the British raising to the status of P. C. individuals who before 1896 
had held only minor positions, or who had not been kDakoisia at all. 
Since the British did not understand local politics, it was compara- 
tively easy for an ambitious, daring individual to achieve political 
power simply by ingratiating himself with the new rulers (see Little, 
The Mende of Sierra Leone, pp. 176-177). This did not occur within 
Luawa before the death of Fabundeh, but for examples of the artificial 
creation of P. C. s in the Luawa area in 1914 and 1919, see this chapter 
of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp"433-4*4. below. 

80. To Fabundeh, the Temne people were probably almost as much 'foreigners' 
(hoteisia would be the Mende word) as the British. But British 
officials often so conflated Mende and Tame institutions that the 
Mende Lava le (or Speaker - an office which was institutionalized by 
the British themselves) was described as the Chief's 'Santiggi' -a Temne word for describin the second most important official in a 
Chiefdom (e. g. C0267/5067Conf.; Haddon Smith; 26.9.08, enc. Le Mesurier, 
4.9. (Y7, Daru). 

81. For example, the first Standing Instructions issued to D. C. s implicitly 
posit that the British P. C. s may be equated with pre-1896 'traditional 
rulers'. "The general principle underlying the government of the 
Protectorate is that the administration of the Protectorate Chiefdon3 
is left in the hands of the Paramount Chiefs" (C0267/51LfConf.; Probyn; 
9.6.09, enc. Farrar, 13.4.09, Freetown, "Authority of District 
Commissioners over Chiefs"). The more perceptive British officials 
recognized that the imposition of British rule had Altered the position 
of the local rulers, but even they did not realize that the colonial 
concept of the P. C. was in fact large a British creation (see 
Alldridge, A Transformed Co1orv, p. 192). 

82. The contradictions in British theories about the Chief's position are 
clearly seen in the relationship the D. C. was expected to maintain with his P. C. s. The D. C. was supposed to avoid 'o erin ' the Chiefs in a 
peremptory manner, to comply forthwith with the orders of the Govern- 
ment". Rather the Chief was only to be given "advice", and was to be 
treated as the real ruler-of his people. None the less, "there are 
cases in which a District- Commissioner in', bound to -give - definite, 
precise orders to"natives. in'the Protectorate" (00267/514/Conf.; Probyn; 
9.6.09, enc. Farrar 13.1.09, . -Freetown, "Authority of District Commiss- 
ioners over Chiefs"). 
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83. In the early years of the Protectorate, British officials were deeply 
concerned to reduce the power of important Chiefs like Madam Yoko, 
Nyagua and Fabundeh by fragmenting their polities. But in the 1930a 
a policy of merging Chiefdoms and 'modernizing' chiefly institutions 
to provide more effective local government was instituted through the 
N. A. system. The 1940s and 1950s saw the subordination of the N. A. s 
to District Councils. 

84. The KjssjA of Luawa were as confused as the Mendeblcisia (see Note 
63 above). 

85. For further discussion of this violence in 1949-1951 in Luawa, see 
Chap. 6 of this thesis, pp. 5'#4-, m below. 

86. It is at this point that semantic differences became really important. 
In upholding 'Paramount Chiefs', the British were supporting a 
different concept from that to which the local people were loyal. 

87. For British efforts at 'modernization', especially through the N. A. 
system, see Chap. 6 of this thesis, pp. Sol- 5,2. below. 

88. In many ways the British reduced the power of P. C. s. But in some ways 
they made local rulers more secure in their positions, less easily 
dislodged by opposition and thus less responsive to the feelings of 
the ordinary people. For instance, the Chief's officials who were 
sent round to collect House Tax could easily demand more than was due, 
some to be given to the Chiefs, some to be kept for themselves. As 
annual tax demands increased, with the introduction of N. A. s (and, 
later, District Councils), so also did the extra demands of some Chiefs' 

r officials, until in the end the people could bear it no longer (Repo 
of-Commission of InquIry into Disturbances-la the Provinces. , passim. ) 
The point to note here is that it was British taxation arrangements which 
permitted the Chiefs to take advantage of their subjects in this way. 
The ordinary people remained loyal to the mahayci, but could not fail 
deeply to resent a Chief who had opportunity to cheat them like this. 

89. The record of this violent opposition to particular Chiefs is most 
conveniently summarized in the Ar}nual Reporte on the Sied Lgono 
Protectorate of 1947 to 1954. 

90. For details of the British division of Luawa, see this chapter of the 
thesis, Chap. 5, pp. *33.44'd below. For later British criticisms of 
the small size of Chiefdoms, see, for example, A, i, Renort. on the 
Sierra Leone Protectorate for the Year 19/7, p.?: "the greatest draw. 
back to progress and development is undoubtedly the smallness of the 
individual Native Administration units, which makes everything petty 
and causes administrative charges to be a crippling burden". 

91. By the mid-1930s it was seen that traditional authorities were 
"preserved in form but. ar©. not sufficiently active and growing ,... It seems we ca of be absolved from trying to put life into the tribal 
authorities" 

cannot be 
J. S., Report on a Visit, to Nigeria and on the 

ate of Sierra Leone (Freetown, 1935), p. 11, quoted in Kitson, M., 
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lprocesspi 
erra Leone (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 

92. For example, perhaps the main function of Kailondo as ruler was to 
dispense justice. The British Protectorate administration severely 
limited the Chiefs' legal jurisdiction. For a summary of how the 
Chief was limited in this way by the 1930s, see Fenton, Outline of 
Sierra Leone Native Law, pp. 11-11+. 

93. 'Tribal Authority-' was, before 1937, an imprecise expression used by 

2 itish officials to describe the kDakoisla who surrounded the Chief 
see Fenton, Outline of Sierra Leone Native Law (1933), p"5J. With 

the introduction of the N. A. system, a closer definition of 'Tribal 
Authority' was attempted in Ordinance No. 7 of 1937-Z see Fenton, 
Outline of Native-Law-In Sierra Leone (19+8), p. 6J. 

94. xDOA, Pendembu District, 217/1925, enc. Slater, R. E., H. E. the 
Governor's Memorandum on the "Best procedure to be observed by Political 
Officers on occurence of vacancy in a Chiefdom of a Para Chiefship", 
7.10.25. 

95. See Chap. 6 of this thesis, pp. 433-444below. 

96. Curley, M., in Hindove_ (written in 1931), used the term Nolo mahnt 
as the usual way of describing the local ruler, which suggests that 
by the early 1930s, this term was in general use in the Kailahun area. 
Probably, though, it had been in general use for nearly a generation 
before that. 

97. Both for the British officials and for the people of Luawa, the positions 
of successive Chiefs of Luawa had little in common. Fabundeh, Bockarie 
Bundeh, Momoh Banya and S. K. Banya were treated quite differently by 
British officials because of changes in understanding over the years of 
what 'Paramount Chief? meant. Their different personalities meant that 
the people of Luawa viewed each quite differently from his predecessor. 
And, as indicated in the Report of Commission or Inggiry intoDisturbanpes 
is the Provinces, 1956, p. 10, chieftaincy in Temneland was built on 
rather different concepts from that in Mendeland. 

98. See Note 63 above. 

99. In both Mende and Kissi country, the ordinary people apparently, found 
it so incongruous to call the new Britioh-created local rulers by pro- 
1896 titles that they prferred to use a new title, which was an attemp- 
ted translation into their own languages of what the British appeared 
to mean by the term 'Paramount Chief'. 

100. This is not only true of KKailondoIs. Luawa, but also., of many of the other 
Mende Chiefdoms in theaProtectorate. . The present writer believes that 
studies such as Prof. Kilsonis PoJitica Chime in a West= Rican State 
suffer from not relating difficulties experienced at the end of the 
colonial period to changes which occurred, at the timme. of: the imposition 
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of British rule. These difficulties included Chiefdom violence, 
the failure of indigenous local government both by N. L. s and District 
Councils, political corruption, ordinary people's lack of interest in 
socio-economic development. Many of these difficulties may be traced 
back directly to British-imposed alterations of the mah wu., the 
maha , and the position of the Mahawa . 

101. Right into the 1970s, the central problem of local government in Sierra 
Leone was the only inotitution to which the provincial peoples were 
attached was the Chiefdom. But the Chiefdom as it had been artificially 
altered by the British in the early twentieth contury had ceased to be 
a viable unit of administration because (i) it was too small, (ii) It 
lacked initiative and 'drive', and (iii) its officials had no tradition 
of public service. But these limitations were all partially a product 
of the changes made in the Chiefdoms by the British: none of them were 
operative in Kailondo's Luawa. 

102. Atldridge described this 1908 visit in his book, A Transformed. Colony. 

103. The title of Aidridgets book - A. Transformed Colony - in itself 
indicated that in his 1908 visit, he was especially looking for evidence 
of beneficial change which had occurred since the establishment of 
British rule. "Quite recently I have visited much of the ground I went 
over in earlier times", he wrote in his Preface, "to find, in many cases, 
improvements that would have been inconceivable to me had I not witnessed 
them" (ibid., p. vii). It is a commonplace that a traveller discovers 
whatever he seeks to find, and that in this way his original prejudices 
are merely confirmed. 

104. Aldridge believed that great Dolitical improvements had taken place 
in the Luawa area between 1890 and 1908 (though he had to admit an 
absence of evidence of much gocio-economic change). He described how 
in the early 1890s, "the dread of the Sofa war-boys pressed heavily 
upon the peopl©. All this now belongs to the past and is rapidly 
fading even from local memory. On my recent visit all that was changed" (ibid., p. 175). However, Alldridge completely ignored the facts 
presented in Chap. k of this thesis, passim, which indicate that Kafula, 
and the Liberians between them had increased political confusion in the 
area between 1896 and 1908, so that on balance the political situation 
in Luawa in 1908 was considerably worse, not better, than it had been in 
the 1880a and early 1890s. 

105. Alldridge, A ansformed Colony, p. 181. The Government, from the early 
days of Cardev's governorship, had required the removal of all war- 
fences. 

106. Ibid. The meat market was held in the middle of the anga . Unfortunately, the present writer failed to discover whether this sort 
of market had existed in-Kailondo's day, or whether it. was an inno- 
vation since Fabundehlo accession, Atldridge does not say whether it 
was a daily or weekly market, but the former would seem more probable. 

107. Ibid,, p, 182: "There are a vary large number of people always coming 
and going from the adjacent countries, besides the resident population (ibid., p. 181). 
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108, The signs of 'transformation' which Alidridge noted in the larger 
railway towns included: - (i) the presence of European traders and the development of cash 

trading in cheap imported goods 
(ii) European officials living in newly-built Government quarters 

and surrounded by locally-recruited helpers such as the Court 
Messengers. 

(iii) the collection of palm produce for export 
(iv) mission schools and hospitals 
(v) 'improved' housing in the 'native towns', with wider streets 

and evidence of ttown planning'. 

109. Alldridge, A Transformed Colon., p. 182. 

110. This point was made by Rev. Roger Smith, in April 1972, in Xailahun. 

ill. Alldridge, A Transformed Colony, p. 182. 

112. See Chap. 1 of this thesis, p. 2i above, and Chap. 3, pp. 14l-2o3 above. 

113. Ibid. 

111}. Note how Alldridge commented that European goods were brought into 
Kailaban from Batima only "in a small way" A Transformed. Colon v, p. 182). 

115. Sir Harry Johnston visited Kailahun in early 1907 (see Note 125 below) 
and commented on this route. "There is a large and important native 
town on the Liberian side called Kanre tahu7a. Through this town passes 
a trade route from the north-east, bringing a very considerable amount 
of commerce from the Kisi country to the Sierra Leone Railway. It is 
impossible to ignore this trade or to forbid its passing from Liberia 
into Sierra Leone along a route that has been established for centuries" 
(CO267/499/F. O.; 21.12.07, enc. Memorandum communicated by Sir H. Johnston, 
Maj'ch 25.1907). 

116. See Note 112 above for reference to pre-Protectorate trade routes. 

117. Alldridge did not mention any exports from Luawa, but oral tradition 
records that even when the railway terminus was at Baiima, some people 
carried palm kernels there on their heads from Luawa (see Ints. 10 and 16). 

118. Int. 14. 

119. By 1905 the railway "had been extended to Baiima, and in 1908 its 
present easterly terminus, Pendembu, was reached" (Goddard, The-Hand- 
book of Sierra Leone, p. 170). The "tram line" extension to Pendembu 
had been completed by April 1908 (00267/503/191; Probyn; 21.4.08). 

120. The 1%8 Wall Man indicates the distance by rail from Baiima to 
Pendembu as 7 miles. 

121. Alldridge, A Transformed Co1Qnv. p. 182. 

122. See Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp. siS "ijj above, 
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123, C0267/527JConf.; Probyn; 31.1.10, one. Le Mesurier, 31.12.09, 
Intelligence Report. 

121x. See Chap. 3 of this thesis, p. 148 above. 

125. In February 1907, Acting Governor Haddon-Smith visited Kailahun "in 
company with Sir Harry H. Johnston, Mr. W. J. Lamont of the Liberian 
Customs and Dr. Maxwell, the District Commissioner of the country 
bordering on that part of the Liberian frontier .... The object of 
our visit was to explain to the Chiefs and people that the country 
to the east of our Protectorate is Liberian" (CO267/492/Conf.; 
Haddon'-Smith; 3.3.07). 

126. W. J. Lamont was a British official acting as Chief Inspector of Customs 
to the Liberian Government. He wrote a report on Trade i the Kailahun 
area after a visit to that area early in 1907 (C0267 499 F. O.; 19.4.07, 
enc. Lamont, 23.3.07). 

127. Ibid. 

128. C0267/485/183; Probyn; 22.6.06, enc. Railway Traffic Statistics, 
2nd Half-Year 1905. 

129. See Chap-4 of this thesis, pp? o3 -Sabove. 

130. Disturbance continued until 1910 in the south-east of Luawa (ibid., 
p. 30 above). 

131.17 miles was probably a manageable day's journey with a heavy load, 
but 24 miles was too far. 

132. Colonial officials tended to speak of the "construction" of roads (e. g. C0267/483/50; Probyn; 12.3.06, enc. Anderson, 1.2.06, Pte, 
District Report for 90 , where he wrote of a road being constructed 
from Baiima to Ngiehun). But work on the Kailahun-Fendembu road (as with many others) represented only an improvement of the existing 
road. 

333. C0267/501/Conf.; Haddon. -Smith; 17.7.08, enc. Le Mesurier, 13.7.08, 
Daru, Intelligence Report. 

134.00267/533/Conf.; Merewether; 16.10.11. enc. Gordon, 1.10.11, Daru, 
Intelligence Return, Road Reports. 

135. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, p. 3+i. above. 

136. See this chapter of the thesis, Chäp. 5, p , 4a4- below. 

137. Some few local people were in the employment of the`W. A. F. F. contingent, 
and others no doubt gained some cash by selling rice and, foodatuffo to 
the soldiers. But the majorityy of local people. must have depended on the sale of palm produce to gain cash. The present writor heard tho 
rather strange story several times while he was collecting oral 
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traditions that for the first year or two after the House Tax was 
imposed in the whole of Luawa, the British officials accepted a 
quantity of benniseed instead of 5 shillings in cash. The strange- 
ness of this story lies in the fact that bonniseed in not one of 
the major products of Luawa, and that no written records have boon 
found to substantiate the story. 

138. In 1908, the House Tax from British Luawa came to £256 (00267/513/41; 
Probyn; 3.4.09, enc. Maxwell, 8.2.09, Kenema, Report on the Rp11waa 
District for 1908$). In 1912, the House Tax from the whole of Kailondo's 
Luawa came to £2,577 - 5s. (KDO&, loose papers, House Tax statistics 
1912). 

139. D. C. Maxwell gave £10 per ton as "an average price paid to the native" 
for palm kernels in 1910 (C0267/532/267; Merewether; 1.6.11, enc. 
Railway District Rehort. 1910). This would work out at 5 shillings 
for a 56 lb. bushel, which roughly correlates with the statement that, 
about 1912, a head-load of kernels would fetch 5 to 6 shillings at 
Pendembu (Int. l0). A head-load of kernels might weigh about 84 lb., 
and Pendemba prices were presumably slightly lower than average because 
of the town being far up-country. 

All these sort of calculations are made immensely 
difficult because the term ubushel" was used to indicate volume rather 
than weight, an empty 4-gallon kerosene tin with the top cut off being 
used as the basic volume measure in the Luawa area during the colonial 
period (personal conversation with &r. T. M. Tengbo, April 1972, Kailahun). 
Therefore a 'bushel' of rice would naturally be much larger by weight 
than a 'bushel' of palm kernels. This gives point to D. C. Maxwell's 
remark in 1909 that it had not been possible to enforce the use of a 
"standard bushel" (C0267%513/141; Probyn; 3.4.09, enc. Maxwell, 8.2.09, 
Kenema, Report oar the Railway District for 1908). Even in the reports 
of early British officials, a. 'bushel of rice' was sometimes used to 
Indicate 56 lb. of rice by weight, sometimes to indicate 84 lb.; and 
further confusion was introduced because the rice might either be 
'cleaned' (husked) or 'uncleaned' rice, which affected both volume 
and weight. Moreover, traders added their own confusion by doing their 
best to cheat the local people when they came to sell their produce. 

140. The large number of wild palm trees growing throughout Luawa was one 
of the chief impressions which Alldridge gained from his visits in the 
early 1890s (see C0879/32/African No. 387, desp. 248 of 1890; Hay; 6.6.90, 
enc. Alldridge, 12.5.90, Sulima, p'. 116-117). 

141. Ibid. 

142. In some areas of tropical Africa, at the time when annual taxation 
was imposed by European rulers, cash crops and other methods of earning 
money were introduced, with severe repercussions on the social structures 
and reonles' way of life. This was rto-t true in Luawa. 

143. In A Transformed Colony, pp, 165-166, A1idridg© gave a long list of 
imported goods which he found for sale at Baiim. Of these, salt 
was almost a necessity: iron cooking pots and somo of the other hard-. 
ware was useful to the ordinary people of Luawa. For kerosene and 
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matches, see this chapter of the thesis, Chap-5, p. S IS below. The 
cotton goods for sale were almost bound to be inferior to the strong, 
locally-made country-cloth, which was virtually indestructible. Most 
of the rest of the goods in Alldridge's list were either expensive 
luxuries or useless trinkets. 

1lß. 00267/515/Conf.; Probyn; 16.8.09, enc. Lomax, n. d., Report to the 
Liberian Cabinet on his travels in the interior. 

345. Cocoa was introduced into Luawa in the 1930s, and coffee in the 1940a, 
but neither became commercially significant until after the Second 
World War (see Chap. 6 of this thesis, pp. 5'21-35 below. 

146. Palm oil is made from the fibrous outer layer of the palm nuts. The 
kernel is the centre of the fruit and is obtained by cracking the hard 
shell of the nut. From the first decade of the twentieth century, palm 
oil was much less important than palm kernels as a trading commodity. 
Traders were more interested in buying kernels than oil, and much of 
the oil was used locally for daily cooking. In July to December 1905, 
60 tons of palm kernels were railed from Baiima compared with only 72 
gallons of palm oil (00267/485/183; Probyn; 22.6.06). In 1916 D. C 
Bowden reported that "the trade in palm 0il, much less important L than 
kernels, ]p does seem to fluctuate greatly" (00267/5(77/83; fig. Gov. Hollis; 

enc. Bowden, 29.1.16, Kenema, Railway District Report 1915). 

147. From the viewpoint of British officials, and considering Sierra Leone's 
tiny annual budget in the 1890s, the figures involved in the developing 
palm-kernel trade were enormous. The Railway District D. C. reported 
that "in 1910 £157,240 was paid for the kernels shipped by the railway" 
(00267/532/267; Merewether; 1.6.11, enc. Railway District Report 1910 . 

148. Ibid. In some parts of Railway District, April to September 1910, there 
was a great scarcity of rice and the distress was aggravated "by the 
fact that the natives had for a few years neglected the other forms of 
foodstuffs normally grown - cassada, sweet potatoes etc. and had devoted 
all their energies to the palm kernel trade". But this presumably 
referred to places on or very near the railway limo. There is no evidence 
that in Luawa by this time the volume of palm kernel trade was largo 
enough to have had such repercussions. 

349. Int. 10. Mr. Tamba Ngendu said this practice began in P. G. Bockarie 
Bundeh's reign (i. e. 1912-1916). 

150. Ibid. The habit of K ssi travelling in groups to Pendembu continued 
into the 1920s. When the young F. E. J. Tengbo got tired of life in 
Pendembu, c. 1928, he decided to "travel home with people that came to 
sell palm kernels ..., as those who came on Saturdays and SurA yo always 
return up the Kissi countries in very great number" (F. E. J. Tannbets 
BtoCraphv, pp. 78.. 79). 

151. C0267/53Q/86; Hollis; 7.3.16, one. _Protectorate 
Roads Demrtmont Rotfox 

19151 
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152. The evidence presented in Chap. /+ of this thesis, passim, would indicate 
that the degree of political unsettlement, at least until 1909, was so 
great in some parts of Luawa that the everyday life of ordinary people 
was affected, trading and even farming being made difficult. 

153. SLGA, MP743/1903, Trade Report 1903, enc. dndernon, 1.7.03, paxiguma. 

154. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, pp. 29o -307 above. 

155. To leave one's own town and settle elsewhere was considerably more 
difficult in the early years of the twentieth century than it was to 
become later, when it became more common for people to go from their 
own area to live in Freetown and other towns. But even Chief Fabundeh 
himself seriously considered leaving Kailahun at one stage. 

156. When Alldridge wrote of a 'transformed colony', and the 'changes' which 
took place between 1896 and 1908, he clearly indicated that he was 
referring to improvements. The virtually universal presuppositions of 
the British officials were that great changes were taking place and 
that these changes were for the better. 

157. See Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp. M-010 above. 

158. Ibid. 

159. Ibid. 

160.00267/533/Conf.; Merewether; 16.10.11, enc. Gordon, 1.10.11, Daru, 
Intelligence Return, Road Reports. 

161. See Chap-3 of this thesis, Note 47 p. L13. above, for the reasons 
why four is suggested as the approximate average number of people 
living in a town-house at this time. Kailahun even in 1890 probably 
had a slightly higher average number of people living in each house, 
possibly because it was the headquarter-town of such an important M ai, 
and this was perhaps still having an affect on patterns of residence 
even as late as 1911. Moreover, the average number of people living in 
each house rose during the twentieth century. 

162. KDOL1, loose papers, House Tax returns, 1918. 

163. See Note 161 above. 

164. See Chap. 6 of this thesis, p. £432. below. Also C. k . 
6, pp. 5L+7-3 Wow. 

165. For details of how Lomax' behaviour in 1907 adversely affected the 
prestige of Fabundeh, see Chap-4 of this thesis, pp. tfl-b above. British 
appropriation of sovroignty in Luawa also reduced the status of the 
Luawa Chief. After 1912, Bockarie Bundeh's behaviour further reduced 
the position of the Chief in Luawa (see this chapter of the thesis, 
Chap-5, pp. *33-438 below). 

166. See Chap. 4 of this thesis, passim. 

167. Ibid., pp. 28%-t89 above. 
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168. Ibid., pp. t90.30S above. 

169. The present writer realizes this is a large assumption to make. Yet 
the evidence put forward in this thesis, as well as personal exper- 
ience of the situation in the 1960s, indicate its general truth in 
the political, social and economic spheres. The whole subject of 
town and country relationships in the Protectorate during the colonial 
period would make a fascinating study in itself. 

170. See Chap. 2 of this thesis, p. loS above. 

171. In January 1907, Lieut. R. H. Gill wrote from Kailahun about the 
arrival there of Lomax. Gill was commanding 'D' Company, which was 
resident at Kailahun (C0267/492/Conf.; Haddon-Smith; 16.1.07, enc. 
Gill) 9.1.07, Kanre Lahun). Cf. 
The History of the Royal West African Frontier Force, p. 84: 'one 
company had been stationed at Wulade and one at Kanre-Lahun in the 
Kissi country since the expedition there C in 1905)". 

172. The way of life in the barracks may be described as 'semi-European' 
because (i) the European Officers in Kailahun lacked many of those 
material facilities which were integral to their way of life, and 
(ii) the people of Kailahun came more into contact with the African 
soldiers than with the Europeans, and the ordinary soldiers' way of 
life was only affected at certain points by 'European' concepts. For 
example, the soldiers had enforced on them a strictly timed and 
regulated working week; but their Officers did not attempt greatly 
to control or influence their soldiers' behaviour in leisure hours. 

173, It may be presumed that the presence of soldiers with a regular wage 
and a little money to spare produced a growth or petty cash traders 
in Kailahun town. But there is no direct evidence of this. 

174. C0267/506�Conf.; Haddon-Smith; 26.9.08, enc. Statement of Banya, 
taken down by Capt. Gordon at Kailahun, 31.8.08: "Major Le Mosurier 
was in close friendship with Momoh Banyan (Int. 20). 

175. "AZomo Banya'a English was very good", noted Migeod in 1924, "and we 
used sometimes Mende to talk in, sometimes English. He had never 
been to school, but had opportunities of learning as there were troops 
here so long" (A View of Sierr. Leone, p. 113). 

176. Given the sparsity of evidence about traders coming into Luawa from 
the Colony, it is impossible to discover whether these traders were 
really Freetown Creoles, or whether they, were Frotectorate people who 
had lived for some time in the Colony and had assimilated some creole 
characteristics. The latter would seem to be the most probable. 
Though names of traders living in Kailahun at this time are difficult 
to find, the 'Lomax affair' provided evidence in passing of traders 
living in Kailahun. 

177. Int. 20. 
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178. C0267/499F. D.; 17.6.07, one. 

179. C0267/513/141; Probyn; 3.4.09, enc. Maxwell, 8.2.09, Kenema, Report 
on the Railwnv District for 1908. British Luawa extended only as 
far west as Kenewa, and did no include Kailahun. 

180. Ibid. Maxwell, who was a medical doctor, became D. C. of Railway 
District on its creation in 1906-07, and remained substantive D. C. 
of the District until 1914. 

181. C0267/506/Conf.; Haddon-Smith; 26.9.03, enc. Garlough, 17.5.08. 
Garlough was almost certainly a Creole trader. 

182. See Chap-3 of this thesis, p. 203 above. 

183. Ibid., p. im above. 

18/x. A person had to be wealthy to travel 
in Sierra Leone were almost as high 
over 200 miles from Pendembu. This 
from politically-powerful families i 
travel. 

. by rail, because passenger fares 
as in Britain, and Freetown was 
was one reason why individuals 
.n Luawa were most easily able to 

185. Int. 20. 

186. Both kerosene and matches were mentioned byyAlldrid e as being on 
sale at Baiima in 1908 (A Transformed Colony, p. 166). He was surprised 
on this same visit to find kerosene also on sale in Mendekelema, 9 miles 
north-east of Joru (ibid., p. 205). 

187. Int. 10. 

188. During his first visit to Iaxawa in 1890, Alldridgo lit his pipe with 
a match, and the peoples' reaction showed that they had never seen a 
match before (nie Sher-bra and sH me lad, pp. 198-199). It has been 
suggested that kerosene and matches were perhaps the most valuable 
benefits which the ordinary people gained from British rule (Smith, 
Rev. R., in personal conversation) April 1972, Kailahun). 

189. Quotation from Wallis, G. B., "The Foro of the Mandi" in The Journal 
of the Africr n SQctet_y, Vol-4 (1905), p. 189. 

190. The arrangement seems to have been that Le Mesurier was made a 2nd. 
Class D. C. with responsibility for Luawa, under the general supervision 
of Dr. J. C. Maxwell, who was District Commissioner for the whole of 
Railway District. Previously, Le Meaurier had been D. C. of the Frontier 
Force at Daru with the rank of Major. 5o here is a concrete example of 
bow a transfer from a fairly senior position in the military service to 
a fairly junior position in the political administration was considered 
'promotion'. 

191. The despatches contained in CC267 give the impression that very little 
was done to lay down guidelines for the District Commissioners until the 
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early years of the twentieth century, but that unier Probyn's governor- 
ship (1904-1911), the colonial administration rapidly became formalised. 

192. Some of the information provided in this section, then is relevant to 
the rest of the Protectorate (and even to Luawa - especially British 
Luawa) before 1911. Most of the information for the years 1911 to 
1936 is relevant mt only to Luawa but also to the rest of the Protec- 
torate. In discussing British local administration, it is in fact 
difficult to confine the discussion narrowly to one Chiefdom during a 
limited time-span because (i) detailed information on any one Chiefdom 
is limited, and (ii) much information which does exist relates to a 
slowly evolving system, spread over half-a-century and applied to some 
200 Chiefdoms, rather than one particular Chiefdom over a set period. 
Therefore, the discussion in this section of the thesis is necessarily 
more diffuse in time-span and less particular in its detail than most. 

193. In 1937, the introduction of the N. A. system brought some minima, l 
changes in Chiefdom government. After 1945, more radical changes in 
local government were introduced, with the establishment of District 
Councils and the devolution of more authority on the local indigenous 
rulers: now socio-economic pressures also began to produce considerable 
change in some areas of local political life. But in the main, P. G. 
Momoh Banya's reign (1924-19 

5 
was a period of political quiescence, 

and even in minor details of administration, the British system 
operated in 1936 in the same way as it had done in 1924, or even in 1911. 

194. A convenient summary of administrative boundary changes 1896-1945 may- 
be found in Clarke, Sierra Ltone jn Mas, pp. 30-31, where a map may be 
found of the 5 original Districts, as well as later changes. The map of 
District boundaries 1896-1906 is however misleading in that it super- 
imposes these boundaries on a map of Sierra Loone showing international 
boundaries as they appeared only aftLt 1911. The major part of Luawa 
before 1911, including Kailahun town, was not in any of the 5 Districts, 
but was in Liberian territory. Panguma District was contiguous to Luawa, 
and the D. C. at Pangumm was geographically the nearest resident British 
official to Luawa in the years between 1896 and 1905. Occasionally in 
these years Panguma D. C. s became involved in Luawa's affairs (the main 
instances have been noted in Chap-4 of this thesis, passim), but 
instances were not numerous. In the early 1900o, the substantive D. G. 
at Panguma was Major d'Arcy Anderson, but since most of Luawa was never 
in the Panguma District, it is irrelevant to this present thesis to 
discuss the details of administration in that District. 

195. For the creation of Railway District, see C0267/486/288; Probyn; 16.8.06, 
and C0267/488/394; Probyn; 6.10.06. 

196. At first the new Railway District was known as Bandajuma District. 
See also C0267/489/Conf.; Probyn; 2.11.06. 

197. For a contemporary map of Railway District, coo Micholl, An Inter d ct a 
to tho Geo rap v of Sierra. Le, 

eoM, p. 57. "The Ra wav District lies 
towards the east of the Protectorato, and has an area of, roughly, 7,000 
square miles. The railway runs through the district from west to east 
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from a point 120 miles from Freetown.... The area to be administered 
is large and comprises the entire trade zone drained by the main 
line railway north-east of Bo, and quite 80 per cent of the entire 
railway freight comes from this area" (ibid., pp. 61-62). 

198. C0267/493/144; Haddon-Smith; 26.4.07, enc. Maxwell, 31.3.07, Kenema, 
Rai wa District Report 1907. In September 1906, Bandajuma was 
abandoned as District Headquarters, which was transferred to Kenema. 
To find the information about Maxwell, the present writer looked 
through the relevant official despatches in C0267. At approximately 
fifteen-month intervals, the substantive D. C. went on 6 months leave, 
and during his absence he had to be replaced by temporary, acting D. C. s. 

199. To find the information about Bowden, the present writer looked through 
the relevant official despatches in C0267. Bowden was remembered by 
the older people of Luawa in 1972 as one of the most able British 
officials, though this was perhaps partly the result of a slight sense 
of nostalgia about the 'distant past'. See Sierra Leone Government 
Civil Service List 1929. p. 16. Bowden was born 22.6.75, gained an 
L. A. at Edinburgh University, and was Assistant Engineer on the Sierra 
Leone Railway, 1901-1905. He was appointed a D. C. in 1905. 

200. See Note 190 above. 

201. For details of administrative organization in the 19203, see Goddard, 
The Handbook of Sierra Leone, pp. 99-106. Central Province was divided 
into 4 Districts: Pendembu District contained 19 Chiefdoms. 

202, Ibid. The folding map at the back of the book clearly chows Pendembu 
District. 

203. Int. 3. Sierra Leone Government Civil Service List 1q2, p. 19. Hollins 
was born on 1.1.86, and gained a B. A. at Cambridge University. He was 
appointed to the Sierra Leone Civil Service in 1910. 

204. Int. 3. 

205. Sig, ra. Leone Gov rnm n Civil Service L29, p. 16. 

206. Goddard, The Handboa of f Sierra LeonQý p. 104. 

207. Ibid., ps. I84,198. In the mid-1920x, Pendembu possessed a Post Office, 
with a telegraph and telephone service, and branches of the following 
firmst African and Eastern Trading Corpn. Ltd.; C. F. B.. O.: C. W. S.: 
A. Genet and Co.; M. Jourdan; G. B. O.: P. Z. s.; S. C. O. A. Kailahun 
had none of these. 

208. IM OA, Pendembu District, 128%1927, one. Hollins, 19.10.27, Kailahun, 
to C. C. P. s »Kailahun was healthier than Pend©mbu". Sao also Int. 3. 

209. Soo Cbap. 6 of this thesis, pp, Soi-S$3 below for P. C. Monoh Banya'a reign. 

210. See ibid., Chap. 3, p. llq above. 
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211. KDQ1, Pendembu District, 128/1927, enc. "NOTICE. The Headquarters of 
the Pendembu District will be moved from Pendembu to Kailahun on Sat. 
28th December 1929". 

212. Railway District 1906-1919 had been roughly the same size and shape as 
the whole of the new Central Provinco, which contained 4 Districts. 
Nevertheless, with an increasing amount of paperwork to do, it im 
doubtful whether D. C. s were able to visit most of the Chiefdom head- 
quarter towns more than twice a year. Manyysmaller villages were 
never ever visited by a white man throughout the colonial period. 

213. In conversations with the local people in 1972, the present writer 
found that the personality of the different D. C. s was of supreme 
importance. Each one was remembered for his behaviour and foibles, 
histemperament and his attitude to the local people. Alldridge (who 

was a Travelling Commissioner and not a D. C. when he visited Luawa in 
the 1890s) and Bowden were remembered with particular respect. Mr. Hollins 
was noted as an official who took a kind and lenient view of people and 
their shortcomings. Significantly, most of the post-Second-World-War 
D. C. s were remembered as young authoritarian and unsympathetic to the 
local people. 

214. Ex-P. C. Kaitungi described how one P. C. instructed his sub-chiefs to 
gather and await the arrival of the Governor. They waited all after- 
noon in the hot sun, and finally the Governor arrived. One sub-chief 
afterwards approached the P. C. very crossly and said that he was going 
home; he thought they had been waiting for an important District 
Commissioner to arrive, but the only person who had turned up was ""a 
common Governor" (Int. 22). 

215. For a discussion of the title 'White Man's Grave' as applied to Sierra 
Leone, see Fyfe, Sierra Leone Irrher Wie, pp. 

216. The C0267 despatches for 1899-1901 contain numerous reports of District 
Commissioners who resigned or who were dismissed. The present writer 
was provided with clear evidence by both Europeans and Africans that 
the sort of behaviour which caused those resignations and dismissals 

D. G. s proved was not unknown in the succeeding sixty years, and g gm 
less than satisfactory in this regard. The present writer does not 
subscribe to the view, current in some historical circles, that the 
detailed analysis of such information is generally valuable and enlight- 
ening. He was, in any case, restricted by the fact that (i) some of the 
people concerned may still be alive and (ii) some of his informants 
properly requested that he should not retail their comments on these 
matters. 

217. Hollins, N. C., 111919 and 1936: Contrasts in Bush Travel in Sierra. 
Leone". 13 kindly given by the author to the present vriter. 

218. These were apparently the first Standing Instructions issued to D. C. s, 
though the Protectorate had been established for almost 13 years. Up 
to this time D. C. s had apparently simply improvised and followed their 
own inclinations in their relations with Chiefs. 
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219. C 0267/5lZ/Conf .; Probyn; 9.6.09, enc. Farrar, 13.4.09, Freetown,, 
Confidential Standing Instruction No. 1 of 1909 to District Commissioners: 
Authority of District Commissioners over chiefs. 

220. Eberl-Elber, R., "Harvest and Magic among the Kissi of Sierra Leone" 
in The Geoff raphica]I<igRazine (Jan-1939), p"155" 

221. C0267/514/Conf.; Probyn; 9.6.09, enc. Farrar, 13.4.09, Freetown, 
Confidential Standing Instruction No. 1 of 1909. Later, this became 
Standing Instruction No. 9 (00267/52,4/Conf.; Probyn; 3.9.10). 

222. C0267/5L4/Conf.; Probyn; 9.6.09, one. Farrar, 13.4.09, Freetown, 
Confidential Standing Instruction No. l of 1909. This document contains 
a fairly clear statement of what later became known as 'indirect rule' 
a theory of colonial government for which Lugard is usually held 
responsible. But, in Sierra Leone, this theory was propounded and made 
the basis of local administration a decade before Lugard's Dual Mandate. 

223. The main part of Kailondo's work as Mahel, apart from his ordering of 
external affairs (which included the making of war and peace), was the 
administration of justice, and the receiving and distributing of gifts. 

221+. C0267/514/Conf.; Probyn; 9.6.09, one. Farrar, 13.4.09, Freetown, 
Confidential Standing Instruction No. 1 of 1909. 

225. See Note 2)3 above. 

226. There were, of course, some matters onwhich Government policy was fixed 
(for example, a P. G. knew that any D. C. would make sure that the House 
Tax was paid annually). But on many other matters.. Government policy 
altered over the years. For example, the economic pressures of the 
Groat Depression and the World Ware changed Government policy towards 
the Chiefs: the introduction of N. A. s likewise marked a change of 
attitude. In addition, each D. C. had his own particular emphases, and 
D. C. s were moved fairly frequently from one District to another as a 
rule. It was not surprising, therefore, if Chiefs felt D. C. s gave orders 
in a very arbitrary manner. 

227. Goddard, The Handbook of Sierra Loone. P-106- 

228. At this time, "recognized native authority" simply meant the P. G. himself. 

229. CC67/5]AJConf.; Probyn; 9.6.09, one. Farrar, 13.4.09, Froetown, 
Confidential Standing Instruction No. 1 of 1909. 

230. It has been pointed out that ono day a Court Messenger might be detailed 
to go on his own, unarmed, to arrest a dangerous murderer: the next day 
his duty might simply consist of carrying the D. G. 's wife's handbag a 
few miles through the bush to the next Chiefdom's Rest House. 

231. Ordinance No-31 of 1907, quoted by Hollins, N. C., "A Note on the History 
of the Court Messenger Force", in Sierra Leone St dies (o. s. ), 11o. 18 (1932), pp. 78-80. This short article also gives a good summary of the 
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development of the C. M. F. from a body of Government messengers in the 
early 189os. Some Court Messengers were attached to each D. C. after 
1896, and in 1902, when the Frontier Police were disbanded, the 
Messengers took over some extra duties, and their numbers were 
increased from 50 to 127 (C0267/459/304; King-Harman; 4.9.01. See 
also 00267/459/438; King-Harman; 18.10.01). Only in 1907, however, 
was the C. M. F. constituted by Ordinance "under the control of and at 
the disposal of the District Commissioner's. The shape the C. M. F. then 
took was retained until its disbandment in 1954. The C. M. F. was an 
organization unique to the Sierra Leone Protectorate: no other British 
territory had such a Force. For further information, see Alldridge, 
A Trangformed Colony, pp. 125-126; l{tgeod., A View of Sierra Loone p. 32; 
and Goddard, The Hendbook of Sierra Leone, p. 122. 

232. Hollins, N. C., The Court Messenger Force of the Sierra Leone Pro- 
tectorate" (1937), p. 6. This ISS was kindly given to the present 
writer by the author. 

233. The very great dependence of the D. C. upon his C. M. F. was shown in 
the comments of British officials when the Force was disbanded (see The 
Report of Commission-of Inquiry into Di turban es the Provinces, 
pP. 220-221 . 

234. Int. 21s "if the (C. M. P. J Sergeant-Major said you wou1dnrt see the 
D. C., then that was the end of your matter". 

235. Ibid., for an estimate of the important role which Sergeant-Major 
Jibatch of Kailahun played in the 1943 paramount chieftaincy election 
in Luawa. 

236. Finnegan, It., and Murray, D., "Limbo Chiefs" in Wt African Chiefs: 
their changing sta&UR e Colonial Rule and independence (ed. Crowder, 
Psi., and Ikimo, 0. ), p. 418. There were a few Chiefdom messengers 
attached to the Paramount Chief, but they had little importance, being 
messengers and nothing more; and they had no connection with the Court 
Messenger Force. 

237. The ordinary village farmer in Luawa could not spoak English or Krio, 
and the D. C. would automatically use ono of the Court Mesacngera to 
act as interpreter (see Int. 21). 

238. Mr. F. E. J. Tengbo in his Btcrrap , p. 187, indicated that even at the 
annual tax-collection (the most important annual activity in the D. C. 's 
official life) only Chiefdom officials sent by the P. C. wont round each 
village of the Chiefdom making out the assessment. No Court Messenger 
was present even for this crucial annual event, but only Chiefdom 
messengers. 

239. Hollins, "The Court Messenger Force of the Sierra Leone Protectorate"', 
p. 6. See also Int. 3. 

240. Ibid., p. 4. Other er-colonial officiole with whom the present writer 
talked had largely the came impression about the C. M. F. 
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241, This curious expression was used in the Protectorate to describe a 
D. C. 'a going on tour round part of the District, trekking on foot 
from village to village (see Hollins, "1.910 and 1936", p. 2). 

242. A distress warrant is a document authorizing the legal seizure of a 
chattel, in order out of the proceeds of its sale to satisfy some 
debt or claim. 

243. Hollins, "The Court Messenger Force of the Sierra Leone Protectorate", 
pp. 6-8. This was written in 1937. 

244. See Sierra Leone Government Civil Service List 1929, p. 19, and Int. 3 

245. This list indicates the main activities of the C. M. F. at least up to 
1936. The introduction of the N. A. system in 1937 in some ways 
altered the situation. Then in 1942 P. C. Momoh Banya died, and his 
death marked the end of an era in Luawas from then onwards new relations 
developed between the ordinary people, the Chief, and the British 
officials. Even before 1936, the list of C. M. F. activities is not 
entirely relevant to Luawa. For example, no Medical Officer was 
resident in Kailahun until the late 193W,, so the Court Messengers 
round Kailahun were not generally involved in any medical work. 

246. In conversation with various British ex-colonial officials,, the present 
writer found general agreement that a D. C. 's main daily work involved 
the settling of petty litigation. 

247, The content of these Ordinances is conveniently summsrized in Fyf©$ 
A History of Sierra Leone, pp. 541-545. 

2/. g. See, for example, Wallis, The Advance of our West African Emrtre, 
passim. 

21+9. In his relations with Chiefs and ordinary people: the D. C. started a 
new file for each new subject, and these files were known as Native 
Affairs Minute Papers. In the Kailahun District Office Archives, a 
fairly complete set of files seems to have been preserved for each 
Chiefdom in the District for the 1920s and 1930s. 

250. 'Palaver' is a Krio word in general use up-country in Sierra Leone to 
mean dispute, difficulty, trouble. 

251. Int. 3. Mr. Hollins kindly provided an outline of a typical working 
day in his District Headquarters during the 19200 &nd 19304: 

7.30, arrive at Office and start work. 
13.00, break for lunch. 
14.00 - 19.00, rest, relaxation and evening meal. 
19.00, return to Office in order to deal with correspondence. 

Much time in his morning working sessions would be devoted to settling 
patty litigation. He aimed to apond about two weeks out of every four 
'on trek' in the bush. 
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252. The number of files dealing with taxation and revenue vastly increased 
after 1937, as a, result of the introduction of N. A. s. The present 
writer uses the expression 'surviving files' for two reasons: (i) it is 
clear that files on some subjects had been removed from the Archives, 
presumably before the and of the colonial period, and (ii) the Kailahun 
District Office Archives had, by 1972, boon reduced in volume in various 
ways. Many bundles of files had been roughly handled, so that documents 
had become torn, crumpled, dirtied and jumbled, and were therefore 
unreadable. Other piles of documents had been so spoilt by insects as 
to be rendered illegible. 

253. KDQ, loose papers, Kanre Lahun Hut Tax statistics 1912. 

254. SLGA, Info tion R 
,a 

in Protectorate- Chiefs. 2 Railway District, 
Bokari Bundeh of Lauwa 

_ sic. -/, 

255. Full lists of tax figures, covering all the Chiefdoms in the Protectorate, 
are not easily uncovered, but the present writer found no record of any 
Chiefdom which even approached Luawa in the amount of tax collected. 

256. For details of the fragmentation of Kailondo'a Luawa into four Chiefdoms, 
see this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 433-4t4+ below. 

257. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, pp. 392-4110. By 1942,, at the time 
of P. C. Ban a's death the figures werei 

Luawa 
............... 

£2,30 

Kissi Kamp ........... 371 
Kiasi Tong .,......... 472 
Kissi. Tungi .......... 705 

TOTAL £3,856 (RDOA, loose papers Chiefdom 
----ý Estimates 1942) 

258. See Note 256 above. 

259. CQ267/503/179; Frobyn; 16.4.08, enc. Maxwell, 31.3.08, Railway District 
Reuorty1907.1907 was the first year in which this system was used. 
Dr. Maxwell had general supervision of the collection of tax from 
Luawa in 1912 and 1913. 

260. By 1942 in Luawa, the three Kissi Chiefdoms, and many others, Chiefdom 
Tax was made up of 5 shillings House Tax and 4 shillings Nativen 
Authority tax. 

261. Tengbe, Bio s, pp. 250-251. Mr. Tengbe was born in 1917, and went 
to primary school in Pendombu in the early 1930s. He nursed in Segbewema 
Hospital from 1933 to 1935, and was then trained an a teacher at Union 
College, Bunumbu, 1935 to 1936. He became a Chiefdom Clarkin 1935, and thereafter worked in all three Kissi Chiefdoms. He retired from local 
government service in 1959, and died in 1970. 

262. The first occasion on which British officials generally were forced to 
face the weaknesses of the system from the viewpoint of the ordinary Chiefdom people, was after the Provincial disturbances of 1955-56. These 
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weaknesses were first detailed at length in The Retorts of Commission of 
Inquiry into Disturb anccees in the Provinces. 1955-1956, pp. 112-228. The 
enormous increase in the amount of offs a tax paid by the ordinary 
people between 1936 and 1956, and the transmutation of the House Tax 
into a poll tax, had considerably exacerbated the corruption and weak- 
nesses of the tax-collection system for the ordinary people by the mid- 
1950s (ibid., pp. 126-127). But discerning British officials had been 
aware of the corruption for decades. "A lot of tax", noted Mr. N. C. Hollins 
in 1936, is at present illegally collected - the matter will surely have 
to be faced before very long" (Hollins papers, C. 4/1935, Senior D. C. 
Moyamba, 19.11.35, Noyamba, Reor anization of N tive Administration, 
enc. Hollins, 9.2.36, Moyamba . 

263. See Note 236 above. 

264. See Note 93 above. 

265. Tengbe, Biography, p. 187. 

266. Ibid., p. 219. To European eyes, this appears to be a clear statement 
of the existence of bribery and corruption. But this is not necessarily 
the case. Any traveller asking the tamahe for a night's lodging would 
by custom expect to receive hospitality. The Chief, or Chief's 
official, would also by custom expect to receive small gifts if he 
stayed in a village for a night: it would be a mark of impoliteness 
for the village people not to do this. In return, the villagers would 
expect their needs to be given consideration by the official. Between 
these customary marks of respect and bribery and corruption the distinc- 
tion is very fine; but nevertheless that distinction is both real and 
important. 

267. Ibid. Mr. Tengbe was not pleased to be transferred to Bongre Chiefdom 
in 191+1 as Clerk, because P. C. Harry Baton of Bongre "was educated and 
no chance to get anything for nothing". See also Alldridgo, A Trana- 
formed Colorny, p. 176. 

268. Tengbe, Biography, p. 219. 

269. Ibid. Salaries for Chiefdom Clerks varied from £1 to £2 per month, in 
Mr. Tengbe&s experience. 

270. Specific evidence is difficult to find concerning the changing attitude 
of Chiefdom officials, but apart from anything else, the increasingly 
large circulation of cash would encourage a greater venality. 

271. The other main objections to Bockarie Bundeh's rule seem to have been 
that (i) he persecuted his opponents, especially Momoh Banya, and (ii) he despised the Kissi people (see Into, 9,10,19). For a fuller 
discussion, see this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. *33-6 below. 

272. Fenton, O t�1one, Sf Sierra Leone Native Law, p. 4. 

273. These dangers are described in detail in Cheps. 2 and 3 of this thesis, 
passim. 
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274. See Note 271 above. 

275. RH, MSS Afr. S. 672, Hollins, N. C., Sierra Leone 1921-1936, Advice 
to Chiefs (n. d. 1936 ? ), mimeo. booklet, Chap. XII, "Public Work". 

276. Fenton, Outline of Sierra Leone Native-Law , p. 8. 

277. See Note 275 above. The Chief should not ask his people to do such 
jobs for more than a week at a time. 

278. Fenton, A3tl ne of Sierra Leone Native Law, p, 7. 

279. Ibid., p. 8. 

280. Ibid. 

281. Ibid., p. 9. 

282. Int. 18. Ex-P. C. S. K. Banya of Iuawa said that at the beginning of 
his reign, in 1943, British officials were eager to reduce his salary 
considerably from that which his father had received, because P. C. 
Momoh Banya had possessed a salary which was larger than the salaries 
of some colonial officials. "My father was earning a salary, about, 
of 9l.. 000 a year. In my time it was pegged on to £650". 

283. Fenton, Outline of Sierra Leone Native Law, pp. 7-8, deals with such 
commutation. 

284. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, pp. 118-1.20. Such agreements were 
made over again several times in similar terms during the next decade. 
Presumably they had to be remade each time a new Chief was elected 
(see, for example, KDCA, NAMP, Pendembu District, 5311930, Kissi Tungi 
Chiefdom, Agreement made by the Tribal Authorit and big men of Kissi 
Tungi Chiefdom before the D. C. in February 1930). 

285. SLGL, Pendembu District Decree Book, pp. 118-120. 

286. RH. NLSS Afr. S. 672, Hollins, N. C., Sierra Leone 1921-1936, Pendem 
Districts Handing 0v, er Notes. Lnril let 1930. 

257. Ibid. 

288. Ibid. 

289. See Note 275 above. By tho 1930s, there was a rule that no one should 
do "more than 30 days such work per year, and should be paid by Govern. 
mont 6d a day for building work and 3d a mile for carriers". It seems, 
however, that this money was rarely received by the labourers. 

290. KDO&, Annu R© of the va Adrn to ra ofr &ho, Ye&; C 1926 
(Govt. Printer, Freetown, 1937), p. 14. 
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291. The British departmental officials whom the Luawa people saw most 
of were those from the Public Works Department. In the late 1920s, 
there was a P. W. D. official actually resident in Kailahun (Int. l). 
Officials from the Agriculture Department also visited the area 
sometimes. 

292. KDQ&, Pendembu District, 128/1927, enc. Hollins, 8.10.28, to the 
Executive Engineer, P. W. D., Bo. 

293. Maada James Kailondo said labourers employed on making the Pendembu- 
Kailahun road were paid (Int. 19), but they apparently never received 
any money (Ints. 18, 

294. KDO., Pendembu District, 128/1927. 

295. Ibid. See also Ints. 18 and Z5. 

296. KDQ&, Perriembu District, 128/1927. 

297. Ibid., enc. memo., Hollins, 14.3.28, to Executive Engineer, P. W. D., 
Bo. "What arrangements are you making to pay labourers on the new 
D. C. 's house at Kailahun ? 

2. These men in view of a recent decision should be paid 
the full market rates". 
Re, p1y, 27.3.28: "Yes. The ... men will be paid at normal. rate of 
/9 per diem". 

298. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 412-4Iy below. 

299. C0267/445%Conf. 3; Cardew; 9.1.99. 

300. The methods used by the P. C. s to compensate themselves economically 
for loss of political power are discussed fully in Kilson, P itica 
Change in a West Af c State. Little reference has been made to 
this book because i it largely deals with the later years of colonial 
rule which are not the main concern of this thesis, and (ii) it general- 
izes about the Protectorate as a whole, whereas the aim of this thesis 
has been to look, as specifically as possible, at one limited area. 

301. See Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp. 17S-6 above. 

302. P. C. Bockarie Bundeh's son, ruled from 1912 to 1916. 

303. RH. MSS. Lfr. 5.672, Hollins, N. C., Sierra Leone 1921-1936, Ammal 
Report on Pendembu District 1929, 'Trade': "The unfortunate collapse 
in the price of kernels militated against high figures - the price per 
bushel falling at one time as low as three shillings and sixpence". 
Mr. Hollins commented that low produce prices "first made themselves 
felt in 1928". Within three years, prices were to fall as low as 11d. 
per bushel in Kailahun. 

304. Sierra Leone Ra ort of Census for the Year (Govt. Printer', 
Freetown, n. d. . 
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3 05. See Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp. 2o2.3above. 

306. In 1907, Sir Harry Johnston commented, after a visit to I, iawa, that 
the Kissi country-Pendembu trade route had been "established probably 
for centuries" (C0267/499/F. O., 21.12.07t one. Memorandum communi- 
cated by Sir H. Johnston, March 25,1907). 

3(Y7. See Chap-3 of this thesis, p. Zoe above for the widening of the road 
b7 Kailondo; this chapter, Chap. S, p. 39o above for further widening 
in Fabundeh's reign. 

308. RCS, Annual Retort of the Railway District for the year (Warren, 
28.1.15, Kenema , p. 8: 'The completion of the Pendembu-Kanre-Lahun 
road will be a valuable addition in opening up the trade possibilities 
of the Luawa-Kissi countryl. The present writer has not discovered a 
definite starting date for the work of making the road motorable, but 
presumably it would have been mentioned in earlier reports if it had 
been started then. 

309. See Note 339 below. 

310. C0267/57c/86; Hollis; 7.3.16, enc. Protectorate ids Department Report 
1915. The road was being formed to a width of 12 feet, but this meant 
no real widening was required along most of its length: it was already 
12 feet wide by 1911 (see 00267/533/Conf.; Marewether; 16,10.11, enc. 
Gordon, 1.10.11, Daru, Intelligence Return, Road Reports. 

3]l. Int. 18. 

312. C0267/570/86; Hollis; 7.3.16, enc. Protectorate Roads Department Renor 
M. The longest of these bridges was over the River Koya, and was 

situated about a mile south of Ngiehun. 

3)3. If "the unskilled labo provided free by the Chiefs for the Roads from 
Pendembu-Kairo Lahun 

Laic. J, Lago-Panguma and Moyamba_Sembehun were 
paid for at the usual rates of wages, the additional cost would have 
been at least £10,000" (ibid. ). 

314. Ibid. 

315. Int. 18 

316. Int. 

317. C0267/574/86; Hollis; 7.3.16, enc. Protectorate Roads Department Repo t 

318. See Note 313 above. The road ran for about 6 miles through Upper 
Barbaras the rest of its distance - some 17 miles to the Moa River at Sambalu - was through Luawa. 

319. The Government could call men to make and mend roads, but no one "should 
do more than 30 days such work per year" (Hollins, Advice to Chien, 
Chap. XII, tPublicWork'). 
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320. Unfortunately the present writer failed to find any quota figures 
which would show what proportion of the labour force was provided 
by Luawa and that proportion by Upper Bambara. But considering 
that Luawa was the bigger Chiefdom and that the road ran for a 
greater mileage through Luawa, 4,000 men from Wawa and 2,600 men 
from Upper Bambara would seem probable proportions. 

321. The earliest estimate of Luawa's population was given by Mr. Hollins 
in 1929, in his "Short History", p. 10, where he suggested a total of 
30,000. Rev. Clarke agreed with this in his Foundation of Luawa, 
p. 2. House Tax returns for Luawa in 1915 were £1,358 - 5s., and for 
1929 were £1,745 - 5s., which would suggest an increase of about 
one third in Luawa's total population 

(mainly 
it seems, by immi- 

gration in the first years of Momoh Banya's reign) between 1915 and 
1930. Thus the figure of about 22,300 for total population in 1915. 

322. The Report of the 101 Census, p. 155, noted that in 1931, per 11000 
of the population in Kailahun District, 279 were young and middle- 
aged males. Not all of these would work, sorge being disabled, sick, 
or members of the ruling elite. But these non-workers would be 
cancelled out by some old men and some of the older male children who 
should be added to the working population. There is no reason to 
think that the proportion of the male working population to the total 
population was any different in 1915 from what it was in 1931. 

323. The exact percentage of the male working population of Luawa who were 
sometime during 1915 engaged in work on the Kailahun-Pendembu road, 
from the figures provided by the present writer, was 63%. But since 
the figures themselves cannot possibly be precise, the phrase 'about 
two-thirds' seems more apposite than 63%. 

324.00267/574/38; Wilkinson; 22.2.17, enc. Roads Report 1916 

325. Bockarie Bundeh was deposed on 8.7.16 (SLGA, Pendembu District Decree 
Book, p. 303). 

326.00267/574/38; Wilkinson; 22.2.17, one. Roads Report 1916. 

327. Ibid. Enclosed with the report is an abstract showing the number of 
labourers supplied free of cost to the Government by the P. C. s for 
the Pendembu-Kailahun road for each month of 1916: 180 - 200 - 200 - 
200 - 200 - 130 - 160 - 390 - 1000 - 1000 - 350 - 850. The average 
per day throughout the year was 1x4.7. 

328. Rev. Roger Smith, in conversation in Kailahun, April 1972, made the 
important point that where there was a motorable road or a railway in 
the Protectorate, there was always change and an influx of traders: 
but people living in areas not within easy walking distance of motorable 
road or railway were hardly affected at all in their ordinary lives by 
British rule. It was noticeable how Lebanese traders moved up to Dodo- 
Cotuma and Buedu in the early 1930s, after a motorable road had been 
built to those places; and in the 1940s they moved up to Kangama and 
Koindu when the road was extended (see Int. 21). It is therefore very 
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important to note that many writers on British rule in Mendeland 
largely considered places on roads and railways, precisely because 
such places were easily accessible. Yet places on or near roads 
and railways were not typical Mende settlements, For example, a 
network of motorable roads was developed in Luawa and the Kissi 
Chiefdoms only in the 1950s. 

329. C0267/570/86; Hollis; 7.3.16, enc. Protectorate Roads Department 
Rebort 1915. 

330. KDc , loose papers, House Tax; Chiefdom: Luawa, 1918. 

331. A number of fairly detailed studies have already been published on 
the growth of the Lebanese (known in Sierra Leone as the 'Syrians') 
as a trading group in Sierra, Leone. Alidridge noted how they 
arrived in ones and twos at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
but by 1908 they had already established themselves as an important 
commercial interest (A Transformed Colony, pp. 81-84). 

332. The three surnames are typically Creole. 

333. Combey MS, p. 19. See also Int. 19. 

334. Ibid. 
335. Combey rS, P. 19, indicates that all these traders came to settle in 

the reign of Ngobeh (1916 - 1923). 

336. Ibid. 

337.00267% /114; Wilkinson; 26.4.17, enc. Railway District Report 1916. 

338. See Note 143 above. 

339. Combey M5, p. 19. R. G. Morton is here described as "a Birmingham 
merchant". 

340. Int. 19. 

341. Int. l. He had three children in about 1930; a girl of about 14; a boy 
of about 11; and another girl of about 7. His shop was on the left. 
hand corner of Hospital Road. 

342. Ibid. His wife and elder daughter lived on their own for considerable 
periods in this shop at Dodo. The Dodo road was begun in 1927 (KDOA) 
Pendembu District, 106/1926) and became motorable in 1929 (RCS, Sierra 
Leone Annual Report of the Public Works Department for 1929, pp. 11-12 

343. KDO&, Pendembu District, NAM? 88/1929, enc. Morton and Metheringham, 
17.10.29. 

344. Intl. 
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345. Sierra Leone Annual Report of the Public Works Department for 1929, 
pp. 11-12. By the end of 1929 the Moa Ferry at Manowa was almost 
ready to put into commission. 

346. Int. 1. The 1932 Wall Man shows how a road has been constructed from 
Pendembu, across the Moa at Manowa Ferry, to join the Segbwema- 
Sefadu motor-road at Bunumbu. 

347. See map opp. p. 41i . 
348. Intl. Cf. Int. 18: "Khalil's shop was where it is now. Khalil was 

employed by another Syrian, tLansana' Hassan". 

349" Intl. 

350. Ints. 18 and 19. 

351. Momoh Banya was elected as P. C. of Luaira in 1924. 

352. Ibid. 

353. Intl. 

354. Ibid. 

355. Int. 18. J. T. Combey was 
become M. P. for Kailahun, 
times been quoted in this 
in Kailahun in 1972, but 

356. Ints. 1 and 19. 

the father of B. N. Combey, who was later to 
and who wrote the His or which has several 
thesis. The present writer met Mr. J. T. Cowboy 

the latter declined to give an interview. 

357. Cocoa and coffee only became significant as cash crops in the Luawa 
area after the Second World War. 

35g. These figures are sometimes to be found in the Annual Railway Reports 
and in the District Reports. Unfortunately the figures are not always 
given for individual stations. 

359. Sometimes neither Railway nor District Reports give the relevant 
figures. 

360. One of the great problems for a researcher in Luawa's history between 
c. 1908 and c. 1931 is to know how to refer to the area in a clear and 
simple way. From the final section of this chapter (pp. 433-4Ir4 below), 
it will become clear that by 1914, 'Kailondo's Luawat was split into 
Luawa Chiefdom and Kissi Chiefdom; and then in 1919, Kiasi Chiefdom 
was split into three smaller Chiefdoms. In this present thesis, the 
style 'Luawa and Kissi country' has generally been adopted to refer 
to the whole area in the period 1908-1931. 'Kissi country' refers only 
to the area within the Protectorate of Sierra Leone, namely the present- 
day Chiefdoms of Kissi Kama, Kissi Teng and Kissi Tungi. This is not 
entirely satisfactory, but no better alternative could be devised of 
refering simply to the whole area as it disintigrated into smaller 
political units. 
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361. Chiefdoms west of the Moa could most conveniently send their produce 
down the Bandajuma-Segbwema road to Segbwema station: this road was 
motorable by the early 1920s (see 1921 map at the back of Goddard, 
The Handbook of Sierra Loone). Chiefdoms south of Pendembu would use 
Baiima or Daru stations. Produce railed from Pendembu thus came 
exclusively from Upper Bambara, Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms, and 
the nearby parts of French Guinea and Liberia. People came to 
Pendembu from Guinea within a radius as large as 100 miles., taking 
a week or ten days to travel down from beyond Gb4k4du (Int. 10). 
"At present", noted Mr. Hollins in 1928, "a large quantity of French 
kernels are entrained at Pendembu - some came by the Mofindo road to 
Kailahun; but the bulk via Dia .... A certain quantity of Liberian 
kernels come from the Kunjo Customs station, at the point where Sierra 
Leone, French Guinea, and Liberia meet - thence via Koindu to Dia, 
Kailahun and Pendembu" (KDOA) Pendembu District, 113/1928, enc. Hollins, 
31.5.28, Report to C. C. P. ). Despite this, most of the produce passing 
through the Pendembu railhead probably came from Luawa and the Kissi 
Chiefdoms. 

362.00267/570/156; Wilkinson; 28.4.16, Railw&r Report for 1915, statement 
of principal products carried from Pendembu to Freetown. 

363. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap-5, pp. 411-419 below. 

364. For the rise in importance of cocoa and coffee as exports of Luawa 
and Kissi country, see Chap. 6 of this thesis, pp. 5vr-535 below. 

365. Migeod had worked as a colonial official in the Gold Coast, and had 
learnt the Mende language while he was there. 

366. The evidence from numerous sources (see Notes 339 to 34ß above) clearly 
indicates that R. G. Morton was established in Kailahun before the 19200. 
Presumably, then, he was either on leave or 'out of town' when Migeod 
visited Kailahun. 

367. Migeod, A View of Sierra Leone. p. 114. 

368. The Economic Revolution in Went Af was the title of a well-known 
book written in 1926 by McPhee, A. (Routledge, London). 

369. Migeod, op. cit., p. 121. 

370. Tengbe, Biography, p. 58. Presumably this was R. G. Morton's lorry. 
The Ford lorry presented to P. C. Momoh Banya (see this chapter of the 
thesis.. Chap. 5, p. 4A 6tlow) was not, it seems, used regularly to run 
between Kailahun and Pendembu. 

371. C0267/57Q%156; Wilkinson; 28.4.16, enc. Railway Report for 1915. 

372. BDC , Pendembu District, 113/1928, enc. Hollins, 31.5.28, Report 
to C. C. P. 

373. Of course, the presence or absence of motor transport was not the 
on factor affecting cash-crop production. 
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374. RH, MSS Afr. s. 672, Hollins, N. C., Sierra Leone 1921-1936, Annua 
Report on Pendembu District 1929. In 1929, the effects of the great 
world-wide depression had started to make themselves felt, and only 
7,142 tons of palm kernels were railed from Pendembu. It is true 
that the 1928 total was more than double the totals in 1915 and 1918, 
but considering there was more transport available on the road, that 
the road to Rissi country was being made motorable, and that there 
was a ready market and comparatively high price for kernels, the 1928 
total shows a surprisingly small increase over the 1915 or 1918 totals. 

375. An initial reaction of some scholars to the first drafts of this present 
thesis was that insufficient allowance had been made for the impact 
of the railway's arrival at Pendembu on the ordinary people of the 
Luawa area. 

376. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, p. 394 . º6öv'L. 

377.00267/606/Individuals, Hammond, P. O.; 3.9.24; Rehort on Sierra Leone 
Railways. Hammond had hoped that the Third Class fares would be 
reduced to id. per mile. 

378. Pendembu was 2272 miles from Freetown Water Street station by rail. 
Hammond noted that "the fares in Sierra Leone are nearly as high as 
they are in England" (ibid). 

379. Ibid. 

380. The nearest large Kissi Town to Kailahun was Mano Sewalu, which was 
about 8 miles by road. Dia, was 12 miles and Buedu 17. The Moa River 
crossing north of Koindu at Nongowa was 35 miles from Kailahun or 
52 from Pendembu. 

381. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, p. 311.0,6ovc. 

382. The Bambara people are a major linguistic group in present-day Mali. 

383. Int. 11. 

384. Ibid. Chief Jabba Fayia explained that Kulu Bali walked to Freetown 
in the time of P. C. Momoh Banyan later he went by train. 

385. Ibid. 

386. RCS, Sierra Leone Annual Report of the Public Works De, tartment 1927, p. 10. 

387. The Director of Public Works. 

388. A "dash" is the normal term in Krio for a 'tip', a freewill gift as 
an expression of gratitude for services rendered. 

389. KDQA, Pendembu District, 32/1927, enc. min. Slater, 21.1.27, Kail, ahun. 
The lorry was duly bought and handed over on 17.4.27 (enc. min. Page, 
17.4.27). 
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390. KDOA, Pendembu District 1066/1926, Roads - Kai Lahun to Dodo, enc. 
P. C. Banya, 26.9.27, Kailahun: "on the 4th of August there were 
1,000 men on the road who completed the first 3 miles within that 
month .... the whole piece of work was completed on the 23rd 
(September) ". 

391. Ibid., enc. Hollins, 28.11.27, Dia: "I have seen the Kissi Chiefs and 
arranged an equitable labour supply according to sub-chiefdoms as 
follows: - Kissi Kama 60 

Kissi Teng 50 
Kissi Tungi 200 - until the present work is finished". 

See also ibid., enc. Executive Engineer, P. W. D., 22.11.26. Bo: "It 
would be a very great help ... if P. C. Momo Banya would give us a 
gang of from 50 to 100 men to carry on with the widening of the 
Pendembu Kanre Iahun! ' road. The speed with which the widening was 
done suggested that the P. C. provided double or treble the upper 
number suggested. See again ibid., enc. Hollins, 16.4.28, Pendembu. 
There had been problems in finding enough labourers to work on the 
roads, and Mr. Hollins noted that the fact "the labourers are not paid 
is the difficulty". 

392. Ibid., enc. P. C. Banya, 26.9.27, Kailahun, written to the Ag. D. C. 
Pendembu. 

393. RCS, Sierra Leone Rebort of the Public Works Densrtment for the year 1927, 
p. 11. Work on the Kailahun-Dodo road "was started in July and by the 
end of the year seven-and-a-half miles of earthworks had been completed: 
bridges were completed for the first mile and bridgework was in hand 
beyond this point at the close of the year". Cf. Report of the Public 
Works Department for the year 1929, pp. 11-12: the Kailahun-Dodo road, 
"fourteen miles in length was completed and opened to traffic". 

394. The 1932 Wall Map shows the road completed as far as Buedu, which was 
17 miles from Kailahun. 

3 95. Even in the early, 1970s, there was no really serviceable road to the 
frontier running due east from Buedu. Most traffic going into Liberia 
from Kailahun used the routo through Koindu. This route was made motor- 
able in the 1940s (see Chap. 6 of this thesis, pp. S31.53S below). 

396. Int. 16. 

397, Int. 21. In the late 1930s there were at least three traders in Buedu: 
Nassif Hallil; Nicol 5aad; and one other. 

398. As a result of the making of the Kailahun-Dodo road, Governor Slater 
noted that "much of the Liberian kernel trade is now coming through 
Kailan" (DKOA, Pendembu District, 32/1927, enc. min. Slater, 21.1.27, 
Kailahun). Presumably the Liberians bought imported goods to take back 
with them. 

399. Mr. F. E. J. Tengbe in his B1o rap , pp. described how in Pendembu 
in the late 1920s and early 1930s, there was a little 'colony' of Ks 
who had settled there, presumably after emigrating from Kissi country. 
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400. There was no attempt at this time strictly to control movement over 
the frontier in either direction. Liberians (and Guinoans) could 
easily travel into Sierra Leone, and vice versa. 

401. When the present writer visited Ngaudu, c. 1968 (only a mile west of 
the main Kangama. -Buedu road), he was told that throughout the colonial 
period no white man ever slept in the village, and hardly any white 
man ever visited the village. Ngaudu was probably typical of most 
villages in the Kissi Chiefdoms. 

402. Eberl-Elber, "Harvest and Magic among the Kissi of Sierra Leone", p. 155. 
See also Hollins, Annual Retort on Pendembu District 1929. Under 
"Agriculture", Mr. Hollins mentioned the introduction of cocoa and 
coffee, and the gathering of palm produce; but the main crops mentioned 
were upland rice and swamp rice, and these were clearly the crops which 
occupied people most of the time. 

103. Rice remained the staple food, for which in the eyes of Kissia and 
Mcndeb there was no substitute, and palm-oil was used to cook the 
meat and vegetables in. Ex-P. C. Kaitungi described how, when he became 
P. C. in 1942, a simple loin-cloth was the usual form of male dress in 
the villages (Int. 22). From personal observation in the late 1.960s, the 
present writer discovered that in most Kissi villages (apart from those 
which were situated on or near motorable roads), houses were largely 
the same in shape, construction and building materials as those described 
by Alidridge in 1890 (see Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp. t$o-1 above). 

404. The ceremonies described as 'traditional' by Sawyerr and Harris in 
The Springs of Monde Conduct and Belief, passim, were noted by the 
present writer as still vital to village social life in Luawa and the 
Kissi Chiefdoms in the 1960s. Some of these ceremonies which were 
legally binding were described as being important during the 1920s by 
Mr. J. S. Fenton in his Outline of Sierra Leone Native Law, passim. 
T. J. Alldridge, in his two books, also refers to rituals and customs 
which the present writer found still vital in the 1960s. 

405. Clarke, W. R. E., Mende by Radio, MS, n. d., a series of thirteen talks 
which were broadcast on the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service, p. l. 

406. The present writer found that, off the main roads, it was rare even in 
the 1960s to find an adult in a village either in Luawa or the Kissi 
Chiefdoms who could speak English fluently. It has been suggested 
that Krio is a lingua franca in Sierra Leone generally, but the present 
writer found that even in Kailahun only a minority could speak Krio. 
Effective communication in Luawa and Kissi country required a working 
knowledge of the Mende or Kissi languages. 

407. Intl. Rev. Clarke recalled sitting with R. G. Morton in his store in 
Kailahun in the early 1930s and working out that each bushel of kernels 
represented about 2,000 kernels, each of which had been extracted by 
hand. Yet Morton could only offer a price of 4d. per bushel. 

40B. R. H. Hollins, Handing-over Notes. Central Province. 31 Dec. 1930. The 
price offered for kernels was extremely low, and trade "in kernels was 
therefore stagnant". 
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409.1931 Report of Census, p. 98. 

410. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 419, ' as above. 

411.00267/574%83; Hollis; enc. Bowden, 29.1.16, Kenema, R is lwaQ 
District Report 1915. 

412. Int. 19. One of those who enrolled with a number of Kissi people 
was Bangali Jibateh, who later became Sergeant-Major of the IKailahun 
District C. M. F. (Int. 13). 

413. Int. 14. 

414. Int. 15. 

415. This was not simply a local outbreak, but part of a world wide 
epidemic. It lasted in the Kailahun area for about one year, with 
August and September 1918 (or 1919? ) being the worst time (Int. 19). 

416. Ibid. 

417. Int. 16. 

418. Combey MS, pp. 19-20. 

419. Int. 19. 

420. Combey MS. p. 20. 

4221. The 1921 and 1931 Census Reports make no mention of the influenza 
epidemic, nor does Mr. Hollins' "Short History", nor Goddard's 
Handbook of Sierra Leone. Little reference seems to have been made 
to it in any British official documents. In fact, if the present 
writer had not collected evidence from the local people of the Luawa 
area, he might well have completely overlooked this epidemic, which 
for the ordinary people was perhaps the most traumatic event of the 
whole colonial period. 

422. For the date of the abolition of slavery, see Fenton, Outline of 
Sierra Leone Native Law, p. 29: "Slavery in the Protectorate was 
finally abolished on ist January 1928". 

423. Lack of definite evidence from earlier than the 1890s prevents any 
estimate of the position of slaves further back in the history of 
Koo-Mende. But at least as far back as the first European writings 
about the area, slavery was an institution which contained many 
ameliorating factors. 

424. Annual Re ot of the Railway District for th Year 1 (Warren, 28.1.15, 
Kenema , p. 9. See also Chap-3 of this thesis, pp. r i. above,, for the 
position of a domestic slave. 

425. C0267/603/166; 30.4.24; Slater. 
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1,26. Since the freed Slav 
move away-from their 
long rail journeys. 
little land of their 
apparently accepted 
which they farmed in 

es had little capital, they could not easily 
own village:. they had no miney to take them on 
In their own villages, they had at least a 
own to farm, and the plan which most ex-slaves 

as best was to try to add to the amount of land 
their own home. 

427. In Ngiehun, it was thought that perhaps half 
with their former masters (Int. 26 )2 but in m 
was much higher. The elders of Dodo-Cotuma s 
all the freed slaves stayed with their former 

428. Int. 16. 

the freed slaves stayed 
any places the proportion 
aid that in their village 
masters (Int. 16). 

429. Report of Commission of Incuirv Into Dis, urbances in the Provinces. p. 165. 

430. Ebert-E1ber, "Harvest and Magic among the Kissi of Sierra Leone", p. 159. 

431. Mr. Cox-George, in Finance and Development West Afr cat the Sierra 
Leone experience (Dobson, London, 1961 , pointed out that Mr. Childs' 
Plan of Economic Development for Sierra Leone (Govt. Printer, Freetown, 
1949) envisaged economic development solely in terms of increasing the 
production of exportable raw materials: local trade is not even mentioned. 
This is typical of official colonial documents. 

432. Bwea (spelt 'Buya' by Migeod, and 'Kpuya' on the 1969 Contour Map) lies 
about a mile to the west of present-day Koindu. 

4*33. Annual Report o the Railway District or e Year (Warren, 28.1.15) 
Kenema), p. 8. D. C. Warren's comments on Bwea market are repeated 
almost word for word in Michell, An Intro u on to th Georah 
Sierra Leone, p. 115. Migeod (A View of Sierra Leona0 p. 108 mentioned 
the "great market" at Kpuya. "People come from a great distance from 
both sides of the river. On other days the place is deserted". 

434. See Chap. 3 of this thesis, pp.; 4 -Zoo above. 

/+35. &, lldridge, The Sherbro and its Hinterland, p. 216: "The chief currency 
was iron in long strips ... one strip of which I concluded to be 
equivalent to a penny. Salt was much valued; but everything passed 
in barter". 

436. All the things in the list that follows were for sale at Koindu in the 
1960s, from the personal observation of the present writer when he 
visited the market one Sunday late in 1969 (or early in 1970 ? ). Since 
all these commodities were also listed by dlldridge as being for sale 
in the 1890s, they were presumably for sale in the intervening decades 
as well. 

437. Pottery, hammock and mat-making were among the main 'cottage industries' 
of the area, after country-cloth production, dyeing and iron-work. 

438. Michell (An Introduction to the Geograph Z of Sierra Leona p. 63) noted that "a certain amount of trade in rice and kola nuts is done with the 
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natives from French Guinea and Liberia". "Tobacco is cultivated 
chiefly in the Koranko, Kissi and Yalunka countries, and the natives 
spend a good deal of time and care on its production. Much of it is 
used as currency between them and the natives of French Guinea" 
(ibid., pp. 101-102). 

439. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, pp. 392-394. Kondoma (spelt 
'Gondome' by Migeod, and 'Kondoma' in the Decree Book) lies about 
1l miles south-west of Dia, on the Dia_Kailahun road. 

440. Migeod, A View of Sierra Leone,, p. 121. 

441. Ibid. On the 1969 Contour Mat. there is a market indicated at Vuahun, 
but none at the other places mentioned by Migeod in Luawa and the 
Kissi Chiefdoms. Migeod further mentioned markets at Baru in Liberian 
Kissi on Thursdays, and Kpangame (Kpandeme ?) in Liberia on Saturdays. 
Almost certainly there were other weekly markets in the Luawa area 
from those listed by Migeod. For example, there was one at Foya- 
Kamala.. (Int. 10). Cf. Int. 15. 

442. Int. 16. The elders of Dodo-Cotuma said that in Mende country, weekly 
markets began not long ago. 

41+3. KDQA, MN? Luawa, 22/1934. Rules for Ndoweihun at Kailahun, 15.10.36. 

l4.. Alldridge, A Transformed Colony. p. 1B1. Migeod, A View of Sierra Leone, 
p. 111, noted the presence of "a small market" in Kailahun, and from 
the context he clearly meant a daily market. 

445. In the 1960s, very little other than petty trading in perishable food- 
stuffs went on in the daily market. The sale of more expensive non- 
perishable commodities, and larger-scale trading in foodstuffs took 
place in the weekly market. 

446. Alidridge, A Transformed Colozff, p. 181, implies (though he does not 
state) that the meat market was held on the site of the koban a. Ma a 
James Kailondo stated that the covered daily market was erected on the 
site of the kobangnai (Int. 19). See also int, 18. 

447. The date has not been discovered, but Maate James indicated that the 
daily market was erected before the weekly market (Int. 19); and the 
latter was established in 1936. Ex-P. C. S. K. Banya thought that the 
daily-, market barrio was built in 1929 (Int. 18). 

148. Ibid. 

449. The market building was a 'barrie' with a concreted floor, and a 
corrugated iron roof supported on heavy timber pillars: there were 
no walls. 

1+50. It is indicated by KDOA, NAMP Luawa, 22/1934 (Rules for Ndoweihun at 
Kailahun) that the desire for a weekly market came from the Chief and 
his advisers, as did the initiation of action to get it started. 
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British officials played little part in all this. P. C. Banya's 
building (at his own expense) the daily-market barrie showed how 
he was also eager to encourage the growth of the no owa . 

451. Neither British officials in their reports, nor local people in oral 
tradition, suggested that the development of the Kpuya market owed 
anything to British rule in this period. Some would argue that the 
British established the peaceful conditions which were a prerequisite 
for large-scale trading: but (i) at least in Gbande country, such 
markets were established before the arrival of the British, and (ii) up 
to c. 1917, conditions were not peaceful in the far east of 'Kailondo's 
Luawal, yet even so the Kpuya market was a major weekly event by 1914 
(see Note 433 above). 

452. From personal observation in the 19603, the present writer discovered 
that, for example, local herbal cures for jaundice and hepatitis were 
often more effective than available 'hospital medecine'. This was 
reported to be equally true of yellow fever. When a young man fractured 
his wrist late in 1965 (or early in 1966 ? ), the hospital sent him to 
a 'native doctor' rather than putting it in plaster. The 'native doctor' 
put it in splints and administered some herbal medeeine, and in an 
amazingly short time the wrist was almost normal again. 

453. Blacklock, D. B., Re ot on a Survey of Human Diseases in the Protec rt 
of Sierra Leone (Govt. Printer, Freetown, 1930). Dr. Blacklock himself 
emphasized that the figures he produced should be treated with caution. 
The survey was conducted between October 1928 and October 1929 in a 
series of field trips. One single journey was made through Pendembu 
District, the route taken being Pendembu - Kailahun - Buedu - Kaxigama - Dia - Mano Sewalu - Woroma - S&ndaru - Bendu - Duyamaro - Gandohun - Segbwema. Only five out of these twelve places were in Luawa or the 
Kissi Chiefdoms. Yet this survey provides the only information of its 
type for the Luawa area in this period. 

454. The lesions on the soles of feet were due "to the aftermath of a 
previous yaws epidemic. In some villages the whole male population 
seemed to have tender feet" (ibid., p. 35). 

455. Ibid., pp. 23-25. 

456. Ibid. 

457. This is the figure which was accepted as somewhere near correct, by 
many writers and authorities, for Koh in the 1950s and 196Ox, 
though an almost complete lack of statistics means it is bound to be 
something of a guess. The infant mortality rate was unlikely to have 
been lower a generation earlier. 

458. C0267/681J32025, Raurage; 1945-46, Medical and-Health-Services Annum 
Rerort for 1912. See also Xnt. 4. Possibly Dr. Blacklock did not discover the high incidence of trypanosomiasis because it mainly 
affected the eastern margins of the Kissi Chiefdoms, which he did not visit. It is also possible that there was in fact an enormous increase 
in the incidence of trypanosomiasis between c. 1929 and c. 1940. 
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459. C02671684/32025; Raurage; 1945-46, Medical and Health Services Lnnual 
Report for 1942. In 1940-41, trypanosomiasis was present in 5.8% of 
the total population of Luawa. 

460. Dr. Blacklock had no opportunity to discover evidence about some 
diseases. For example, the incidence of recurrent fevers can beat 
be established bp frequent checking of the same individuals over a. 
number of months, during which time the investigator must live in 
the same place. 

461. The present writer was distressed to find in the late 1960s an elderly 
man in one particular village near Panguma. who had tuberculosis and 
was infecting his close relatives with the disease. One death from 
tuberculosis occurred within a few months of the writer learning about 
the situation. 

462. These three diseases cannot, in their first stages, easily be 
distinguished by a layman. 

463. In 1966 (or early 1967? ) there was an outbreak of measles in Kailahun 
which resulted in the death of many children. In one case, three or 
four little children died from the same family. 

464. In 1966, the Kailahun Medical Officer gave it as his opinion that 
virtually everyone in the town suffered from worm infestation - 
roundworm being the most common. 

465. Blacklock, Survey of Human Diseases, p. 21. 

466. The context indicates that the earlier dispensary was meant primarily 
for the W. A.. F. F. soldiers garrisoned in Kailahun, and that periodic 
visits were made to the dispensary by the District M. O., who was 
resident at Daru. 

467. KDOA, Pendembu District 109/1926. Application for a Dispensary at 
Kailahun, enc. P. C. Momoh Banya, 10.7.26, Kailahun. 

468. Ibid., enc. Hollins, 4.12.26, Pendembus "Paramount Chief is making a 
step forward in offering to gut RR an iron roof on a public building". 

469. Ibid., enc. P. C. Momoh Banya, 9.5.27, Kailahunt "The aggregate amount 
of £114 - 12 -6 

[for the construction of the dispensary and 
dispenser's quarters� is exclusive of communal labour contributed by 
the chiefdom (daubing, thatching, sticks and tie-tie)". 

470. RH, MSS Afr. s. 672, Hollins, N. C., Sierra Leone 1921-1936, Annual 
Report on Pendembu District 1929: "There was a District M. O. at Daru, 
throughout the year, with Mr. W. D. Hedd as dispenser at Kailahun". 

471. The presence of a single dispenser at Kailahun was hopelessly inadequate 
to the needs of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms, with a total population 
of between about 40,000 and 50,000 in the early 1920a (estimated by 
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multiplying House Tax returns by 4). The dispenser could not perform 
operations. . seriously sick person could not travel to Kailahun 
from Kissi country, or even from some of the Mende villages, and the 
dispenser certainly could not spare the time to make visits to their 
villages. 

472. A-clear distinction should be made between 'literacy' and 'education', 
in the present writer's view. For example., there was probably no 
literacy among the people of Kailondo's Luawa before the twentieth 
century. But children certainly went through processes of education 
to fit them for an adult role in society and to provide them with the 
knowledge they required for life in Kailondo's Luawa. 

473. Migeod, A View of Sierra Leone p. 116. 

474. The Governor arrived at Kailahun on 27.8.31. 

475.00267/635, /9694; Hodson; 1931. Governor's Tour in the Protectorate. 

476. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, Luawa Chiefdom, pp. 406-410. In 
notes on the chiefdom written about 1922, under 'Missions and Schools', 
is the entry, "Church of England mission and school at Kanre Lahun 
'Creole missioner". The present writer has unfortunately been unable 
to discover when the C. M. S. first began work in Kailahun. The school, 
and the Creole pastor's house, were both situated in Banyawalu (Int. 18). 
See also Migeod, A View of Sierra Leone, p. 115: the school was "a short 
distance along the Konno road over the stream". 

477. Ibid., pp. 115-116. 

478. Ibid. 

479. C0267/635/9694; Hodson; 1931, Governor's Tour in the Protectorate. 

480. Foster, R. S., The Sierra Leone Church London, 1961), pp. 12-13t 
"Originally Daru, Gerihun, Panguama sic. -7 and Kailahun were also 
Anglican mission stations, but these were given up to the Methodist Church 
after the agreements made under the United Christian Council of Sierra 
Leone in or about 1927 to limit the missionary activities of each of 
the constituent Churches to particular areas". Cf. Int. ls Rev. Clarke 
said this took place in 1928. 

481. Ibid. The Wesleyan A'Ietho&tst Missionary Society was given all the area 
from Segbwema eastwards to the Guinea/Liberia border, except that the 
Sierra Leone Church would keep its station in Baiima (which it still 
did in the early 1970x). 

482. Ibid. W. M. M. S. work had begun in Segbwema about 19)3. In 1920, Rev. 
J. R. S. Law established work at Jojoima, and about 1926 work was begun 
in Bunumbu with the Teacher Training College. 

1+83. Ibid. 

484. Clarke, Foundation of Luawa, p. 2. 
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485. Int. l: Mrs. Clarke joined her busband in contributing information. 

486. Fyfe, Sierra Leone Inheritance, pp. 304-307. 

487. After the Second World War, Bo School began to take in other students 
than the sons of Chiefs. 

488. C0267/ /114; Wilkinson; 26.4.17, enc. Report of the Railway District 
for the Year 1916. 

489. Int. 22. Ex-P. C. Kaitungi thus partially confirmed, for the Luawa area, 
the often-repeated statement that Chiefs at first were so suspicious 
of Bo School that they did not send their own favourite children, but 
instead sent perhaps the children of slaves. 

490. Ibid. Mr. B. N. Combey, in the late 1960s, became M. F. for the Kailahun 
area. He favoured the present writer with an interview in 1972 (see 
Int. 25 ). 

491. Int. 22. Kongor was from the family of Kongor, P. C. of Kissi Chiefdom, 
1914-19. Brima Lahun contested the 191,2 election of Paramount Chief 
for Kissi Tungi, but was defeated by Kaitungi. See also Int. 11. 

492. Ibid. See also Int. 22. The first Paramount Chief of Kissi Kama was 
a Tengbe: Tengbe Kpandia was clearly a relative of his. 

493. Ibid. 

494" Ibid. 

495. Kulu-Banya, History, p. 17. See also Ints. 18 and 22. Cf. Int. ll. 

496. Int. 22. See also Int. 18 - an interview with S. K. Banya himself. 

497. The fullest list is contained in Kulu-Banya's History, p. 18. After 
S. K. Banya, the next of Momoh Banya's sons to attend Bo School was 
Sama Kulu-Banya himself. 

498. This figure was worked out from the information given in the various 
documents and interviews quoted in Notes 489 to 497 above. 

499. By 1931, B. N. Combey was probably attending the Training School linked 
with Union College, Bunumbu (Int. ZS ). F. E. J. Tengbe was going to one 
of the Primary Schools in Pendembu (Biograph X, p. ). Pendembu and 
Bunumbu were both reasonably close to Luawa and Kissi country, and 
there may have been other children from Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms 
attending those schools by 1931. 

500. See Chap. 4 of this tbssis, pp. 26o-3. tabove. 

501. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 433-$ below. 

502. Ibid., pp. t36 -434 below. 
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503. KDO, Pendembu District 109/1926. Application for a Dispensary at 
Kailahun, enc. P. C. Momoh Banya, 10.7.26, Kailahun. See also Hollins, 
"Short History", p. 26. 

504. Int. l$. Ex-P. C. S. K. Banya emphasized how his father (P. C. Momoh 
Banya) was very pro-British, and the British treated him fairly (see 

also Int. 25 ). The British officials themselves demonstrated this 
in their own comments. Mr. N. C. Hollins described Momoh Banya as 
"the honoured 'doyen' of my department and a chief, whom I have long 
held in high esteem" (Hollins' papers, Senior D. C., Moyamba District, 
20.6.32, to Commissioner, Southern Province). 

505. Combey MS, pp. 21-24, gives some indication, by a Kailahun citizen who 
lived through this period, of the sort of work Momoh Banya did to 
satisfy his people, and the large degree of success he achieved in this. 

506. Ibid., p. 22. See also Hollins, "Short History", p. 26. 

507. This westward movement of the Kisia is suggested by the House Tax 
returns. House Tax in Luawa increased greatly from £1,289 in 1920 to 
£2,037 -- 10s. in 1937. In Kissi Kama the small increase was from 
£444 - 15s. in 1920 to £Q. 74 - 15s. in 1938. In Kissi Teng there was 
actually a decrease from £536 - 10s in 1920 to £472 in 191x. 2. In Kissi 
Tungi the small increase was from £558 - 5s. in 1920 to £723 - 10s. in 
1938. 

508. KDLt, loose papers, House Tax returns for Luawa, 1931. The actual 
number of houses given for Kailahun in 1931 was 468; but this excluded 
6 suburbs which were really part of the town, and which together 
contained about 130 houses. In the House Tax returns for 1932, a 
marginal note stated "Kailahun town 617 ho. u 

509.1931 Report of Census, p. 157. Several ex-colonial officials, with whom 
the present writer spoke, believed that by 1931 Bo, and even towns like 
Kenema and Moyamba were bigger than Kailahun in population. In the 
1931 Rehort of Cenýsus, no definite figures are given for these towns. 
Nevertheless, the implication in the Report, and in other sources, is 
that Kailahun was in 1931 the largest town in the Protectorate. The 
actual figure for Kailahun's population according to the Report was 
2,545. 

510. SLGA, Irrformation Regarding Protectorate Chiefs 1912, Railway District, 
enc. Lo Mesurier, 4.4.12, Kenemat Bockarie Bundeh was described by Le 
Mesurier as "the son of the late CHIEF FA BUUI`TDEH". See also a GA, 
Pendembu District Decree Book,, Luawa Chiefdom, PF-406-410i "Bockarie 
Bundeh Elected 8.1.12 deposed 8.7.16". 

511. For Cardew's comments about father-to-son succession, see Chap. y. of 
this thesis, p. ZVI above. 

512. Note, for example, the following pattern in Luawa Chiefdom. Bockarie 
Bundeh (1912-16) was the son of Fabundeh (1896-1912). Diomoh Banya 

1924-42 was the son of Kailondo (1880? - 1895), and S. K. Barära 
1943-50) 

) 
was the son of Momoh Banya. Alpha Ngobeh (1951-66) was the 

son of Kahunla Ngobeh (1916-23). 
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5)3. The younger members of Chief's family had a better opportunity 
than anyone also to learn about the Chiefdom administration, and 
to become known in the Chiefdom. The Chief's family also held a 
considerable amount of Chiefdom patronage in their hands. The 
ruling Chief's wishes concerning the succession would, if he was 
a popular Chief, be seriously considered by both the British 
officials and the local people - and in the colonial period, as 
British ideas were somewhat accepted, a Chief would usually nominate 
another member of his own family, usually his son. 

51 4. Momoh Banya could s5 eak English, but at this time he was too young 
(about 33 years old seriously. See M good, A View of Sierra Leo e, 
p. 112: "The principal reason for his L Momoh Banya being excluded 
from the succession for so long is that young men are not wanted as 
Chiefs. Any age under forty 13 rightly considered too young. Man 
of experience are needed". See also Int. l8: Bockarie Bundeh "had 
gone to school - he did up to Standard 3 .... He was the only man who 
was able to talk English. So they the British] accepted him". 

515. Ste: Information Regarding Protectorate Chiefs 1912, Railway District, 
enc. Le Mesurier, 4.4.12, Kenema. 

516. Ibid. 

517. Int. 19. 

518. Many stories are told of how P. C. Bockarie Bundeh deliberately annoyed 
the K ss a (see Ints. 9,10 and 22). Some of them are perhaps 
apocryphal, but they are generally agreed that in particular Bockarie 
Bundeh seriously insulted Kongor, the senior Kissi Chief in Luawa, 
and this was the immediate cause of the separation of the Kissi part 
of Luawa as an independent Chiefdom. 

519. Int. 22. 

520. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, p. 50. The document refers to a 
Confidential Minute Paper, c. 60, /14, which contained a minute by the 
Governor dated 26.6.14. Presumably information about such a serious 
matter as the large anti-Bundeh demonstration by the Kiss a would be 
telegraphed immediately to Freetown, and the Governor would take 
immediate action on it. This would mean that the demonstration may 
have taken place around 20.6.14. 

521. "Samolu Damba was also known as Kongor. At the time of Bockarie 
Bundeh he was a warrior greater than all the other Kissi warriors 
and chiefs. Everyone agreed that he should be P. C. All Kissi-men 
knew Kongor as a great warrior from the time of Kailondo" (Int. 9). 

522. SLGA, Railway Sub-District Decree Book 1906, p. 289. The meeting was 
held at Dia in Kissi Kam, and Kongor of Damba in Tungi North was 
unanimously elected as P. G. in the presence of the D. C., W. D. Bowden. 

523. This suggestion, about the fears of the British, was made by an ex- 
colonial official, and seems consonant with the facts. 
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524. As regards Madam Yoko's polity, "soon after her death the unwieldy 
Kpa Mendi Confederacy had to be broken up into its fifteen separate 
chiefdoms" (Easmon, M. C. F., "Madam Yokot Ruler of the Mendi Confed- 
eracy" in Sierra Leone Studies (n. s. ), No. 11 (December 1958), p. 167J. 
As regards Nyagua'a Panguma, after the 1898 War, it was "divided into 
three chiefdoms" Simpson, D., "A Preliminary Political History of 
the Kenna. Area" in Sierra Leone Studies (n. s. ) No. 21 (July 1967), 
p. 581. See also Abraham, Traditional Leadership, p. 156t "Madam Yoko 
was succeeded by her brother Lamboi, who was the last chief of all 
Kpaa-. Mende. He took ill of paralysis after two years, from which he 
never really recovered until his death in 1917. It was after his 
death that the Government decided to dismantle the confederacy, and 
not to recognise a direct successor to the whole of Kpaa-Mende". 
No research has yet been done on Mendeg]a's Gaura, but the tiny size 
of Gaura in the twentieth century, compared with the huge area which 
Alldridge described Mendegla as controlling (The Sherbro and its Hinter- 

an , pp. 168-175), would suggest a similar development. 

525" HoliinsI papers, Confidential 4/1935, enc. Hollins, 19.11.35, Moyamba, 
Reorganization of Native Administration. Mr. Hollins quotes these 
"instances of division of chiefdoms". 

526. Annual. Report of the Railway District for the Year 1 91Lý, P. J. 

527. C0267/570/83; Hollis; ; enc. Bowden, 29.1.16, Kenema, 
Railway District Report 1915. 

528. SLGA, Railwav Sub-District Decree Book 1906, p. 303t "LUAWA CHIEFDCI4. 
Deposition of Paramount Chief BOKARI BUNDE, and appointment of new 
Paramount Chief. Lt a meeting held at Kailahun on the 8th July 1916". 
He was deposed as a result of "continued misgovernment and oppression 
of his people". 

529, Ku]. u-Barýya, pp. 15-16. No doubt there is some exaggeration 
in this pro-Banya account of Bockarie Bundeh's reign. Nevertheless, 
oral traditions agree that Momoh Banya was badly treated by Bockarie 
Bundeh. 

53 0. Mr. Arthur Abraham, in conversation in 1972, stated that the old 
Mends-men he talked to had ridiculed the idea that in pre-colonial 
days a Mnhei could be deposed, although several authorities have 
suggested this was possible. 

531. If there had been such a deposition among the petty mRhangcisia 
who ruled Luawa in the decade or so before Kailondo's accession, it 
would seen likely that such an unusual event would have been recorded 
in oral tradition. 

532. Hockarie Bundeh was deposed in 1916; Tengbe of Kissi Kama was forced 
to resign in 1922; Bundor Belle of Kissi Kama was deposed in 1954; 
S. K. Banya of Luawa in, 1950; Kaitungi of Kissi Tungi in 1951; Alpha 
Ngoboh of Luawa in 1966. 

533. C0267/ /114; Wilkinson; 26.4,17, enc. Railway District Report for 
the Year 1916, Bowden. 
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534" Fenton, Outline of Sierra Leone Native Law, p. 3. 

535. SLGA, Railway Sub-District Decree Book, p. 30V+s Ngobehts election was 
confirmed on 1-1.7.16. 

536. This was the same Kongonah of Sandialu who was a kw ba under Kailondo 
(see Chap-3 of this thesis, p. 212 above), and who had been trouble- 
some to Fabundeh (ibid., Chap. 4, pp. 30t-3 above). He was made Chiefdom 
Speaker of Luawa after Ngobeh was made P. C. (Hollins, "Short History", 
p. 25). 

537. KDO ,, Railway District 251, %1919, Speaker Kongonah of Sandayaru versus 
P. C. Gobeh, enc. Kongonah, 30.5.19, Sandialu, the amanuensis being 
Savage-Pratt, and the letter being addressed to the D. C. Konema. 

538. D. C. Hooker noted that Ngobeh was Kailondo's first cousin (see SLGA, 
Railway Sub-District Decree Book 1906, pp. 303-304). ý But no other 
written record, nor any oral tradition gathered by the present writer, 
suggests a close relationship, though they may well have been distant 
relatives. 

539. See Chap-3 of this thesis, p. 212. above. 

510. Int. 29. 

541. Int. 19. See also Hollins, "Short History", pp. 21+_25. 

542. See Chap-3 of this thesis, pp. zoj -z$t above. 

543. Alldridge made no mention of any Speaker of Luawa during his visit 
there in 1908 (A Transformed Colony, ps. 180-182); nor does he mention 
the office in relation to any other Mende Chiefdom. So if thero was, 
in fact a Lava le in the early part of Fabundeh's reign, that Lavale 
was not well noted. 

544. Hollins, "Short History", pp. 24-25. 

545. In most oral traditions 
Ngobeh as Speaker. It m 
counsellor of Fabundeh, 
at this time (ibid. ) is 
Kongonote of Sandialu was 
counsellor of Fabundeh, 

and written records, no mention is made of 
ay be that he was simply the most senior 
and the title 'Speaker' as employed by Mr. Hollins 
an anachronism. Earlier in Fabundeh's reign, 
apparently the leading akoi and soldier - 

but is nowhere given the title Lavale. 

546. Ibid. See also Combey ES, p. 17. After Bockarie B, 
noted F. W. H. Migeod, "Fabundeh's Lavari named Gobe 
of Sierra Leone, p. 112). Cf. Int. 19: 

-Mmada 
James 

does not clearly state, that it was Kahunla Ngobeh 
under Bockarie Bundeh. 

547. For Kongoneh, see Note 536 above. 

undeh was deposed, 
succeeded" A View 

implies, though he 
who was Speaker 

548. Hoflinse "Short History", p. 25. 
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549. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, p. 85, indicates that Momoh 
Banya was elected as Speaker of Luawa Chiefdom on 24.1.22. But he 
may have been acting as Speaker for some time before that. Cf. 
Hollins, "Short History", p. 25: "In 1921 Gobe suffered a paralytic 
stroke ... Mono Ban at the time of the stroke had succeeded 
Kongani 2Kongoneh 

as speaker". 

550. Hollins, "Short History", p. 25. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, 
pp. 89-9l: "We, the undersigned Sub-Chiefs and Headmen of the Luawa 
Chiefdom ... do herebycertify that in accordance with our native 
law and custom our Paramount Chief Gobeh being old, infirm and partially 
blind, a Regent is necessary for the proper administration of our Chief- 
dom. We hereby elect Momo Banya, the Speaker, as the fit and proper 
person to carry on such administration during the illness of our 
Paramount Chief". 

551. In 1942, Braima Kormoh was Acting Speaker of L wa. When Momoh Banya 
died in December 1942, "in virtue of his rank Las Speaker ý, govern- 
ment at once accorded Brima. Kormor recognition as regent" (Comboy My 
p. 27). In other words, the Lavale was by this time regarded as a sort 
of deputy ruler of the Chiefdom. 

552. The Speaker in the Kissi Chiefdoms came to be regarded as the rulerls 
official deputy, in the same way as happened in Luawa. In 1921, D. C. 
Hollins wrote to Speaker Yokah of Kissi Tungi that he was sorry to 
hear about the death of P. C. Sahr Ka11an, and instructed Speaker Yokah, 
"I shall come myself next month. Meanwhile you should look after the 
country until a chief or regent is appointed" (KDOA, Pendembu District 
NAMP 152/21, Kissi Tungi Chiefdom, Death of Paramount Chief Sakara 
reported, enc. Hollins, 11.7.21). 

553. In the Kissi part of Kailondo's Luawa, after the division into three 
Chiefdoms, the chieftaincy in each of the Chiefdoms was monopolized by 
two or three families. For example Fatorma, who became P. C. of Kissi 
Tungi in 1929, was the son of Sahr Kalla? 3, the first Tungi Chief, and 
nephew of Seku Darowa, the second Chief, whom he succeeded (KDO&, 
Pendembu District Nom' 16/1929, Kissi Tungi Chiefdom, Election of 
Paramount Chief in the Kissi Tungi Chiefdomj. P. C. Kenneh, who 
succeeded Fatorma, was a nephew of Kongor, the first P. C. in Kissi 
country (KDO&, NAMP 376/1; Maurice-Jones, 25.11.54, Kailahun). 

554. Dr. Maxwell wrote on 'Native Law + Custom' in 19089 "Among the Mendis 
when a chief is appointed a 'speaker' is also appointed, he is known 
as 'Lavari'; his position is somewhat uncertain, he is sometimes merely 
the mouthpiece of the chief, sometimes the real ruler of the chiefdom". 
Dr. Maxwell was obviously in some difficulty when describing 'ruling 
houses': "In some cases in the past some of the families have missed 
their turn (in the chieftaincy, ) & in the absence of written records 
& of reliable information it is frequently difficult to ascertain why 
this has happened" (C 0267/503/209; Probyn; 25.4.08, enc. r axwell, 
Native Law and Custom). 

555. See Chap. 1 of this thesis, pp. 35 -41 above. 
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556. Ibid., Chap-3, pp. 201-212 above, for a list of some of the leading 
families. For the Bundeh and Ngobeh families, see Ints. 32 and 28 
respectively. 

557. There is not even any good Mende translation for the English phrase 
'ruling houses'. None of Kailondo's ancestors had been political 
rulers -a point which a number of oral traditions and written records 
make explicitly. 

558. Aailondo's family, from the time of Nlomoh Banya onwards, was known 
in the Luawa area as "the Banyan". Between 1917 and 1960, the Banya 
and Ngobeh households both provided two Chiefs of Luawa, and the 
Bundehs, one Chief. 

559. Ste, Pendem Disttrtct Decree Book, pp. 392-394. 

560. KDOA, Pendembu District 87/1920, Luawa and Kissi Teng, enc. min. Hollins, 
21.4.22, Kailahun: "I divided the old Kissi Chiefdom in Feb. 1919". 

561. For Kama, Teng and Tungi as sections of Kailondo's Luawa, see Chap. 3 
of this thesis, pp. 214 - a, S above. 

562. Int. 9. Pa Gborie Mima's information and judgements on other matters 
of local political history were accurate and balanced. Although he 
was the only informant to describe the Soli Koromba incident, it seems 
entirely credible and in keeping with other information which the present 
writer gained concerning the very powerful position the Court Messengers 
could secure for themselves (see Int. 21). The fact that Pa Gborie was 
able to supply the name of the particular Court Messenger concerned 
lends further credibility to the story. 

563. A 'tricky person' implies an astute diplomat, a person with foresight, 
a somewhat unscrupulous schemer. The present writer has attempted to 
spell 'Gbeior' in the way that seemed most appropriate. 

564. Int. 22. Ex-P. C. Kaitungi was the only informant to refer to this 
deception by Sahr Kal aid, and should therefore be treated with caution, 
particularly as the fornerts family was a politically interested party. 
Yet there is no reason to suppose that the story was invented, and 
ex-P. C. Kaitungi told it in the presence of several other elders who 
did not object. Ex-P. C. Kaitungits forthrightness had become somewhat 
legendary in the Luawa area by the 1960s. 

565. Kissi Chiefdom was in 1915 (the first year in which House Tax was 
collected from it as a separate unit) the largest Chiefdom in terms 
of revenue in the whole Protectorate. £1,573 -" 5s. was collected from 
Kissi Chiefdom in that year, compared with £1,358 - 5s. from the 
truncated Luawa Chiefdom. The only other Chiefdoms in Railway District 
to render over £1,000 in 1916 were Bambara and Nongowa (C0267/ /11.4; 
Hollis; 26.4.17, enc. Railway District Retort for tide Year 1917, 
Abstract A). 

566. Int. 3. Mr. N. C. Hollins, who was in charge of the actual division of 
Kissi into three smaller units, gave as the reason for this division: 
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(i) the single Chiefdom was too bi and unwieldy - it was convenient 
to have smaller Chiefdoms; and (ii) the people of the area wanted 
this division, as there was some friction between the different 
sections. 

567. KDOA,, Railway District 253/1919, Speaker Kongoneh of Sandayaru versus 
P. C. Gobeh, enc. Bowden, 14.4.17. In early 1917, D. C. Bowden had 
received complaints from Kongoneh about P. C. Ngobeh's decision to 
make Kabba. Golay chief of Dodo-Cotum. Kabba Golay was made chief 
"because all the people have chosen him", but Kongoneh was discon- 
tented because his "brother Gau has not been chosen". Letters in the 
file indicate that Kongoneh went on making complaints through 1918, 
and counter-complaints were also made by P. C. Ngobeh against Kongoneh. 

568. Ibid., one. Kongonah, 3 0.5.19, Sandialu, the amanuensis being Savage- 
Pratt. The letter was addressed to the D. C. Kerema. 

569. KD0, loose papers, House Tax, Chiefdom: Luawa, 1918. Kailahun section 
brought in £269 in tax.. Ngiehun section £166, and Gbeila was next in 
size with £149 - 15s. The Gbeila villages of Dodo-Cotuma, Balahun and 
Sandialu all contained more than 100 houses. 

570. KDOA, Railway District 251/1919, Speaker Kongoneh of Sandayaru versus 
P. C. Gobeh, enc. Kongonah, 30.5.19, S-tndialu. 'Nephew', like 'cousin', 
was often used in the Luawa area in the 1960s to describe a broader 
spectrum of relationships than would be the case in a British context. 

571. Ibid. The most serious complaints of Kongonah were that (i) the 
headmen of Sewalu section were unjustly sent to prison, and (ii) he 
himself was put in prison for 6 months, allegedly for failing to supply 
labourers to work on the road. 

572. Ibid. 

573. Ibid. It is not certain which D. C. this was: possibly it was N. C. 
Hollins, who probably tried to settle the whole matter a month after 
Kongonah wrote this letter (see Note 576 below). 

574. Ibid., enc. Ngobeh, 16.3.18, Kailahun, the amanuensis being Chiefdom 
clerk Tamba Bundeh. The letter was addressed to Capt. J. Craven, D. C. 
Kenema. P. C. Ngobeh noted, At present six cases are as it were 
hanging up owing to this subchief's influence by telling the people 
not to come to me for decission (sic. at my court". 

575. Kongoneh, on his own admission, had been one of the leaders in 
pressing for the deposition of Bockarie Bundeh (see this chapter of 
the thesis, Chap. 5, pp. 4.33-above). He had also come into serious, 
conflict with Fabundeh (ibid., Chap. 4, pp. 1o2" 3o3 above). 

576. KDOA, Railway District 251/1919, Speaker Kongoneh of Sandayaru versus 
P. C. Gobeh, enc. min. ACTION TAKEN. The name of the D. C. who took 
this action is not certain. Probably it was Mr. N. C. Hollins, who was 
Acting D. C. of Railway District, January - July 1919: the 'Action 
Taken' note seems to be in his handwriting. 
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577. For Savage-Pratt, see this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 5, p. 4#3 
above. He was apparently a Creole trader who moved to Sandialu early 
in 1919. Kongoneh was not literate, and so Savage-Pratt wrote his 
letters for him. The impression given in DKOA, Railway District 
251/1919 is that Savage-Pratt would have been classed by British 
officials as 'a bit of a trouble-maker'. 

578. Ibid. Further minutes indicate that Kongoneh went on complaining up 
until 1920, and the matter was then transferred to RUT 94/1921. 
Kongoneh probably died in 1921. 

579. Kissi Kama had an area of only about 50 square miles, and several 
sections of Luawa were larger than this. $issi Kama, Bisst Tong and 
Kissi Tungi had once all been sections of Kailondots Luawa (see Chap-3 
of this thesis, pp. 2ol-5 above), which had then been raised to the status 
of Chiefdoms: so there seemed no reason why the British would not allow 
a similar development for other sections of Luawa. 

580. IDOS, loose papers, House Tax, Chiefdoms Lua*a, 1918. Bombali was 
split up into two sections: Upper Bombali was centred on Nyandehun 
(92 houses), and Lower Bombali (sometimes known as Giema section) was 
centred on Giem (111 houses). 

581. Captain Ramsey stated (in a letter to D. C. Hollins) that P. C. Ngobeh 
had visited him and asked him to write down the following informtion 
about the Bombali chiefs, and then to send the inforna. tion to the D. C. 

582. KDOL Railway District 250/1919, P. C. Gobe versus Sub-chief Josaiah 
of Giema, Lower Bonbali section, one. Ramsey, 31.3.19. 

583. The British official was W. Addison, Acting Provincial Comini. ssioner 
of Central Province. 

584. The British official gave the document recognition - even approval - 
by having it included in the Pendembu District Decree Book. The 
Decree Book of each District contained, among other documents, resolu- 
tions and bye-laws which had been passed by the P. C. and the Tribal 
Authority of a Chiefdom and accepted by the British D. C. See Pendem 
District Decree Book, pp. 89-91, Luawa Chiefdom, Administration of, 
during the illness of Paramount Chief Gobeh, 27.7.22. 

585. The staff, which the British presented only to Paramount Chiefs, became 
for the local koakoisia, an important symbol of the Chiefdom and the 
P. C. s authority. 

586. Ibid. The local 1pakoisia had clearly understood the sort of arguments 
for the division of a Chiefdom which were likely to appeal to British 
officials. 

587. See Note 504 above for a British estimation of P. C. Monoh aanya (se© 
also Hollins, "Short History", pp. 25-26). For, an appreciation of his 
reign by the local people of Luawa, see Combey 10, pp. 21-24, and Kulu- 
Banya, Hip 

,; g, pp. 17-22. After all the political turmoil of the years 
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before 1924, there was only one slight disturbance (in 1932) during 
Momoh Banya'a reign (ibid., p. 19). See also Ints. 18 and 19. 

588. Since the British had appropriated sovreignty to themselves in 1896, 
and in 1898 had demonstrated their power to enforce their decisions, 
whatever they proposed about Chiefdom boundaries, inter-Chiefdom 
relations, and the position of the Chief and his counsellors, had 
to be accepted. But the D. C. and other British officials could not 
even communicate with ordinary villagers, and in fact most villages 
were, in this period, never visited by a British official throughout 
the year. 'Grass-roots politics' was not a matter of what happened 
at District level, nor even at Chiefdom level, as Prof. Kilson 
assumed ("Grass-roots politics in Africa: local Government in Sierra 
Leone" in Political Studies, 12 (February 1964), pp. 47-66�7. Grass- 
roots politics concerned events at the town and village level, and 
of this British officials knew very little. And, apart from other 
considerations, their ignorance of the language, social structures 
and environmental difficulties, prevented them from doing solid, 
positive work at the grass-roots level. Of course, one reason for 
Momoh Banya's local political success was that he had the confidence 
and support of British officials: but on their own British officials 
could not have achieved what Momob Banya achieved. 

589. One main conclusion of this thesis (see Chap. 6, pp. 5 't$ b6 below) is 
that in their everyday life, most ordinary village people in Luawa and 
the Kissi Chiefdoms were little affected by fifty years of British rule. 

590. KDOA, Pendembu District NAMP 129/1930, Chiefdoms, Kissi Chiefdoms, 
Appeals to Chief of Luawa. "Any parties aggrieved at the decision 
of the Kissi Paramount Chief", notes the document, "would have a right 
of appeal to the Paramount Chief of LUAWA, who would then have the 
right to release the case + decide independently of any judgement 
previously given". 

591. Ints. 10,18 and 19. 

592. Hollins, "Short History", p. 25. Mr. Hollins says this right, and the 
right to hear appeals from Kisst courts was granted to the P. C. of 
Luawa in 1914. Even if this was so, it was only in Momoh Banya's 
reign that these 'rights' took on any substance. 

593. KDQI, Pendembu District NAMP 29/1921., Luawa-Upper Bambara Boundary. 
The dispute was over whether five towns (Gondama, Kangama, Senge, 
Sembehun and Giema) should be in Luawa or Upper Bambara. 

594. Aggrieved parties in Kissi Chiefdom Courts could appeal to the Luawa 
Chief (see Note 590 above), and the latter's judgements were generally 
trusted and accepted. In other ways too, the Luawa Chief was able to 
help keep the political peace. For example., when in 1941 P. C. Bundor 
Belle had a disagreement with his Chiefdom clerk F. E. J. Tengbe, the 
matter was settled by P. C. Momoh Banya (KD01, Kn. NAMP 356/20/1941, 
enc. Waldock, 11.8.41). 
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595. Kailondo's Luawa was a political entity of an adequate size to make 
a unit of local government, and to provide a base for socio-economic 
development. Kailahun provided a suitable town headquarters. Most 
important, Kailondo's Luawa gave the local people a strong political 
loyalty and unity, which was more than a personal allegiance to the 
person of Kailondo. This was seen in the way the polity held together 
in Fabundeh's reign, despite many difficulties. 

596. The British destroyed the foundation quite simply, by allowing (even 
encouraging? ) the division of Kailondo's Luawa into four separate 
units. The British-structured N. A. system, and the Freetown-inspired 
District Councils never inspired the loyalty of the people of Luawa 
and the Kissi Chiefdoms: rather they produced dissension, antagonism 
and annoyance. The District Council, especially, produced intense 
resentment in the 1950s, because of the financial corruption and lack 
of useful results which seemed to typify its working (Ints. l8 and 26 ). 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

THE SECOND GENERATION OF BRITISH RULE 

c. 1931 to c. 196], s A SURVEY. 
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In considering the last thirty years of British rule, 

two areas of difficulty emerge which may already have been somewhat 

apparent in the previous chapter. Firstly, written source material for 

the area becomes surprisingly sparse after about 1920, when it might be 

expected to become more prolific. A variety of factors account for this 

surprising development. One factor is that once the international boundary 

question was settled, the Governor ceased to send detailed reports on the 

local situation in Luawa to the Colonial Office in London. It is probable 

that in Freetown and the local District Headquarters as well, less interest 

was taken in writing, collecting and filing local reports. Moreover a fifty- 

year rule is maintained in Sierra Leone, thus prohibiting the inspection of 

even comparatively old official documents. Yet a more important factor 

making for the sparsity of written material is the silence of British 

officials from the 1930a onwards. Many of the first British officials and 

missionaries wrote at length about the state of the country and its people 

the writings of Alidridge, Wallis, d'Arcy Anderson, Maxwell, Migeod, Hollins, 

Vivian and Clarke have all been used in the early chapters of this thesis (1). 

Virtually no colonial official or missionary provided similar material for 

the later years of British rule. The researcher is therefore largely 

dependent upon oral tradition, expressed by the older men of the area in 

interviews. 

This dearth of written material may in itself be eigni- 

ficant. It suggests there was little to write about, an absence of striking 

innovation. Officials lacked stimulus for descriptive writing, and had no 

desire to analyze. 

A second area of difficulty, in discussing British rule 

and its impact after c. 1931, is that the information which does exist 
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cannot easily be confined within separate chronological periods; and much 

of the information concerns a District as a whole, or even the whole 

Protectorate, rather than the Luawa area in particular (2). The impact 

of British rule on Luawa began in a email way in 1890, and continued with- 

out a break not only through to 1961 but right into the 1970a. Particularly 

after c. 1945, it becomes virtually impossible to disentangle what was 

happening in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms from what was happening in the 

rest of the Protectorate. Thus, neat division of the available material 

into 'sections', either chronologically or geographically, becomes much 

more difficult, and leas meaningful. 
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1 LOCAL POLITICS. 192,4 TO 19h. 2s THE ERA OF P. C. MCMOH BANYA. 

The first years of P. C. Momoh Ban a's rule in Luawa 

were politically untroubled except for Chiefdom boundary disputes. In 

1921~ there was a dispute between Luawa and Upper Bambara over the Giema 

area, which was decided in 1925 in Luava's favour (3). P. C. Banya brought 

further claims against Upper Bambara in 1931, but these were not accepted 

(4). A boundary argument between Kissi Tong and Luawa, involving the three 

large villages of Petema, Tangabu and Baisma (together with a substantial 

area of land) began before P. C. Banya's accession and dragged on until 1929, 

when it was decided in Kissi Teng's favour (5). Kissi Kama also put forward 

a claim to Tangabu which was discounted (6). Yet another dispute which 

arose in the 1920s was between Luawa and Kisat Tungi, and no easy solution 

to it was found (7). These disputes did not on the whole arouse "any 

unfriendly relations between the chiefdoms concerned" (8), but they provided 

yet another example of the internal local problems created by the imposition 

of alien British rule (9). 

A , more serious dispute than those involving Chiefdom 

boundaries arose in Luawa in 1932 - more serious because it sprang from 

indigenous grass. -root politics rather than from the vagaries of foreign 

rulers. Internal dissension, like civil war, is usually more disruptive of 

a polity's well-being than external coercion. The year 1932 represented for 

Luawa perhaps the worst year of economic depression, and it would seem 

z)r. ma facie that the political unrest sprang from dissatisfaction over the 

state of trade (10), although the present writer failed to discover any 

specific evidence to corroborate this. A small group of Luawa k Qts1 

came out in opposition to P. C. Momoh Banya, their leader being Alieu Tokpo, 

ga nahcj of Mende section (11). His opposition seemingly originated from 
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a personal grievance against the Banya family, because they had once 

demanded payment before they would transport him in their Government- 

donated lorry (12). Not surprisingly, members of the Bundeh and Ngobeh 

families joined in the opposition (13). The British imported emphasis on 

'ruling houses' (which was alien to Luawa) naturally made for the growth 

of internal opposition factions: if the existing Chief could be dethroned, 

there would be a good opportunity for one of the other-two 'ruling houses' 

to gain the chieftaincy. 

The Chiefdom Laval or Speaker Yavana Toko (who had 

been one of Kailondons counsellors and envoys CIL7 ) also became involved 

in the anti-Banya campaign (15), as did a considerable number of the Luawa 

sub-chiefs (16). One of the main charges which the opposition faction made 

against their Paramount Chief was that he had embezzled cement from the 

building-stores for the neu District quarters in I{ailahun, and had used the 

cement in the construction of his own large three-storey houses but no truth 

was found in the accusations by the investigating British Commissioner (17). 

The other charges also proved impossible to substantiate, and the whole case 

against Momoh Banya was dismissed in October 1932 (18). Several of his 

accusers were imprisoned, and others were deprived of office, including 

Yavana Toko (19). 

At this point Momoh Banya acted with that statesmanship 

which had characterized his father. In place of Yavana Toko he appointed as 

Speaker Fatorma Gbondo, a son of P. C. Fabundeh and brother of P. C. Bockarie 

Bundeh who had so greatly disturbed the young Momoh Banya (20). Fatorma 

Gbondo was also a brother of one of the leaders of the 1932 discontent (21). 

Yet the Luawa Chief set aside his personal antipathy in order to bring the 

Bundeh family into his Chiefdom administration, and thus to stabilize the 

political situations there was no more political unrest in Luawa during his 

reign. 
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In his relations with the 8isai Chiefdoms, Momoh Banya 

was able, unexpectedly, to re-establish some of the control which his 

father had possessed in Bissi country. "When Momoh Banya, the eon of 

Kailondo, took the staff (of officeJ, he told the D. C. that as the people 

of Kissi Tungi, Kissi Kama and Kissi Teng used to come to his father to pay 

loyalty to him, so he would like them also to come to him in the same way. 

They agreed to this. They said they would not be able to make farms for him 

as they did for his father, but they would be happy to pay 6d. from every 

taxpayer .... Commissioner Bowden (Provincial Commissioner, Central Province) 

made an arrangement. He asked them, "You say you are still a part of Kailondo, 

even though you are separate from the Luawa Chiefdom. What is your opinion? 

What are you going to do? ' .... They agreed that every taxpayer should 

contribute 6d. This is what they used to collect" (22). The sixpence was 

collected annually together with the House Tax. 

The situation in Kissi country vas very different from 

that in Luawa. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s the political instability of 

all three Kissi Chiefdoms underlined the fact that they were artificial 

British creations. The immediate cause of their political instability was 

the ineffectiveness of the Chiefs. D. C. Hollins' Ann, ýa Report on Pendembu 

District for 1929 made fairly typical comments: "The newly elected Paramount 

Chief Fatoma of Kisi Tungi got himself into difficulties at the beginning 

of his reign by trying to remove from their posts certain members of the 

Tribal Authorities. However, the difficulties were adjusted by Captain Page 

after careful enquiry .... There were difficulties also in the Kissi Kama 

and Kisai Tong Chiefdoms due to the inability of the two young Chiefs to 

realize the limits of their rights to free rioe, etc. " (23). The following 

year the situation had hardly improved. " Kiasi Kam Chiefdom .... N. A. 

33/1929", noted Mr. Hollins when handing over the District to his successor 
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in 1930, "deals with the aftermath of the enquiry held by you in March, 

1929 into the conduct of Paramount Chief Bundor Bere. As you will see I 

have made a new agreement re tribute etc* and list of the Tribal Authority 

made. 

The chiefdom is more settled., but the Native Court is 

not very efficient and there are a fair number of N. A. s outstanding .... 

Kissi Tong Chiefdom. NJ. 113/l929 deals with the making of unlawful manja 

farms (2Ix] by Paramount Chief Musa Bandabila, whose tribute this year was 

in consequence reduced from 3/- to 6d. per house. It also contains a new 

agreement re tribute. I am afraid the Paramount Chief is not energetic and 

there were many complaints at my visit in February ..: several involving 

delay in justice .... 

Kiwi Tungi Chiefdom. Things were better in Februarys but Paramount Chief 

Fatoma has not yet proved himself a successful ruler - he lacks experience 

in Court work and has little 'savoir faire' .... 

He was found to have had an unlawful maja farm made in 

1929. With Honourable Commissioner Central Province's approval his usual 

tribute in 1931 is to be reduced from 1/- to 6d. per house" (25). 

In all three Kissi Chiefdoms, the natural difficulties 

resulting from the creation of these artificial political units were 

increased by the comparative brevity of the first Paramount Chiefs' reigns. 

In Kissi Kama, Tengbe, who was elected in 1919, was forced to resign "as a 

result of misgovernment" (26) in 1922. His successor, Jabba, regned only 

until 1927, when he died,. to be followed by Bundor Belle (27). In Kiwi 

Teng, Bandabilla, the first Chief, died in 1925, and his suocessor, Tamba Yela, 

reigned little more than a year before he too died, after which Musa Ba; adabilla 

was elected (28). In Kissi Tungi, Sahr Kallarj, who was elected, in June 1919, 

died in July 1921. (29). Davowa was elected in October 1921, probably died 
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late in 1928 (30), and was followed by Fatorma who reigned for little more 

than a year. Kenneh was chosen as the fourth P. C. of Kissi Tungi in 

September 1930 (31). A. new P. C. probably required at least two years to 

'settle in' to his complex position in colonial local administration as 

representative both of his own people and of the Government, and these 

frequent changes of Chief must have seriously hindered efficient organi- 

zation in the Xis ei Chiefdoms. 

However, even when (in the 19309) Kiaei Chiefe had 

much longer reigns, the quality of administration did not seem to improve 

greatly. The Kail. ahun District Commissioner wrote to P. C. Kenneh after 

six of his twelve years' rule in Kissi Tungi (1930 to 1942), "I. am not at 

all satisfied with the way in which your Chiefdom is administered. I get 

more complaints against your decisions and the actions of your people and 

messengers than from any other Chiefdom in the District" (32). Similarly, 

after almost four years' reign in Kissi Teng, Chief Musa Ba dabilla's 

administration was censured by Mr. N. C. Hollins, who was Acting Provincial 

Commissioners he noted that the Chief's conduct "has been unsatisfactory 

and is awaiting further investigation by the District Commissioner ... 

With His Excellency the Governor's approval I have taken away his staff 

and he is 'sitting down' in Kenema" (33). It was pointless to 'blame' the 

Chiefs for this state of affairs. As described earlier (34), the whole 

position of the Chief in the colonial system of local government encouraged 

venality and maladministration. In addition, in Einst country the existence 

of the three Chiefdoms resulted from British officials' readiness to accept 

a division which was necessary only in the imagination of a Court Messenger 

(35). The three Einst Chiefdoms had no reality as independent entities 

either in recent history or in the experience of the ordinary people (36). 
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In Luawa, by contrast, Momoh Banya inherited the grass-roots political 

tradition and organisation of an independent polity which provided him 

with guidelines in his administration at village and town levels the Kieai 

Chiefs did not have this inheritance. 

It was hoped in Government circles that the introduction 

of the Native Administration system into Sierra Leone (37) would eradicate 

the sort of maladministration which Mr. N. C. Hollins had noted in all three 

Kissi Chiefdoms in April 1930. Mr. A. H. Stocks, Southern Province 

Commissioner, described the implications of the N. L. s in his 1936 ua 

Retort. "The outstanding political event of the year was the gradual 

introduction of an improved type of Native Administration in certain selected 

chiefdoms. Mr. J. S. Fenton, O. B. G., Senior District Commissioner, was 

seconded for this work ... and he started with Upper Bambara Chiefdom, 

Kailahun District, which began to function on let April (1936. ], and opened 

a banking account in May. Preliminary meetings were held in other chiefdoms, 

viz. Luawa, Kiel Kama, Kisi Teng, Kiol Tungi, Mando, Jawi and Jaluahun in 

the Kailahun District .... There seems almost everywhere to be a keen 

interest in the new administration, which is moat encouraging. Its chief 

features are that tribute in kind to the chief is now changed to one definite 

cash payment, that a chiefdom treasury is established, that the chief and 

other office holders of the chiefdom receive regular stipends payable out 

of this treasury, that balances will become available for works and social 

services within the chiefdom, that council meetings of the chiefdom will be 

held at regular intervals and that minor native courts are mostly suppressed 

in favour of the chiefdom Court, sitting at regular times, with court fees 

going into the chiefdom treasury and court members receiving their sitting 

fees out of the treasury" (38). 
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The N. A. system was duly introduced into Luawa and 

the Kissi Chiefdoms in 1937 (39), but its effects were neither so far- 

reaching nor so completely beneficial as Commissioner Stocks' report would 

suggest. The establishment of N. A. s did not reduce the large influence 

which the Luawa Chief had over the three Kissi Chiefs. When an election 

was being held in Kissi Tungi during 1942, the Kailahun D. C. explained 

that "Kai Tungi (one of the candidatee for election% has protested against 

either of the other two Kissi Chiefs being an Assessor on the grounds (and I 

must admit I agree with him) that they are simply 'yes-men' and will say 

whatever P. C. Momo Banya tells them to say" (40). 

From the viewpoint of the ordinary people the main 

result of the change in 1937 was that they had to pay nine shillings annual 

house tax instead of five shillings (41). But as happened with the Chiefdom 

tax agreements of the 1920s and 1930s (42), so with the N. A. Treasuriess the 

ordinary people paid nine shillings but then found they were still being 

made to pay extra (illegal) tribute to the Chiefs by Chiefdom officials. 

Pa Gborie Mima of Dia explained succinctly that at first the British gave 

power to the Chiefs, but when the latter misused their power it was reduced 

under the N. A. system; yet (and this would seem the crucial point) some 

Chiefs still behaved as they thought fit regardless of supposed restrictions 

(43). 

Although the ordinary people found the N. A. system 

produced simply an increase in ta=tion with no real reduction in the amount 

of tribute they themselves paid, the Chiefs themselves felt that 'their wings 

were clipped' by being put on a salary. "They were more honoured and they 

made more money", (thought P. C. Momoh Banya'a successor) before the N. A. was 

introduced (44). Fay-P. C. Kaitungi explained the difference the NA, system 

made from the viewpoint of a Chiefs before 1937, "the Paramount Chief was 
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allowed free labour; free farming; they take his loads free; .... the 

Government used to give the Chief a rebate after tax - one shilling and 

threepence or ]/6. He used to pay his clerks every house 1/6 rebate, 

Then in addition to the rebate, they make farm for him. They build his 

houses free .... And at the end of the year every man who makes, & farm will 

give a bushel of clean rice to the Chief. Any beef that is killed, you 

have to bring certain parts of the carcass to him, to the Chief ....; and 

all the court fees used to go to the Chief and his counsellors. That is 

how Chiefs used to get on". But after the establishment of the N. A., it 

came "to a time when the administrative is against the Chiefs any of these 

things that you do they try to support the complainant. They exaggerate 

it in such a way that it sounds either to cruelty or to maladministration. 

Sometimes a boy like this (a small boyJ can go and complain against the 

Paramount Chief,, and say that the Chief has extorted 91 - 10 from him 

unlawfully, and so on. Well, he the D. C. J calls a Court Messenger, if 

he doesn't like that Chief. He says, 'Go to the Chiefs tonight let him 

arrive here: ' The Court Messenger has to walk and most you. If he meets 

you at this hour 171ate in the afternoon-7, you have to go to Kailahun. 

You have to pack up and go that night" (45)9 

Neither Chiefs nor people, then, were satisfied by the 

new N. A. Treasuries: and from the viewpoint of British officials the 

expenditure figures left much to be desired. An Professor Kileon has 

demonstrated, an inordinately large proportion of the annual expenditure of 

all N. L. Treasuries went on "Administration", which in faut meant the Chief's 

salary, and salaries and emoluments for the Chief is kcgi ig (46). On the 

death of a Chief, British officials often tried to reduce the Chief's 

salary. When, for example, P. C. Kenneh of Kissi Tungi died, Mr. D. Cox 

(D. C. at Kailahun) wrote to the Provincial Commissioner on this subjects 
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"I have the honour to enquire at what rate you wish the Salary of the 

next Paramount Chief of Kissi Tungi to be fixed. 

2. In the case of Bongre, Malema and Peje West 

Chiefdoms the opportunity was taken when the Chief died to reduce the 

salary which was proportionately excessive. 

3. I suggest that £156 per annum would be an adequate 

salary for the Paramount Chief of Kissi Tungi" (47). The present writer 

has failed to discover what P. C. Kenneh's salary had been, but even if the 

reduction was only small, the new P. C. (Kaitungi) could hardly fail to be 

antagonized by such a move. "The N. A. came and everything changed", said 

ex-P. C. S. K. Banya, who succeeded his father as Chief of Luawa in 1943. 

"Chiefs were stripped of their power. My father was earning a salary, about, 

of £1,000 a year. In my time it was pegged on to £650, by Cox and Taylor"(48)" 

The Ordinance establishing the N. A. Treasury was concerned 

only with tribute to the Chief, and it left the Chief free to require forced 

labour from his subjects for a limited number of tasks (49). But from about 

1937 onwards, British officials became much stricter about illegalities 

committed by the Chiefs in using forced labour. Ex-P. C. S. K. Banya described 

how, during his own reign, "the British came and said, 'Everybody should be 

paid for whatever job he is doing'. So at any time you said to anybody, 

'Do this for me', he said, .... 'where is the pay7''(50). As a result, 

there arose a tension between Chief and people over whether labour should 

be 'voluntary' or paid. Chief Jalloh of Mano-Sewalu believed that from this 

tension, which began after the introduction of N. A. s, sprang the 1949-51 

troubles in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms (51). 

From the British viewpoint, the N. A. system, end the 

ethos which developed with it in administration generally, represented the 

rationalization and modernization' of local' government. But from the viewpoint 
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of the ordinary village people, it simply introduced more confusion into 

the hierarchy of authority. Oh the one hand, the village farmer, who had 

looked upon his Chief unquestioningly as his political master, was now 

urged by British officials to resist any demands made by the Chief for 

any tribute over and above the annual four shillings Chiefdom Tax (52). 

On the other hand, new officials representing the N. A. (and clearly 

possessing rather more power than the old Chiefdom clerks) began arriving 

in the village, each demanding 'presents' from the villagers (53). Not 

only were some of these N. A. officials inefficient, but some were also 

quite unscrupulous in their dealings with the ordinary village people. 

For example, F. E. J. Tengbe's autobiography records various instances of 

N. A. clerks in Kailahun District in the late thirties and forties who were 

imprisoned for serious offences or moved from one Chiefdom to another as 

complaints were made against them (51+). Probably, many other offences 

committed by Chiefdom officials went unrecorded. 

The villagers also found that the vattmahanieiaia and 

kgakoipia, whom Sailondo had firmly subordinated to a lowly position beneath 

his own authority, now gained a higher status by virtue of being members of 

the Tribal Authority -a body which was artificially given greater signifi- 

cance under the N. A. system (55). Some natimahan c isia were able to compel 

villagers to make mania farms for them, although this was officially illegal 

(56). All this did not radically affect the, ordinary villager, but it did 

somewhat erode his understanding and acceptance of the authority possessed 

by his superiors. 

As regards the positive contribution of the Native 

Administration system, some public works were executed in Luava and the 

Ki3si Chiefdoms With money from the N. A. Treasuries; although it is doubtfu]. 

whether in Luawa after 1937 more was done from N. A. funds than Momoh Banya 
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had previously accomplished privately from his own purse (57). Kissi 

Tungi provided a typical example of what the N. A. s were able to do in the 

way of public works. Out of a total budget, for 1944 and 1945 combined, 

of £1,393, £363 was spent on public works (58). These works included a 

grant towards the construction of the Buedu-Dia road, and the upkeep of 

the Kangama dispensary. Provision was also made for the construction of 

a well and a public latrine in Buedu. 

One further result of the establishment of N. A. s was 

the erection of an impressive concrete court-house, roofed with sheets of 

corrugated iron, in each Chiefdom headquarter town - Bailahun, Dia, Kangama 

and Buedu (59). In Kailahun, an N. A. Office block was also built (60). 

The N. A. buildings, especially in Bisst country$ were important as examples 

of the new building materials which were now available. The court-houses 

were among the first buildings in the area on which reinforced concrete and 

corrugated-iron sheeting were used (61), and it was not long before the 

richer k-Dakois a began to copy the new methods. 

In Luawa during the last years of Momoh Baxya's reign, 

perhaps the crucial political development aas not the establishment of N. J, s, 

but rather the rise to power of one individual. Braima Kormoh was not a son 

of Luawa, but came from Mando Chiefdom (62). However, 1Momoh Banya developed 

auch a high estimation of his that early in 1942 he was made Deputy va 

of Luawa (63). "In August of the same year Fatoma Gboado the Chiefdom 

Lv died and was succeeded by Brima Kormor though in acting capacity 

pending the formal approval by the tribal authority. In December of the 

same year., Momoh Banya died and, in virtue of his rank, government at once 

accorded to Brima Kormor recognition as regent" (64). Thus in the critical 
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early months of 1943, when the succession to the chieftaincy was being 

debated, Braima Kornroh was the key figure in Luawa's political affairs. 

The person next in importance to the Regent in those months (apart from 

the British officials) was probably Bangali Jibateh, the Sergeant-Major 

of the Kailahun District Court Messenger Force. He conferred a number of 

times with Braima Kornroh, and almost certainly exerted an unobtrusive but 

strong influence on the Kailahun District Commissioner, Mr. D. Cox (65). 

Sergeant-Major Jibateh was a Mandingo from Bamako in present-day Mali, who 

migrated from there to Kailahun around 1907, and who thereafter served in 

the W. A. F. F. for some years (66). 

Thus arose a situation which would have been unthinkable 

to Sailondo and his kmakoisia fifty years earliers the choice of successor 

to the deceased Chief lay largely in the hands of two ote jj , two strangers 

to the Chiefdom (67). And the most likely candidate for the chieftaincy was 

a young man who, though well-educated by English standards, "knew practically 

nothing about the set-up in the Chiefdom" (68). 
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2. BRITISH LOCAL ADMINISTRATION. 1942 TO 1961: THE CHANGING ATTITUDE 

OF COLONIAL OFFICIALS AND ORDINARY PEOPLE. 

Leas than two Weeka before he died, Momoh Banya attended 

in Buedu the installation of laitungi as Paramount Chief of Kiesi Tungi (69). 

Kaitungi was the first P. C. in the Kissi Chiefdoms or Luawa to have been 

educated at Bo School (70). Whilst at school, he had come for a holiday to 

Buedu in 1918; and on his return he had taken back to school with him Momoh 

Banya's eldest son, Sama Kailondo I Banya (71). On 11 August 1943 (exactly 

eight months after Kaitungi's installation as P. C. of Kiasi Tungi), Kailondo 

I Banyºa became Paramount Chief of Luawa, in succession to his father (72). 

In Kissi Tingi, during the first years of his reign, 

P. C. Kaitungi fulfilled all the hopes which the Government had placed in 

Bo School of producing well-educated, public-spirited, progressive and 

energetic Chiefs (73). But in one particular., Kaitungi pursued, from Luawa'e 

point of view, a destructive rather than a constructive policys he succeeded 

in breaking tho formal ties which had held the Kissi Chiefdoms to Luawa. 

By 1944 he had ended the custom by which the Kissi Chiefdoms annually 

collected 6d, per household to be passed on to the Luawa Chief (74). Even 

before he became P. C., he had tried to break the system by which an appeal 

could be lodged in the Luawa Chiefdom Court against the decision of a 

Kisei Court (75); and during the 1940a, this practice fell into desuetude 
(76). 

All this presented serious problems for the neu Luawa 

Chief. But P. C. B. K. Banya'a most serious problems came from within his 

own Chiefdom. From the start, he was in a weak position. Ca the one hand, 

he was completely dependent on his father's advisers in his relations with 
the ordinarypeople of Luawa - and soon after the beginning of his reign the 
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most powerful of his counsellors, Lava Braima Kormoh, turned against 

him (77). On the other hand, he had the insurmountable disadvantage in 

the eyes of a new generation of British D. C. s of being 'a Bo School boy'. 

Most documents written from a British viewpoint, from the mid-1940e onwards, 

blamed the behaviour of the Paramount Chiefs for the many Chiefdom disturb- 

ances which occurred in the decade after the end of the Second World War. 

Since in almost every case the disorders occurred in Chiefdoms ruled by 

P. C. s with a 'secondary educations, British officials came to believe that 

there was "something lacking .... in the educational training which they 

Z-the Bo-School-trained Chiefs) had received" (78), and that such Chiefs 

were "out of touch with and less sympathetically disposed towards their 

people than chiefs who have not had the advantages of education" (79)" 

Ex-P. C. S. K. Banta, from a viewpoint diametrically opposed to that of the 

British officials, explained how during his reign, the new generation of 

colonial rulers did not seem to like a Chief with secondary educations "If 

they came to me, they would rather talk Creole to me than talk English to 

me. They feel I don't know how to talk English .... Well. we became angry 

men. They didn't like us and we didn't like them" (80). 

S. K. Banya came to power just at the time when these 

new British officials were becoming more severe in their attitude towards 

'maladministration, (81). The attention of both the British D. C. s, and the 

ordinary people of Luawa, was at this time directed especially towards the 

question of forced labour. As already mentioned, limits were imposed on the 

Chief's right to forced labour (sometimes euphemistically described as 

voluntaryor free labour) when the N. A. e were established in 1937 in Luawa 

and the Kissi Chiefdoms. Over the subsequent decade, British officials 

became increasingly ready to take action against Chiefs who illegally used 
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such labour. And, as ea-P. C. Kaitungi pointed out, the British authorities 

could manipulate the new N. A. rules so that these rules worked against a 

Chief with whom they were dissatisfied. In many cases the British could 

say to him, "'No. According to the present N. A. rules you have no right 

to do such' - if they are not in your favour. If they are in your favour, 

they will say, 'The N. A. is just introduced. That is customary law' - and 

then you are let off'"(82). 

The ordinary people, for their part, found that they 

were still expected to-give certain types of forced labour to the Chief 

and his kn, kkot5i , even though British officials had told them that such 

forced labour was illegal; in particular, the making of mMJIJ fame for 

their Chief. According to several Luawa elders, the counsellors who were 

close to P. C. S. K. Banya encouraged him to do auch things, and when he 

objected they told him, "Your father was doing that". They encouraged his 

to force people to make farms not only for himself but also for other Chief- 

dom officials (83) such as section chiefs and speakers., and village chiefs 

(84). When deposition proceedings were instituted against S. K. Banya, and 

later against Kaitungi, in both cases the first and most weighty charge 

which the British Commissioner of Enquiry considered was the use of illegal 

forced labour (85). Similarly, when P. C. Bundor Belle was compelled to 

resign in 1954, the main cause was his continual use of forced labour (86). 

Chiefs who misused forced labour were shown very little 

sympathy by their subjects, by British officials, or by later commentators 
(87). Yet the Chiefs' behaviour was quite explicable and, to some extent, 

excusable, The colonial government itself had made heavy demands for 

forced labour on the people of the Luawa area up until 1936 (88). Forced 

labour only became entirely illegal in 1956 as a result of the disturbances 

in Temne country, and before then the division between legal and illegal 
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forced labour was always difficult to determine (89). Moreover, by the 

late 1950s, British officials had been compelled to recognize the necessity 

of some form of free labours Government reports stressed the importance of 

'local participation in community development', 'voluntary communal efforts, 

and 'village co-operation in development schemes'. These phrases were little 

more than euphemisms for forced labour (90), and the evidence suggests, 

indeed, that some such voluntary labour was not resented by the ordinary 

people. How else could the village be kept clean and tidy., with the roads 

well scraped and brushed (91), except by free communal labour ? The people 

of Kailahun cheerfully built the District Headquarters buildings in the late 

1920s with free labour, knowing that it was to their long-term advantage to 

have the headquarters in their town (92). Similarly, in the late 1950s, 

many of the minor motor-roads in Luawa and the Kisoi Chiefdoms were built 

by the free labour of the people whose villages would thus be opened up to 

motor vehicles. Whatever the views of British officials, the local people 

did not object to all forms of forced labour. What the ordinary people did 

object to in the late 1940e and early 1950s was the large amount of forced 

labour expected from them, and the fact that it was almost solely for the 

benefit of their rulers rather than for the common good. 

Political tension steadily increased in Luawa throughout 

1949 (93), When all attempts to reach a settlement failed it became 

necessary for a Commission of Inquiry to be held under the Protectorate 

Ordinance into the conduct of the Paramount Chief.... The proceedings 

opened on the 24th of April, 1950. The evidence was no long-drawn out and 

voluminous that the inquiry lasted for five months at the end of vhich time 

the Paramount Chief was suspended from his office and jurisdiction pending 

notification of the Secretary of State's decision whether he should be 

deposed. During the period of his suspension he was ordered to live at 
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Koidu in Kono District .... The decision that he was to be deposed was 

received in November but was not in time to prevent an outbreak of rioting 

involving about 5,000 people at Uilahun on the 30th of October, 1950. 

The cause of the riot was a rumour that the Paramount Chief had been upheld 

and was to be reinstated in the chiefdom" (94). 

In more detail, the events of the last days of October 

1950 in Luawa were as followas on Sunday 29th (95), a large crowd 

numbered in the thousands . assembled in Kailehun, many people coming in 

from the surrounding villages. Court Messenger reinforcements from Kenema 

and police from the Colony were requested. On Monday and Tuesday there was 

rioting in Kailahun, ex-Burma soldiers quickly coming to the fore, since 

when the fighting began, trained military leadership was needed (96). By 

this time, the rioting had "spread from Kailahun to outlying towns and 

villages in the chiefdom with casualties and considerable damage to property" 
(97). There was some indiscriminate looting by unprincipled people 

exploiting the situation, and an unknown number of deaths occurred. &ny 

people fled from the town. 

On the afternoon of Tuesday 31st, there were serious 

rumours that Kailahun town was going to be burnt down by certain factions 

involved in the rioting (though what they hoped to gain from this arson is 

not clear). A. good breeze was blowing through the town and the thatch roofs 

of the houses were very dry. When Pastor J. T. Rogers, the local Mende 

Methodist leader (98), reported this rumour to Rev. Leslie Wallace, the 

European missionary in Kailahun (99), the latter asked how auch a disaster 

could be averted. Pastor Rogers said the only thing to do was to pray for 

rain, and so, even though it was well into the dry season, five Christians 

met together and prayed. By eight o'clock in the evening the. town was 

saturated by a tropical storm, which not on 4 prevented any possibility of 
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arson, but also literally dampened the excitement of the rioters (100). 

By Thursday police from the Colony had arrived. (This was the first time 

police in uniform on active service had been seen in the Luawa area (100. ) 

By Saturday, 4 November, the situation was so much back to normal that the 

police were able to play a town team at football, which further helped to 

settle the atmosphere (102). There was no further serious trouble, though 

more than a year elapsed before British officials felt it was safe to elect 

a new Chief. Alpha Ngobeh, son of P. C. Kahunla Ngobeh, became Chief of 

Luawa on 18 February 1952 (10). 

The growing tension in Luawa during the first ten months 

of 1950 may have helped to arouse similar agitation "in the neighbouring 

Kissi Tung, in October, 1950, directed, as in Luawa, against the administra- 

tion and conduct of the Paramount Chief. A minor disturbance occurred at 

Buedu, the headquarters town of the chiefdom, on the 16th of October and 

the accumulation of complaints and allegations against the Paramount Chief, 

many of which were obviously well founded, made it necessary in this case 

for a Commission of Inquiry into the administration and conduct of the 

Paramount Chief to be ordered" (104). Kaitungi was "deposed from his office 

and removed from hie chiefdom in March with the almost unanimous approval of 

the people of the chiefdom whose complaints had led to the institution of 

proceedings" (105). 

Clearly a British administrator with little knowledge 

of the Bieai language, staying for only a few weeks in the Chiefdom (mainly 

in Buedu town), could not gauge whether approval was unanimous or not. But 

it does seem, from ex-P. C. Kaitungi'e own statements, that at least a 

majority of the Kiasi Tungi people came strongly to resent the rapid pace 

of development which their Chief had forced upon them. "(TJhey were 

extremely lazy"p noted their ex-Chief. "So I ... forogd everybody to make 
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a farm; according to the number of people you have in your house, you've 

got to plant a bushel of rice for one person per year ....; in addition to 

which, you've got to plant cassada and potato and other things .. supplements, 

because when I came I found they were using palm cabbage LI06. ]. They hadn't 

food .... And that is one of the things that was against me - that I have 

worked them very hard. That brought me up some discontentment among my 

people., against me, and led to my deposition" (107). 

However, there were other, more deep-. seated causes than 

the pressures of forced labour, to account for the serious antagonism of 

the ordinary people towards their rulers, both in Kissi Tungi and Luawa and 

elsewhere. British officials realized this, and searched somewhat wildly 

for underlying explanations. It was suggested that the presence of a rowdy 

and unruly group known as the 'Young Men' generally seemed to spark off 

trouble in a Chiefdom (108). Inadequacies both in the Native Administrations 

and in British District administration were seen as other reasons for the 

disorders (109). Some colonial officials turned to less rational, covert- 

racist explanations: Msndebleisia were "easily led" (110); Chiefdom agitation 

was "infectious" (111); "professional trouble makers" were present (112); 

the disturbances were simply "a reminder of the primitive conditions" 

prevailing in much of the Protectorate" (113). The 1949.50 PProtegtorate 

Report, commenting on the 1950 riots in Luawa in particular, explained that 

"the prolonged inquiry, in which as manyas four lawyers took part, engendered 

considerable heat, bitterness and tension., and that during the whole period 

of the inquiry the chiefdom was in a state of unrest" (114). 

Yet at beat, all these comments of British officials 

explained only the explosive violence of the outbursts, not their under. 

lying cause. The sickness which affected Chiefdom administration in fact 

arose out of the very nature of that administration. In the early years 
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of the twentieth century, the British circumscribed and distorted the 

Mahawui and the mahayci: they usurped chiefly authority and imposed alien 

political concepts. The political function of the Mahei was re-shaped so 

that he became enforcer at the local level of often-unpopular Government 

decisions. Thus, for example, when British officials demanded the payment 

of a rice and palm-kernel quota during the Second World War, the local 

villagers blamed their P. C. for the hardship this produced for them, since 

they had received the demands for payment from the Chief, not the District 

Commissioner (115). Moreover, as a Government agent, the political scope 

of the Chief was limited to petty actions by which he could 'feather his 

own nest' at the expense of the Chiefdom people, whilst he carried out 

the D. C. 's instructions (116). 

In the 1920s and I930s, an experienced ruler like 

Momoh Banya could, within limits, work within this system not only for 

his own advantage but for the good of his people. In the 191+0s, in a more 

rapidly changing situation (117), a less experienced ruler like S. B. Batiya 

was unable to follow his father's example (118). Yet the central cause of 

the 1950 troubles in Luawa was not to be found in the personal inadequacies 

of individuals, nor in particular detailed deficiencies in the system, but 

rather in the whole British system of Chiefdom administration as it had 

developed since 1896. The main point to note about British 'indirect rule' 

in the Luawa area was not ha it worked, but that in the long run it simply 

did got works the system broke down (119). 

Every other problem in poet-war Luawa and the Kisai 

Chiefdoms was deeply aggravated for the ordinary people byya sharp rise in 

taxation. This increasingly heavy taxation largely resulted from the 
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introduction of the District Council, a post-war, British.. imposed 

innovation in local government which the ordinary people came to detest 

(120). The Kailahun District Council was obnoxious to the ordinary people 

because, firstly, it demanded huge sums of money by means of taxation. 

The District Council's revenue came mainly from a precept on the N. A. 

Treasuries (121). As District Council demands increased, so the precept 

became larger, and total annual direct taxation had to increase. In 1951, 

taxation in Kailahun District amounted to ten shillings per house, an 

increase in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms of only one shilling since the 

institution of the N. A. system in 1937 (122). In 1952 and 1953, tax was 

fifteen shillings per house, and in 1954 it increased to £1 (123). At the 

beginning of 1955 the Government passed a new Local Tax Ordinance which 

altered the whole basis of taxation in the Protectorate: instead of tax 

being paid by each household, it now became a head tax, payable by each 

adult male. This brought thousands more people under obligation to pay 

tax (124). After the provincial disturbances of 1955-56 (mainly in Temne 

country, north of Mendeland in the Protectorate), the Government stated 

that twenty-five shillings should be the maximum local tax payable in 1956, 

and that this should remain unchanged in 1957 (125). In five years, then, 

local tax increased by 150%, and from 1955 onwards many more men found tax 

being demanded from them. 

It was in some ways surprising that thiß situation did 

not produoe in the Kailahun area the same sort of disturbances as erupted 

in Temne country in late 1955 (126). The reason for the comparative calm 

in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms was probably two-fold. First, between 

1950 and 1954 there had been a change of Chief in Luawa and in two of the 

three Sinai Chiefdoms, so the ordinarypeople could hardly express their 

discontent in the way which had become normal since the and of the Second 
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World War; namely, to demand the removal of the Chief. Secondly, Luawa 

was one of the leading cocoa and coffee-. growing Chiefdoms (127), and from 

the late 1940s onwards the prices paid for these crops increased enormously. 

In 1947, cocoa was fetching about 16 shillings for a so-called '561b. bushel', 

whereas in 1954 the equivalent price was £5.. 12-0. In 191+7 coffee brought in 

about £1-4-0 per bushel, compared with £2-16-o in 1952 (128). Those who 

had planted coffee and cacao seedlings in the late 19400 were therefore 

receiving yields of highly profitable cash crops by the mid-1950a, and were 
thus financially cushioned against the hardship which they would otherwise 

have experienced through steeply rising taxation. 

A eeoond, reason for the antagonism which ordinary people 

in Luawa and tai country felt towards the District Council was its 

failure to provide a rapid and solid increase in amenities. The taxpayers 

looked for a large extension in public works, but the only positive develop- 

ment most of them could see by the mid-19500 was the construction of a poorly- 

built and poorly-bridged road from Kailahun south through Bandajuma and 

Giema to Bewabu (129). Virtually the only other major tangible achievement 

of the Council was the erection of a District Council Office on the outskirts 

of Kailahun, just north of the Buedu road (130). 

Most other District Councils in the Protectorate managed 

to achieve at least a little more than this. Some of the reasons for 

Kailahun Council's failure became clear when,, in September 1953, a cash 

shortage of £742 came to light in the Council's accounts. "Thereafter the 

President Cthe District Commissioner. ] had to do most of the routine work 

of the Council and, in the course of this uncovered a dismaying amount of 

muddle, inaccuracy and confusion" (131). - The members of the Finance and 

General Purposes Committee - the most important group in the Council (132) - 

had been "apathetic and detached",. and-since five out of its six members 
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lived in the south-west of the District, meetings were often held at 

that end of the District, with the result that "the District Council Office 

received less supervision and control than it needed". Also, Council members 

tended to press for the appointment of individuals to the Council stiff "who 

are well known to them and popular, but who may have little idea how to 

carry out their duties" (233). In the Kailahun District Council, noted the 

1954 Provi, xcial Report, neither "the Finance and General Purposes Committee 

nor the full Council have yet shown as high a sense of responsibility as 

could be wished .... The Council was fortunate in being able to secure the 

services of Mr. U. H. Koroma as Secretary and Mr. F. M. Allie as Treasurer, 

both seconded from the Central Government, but although the accounts of 

the Council are now being kept efficiently they naturally have not been able 

to make good the financial loss" (134). 

A third cause of the ordinary people's antipathy towards 

the District Council was that they saw it as an unnecessary and costly 

addition to local bureaucracy. The Freetown Government had become accepted 

as a necessity by the ordinary people, and the Chiefdom was the essential 

object of their political loyalty (235). By contrast, the District Council 

appeared to be simply "a money-snaking racket" (136). The feeling amongst 

the ordinary people of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms was almost certainly 

(137) much the same as that recorded by Sir Herbert Cox and his follow 

Commissioners elsewhere in the Protectorate in 19561 "Witnesses before us 

have repeatedly asserted that they $don't know District Councils or 

occasionally that they 'have heard of District Council but do not know what 

it ieW.... Witness after witness has asserted that the amenities, which 

District Councils claim have been the objects of popular clamour, are not 

amenities which the witness would seek at any expense to himself" (138). 

The central Government on the one hand, or the N. d. s 
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on the other, could between them accomplish most of what the District 

Council was supposed to do. Central Government could more efficiently 

run schools, health centres and dispensaries than could a District Councils 

the same was true of building roads, maintaining protected forests and 

developing agriculture (139). The Chiefdoms oould more easily attend to 

local sanitation, agricultural nurseries, community development, town 

planning, and the upkeep of roads, bridges and ferries (11+0). In the first 

flush of enthusiasm for District Councils, after the publication of the 

Davidson Report in 1953, the Government had planned to assign all these 

tasks to District Councils (141). But by 1956, at least some colonial 

officials had come round to the viewpoint commonly held by the ordinary 

people in Luawa and Kiasi country. The Cox Renort recommended that District 

Councils should be "used in local affairs only; they should not (enjoy' the 

mandatory power to precept upon Chiefdoms except by the Minister's direction 

in unusual circumstances .... There should be a review of the transfer of 

former Government functions to District Councils and a retranafer of former 

Chiefdom functions which Councils at present perform" (142). 

Perhaps the most valuable service performed by the 

Kailahun District Council during the 19500 was the broader experience of 

public affairs which it gave to local politicians who were to become 

national leaders after 1961. Also, the holding of District Council 

elections late in 1956 provided a preparation for the general election of 

the following year (143). At least two local men who later became national 

politicians gained their first election experience in 1956 (144). The other 

political body which prepared local, leaders for higher office was the 

Protectorate Assembly (145), a body mainly composed of Chiefs which met 

annually at Bo from 1946 until 1955,; (146). P. C. Kaitungi counted his member- 

ship of this Assembly as one of the most important aspects of his work as 
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Chief (1lß. 7). Among the local leaders in the District Council and the 

Protectorate Assembly may be perceived some of the signs of that rise in 

'nationalist' sentiment which has so fascinated historians of the post-war, 

Freetown-centric 'educated elite' (148). But for the ordinary people of 

Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms., such bodies as the Protectorate Assembly, 

or even the District Councils, were little-known entities whose work did 

not benefit their lives at all. 

Constitutional changes at local and national level 

between 1946 and 1961 deeply concerned the Freetown Creoles, the Protectorate 

leaders, and constitutional historians. The changes looked impressive on 

paper, but they scarcely touched the lives of the ordinary village farmers 

in Luawa or Kissi country. For the ordinary people of this area, the most 

significant political events of the post-war colonial period were the 

depositions of their Paramount Chiefs, and the increase in annual taxation; 

and neither development benefitted the average village farmer. Perhaps the 

main effect of the Chiefdom disturbances was to shake the local structure 

of authority (which had already been weakened by the imposition of the N. A. 

system C3J, 9J ) in such a way that the ordinary people became less sure of 

whom they should primarily obey. Certainly one main result for the ordinary 

people of the introduction of District Councils (end the Government's later 

withdrawal of support from them (15oJ ) was a further increase in confusion 

about where real authority lay. This confusion was only to be expooted. 

District Councils were part of an unsuccessful British attempt to solve the 

dilemma of whom and what to invest with authority as they themselves with- 

drew. It was a dilemma which, at least in the Luawa area, had no satis- 

factoryysolution, because the only viable unit of local government, which 

was Kailondo'e Luawa, had been irrecoverably destroyed in the first decades 

of British rule (151). 
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The nearest ask , the town and section chiefs, the 

Paramount Chief, N. A. and District Council offioials, and the British 

overlords all represented centres of political per to the village farmer. 

During the events of the 1940a and 1950s, the ordinary Mcndeblcisia and 

Kissip were shown that all these powerful people had definite limits to 

their authority. Moreover, sometimes these rulers were in conflict with 

each other, and in such cases it was not clear where the ordinary person's 

political allegiance should Use 

The village of Qanyahun, near Kailahun, provided in 

October 1950 a concrete example of the dilemma (over whom to obey) which 

the ordinary village farmers might have to face. Some of the village 

kjMkoisia supported P. C. S. K. Barära, some opposed him, and it was virtually 

impossible for any villager to maintain a neutral position (152). The 

British officials had by October shown fairly clearly that they had ceased 

to support the Luawa Chief (153), but then came a rumour that the British 

were going to reinstate him (154). In such a situation, it began to seem 

to the ordinary farmer that the only sensible course of action was simply 

to consult his own personal best interests, irrespective of any other 

considerations. Thus were sown, amongst the ordinary people seeds of a new 

individualism, which was to have political, social and economic repercussions 

in the ensuing decades. 
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3. NEW CASH CROPS AND ECOICMIC DEVELOPMENT, c. 1931 TO c1 

The palm kernel trade in the Luawa area, hit by the 

world economic depression reached its lowest ebb between 1930 and 1932. 

Thereafter, throughout the rest of the 1930s, there was a slow recovery. 

The price per bushel for palm kernels rose from 1d. in 1931 (155) to 3 

shillings in 1935 (156). The standard price paid by the Government under 

the 'quota system' (157) in the last years of the Second World War was 

5 shillings (158) - though presumably the 'free market price' would have 

been above this (159). By 1948 the price had risen to 10 shillings (160), 

and to 17 shillings and sixpence by 1952 (161). 

This rise in palm-kernel prices was naturally welcome 

to the people of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms, but of more long-term 

significance was the development of new cash crops. When F. W. H. Migeod 

toured Luawa and Kissi country at the end of 1924, he noted the beginnings 

of this development. At Nyandehun he observed "a cotton plantation ... which 

was a failure", and again at Dodo-Cotuma "the experimental cotton ... was a 

failure" (162). He delivered a letter from District Commissioner Hollins to 

the Chief at Buedu, and since the latter did not have a clerk, Mr. Migeod 

was asked to read the letter. "There was a. printed booklet on how to grow 

swamp rice, which he (the Chiefj seemed somewhat contemptuous about, as 

if he at his age did not know how to grow rice his staple food and that of 

his ancestors. There was a covering letter instructing him to read it to 

an his sub-chiefs, and another saying the French Company would buy any 

cocoa he had at 2d. a pound. The only cocoa I had, seen werd a few struggling 

plants lining the road for a few yards out of Dodo" (163). In Koindu, besides 

rice "only a little guinea corn and cassada are grown .... There wan experi- 

mental cotton here too, but it had scarcely grown at all" (164). At Dia, 
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the people were trying to grow cocoa. "A lot had died, which was not 

surprising as it was on totally unsuitable ground. There was cotton tear 

the rest-house, and that too was no good". The only encouraging develop- 

ment of a new cash crop was at Mano-Sewalu, where a cotton plantation "was 

really doing well" (165). Mr. Migeod did not record his observations about 

new cash crops around Kailahun town and the surrounding villages, but 

presumably he would have made a note if there had been a striking difference 

there from what he found in the rest of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms. 

The growing of exotic varieties of cotton, which was 

strongly advocated by the Government Agricultural Department in the early 

1920s, was clearly a sadly misplaced venture as far as Luawa and the Kissi 

Chiefdoms were concerned (166). The comments of the Pendembu District 

Commissioner in 1929 showed that little solid advance had been made with 

any other cash crops (167), although in 193 0,10,704 cocoa seedlings and 

3,000 coffee seedlings were planted out in the district. 

By 1940, however, the situation had radically altered 

as regards cocoa in Luawat by now it was rapidly becoming an important 

tree-crop in the area. There were, in 1940,49 villages where cocoa was 

being grown, with 195 farmers involved in husbanding a total of 201 acres 

of cacao trees (169). "About 50 per cent of the cocoa plantations, however, 

were not yet in bearing in 1940, and thus were planted in 193+ to 1938", 

during which time there was no Agricultural Officer stationed in the area 

(170). In the same year, 1940, Mr. F. C. Deighton, a British plant pathologic 

in the Agriculture Department, undertook a painstaking and perceptive survey 

of cocoa-growing in the Protectorate. He reached a most interesting 

conclusions "Though due credit must be given to the early work of Political 

Offiaero, and eapeaial], v to the work and method of approach of Agricultural 

Officers between 1926 and 1933, the rapid extension of cnoao planting 
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between 1934 and 19387 must be regarded as chiefly due to the enthusiasm 

and initiative of the native farmers themselves" (171). 

This rapid extension of cocoa-planting did not affect 

the Kissi Chiefdoms, where in 1940 a total of only 6 farmers were caring 

for just 6 acres of cocoa (172). This was not surprising, since Ki. ssi 

country was unsuited to growing cocoa both in climate and vegetation. 

Cocoa in south-eastern Sierra Leone requires at least 100 inches of rain 

annually (173) and "permanent shade trees ... in addition to a lateral 

wind-break" (174). The hundred-inch isohyet crosses the 'Kailahun salient' 

(175) from west to east, passing roughly through Mano-Sewalu and Dambara (176), 

with all of Kissi Kama and most of Kissi Teng experiencing less than 100 inches 

annual rainfall. There are only a few stretches of high bush in the Kissi 

Chiefdoms which could provide adequate shade and wind-. breaks for the cocoa, 

the vegetation in Kissi country being largely of the 'farm bush and guinea 

savanna' type (177). In addition, cocoa does not do well where there is a 

long dry season with strong harmattan winds, and as one moves east and north 

from Luawa into Kisat country the dry season becomes longer and the harmattan 

more severe (178). (Coffee requires basically similar conditions to cocoa 
C 1791p and for this reason the development of coffee-growing in Kailahun 

District in the 1940s and 1950o also largely bypassed Kissi country. ) 

What caused the rapid expansion in cocoa. growing in 

Luawa during the late 19300 ? Mr. Doighton was convinced that it wan not 

a result of pressure from British officials, since Mr. W. D. Bowden, the 

Provincial Commissioner of Central Province in the 1920x, was sceptical of 

its suitability for the area: moreover, the main expansion took place when 

there was no colonial Agricultural Officer stationed in the area (180). 

The main reason for the expansion was apparently that when market conditions 

made it financially worthwile to develop a new cash crop which could do 

reasonably well in the area, the local farmers were well able on their own 
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initiative to get hold of seedlings and learn how to grow and care for the 

new crop on a large scale. They did this even though they had little 

previous experience of the crop, and were not literate so that they could 

not 'learn from books' about cocoa-growing. The extension of cocoa growing, 

thought Mr. Deighton, depended "primarily on the price offered for cocoa .... 

The native farmer ... has at any given time a pretty shrewd idea which crop 

it pays him better to produce, and past experience has shown that though the 

farmer will not be 'forced1 into planting cacao or any other crop, he will 

take up planting actively when he decides that it is to his economic 

advantage to do so" (181). 

In other words, the ordinary people of the Luawa area 

acted as 'rational economic men'. They displayed both considerable ability 

to adapt to a changing economic situation, and also extraordinary resource- 

fulness in developing a virtually unknown crop which required care in choice 

of site., planting, and annual attention. In this way the ordinary village 

farmers of Iaiawa provided a striking contrast to the usual stereotype of 

the hopelessly conservative 'peasant-farmer'. This latter individual has 

been pictured as unadaptable, and unable to see the advantages of new crops, 

limited by illiteracy and by the weight of stultifying tradition -a person 

who would only budge slightly from traditional ways when the local District 

Commissioner made tremendous exertions to persuade him to do so. In fact., 

the ordinary Luawa farmer proved himself from the 1930s onwards to be more 

'progressive' and less hidebound by tradition than some British officials. 

For example one British official, in an agricultural report of 1911 

(revised and reprinted in 1922), noted that cocoa in the Sierra Leone 

Protectorate "cannot attain much atccess in the country generally on account 

of unsuitable climatic conditions and general ineptitude of most of the 

native tribes" (182). 
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As with palm kernels, though cocoa railed from Pendembu 

would not have been produced solely in Luawa, yet most of it was probably 

from there: certainly railments from Pendembu give a good indication of the 

extent to which cocoa production increased in the Wawa area over the years. 

In 1937-38,44 tons of cocoa were railed from Pendembu, and in 1911-42, 

76 tons. The war temporarily checked this expansion, and in 1942-43, only 

66 tons were railed (183). "While it is probable that the plantings up to 

1938 will have survived" noted Mr. Deighton, "the set-back due to the war 

(lack of expected demand for cocoa, low price, prior calls for rice, rubber 

and palm kernels, etc. ) has probably done much harm to these and especially 

to more recent plantings. During the last two years (1942-19.43), cacao 

plantations everywhere have been allowed to go to bush, monkeys have not 

been driven off, and in fact the 1943-44 season harvest is likely (according 

to traders) to be considerably less than that of 1942-43" (184). Mr. Deighton's 

fears were realized. 1943 proved a "disastrous year ... when, owing to 

impossibility of shipping cocoa from Sierra Leone, the whole crop ... was 

purchased by Government for Id. a lb, and burnt. The effect of this". 

commented Mr. H. Childs in his Plan of Economic Development, "coupled with 

the low price paid to producers over the next three years (during which the 

price stood at l-d, a lb. ), was to interrupt the rate of development which 

otherwise might have been expected. New planting stopped and many existing 

farms fell into neglect, with the result that when prices took an upward 

turn (they advanced to 3-1d. a lb. for the 1946-47 crop; to 6d. a lb. for 

the 1947.48 crop and to 9r1* a lb. for the 1918., 49 crop), farmers wore in no 

position to take the fullest advantage of the improvement" (185). Even not 

railments from Pendembu increased to 95 tons in 1947 (186). Throughout the 

rest of the 194( and 1950o, and beyond the end of the colonial period 
there was a steady increase in, cocoa production. In 1956,2,881 tons of 
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cocoa were exported from the whole of Sierra Leone, compared with lese 

than 500 tons annually in the late 1930s (187). 

The expansion in the growth of coffee came later than 

that of cocoa, and significant coffee production only really began after 

1945. In 1946, only 75 tons of coffee were exported from the whole of 

Sierra Leone - about the same amount as the tonnage of cocoa railed from 

Pendembu alone (188). But by 1948,347 tons of coffee were exported from 

the whole of Sierra Leone, compared with a total of 1,379 tons of cocoa 

from the whole country (189). Thereafter, the high prices given for coffee 

encouraged an extension of coffee plantations which was even more remarkable 

than the earlier development of cocoa plantations (190). In 1956 (the first 

year in which the price per ton for coffee exceeded the price for cocoa) 

total exports of coffee from Sierra Leone exceeded those of cocoa (191). 

As with cocoa, coffee production continued to increase until after the end 

of the colonial period. In the late 1930x, coffee exports from the whole 

of Sierra Leone were negligible in quantity, but in 1957,3,758 tons were 

exported (192). 

Both Chiefs S. K. Banya and Kaitungi encouraged the 

development of cocoa, coffee and other profitable new crops in their Chief- 

doms during the 1940a" "I saw to it", said Mr. S. K. Banya, "that everybody 

planted coffee and cocoa. Government (before thisy had destroyed their 

own policys they brought in cocoa, and after several years cocoa had no 

price. It had no price, so it was used like ochre (as a vegetable. ], you 

know. And people destroyed their farms in the thirties, before I became 

Chief. But I took particular note of that. Wall, when I became Chief, I 

told everybody to start replantings I used to work on the farm myself .... 
Mostly [the cocoa seedlings came from the old trees *... There was coffee 

- very old trees in Mofindor; you know, the late chief Karimu, he had a farm 
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there. So when I became Chief, I encouraged them to nurse these seeds; and 

I used to leave here and work a whole day in the farm" (193). P. C. Kaitungi 

also introduced cocoa and coffee seedlings, as well as cotton and ginger, 

into his Chiefdom - developments which were somewhat interrupted by his 

deposition. But swamp rice was the new crop which the Kissi Tungi Chief 

concentrated on particularly. He bought about ten bushels of seed from the 

Government rice farm at Rokupr. "I used to gather the people", explained 

the ex-Chiefs "we used to make large swamp farms - very large - and from it, 

at the end of the year, I see that they get quantities to seed. I showed 

them how to transplant it, myself used to go with them in the swamp and do 

it, both men and women, all children ... everybody is useful. in swamp 

farming. Some carry the seedlings that they have rooted to meet the people, 

some are there to wash the roots, some are there to plant and so on" (194). 

Naturally, the other two Kissi Chiefdoms copied these now methods. 

It would, however, be inaccurate to think of the develop-. 

ment of cocoa and coffee plantations as an innovation which came about simply 

because of interest on the part of the Paramount Chiefs and knakoiaia. In 

Luawa in 1940,93% of the cocoa producers owned farms of less than two acres, 

only 1% owned farms of more than 4 acres, and 49 villages had cocoa-plantations 

growing near them (195). This suggests that most cocoa in Luawa was grown on 

small-scale plantations by a large number of ordinary village farmers and thus 

wealth from cocoasales was distributed over a large number of families. This, 

in turn, meant that few individuals gained sufficient extra wealth to produce 

anything like a 'revolution' in their style or standard of living. The same 

conclusion was reached by Mr. Deighton for the cocoa-growing area as a whole. 

"The native cacao farmer", he wrote in summary, "is a peasant farmor relying 

on his own labour and that of his family, growing his own food-crops and 
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vegetables, making his own palm oil and his house, mats, baskets, and so on. 

There is no labour to hire, even if he wished to hire it. He may, however, 

get some help from relatives and friends for heavy farming operations, but 

in return he must give his own labour on their farms. Nor is cacao his only 

cash-crops he probably has kola, possibly coffee, produces palm kernels, and 

sells any surplus rice or palm oil he may have" (196). 

During the war-years, the Government attempted to 

stimulate production of rica and palm kernels by ordering each Chiefdom to 

provide annually a fixed amount or 'quota' (197). In 1946, for example, the 

rice quota for Kailahun District was 60#000 bushels, and the palm kernels 

quota was 296,825 bushels. The rice quota was paid in full, and marketted 

in the District, but only 197,670 bushels of kernels were collected (198). 

The rice quota was apparently calculated on the scale of one bushel per 

taxpayer every year, and the Government fixed the price to be paid at 

9 shillings per bushel, and 5 shillings for palm kernels (199). If the 

ordinary village farmer did not have enough rice to provide his bushel, he 

might first have to buy rice at a market. -price of around £1 per bushel (200), 

before selling it to the Government for-only 9 shillings. "What the rice- 

owner charged you had to pay, irrespective of what amount you would get for 

it, " stated Maada James Kailondo. "If even you took £l to the Chief, the 

Chief wouldn't accept it. All he wanted was rice., and then you had to get 

9% for the bushel" (201). The rice quota was paid through the Chiefs, who 

were made responsible for seeing their people fulfilled the quota (202)1 

this naturally tended to make the ordinary people (who could not understand 

why a quota system had been imposed, nor even, perhaps, who had imposed it) 

resentful of their Chief (203). 
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The rice quota certainly imposed some hardship on the 

village people. Chief Amara Jambeh of Dodo-Cotuma could remember having 

rice stored in a barn which he had to give up to pay the rice quota: at that 

time people had to cook the heart of palm trees for food (204). The rice 

and palm kernels quotas were abolished in 1947,48,000 bushels of rice 

having been collected in Kailahun District during the first months of the 

year: "but in November and December 019472 large quantities of rice were 

purchased in the Kissi Chiefdoms mainly Tungi, presumably) for the 

Government and Sierra Leone Selection Trust" (203). 

The Second World War not only indirectly increased internal 

trade in the Luawa area through the quota system but also it increased external 

trade. As an emergency measure in the last years of the war, the palm kernel 

trade of southern Guinea was diverted from its normal outlet. Instead of 

being railed from the Bankaa railhead to Conakry, the palm kernels were taken 

across the Moa on a temporarry ferry at Nongowa, and through Kailahun to 

Pendembu (206). The road from Kailahun to Buedu had been extended northwards 

through Kangama and Koindu to the Moa boundary with Guinea during the years 

1942 and 1943 (207). Thousands of tons of palm kernels were brought down to 

Pendembu on this road over the next two or three years (208). "In fact the 

convoy of (Prencl, j lorries was such that during the dry season, those 

lorries that were in the middle had to put on their lights because they came 

in convoy; there was so much dust. They came in a convoy. ' Sometimes about 

20 or 30 lorries would come to Pendembu and empty - because they had a lot 

of palm kernels. I think probably for 2 years they bad to stock the palm 

kernels, so they had to transport it all'through Pendembu'" (209). 

As the motor road was construoted northwards from Buedu 

in the early 1940s, so Lebanese traders moved northwards with it, just as 

they had moved eastwards in the late 1920s whenthe'road to Buedu was made 
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motorable. When vehicular traffic could reach Kangsn, "Nassif Hail 

moved from Buedu and established in Kangama", reminisced Mr. T. M. Tengbe. 

"And I think one other one followed; and I think Saad (the younger brother 

of Saad Rogers) also opened there" (210). Their trade was still largely 

in palm kernels in the 1940s, and they bought lorries with which to trans- 

port the kernels to Pendembu. In their stores, the Lebanese sold cotton 

goods, "caps, khaki, materials for wearing like khaki shorts,, khaki trousers, 

salt, sugar, household utensils, pots, pans, buckets, cutlasses particularly 

for brushing, tobacco" (211). The Lebanese found a particularly good 

opening for trade at the Sunday market in Koindu. 

From the mid-1940s onwards, when the road to Koindu 

became motorable and when lorry traffic to Kono and other parts of the 

Protectorate began to increase, there was a steady growth in the size and 

international importance of the Koindu weekly market (212), which was only 

checked in the early 1960s (213). In 1960, the Kissi Tong Chiefdom clerk 

noted the fairly simple organization involved in holding this market. 

Formerly the market "was under the control of the N. A. and all the Messengers 

(i. e. the Chiefdom Messengers - eight of them in al], % were to go there each 

Sunday for the collection of the market dues. I 

Now fin 1960 ] the Market has been put under Contract 

and Mr. Samuel Foryor of Koindu is the Contractor and he is to pay £20 every 

week" (214). Koindu Market was probably the largest weekly market in the 

Protectorate, attracting crowds of perhaps four to five thousand people each 

Sunday in the late 195( (215). As an international market serving parts of 

Liberia and Guinea, as well as the Sierra Leone Protectorate, it was unique. 

Several other smaller weekly-markets were established in the Luawa area 

during the reign of P. C. Momoh Banya, -including one on Fridays at Kailahun, 

where the whole Chiefdom was encouraged to "bring in all they had to sell. 
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rice, bananas, plantains, cocoa yams and all other agricultural produce" 
(216). Friday was chosen as the day of the week because this was the Moslem 

rest-day, and therefore fewer people would go to their farms (217). N wesia. 
(weekly markets) also developed in other towns of Iuawa, such as Hano-Sewalu 

(21a), at this time. 

The Buedu-Koindu road was the only atretoh of road to be 

made motorable between 1931 and 1945. Otherwise the motorable-road system 

remained in 1945 much as it had been in 1930 for the Luawa area: "There is 

a ferry open on the Pendembu Manowa road. The following roads have a general 

width of 16 feet with permanent bridges,, open for motor traffic - 
Pendembu - Kailehan - Mafindo - Dodo = 37 miles 

Dodo - Buedu =4 miles 

Pendembu - Manowa - Bunumbu = 17 miles (219). In the next 

five years, only one further sizeable section of road was completed - t1n ee 

miles from Sandialu down to the main Kailahun - Buedu road (220). The road- 

building 'boom' did not come until the late 1950s, and even then (with the 

exception of the District Council road to Bewabu 1-2211 ) the construction 

work was generally arranged and executed by the communal effort of the villages 

which would benefit most (222). The Mano-Sewalu to Dia road was a typical 

example. By 1956, a motorable road had been constructed as far as Mano- 

Sewalu. The Luawa people agreed to extend the road from Mano-Sewalu as far 

as the Chiefdom boundary at Manoh, and the Kissi Kama people then continued 

it as far as Dia (223). But neither the Chiefdoms nor the District Council 

could find the money to provide permanent motorable bridges on this route, 

which would have provided a shorter and more direct route to Koindu than the 

road through Buedu and Kangama (224). 

The other major roads constructed before the end of 
British rule in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms were the Paniobu-Nyandehun- 
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Konjo-Dambalu road; the Kailahun-Baoma road; and the Buedu-Sandia road (225). 

As regards the railway, the description by a Methodist 

missionary in 1930 (writing about transport for Rev. W. R. E. Clarke in 

Kailahun) remained accurate to the end of the colonial periods "The railway 

here, as you know, is both expensive and inconvenient and it will be a great 

advantage if Mr. Clarke can have access to those places (Bunumbu and SegbwemaJ 

by car" (226). If it was expensive by European standards, how much more to 

a village farmer whose total annual cash income might not reach double figures. 

Moreover, fares steadily increased, prohibiting ordinary village people from 

travelling very far very often. For example, in May 1944, third-class fares 

were increased from ld. to lid. per mile (227), making the cost of a Pendembu- 

Freetown return ticket about C2-17-0; apart from which, for people in Luawa 

and Kissi country, there was still the cost in time, money and effort of first 

getting to Pendembu (228). In profit-making terms, the railway had never 

been a success, and by the late 1930s road transport was steadily increasing 

in popularity at the expense of the railway. Yet in the Luawa area it was 

only really in the early 1960s that 'lorries' became more common than 'trains' 

for the transport of passengers and goods up and down the country between 

Pendembu and Kenema, Bo and Freetown (229). 

Even where there was a motor-. road in Luawa and the Kiasi 

Chiefdoms, travel was often not easy. In October 1939, the District 

Commissioner, despite all his great local power, had to write to the Luawa. 

Paramount Chief for assistance in the matter of communications. "Difficulty 

is often experienced in arranging transport to Buedu", noted the British 

official "Please send me word whenever you or any other lorry-owner in 

Kailahun are sending alorry to Buedu" (230). If this was a, problem to the 

D. C. himself, it was not surprising that it presented a serious difficulty 

to the local people. Mr. F. E. J. Tengbe, for example, was on one occasion 
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in 194+2 stranded in Pendembu because of lack of transports "after a while 

Mr. Alfred Ngobeh (late), a school-mate of mine, came into Pendembu from 

Buedu, being the only lorry from Buedu by that time as there were not many 

lorries in that area in those days .... We arranged fare and about four 

o'clock, we left Pendembu for Buedu. We did not reach Buedu C34 miles 

away, till midnight as we had a very bad time on the road as the lorry 

gave a lot of troubles to us" (231). 

The situation had not radically improved two decades 

later, at the end of the colonial period. In Kailahun town in 1961, for 

instance, there were only four lorries, owned by Mr. J. Combey, Mr. Momoh 

Kamin, Mr. B. S. Comber, and Mr. Khalil (the first three men being local 

residents, and the last-named being a Lebanese trader). All these lorries 

were three-ton Austin and Bedfords. They rarely travelled beyond Pendembu, 

and there was just one small Austin van, driven by Mr. Kemoh, running a 

Pendembu-to-Segbwema service across the Manowa ferry. So to travel just to 

Kenema, the Provincial Headquarters, was a slow and arduous journey by road. 

Yet by train the journey was scarcely less difficult. Most travellers in 

1961 took the early-morning lorry from Kailahun to Pendembu, and caught the 

'express' or the slow train from Pendembu to Kenema. But it was virtually 

impossible to get back to Pendembu from Kenema on the same day, since the 

up-line 'express' only arrived in Kenema late at night, and sometimes did 

not arrive at all due to mechanical failures (232). 

Such was the state of a basic element in the economic 

infra-structure at the end of the colonial period. 
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L. SOCIAL CHANGE AND THE CRDINARY PEOPIE. c. 1931 TO c. 1961. 

During Kailondole reign, and' during the first decades of 

British rule, the impact of social changes in the Luawa area was felt mainly 

by the inhabitants of Kailahun. The same remained equally true throughout 

the period of British rule, with the one important difference that the 

inhabitants of the three Kissi Chiefdom headquarter towns also began to feel 

a similar impact. This was especially the case in Buedu under P. C. Kaitungi, 

who was determined to create a model headquarters town. At the beginning of 

his reign, a better and more healthy site was chosen for a new and carefully - 

planned Buedu town, the old site being abandoned (233). On the now site, it 

was arranged that people could buy a house for £2-lO9. "But before a man gets 

an opportunity to pay for this house", explained ex. P. C. Kaitungi, "you must 

obtain a permit, signed by me as Paramount Chief, the town chief James Davowa, 

and the District Commissioner N. C. Weir, with the Doctor. After they have all 

signed these permits, you pay only 5 shillings. Then an area is measured, 

because I laid out the town to be built by compound systems sixty yards by 

eighty, in which a house is to be built, a latrine, and a kitchen .... 
After surveying out the rain streets I then seleoted 

prominent things which are public, like the market ."I selected a site for 

the market, I selected a site for the school, where it is now. I selected a 

site for a hospital, very near the school. Then I selected a place for a 

church, and selected another place for the mosque. (P. C. ICaitungi also 

marked out and built an impressive reat.. houaeJ So these houses were built. 

We used to got the labourers from-the various sections; they come and build 

these houses, build it roughly. - And I have-to measure every house myself to 

see that it gets a window; parlour, ventilation, -`height, z'-and - so on; and 

prohibited building of any of these round houses - these mushroom houses, 
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which was all they were having in the Old Town" (234). About 1946, 

P. C. Saitungi bought with his own money an £800 electricity generator,, and 

installed it at Buedu making the town one of the first in the Protectorate 

to be electrified (235). Within a few years, Buedu had become famous' as 

a symbol of progress. "It is laid out on sound principles of town-planning", 

wrote a British traveller in the early 1950sß "each house in its own compound 

with a separate latrine, the roads broad and awaiting only the growth of young 

trees to become shady boulevards. And it is lit by electric light from 

Buedu's own power station. Schools, cemented wells and dispensaries meet 

every requirement of welfare and health planning" (236). 

Despite the changes made to Buedu in Kaitungi's reign, 

it was still Kailahun town which was most altered in the second generation 

of British rules most change in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms was centred 

on Kailahun town. In the 1930s.. Kailahun gained some benefits from being 

a District Headquarters (237). A piped water-supply was constructed in 1930, 

with a small reservoir-tank on the hill-top near the District Commissioner's 

Office, and several public taps situated around the town centre (238). The 

postal service was improved and Kailahun was given a proper Post Offices the 

telegraph, which had been removed when the W. A. F. F. garrison left the town 

in 1922, was re-installed (239). In 1938, a small Government built 18-bed 

hospital replaced the dispensary, and a Medical Officer, a qualified doctor, 

took up residence in Kailahun (240). P. C. Momoh Banya had re-built part of 

his family compound in the centre of Kailahun between the years 1930 and 

1932, and had constructed the first three-storey building in the Districts 

as late as the 1960s it remained the only such building in the area (241). 

The Chief used reinforced concrete for the walls of hie now houses, and 

corrugated-iron sheets for roofing, as did the large firma and the Lebanese 

traders who set up stores in Kailahun. The use of these new building-materials 
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thus became commonplace in the town. Yet these developments scarcely 

touched the lives of the ordinary people in the villages around Kailahun. 

And in Kissi country, not even the Chiefdom headquarter towns possessed 

piped water, postal services, or medical services in the 1930s. Perhaps 

the most noticeable change in the Kissi Chiefdoms during that decade was 

the slow introduction of new building materials. For instance, in Dia 

(headquarters of Kissi Kama Chiefdom), P. C. Bundor Belle was the first person 

to build a house with a corrugated-iron roof, followed by Kulu Bali, a Bambara 

trader in 1937 (242). After that, other people slowly began to copy their 

example. 

During the 194( and 1950s.. ordinary people in the 

villages of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms were slightly affected by various 

new social pressures, but still the people most affected were those living 

in Kailahun. This was particularly the case as regards literacy. The spread 

of 'European' education (24,3) was closely linked with the work of the Methodist 

Mission in Kailahun. "At Kailahun", wrote a visiting British missionary in 

1936, "Mr. & Mrs. Clarke are rejoicing in the completion of their new school 

buildings - two - which have been made possible by a gift from the Chief there 

of £50. They have been well placed upon the Compound, and a splendid area 

around them has been cleared making a fine playing field for the scholars. 

The roll is already up to the limit of 60 boys and-girls, and the work in 

general shows every sign of progress" (244). Just before this, there had 

been a disagreement with the Kailahun k, nakoia because Mr. and Mrs. Clarke 

had been teaching the children in the Mende language, -and the local elders 

wanted the children to be taught in English from_the start. From then on 

more teaching was done in English, and'the: £50 gift was a material. indica- 

tion that the Chief was eati8fied with _the newt arrangement. (245)" 

ýý 
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Although during the war years, from 1939 
. 

to 1945, thore 

was no resident European missionary in Kailahun, the primary school establi- 

shed by Rev, and Mrs. W. R. E. Clarke continued to operate, first under the 

headmastership of Mr. S. A. Jenusa and later under Mr. Philip Jibao (246). 

Thus, under local leadership, a continuity was maintained through the war 

years which facilitated a large expansion in the number of schools during 

the early 1953s (247). In 1952, the first Methodist Primary School in the 

villages of the area was opened at Sandialu, and appoval was gained for a 

school to be opened in Dodo-Cotuma. Another primary school was opened at 

Ngiehun by 1956, followed by others at Giema, Baoma and Bandajuma (248). 

But right up to the late 19500, it was far easier for parents in Kailahun 

to send their children to primary school than it was for most parents in the 

villages. When the Methodist Church decided to open a secondary school in 

the area, naturally it was built in Kailahun, and was opened in 1959 (249)" 

In practice, the basis premise of the Methodist and 

other Christian Churches at work in the area seemed to be that education 

provided the best means of evangelism. Although this premise was rarely 

questioned, the results threw doubts upon its validity. In 1931, Rev. J. R. B. 

Law, a Methodist missionary, described the situation in Kailahun Districts 

"We have very few effective preachers, and perhaps not more than two (local, ] 

men who can adequately train catechumens and maintain proper oversight. Aa 

Mr. Crosby said to me after some experience in Segbwema and Jojoima circuits, 

What most of our Mende Catechists need is conversion ; Zeal for religion at 

all comparablo with that of the Mohammedan teacher seems sadly lacking". 

Mr. Law referred to the "Mohammedan flood which is now really coming in", 

and noted, "No one wishes to be thought a heathen today. There are only 

three religions, Mohammedanism, the Government, and Christianity" (250). 

Although it is difficult to find acceptable historical standards to measure 
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religious influence, the situation seemed to change very little over the 

next thirty years. At least in Luawa, Islam remained considerably stronger 

in numbers of adherents than Christianity. 

Christian mission did not spread into Kissi country 

until a number of years after the establishment of the Methodist Mission 

in Kailahun, since Rev. Clarke obviously had neither the time nor the 

linguistic knowledge to open work in the Kissi Chiefdoms. In Kissi jam, 

the first Christian to live in the Chiefdom was Mamma Laura,, a Creole woman 

trader who settled in Dia and learnt the Kissi language well: she arrived in 

Dia in 1933 and died there in 1953. The first sa to become Christians, 

however, were those who went to mission schools, like F. E. J. Tengbe (in the 

late 1920s), and Mr. T. M. Tengbe (in the early 1940a). In fact, the first 

Kissi person to come into Kissi Kama with some understanding of Christianity, 

was Mr. F. E. J. Tengbe (251), who returned to Kissi country in 1938 (252). 

At that time, in the late 1930s, there were still virtually no Moslems among 

the Kissia: only 'strangers', like the Mandinica people, were serious about 

Islam in Kissi country (253). In fact, one of the most noticeable social 

differences between Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms up to the end of the 

colonial period was the rapid spread of Islam in Luawa and its small impact 

on the Kissi Chiefdoms. 

In the early 1950e, indeed, it seemed that a widespread 

conversion to Christianity was developing in Kiasi country through the agoncy 

of Methodist missionary activity. Ki_, asia from Petema and other villages in 

the Kissi hills requested missionaries, so the work went- up to Skialu, 

Petema and Baiamas Alieu Ndow, a catechist from Sandialu, was one of the local 
leaders in this work, which took on the nature of a "minor mass movement" (254). 

This mass movement was not, however, sustained into the 1960a, except by 

Pentecostal Churches around Koindu (253). At the vory end of the colonial 
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period, the Kissia also began to show interest in the work of the African 

independent 'Church of the Lord (Aladura)'. In Koindu in 1960 "the most 

prominent woman trader in the town, a Creole, gave hospitality to a disciple 

(of the Aladura Churchl and lent him a building in her compound for use as 

a church" (256). From here the work expanded into other parts of Kissi 

country in a rather spasmodic manner in subsequent years (257). 

By the mid-1950o, the Roman Catholic Church had also 

become established in the Luawa area, and had opened schools at Pendembu 

and Baiwala (258). By the early 1960s, Roman Catholic primary school's had 

been opened in Kailahun and several other villages in Iiawa such as Monde 

(259). The very first school to be built in the Luawa area outside Kailahun 

town was not, however, a mission school at all. It was opened in early 1948 

at Kangama by the Kissi Tong N. A., which erected both the school and the 

teacher's house (260). By 1954, another N. A. school had been opened at 

Buedu (261). 

The childrea of the richer ako. s�iia of Luawa and the 

Xis ei Chiefdoms were able to travel outside the area to gain education. 

Bo School slowly became ready to take children other than those who were the 

sons of Chiefs, though for a time in the 1930s, numbers of children going 

there from Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms seemed to decline rather than 

increase. In 1936, for example, there were only 6 children at the school 

from Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms (262). Perhaps one reason for this 

decline was that from the 1930s onwards, it became a practical possibility 

for the richer parents of the Luawa area to send their children to the 

capital city for schooling. In the 1930s, Mr. B. N. Combey became the first 

boy from Luawa to receive full education in a Freetown secondary school (263), 

and the practice of sending children to 'finish' their secondary education 
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in the capital had become common by the 1960s (264). This tendency was 

reinforced by the concentration of 'Sixth Form' places in Freetown (265). 

If academically-minded young men wanted to go to the $Sixth Form' outside 

Freetown, they were compelled to go at least as far 'down-. country' as Bo. 

And the evidence shows that once young men had moved away from Luawa and 

the Kissi Chiefdoms (whether to attend 'Sixth Form' or for any other purpose) 

they rarely returned to live in the area of their childhood. For example, 

Gbesse and Taplima Ngobeh were the first of the Ngobeh family to be educated 

at Bo School. Gbesse joined the Sierra Leone Police Force in Freetown in 

1928, and retired in 1945 with the rank of Sergeant. Taplima worked in the 

Sierra Leone Survey Department from 1928 until 1933, whence he joined Maroc 

Mines as Surveyor, and stayed at this job until 1942 (266). 

The members of the Banya family who were educated at Bo 

School likewise found work in Freetown or places in the Protectorate away 

from Kailahun District. The eldest of-Momoh, Banyats sons, after leaving Bo 

in 1929, became a dispenser (267) and did not return to live in Kailahun until 

shortly before his father's death (268). A. K., Banya also became a dispenser 

like his brother; and a third brother, S. S., Banya, gained a Government scholar- 

ship in the 1940s to go to Britain to road medeeine at university. Saina Kulu- 

Bauya, the second son of P. C. Momoh Banpa, entered the Forestry Department as 

a forester after leaving school in 1935 (269),, end later joined the Protector- 

ate administration (270). Several, other sons-entered the clerical division of 

the Civil Service (271). 

None of Luawa'o=children, who, received a full ieecondazy 

education in the reign of Momoh Banya, or before,, returned: immediately to live 

in Luawa (272), though a few came back after, a, ' decade or, more,, (273); and y*t 

others retired to Luawa (274)., The eamepattern. was discernable in. the Kiesi 

Chiefdoms when, in the 1930o 
, 
1960s, -aecondary,, education became possible 
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for larger numbers of Kissi children (275). The result was that, right up 

to the end of the colonial period, there was no group in the area which 

could meaningfully be identified as a local indigenous 'educated elite'. 

It has been argued that anyone who had attended school 

for even a year or two was in a sense part of a now 'educated elite'. But 

after two or three years at school some children were unable even to sign 

their own name (276), and such children could not sensibly be described as 

members of an elite. The Kailahun District Commissioner's figures in 1931, 

"excluding school children, showed that of the Mendi 0.8 per cent. were able 

to speak English and 0.2 per cent. literate; of the Kissi 0.3 per cent. and 

0.4 per cent., respectively" (277). By 1963, the literacy rate had risen 

to just over 5% in Luawa and just over 2% in the Kissi Chiefdoms (278), though 

it was noted that literacy figures could be expected to show some upward bias. 

"In addition to the prestige element associated with literacy, there might 

also be a failure on the part of the respondent to understand that the ability 

to read a few words and to write even less, perhaps only one's name, should 

not be equated with reading and writing a language" (279). Surprisingly, 

fewer people in Luawa were literate in the Mende language than English' 

483 people compared with 1,215 people respectively (280). 

By the end of the colonial period there was a number of 

prominent Mendeb1cisia and Kiste, living in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms, 

who possessed literacy. In addition to ex.. P. C. s Kaitungi and S. K. Banya, 

there were several traders like M. G. Kormoh and A. K. Laurin (281); a number of 

clerks like Mr. Karim at the District Council (282) and F. E. J. Tengbe in the 

Native Administration (283); schoolteachers like Mr. T. M. Tengbo. But 

individuals like these were eo disparate is their status, role, and degree 

of education that they could not in any meaningful wayº be described colleot- 
ively as an 'elite'. It is also difficult to find any satisfactory standards 
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by which these literate individuals might be divided into an telite' and 

various 'sub-elites'. The whole question was complicated by the presence 

of in the town of a semi-permanent group of literate people who did not 

regard Luawa or the Kissi Chiefdoms as their home, and who were not regarded 

by the local people as one with them; the Creole and Lebanese traders. Then 

again, there were literate non-local people who made Kailahun just a temporary 

homes the Medical Officer, the District Commissioner and the Postmaster; the 

Assistant D. C. and Police Commanding Officer; some schoolteachers and Christian 

pastors; District Council officials (284). 

Amongst the literate local people of the Luawa area it 

was hard to discern the presence of a 'nationalist pressure group' for the 

same reasons that it was difficult to distinguish an educated 'elite'. The 

individuals were so different that they possessed a large variety of political 

sentiments. In any case 'nationalism' was a misleading (in some instances, 

meaningless) term when applied to Protectorate Politics. Perhaps the most 

that can be said is that nearly all of those literate individuals were eager 

to be free of British control, and resented the assumed superiority of British 

officials. In the same way, the most that can be generalized about their 

relations with the Chiefs was that these literate individuals generally 

recognized and deprecated the inadequacies of the Native Administrations. 

As far as Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms were concerned, 

'European medeeine', like education, was available to only a few people in 

Kailahun town throughout the 1930s. Even in the 1940s, P. C. Sellu Tengbe 

of Kisai Rama said that his people would not think of going to hospital. 

They were treated by their own 'native doctors? (285)ß some of whose herbal 

medecine was quite efficacious (286). When in 1951 Chiefdom Clerk F. E. J. 

Tengbe contracted yellow fever, he simply- stayed put in his village of Kokoma 
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(1j miles from Dia), getting no better for several weeks (287). "This time 

there was no road or motor-road in our area to go to the nearest Disponsary, 

and in fact there was no dispensary in the three Kissi Chiefdoms, but we had 

to go to Kailahun for treatments which was very far for a patient to travel" 

(288). Mr. Tengbe's statement was somewhat misleading in that there were 

Trypanosomiasis Centres at Kangama and Koindu in Kissi Teng which also acted 

as dispensaries, although they were not formally designated as such (289). 

Nevertheless, the significant fact is that even a European. -educated official, 

who might have been expected to turn to 'hospital medecine' (290) in illness, 

felt when he was sick in Kissi country that there were no European-medecine 

centres within roach. 

Yet from the viewpoint of British officials., by the late 

194Cs $ailahun District enjoyed "better and more numerous medical and sanitary 

facilities than any district in the Protectorate" (291). "Tryps and Yaws 

dispensaries contributed to by Native Administrations were operated at Koindu, 

Kangama, Dodo", and there was a Medical Officer in the District in charge of 

the Trypanosomiasis and Yaws campaign, in addition to the ordinary Medical 

Officer stationed in Kailahun (292). There was also a Methodist Mission 

hospital at Segbtema (293). Certainly during the 1950s, medical facilities 

expanded, bringing more people of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms within reach 

of them. By 1954, an additional Tryps. and Yaws Centre had been established 

in Ngiehun (294); and by the early 1960s, four other Treatment Centres had 

been established at Bewabu, Nyandehun, Buedu and Baoma (295). Simple 

dressings and penicillin injections were perhaps the most effective large- 

scale treatments provided, the dispenser in charge not being qualified to 

deal with many more complicated problems. Even in 1961, however, many people 

in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms were still in the position of F. E. J. Tengbe 

a decade earlier. For example, the people of Gondama village in the extreme 
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south-west of Luawa were seven miles from the nearest dispensary at Bewabu - 

too far to carry a very sick person along rough roads. And up to the end of 

the colonial period there were only 27 hospital beds in Kailahun hospital 

(296), to cater for a population in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms of some 

60,000 (297). 

In one respect, though, 'European medecine' did affect a 

large proportion of the ordinary people of 'Kailondo's Wawa'. The Trypanoso- 

miasis campaign was one of the most significant works undertaken by the British 

rulers in the area during the whole period of colonial rule. In the late 19308 

and early 1940s, "tax returns showed that some parts of Sierra Leone, especially 

Kono and Kissi country and Luawa, seemed to be losing population. Investi- 

gation revealed whole villages denuded of people. It was a sleeping-sickness 

epidemic, such as has ravaged this part of Africa periodically. It spreads; 

tI tsetse (flyJ can only got the virus from an infected human, and the more 

people have it the more get it. Then the population goes down, the tsetse 

itself acquires the virus less frequently, and the epidemic is over. The 

bush reclaims the deserted farmland and renews the fertility of the soil, and 

after a time the people, armed with axe, cutlass and fire, return. 

To bring modern science to bear upon these debilitating 

sicknesses, the Endemic Diseases-Control Unit was set up with the aid of 

Colonial. Development and Welfare funds .... It can beat yaws with arsenic 

and bismuth injections, sleeping-sickness with penthamylene" (298). The 

effect of the Trypanosomiasis campaigns which'began in 1939 (299), was 

startlingly good. In 19/+A-14, ' the proportion of the total population who 

were affected by trypanosomiasis was as high as 20.3 in parts of the Kiwi 

Chiefdoms,, and 5.8% in Luawa. By 1942, the figures'were 4.9% and 2.6% 

respectively (300). By 1944, ýa surveyº " "showed* the, iinfoction rate as 0.4 

per cent with a total infection rate which includes relapses'after previous 
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treatment of 0.55 per cent for the three CKissi 7 chiefdoms .... In Liberia, 

the full extent of Sleeping Sickness is not known, but the incidence in many 

places near the Sierra Leone boundary is certainly much higher than in this 

country, thus forming a constant source of re-infection" (301). By 1944 also, 

yaws had been tackled, and re-surveys recorded its incidence as 0.1% for Kiest 

Tungi, 2% for Kissi Teng, and 3% for Kissi Kama. (302). "Up to April, 1941., " 

reported the Governor, "30,732 cases of yaws had been dealt with concurrently 

with the treatment of cases of sleeping sickness, which totalled 10,645. It 

is expected that the treatment of sleeping sickness on the present basis will 

be completed about the middle of 1945" (303). 

After the completion of the Trypa. and Yaws campaign, the 

various treatment centres were used for the control of endemic diseases 

generally. This was in accordance with a suggestion made by one of the Medical 

Officers who worked on the sleeping sickness campaign (304). "The Trypanoso- 

miasis Campaign", wrote Dr. R. D. Harding, "in the course of which whole 

populations of large areas have been examined for sleeping sickness and yaws 

by a medical officer, has brought to light the prevalence in certain regions 

of other serious endemic diseases, and of malnutrition and avitaminosis. Many 

of these were of course already known or suspected, but their severity and 

distribution were to a considerable extent unknown .... But even now detailed 

and accurate knowledge is scanty. It is therefore proposed that, during 1945 

and 191+6, surveys of such diseases as bilharzia, amoebic dysenters (oic. J, 

hookworm, and perhaps gonorrhea, should be carried out in a number of areas 

the dispensaries serving as bases" (305). Dr. Harding's suggestion by no 

means provided a full list of all the endemic diseases in the area. Bm%llpox, 

leprosy, tuberculosis, yellow fever, measles and, of course, malaria, could 

be added to the list, among others. For example, in February 1944 there was 

an outbreak of smallpox in Kailahun District, and by Juno when the epidemic 
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ceased, 343 cases had occurred (306), of which 77 proved fatal (307). By 

the end of British rule, none of these other endemic diseases had been 

controlled with anything like the success achieved against yaws and 

trypanosomiasis (308). 

One factor which made disease control steadily more 

difficult in the 1940s and 1950s was the increasing geographical mobility 

of some sections of the population. This new mobility first became signifi- 

cant in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms during the Second World War. Few men 

had moved from this area during the First World War (309), but between 1939 

and 1945, several hundred men were affected by the war. "I was Recruiting 

Officer here", noted Mr. S. K. Bann. "In all about four hundred Cmen went 

from Luawa to fight in the Second World War. Most of them came back (after 

the War] - some died of course; others couldn't fit into their former back- 

ground - they stayed in Freetown. Others were absorbed into the P. W. D. and 

different departments" (310). It was not only army recruits who travelled 

outside Luawa - even outside Sierra Leone (311) - during the Second World 

War. The Agricultural Department noted in 1942 that the greatest limitation 

upon rice production was "the large demand made by the Services" not only 

through the recruitment of troops but also through "labour for the building 

of various camps. wharves, airfields, etc. necessary for the prosecution of 

the war in Sierra Leone .... Since the number of farmers before the war was 

estimated to be about 383,000, it will be seen (from information provided -7 
that there has been a total of some 20 per cent. to 25 per cent. of the male 

population, in the most vigorous years of their life, removed from production" 

(312). Presumably Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms, being in the far corner of 

the Protectorate, were less affected by this removal of labour than most 

other Chie£domss but all Chiefdoms must have been affected to some extent, 
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In the early 1950a, there was another and even more 

serious migration of young men from Kailahun District. The cause of this 

migration was the news that diamonds could be illicitly but fairly easily 

mined in Kozo District. The presence of diamonds there was confirmed in 

the 19309 (313), but there was no 'rush' to mine them until after the 

Second World War. Possibly the increased mobility which many people 

discovered during the War was one cause of the 'diamond rusht in the late 

1940s. In 1953, Mr. Roy Lewis described how men from other areas "come up 

to Kono country to work at night and in secret to pothole the workings and 

get the diamonds before the white men get them. They do not make much out 

of the work - about £1 per carat - but it is more interesting work than 

brushing the hills" (314). In the early 1950s, many young men went to Kono 

from Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms. So many young men went from Mano-Sewalu, 

for example, that the size of farms had to be reduced; and only one or two 

of the young men who went away ever came back (315). The same sort of 

situation was noted in Dodo-Cotuma (316) and Ngiehun (317). 

British officials tended to see the 'diamond rush', 

along with the social upset caused by soldiers returning from the War, as 

one of the main reasons for unrest in the Chiefdoms during the 1950s. "The 

[-1955-561 disturbances were the culmination of a long train of events 

starting in the years after the war for which it would be quite unreasonable 

to hold the present Government responsible. As far back as 1948 there was 

evidence of unrest in the Southern Province and this became more marked in 

1950 and subsequent years as a result of the unsettlement following upon the 

war, the decline of moral standards in general, the undermining of respect 

for law and order following on widespread discoveries of diamonds and the 

economic consequences" (318). This analysis does not hold good for the 

troubles in Luawa and Kissi T ngi in 1950, since they occurred before the 
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diamond-rush had really got under way, the main part of the 'rush' lasting 

from 1952 to 1957 (319). Moreover, ex-P. C. S. K. Banya believed that, 

although ex-soldiers were active during the disturbances against him in 

1949-50, they were not themselves instigators of any trouble at all. "Those 

boys came back well-disciplined .... They Cthe British officials] used the 

boys against the Chiefs, but the boys of themselves, I'm telling you 

personally, there was not a boy from the army who would not jump to attention 

when he saw me" (320). And nobody could have been in a better position to 

judge the direction from which opposition was coming than the Paramount 

Chief himself. 

Also, it is easy to over-emphasize in general the impact 

made on Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms by the increase in mobility and the 

social changes which occurred between the 1930s and the 1950s. Social 

changes occurred mainly in settlements near the railway or near a motor road, 

and reasonably good communications were the main prerequisite for the sort of 

developments which British officials (and many anthropologists) considered 

to be 'social improvements' (321). But in 1961, the provision of roads and 

transport facilities were very limited in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms (322). 

The second prerequisite for large-scale material development was an all-year 

supply of clean drinking water, many of the most common debilitating diseases 

in the area being water-borne. Worm infestations and schistosomiasis 

(bilharzia) were both extremely common in the Luawa area (323)" Until the 

general level of the people's health was improved by the control of such 

diseases, the ordinary village folk had no surplus energy to spend on making 

material improvements. Yet no town in luawa or Kiwi oountryº had a dioease. 

free water supper by 1961 (324). Thus, by the end of the colonial period 

not even the infra-structure required for positive social change in the area 

had been laid (325). 

9 
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5. KAILONDO'S LUAWA AND BRITISH RULE, c. 1850 TO c. 1961: 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Until recent years, historical studios of Sierra Leone 

tended to concentrate on the coastal capital or on areas untypical of the 

country as a whole (326). Also, most generalizations about the effects of 

British rule in Sierra Leone were mainly concerned with the Creole community 

and with a small urbanized, educated elite in the Protectorate; and attention 

was focussed on developments during the last fifteen years of the colonial 

period (327). But generalizations about a whole country during a time-span 

of two generations cannot be properly substantiated by reference only to 

small pockets of untypical territory, to a tiny 'Europeanized' segment of 

the whole society, or to a few years at the end of the period. Before the 

1960s, moreover, Sierra Leone studies tended to divorce the period of British 

rule from what preceded it, assuming in practice that the Europeans came upon 

a tabla rasa when they entered the Protectorate area (328). By contrast, the 

present writer, in examining a small area over a considerable time-span, 

found it was impossible to isolate the colonial period from what preceded it, 

and from what followed it, without introducing serious historical distortion. 

This conclusion is consonant with the findings, over the last decade, of a 

number of other researchers in West African history. 

In carrying out this regional study, the conviction grow, 

for the present writer, that Luawa may well, provide a representative example 

of what was happening in Sierra Leone as a whole - even in West Africa as a, 

whole - in this period. The reason for this conviction is that the majority 

of West Africans in the forest and guinea savanna belts probably followed a 

daily routine and basic way of life similar to the people of Luawa. They 
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found their livelihood within a subsistence agriculture; they lived mainly 

in closely-knit rural settlements; in the first decades of the twentieth 

century, the railway came near their area but did not actually touch it; 

they were over fifty miles from the nearest centre of European influence 

(which was Kenem in the case of Luawa (329J). From the viowpoint of the 

Freetown Government, Luawa was a far-away backwater - but then,, so was most 

of the Protectorate; and so were most areas of West Africa in relation to 

the colonial capitals. The history of iuawa may be significant not because 

of unusual happenings there, but simply because on the whole its experience 

was so typical of what occurred under British colonial rule in vast areas 

of West Africa. 

A. 8urprising degree of continuity underlies Luawa'e 

history between the 1880s and the 1960st the break in 1896 was for the 

ordinary people more apparent than real. For them, the one decisive break 

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries probably came in 1880 when 

Kailondo established his polityt for the first time in memory, they became 

part of a comparatively large political unit which was also a developing and 

well-governed polity. A century later, in the 1970s, the basic loyalties 

of the ordinary people of the area still lay within, and were directed towards, 

that same unit (or rather, the four smaller units into which it had been 

divided during the twentieth century [-3301). 

The continuity resulted partly from the considerable 

degree of initiative which Luawa's rulers and ordinary people were able to 

retain in some spheres, despite the presence of the British rulers. This 

continuing initiative linked development in the 1880a with development in the 

1950s. Kailondo built, up 'Greater Luawa', and between 1896 and, 1911 Fa ndeh 
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helped to ensure that its heartland's territorial integrity was maintained. 

P. C. Momoh Banya, in the 1920s and 1930s, was responsible for a wide range 

of economic initiatives - improving communications and transport; using new 

building materials; developing town-planning and erecting public buildings 

such as the Mosque, the N. A. Court Barri, the Dispensary and the Daily 

Market Hal].; planting new crops. By the late 19303, such innovations as 

widespread cocoa. -growing indicated that others were following his example. 

In the late 1940s and 1954x, the British began deliberately to delegate more 

and more authority in local government and development to the local indigenous 

leaders of the community. Especially, the few literate people in Luawa 

provided a lead in the Church and the Mosque, in 'European' education, in 

agricultural Co-. operative Societies. Many Chiefdom 'sections' built their 

own motor roads. 

The most convincing demonstration of continuity in Luawa'o 

history was provided by the ordinary life of the village farmer, which changed 

little in basic outline between 1880 and 1961. Subsistence cultivation of 

upland-rice remained the predominant concern of the village people each year 

between February and November, with the production of palm kernels and oil 

coming next: consequently-the staple food and general diet of the people 

remained the same. Domestic slavery and the ko banana or armed forces of 

the haws faded away under British rule, but most other social institutions 

remained strong and little changed. Ceremonies connected with the yearly 

routine, with birth, puberty, marriage, sickness and death, together with 

underlying religious beliefs, did not basically change (331). Clothing and 

housing did not greatly alter from what they were in Kailondots day - at 

least,, not until the 1950s. Life for most people of Luawa continued to 

revolve round the extended family and the village community under its 
, arn. 

The British subverted the position of the Mähte i, but In a legal dispute 
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(the main occasion on which a villager might want to appeal to higher 

authority), the final decision still rested with the Mahawai as far as 

most ordinary villagers were concerned. Similarly in the matter of commerce, 

the ndowei or weekly market remained the chief agency of local trading. The 

weekly markets which were common throughout Kailahun District in the 1960s 

were similar in organization, and even in the type of articles for sale, to 

those which T. J. Alldridge had seen in Gbande countz7 in 1891s their extension 

into Luawa was partly a result of Momoh Banya'a encouragement. The Koindu 

international market was also not an entirely new departure, but was the 

development of an existing weekly market through the initiative of the local 

people, who realized that the new international boundaries (drawn in the early 

years of the twentieth century) gave their town a strategic position. More- 

over, the language of the ordinary people remained either Mende or Kissi into 

the second half of the twentieth century, the languages absorbing foreign 

words to express new concepts and names of things. Arabic, English, and even 

Krio, were little used as means of communication. This was certainly' a 

crucial factor in helping towards quiet continuity in the experience of the 

ordinary people from the 1880s right into the 1970x. 

A second underlying element in Luawa's history during 

the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries was the British failure to 

transform ('radically improve' } Luawa politically. "Transformation's for 

writers like Alldridge had the connotation 'radical improvement', and was 

applied to British achievement in Sierra Leone during the first decades of 

the twentieth century (332). But British rule did not stimulate political 

development in Kailondo's Luawas rather it did the reverse. It first 

distorted the politico of Luawa, and then ossified its, own distortion into 
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a basically unchangeable system between about 1920 and 1950. The intro- 

duction of Native Administration in 1937 into Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms 

did not alter Chiefdom organization as much, nor as beneficially, as British 

officials believed: in fact there is some evidence to suggest that the long- 

term effects of the N. A. s were detrimental to the ordinary people (333). 

The District Councils experiment was more clearly abortive, and hardly anyone 

shed tears over their demise when they were disbanded in the late 1960a. The 

only viable basis for local government was the pre-1896 maha s that concept 

alone had roots in the villagers' way of life, and it alone was accepted, 

understood and supported. But the crucial fact was that between 1896 and 1919 

in Luawa, British officials so distorted the nature of the maw that the 

one viable basis for local government was permanently destroyed. The ordinary 

people and their local rulers were largely alienated from each others and from 

English-type local government. And this was the ground from which sprang the 

disturbances of the late 1940s and early 1950s in Luawa. 

Alienation of the ordinary people from their Chiefs 

resulted, in detail, largely from the latterts increasing extortion of cash, 

tribute and forced labour. Especially in the years after the Second World 

War, many Paramount Chiefs and their minor officials increasingly exploited 

the ordinary people for their own benefit. The Chief's position encouraged 

him to do so. Although he hold the leading post in local affairs, his power 

to get things done depended on (and was often limited by) the District 

Commissioner, The Chief might well be prevented by the D. C. from executing 

radical policies in the interests of his Chiefdom, but he was allowed enough 

scope to pursue a negative policy of material self-aggrandizement at the 

expense of the ordinary people. The D. C. Is support might even encourage a 

weak, venal Chief to increase his exactions. 

s 
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In Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms, then, although the 

Chiefs were allowed the forms and appearances of sovereignty, the reality 

of power belonged not to them but to the District Commissioner. The ordinary 

people, for their part, remained loyal to the institution of the mahayel as 

they had known it before British distortion, ' but were increasingly prepared 

in the 1940s to oppose and use violence against individual Chiefs whose 

behaviour and exactions were becoming unbearable. In the early 1950e the 

confusion resulting from the unrest of the ordinary people was confounded by 

the attempt to give local executive power to District Councils. Direct 

taxation spiralled upwards; District Commissioners, surrendering some of their 

powers to the Councils and losing the services of the Court Messengers, became 

apparently as impotent as the Chiefs; the Police Force was introduced into the 

Protectorate; inadequate officials in Council offices controlled comparatively 

huge budgets. The ordinary people of the Kailahun area might have reacted 

much more violently against all this if produce prices had not been so 

favourable at that period (334). 

During the early 1890s, Luawa seemed poised for furttnr 

political development, but this in fact did not occur. Probably the main 

reason for this failure was the imposition of British rule. Although 

T. J. Alldridge argued that the creation of a British Protectorate "transformed 

a lawless and slave-dealing country into one of security and freedom" (335), 

a close study of Tuawa has produced little evidence-of this sort of radical 

political transformation in colonial days. Luawa was not "lawless" before 

1896, and in the 1950s (and even in the1960a)athe economic and political 

"freedom" of the ordinary people was extremely limited.. The story of Luawa 

suggests that the ! classic' period of colonial rule (c. 19U to c. 1945) may 

best be seen as a comparative, hiatus in political development: and the extent 

of political stagnation might be roughly correlated with the degree to which 

6 
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Luawats leaders were deprived of the ability to take initiative in their 

local affairs. 

A. third major aspect of the period c. 1850 to c. 1961 was 

slow and limited socio-economic development. Under Kailondo, long-distance 

trade seemed to be growing between Luawa and both the Upper Niger basin to 

the north and the Atlantic littoral to the south. The building of the rail- 

way as far as Pendembu in 1908 not only greatly increased Luawats long- 

distance trade, but also determined that the direction of trade should be 

largely towards Freetown, rather than with other coastal towns or with the 

Upper Niger basin. The building of the railway probably benefitted Luawa 

more than any other single undertaking in the colonial period, though its 

impact was less immediate and less far-reaching than Cardew's predictions 

and A, lldridge's subsequent reports would suggest (336). By comparison with 

the railway, the improvement of Luawa's roads to make them motorable (from 

1914 onwards) had less impact than might have been expected, at least until 

the time of the Second World War. 

The slow disappearance of domestic slavery as a recognized 

institution, and improvements in medical facilities in Kailahun from the 19300 

onwards, were other beneficial developments which may be directly attributable 

to the work of British colonial officials. Yet neither of these changes was 

as radical as it might seem at first sight. Slavery in the Protectorate had 

been a comparatively mild institution, and the slave generally had owned some 

land for himself on which he made a farm for two days in the week. In 1928 

his legal status was altered, but not his economic position; so in factr he was 

still dependent upon his former master, and social relationships in the villages 

were largely unaffected by the 1928 Ordinance. As regards 'European mode eine', 

the hospital which was opened in Kailahun in the late 1930S contained just 
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18 beds for a population in Luaw& and the Kissi Chiefdoms of fifty to 'Sixty 

thousand people. In the 1940s, the hospital was enlarged to contain 30 beds 

(337). Like so many other 'improvements' which were pioneered by Europoans 

during the period of British rule, the impact of the Kailahun hospital was 

(at least outside Kailahun town itself) inevitably negligible, because the 

hospital was so tiny compared with the total population of the area. The one 

significant inroad made before the 1950s on prevalent diseases in the area was 

the trypanosomiasis campaign, which virtually eliminated the disease in the 

Kissi Chiefdoms during the early 1940s. 

The trypanosomiaaio campaign was exceptional. Moat aocio- 

economic developments in twentieth-century Luawa and Kissi country were not 

the direct result of British administrators' work. Some changes were introduced 

by energetic and wealthy indigenous leaders of the area; some by the ordinary 

villagers of Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms; some by white Christian missionaries, 

and some by Mandinka or Fula Muslim missionary-traders. Creole, European and 

(especially) Lebanese traders also stimulated change by the introduction of 

new consumer goods and by the relatively high prices they wore able to pay for 

produce in the late 1940s and 1930s. The work of P. C. Momoh Banya has already 

been mentioned in these conclusions. The Christian missionaries opened 

European_type schools. The literate members of Luawa society clearly had 

special opportunities for leadership which have also been mentioned hero. 

The people of Koindu worked for the growth of the unique international market 

in their town. The ordinary people of Luawa, largely on their own initiative, 

started sowing swamp rice and growing new cash' crops (first cocoa, and later, 

coffee). 

Thus, socio-economic development in Luawa was not 'introduced'4 

by the British along with political control. Rather, development which was 

taking place in the 1880e'continued through the colonial period and resulted 
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from a complex interaction between the activities of traders, colonial 

officials, ordinary Mcndebleisia and Kissia of the area, missionaries and 

local rulers. Professor Kilson, on this subject, concluded that the "signifi- 

cance of colonial government to the social and economic development of African 

colonies cannot be overemphasized .... There is little doubt that had the 

colonial bureaucracy in Sierra Leone and elsewhere in Africa not shouldered 

this development, the degree of social change would be much less than it wasp" 

(338). But in the Luawa area, the significance of colonial government 

certainly = be overemphasized. If a particular group is to be isolated 

as the most significant force for development (though it is probably better 

not to try this, but to leave the analysis in terms of a complex interplay 

of different forces), then the present writer would choose the local people 

and their rulers. This choice is confirmed by the way socio-economic 

development increased in the 1930s as the local people increasingly regained 

complete control of their own affairs. In fact the 1880s and the 1950s--60s 

may be contrasted with the intervening half-century when there may have been 

a slowing-down in the pace of socio-economic development. The effect of 

British rule in the socio-economic (as in the political) sphere may have been 

not to initiate, or even hasten, development but rather to retard it. 

What about the mass of the people living in the Wawa 

area ? How was the everyday life of ordinary village farmers changed 
between 1850 and 1960 ? Historians of West Africa. have often neglected 
the ordinary people and have been preoccupied with the activities of 

Europeans in the area or (more recently) with African $elitesI. In this 

thesis an attempt has been made to see the period particularly from the 

viewpoint of the vast majority of the long-standing inhabitants of the land. 
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This vast majority was made up of Mende and Kissi village subsistence- 

farmers. What can be discovered about their attitudes, initiatives and 

responses to new situations in Kailondo1s day and under British rule ? 

In the 1880s, the ordinary people experienced a number 

of radical political changes -a more settled peace and greater security 

through being incorporated into Kailondo's Luawa. The large majority of 

people in his heartland apparently supported Kailondo and were satisfied 

with his rule (339). By comparison, their real needs and aspirations were 

largely misunderstood or forgotten between 1896 and 1950 by their British 

overlords, and there could be no sense of identification between the ordinary 

people and their white rulers, the British having imposed their own rule by 

military force. The colonial rulers did not need to seek the support of the 

ordinary people, nor did they gain it. The inclusion of the Chiefs - the 

indigenous rulers - in the British system meant that they too could ignore 

the wishes of the people. The sense of alienation from both African and 

European rulers, which the ordinary people felt as a result, has already 

been mentioned. At least until the late 1940s, however, this sense of 

alienation did not dominate the ordinary people's experience in Luawa, because 

the imposition of British rule did not have any great impact on the routine 

or political life of the villages. 

The situation began to change under the stimulus of the 

1939-1945 War. Some individuals in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms profitted 

from this changed situation, and this was especially true of those who could 

produce new cash crops like cocoa and those who were literate in English such 

as the N. A. clerks. But most people in the villages did not feel these 

changes deeply, and the ordinary people were largely a forgotton tkincar 

Even at the end of British rule the hospital in Kailahun was so small, the 

numbers of school-children were so few, and local communications were so 
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restricted, that the majority of local people had been little affected in 

their day-to-day living by the charges which went with these developments. 

In Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms it was not moves towards 

self-government or economic development which altered the positions rather, 

change came for the ordinary people when they no reasserted their power in 

the Chiefdom disputes of 1949 to 1954 that the British and African rulers 

were forced to take them into account politically. Unfortunately for the 

ordinary people, however, the promise of a radically 'now dealt for them, 

which seemed to be present in the early 1950s, was never fulfilled. Every- 

day life for most ordinary village people was still basicaa]4, the same in 

the 1970s as it had been in the 18800 (340)s British rule had not caused 

much fundamental change (341). 

How may the conclusions in this thesis make for a better 

understanding of the history of West African peoples from the late nineteenth 

to the mid-twentieth centuries ? What light does the history of Luawa throw 

on the nature and impact of British colonial rule in West Africa ? The 

answers to these questions depend on the answer to a prior question: How 

far was Luawa typical of up-country West Africa in this period ? Much more 

work needs to be done on many more small areas of West Africa before that 

question can be clearly answered. But it does seem that, for Sierra Leone 

at least, Luawa was typical of the Protectorate at large (with the exception 

of the area's entanglement in the international boundaries dispute between 

1896 and 1917). 

This study would suggest that some widely-accepted 

historical assumptions need careful re-ammmination. These assumptions may 

be put in the form of statements as follows: 
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'Beyond the rule of any large, well-established indigenous empire, 

constant warfare unsettled the liven of the ordinary African peoples before 

the establishment of colonial rule'. 

'When the Europeans imposed political control, they ended inter. 

tribal warfare, established lasting peace.. and introduced law and order'. 

'The imposition of European rule was a turning-point in the history 

of West African peoples., because it resulted in a transformation (a radical 

improvement) of their political, social and economic life'. 

'The Europeans revolutionized the local economy of the ordinary 

people; they built roads, introduced cash crops, sad through vastly increasing 

the volume of trade (both exports and imports), brought the local people into 

a "modern" cash economy'. 

'Because "traditional rulere", could not adapt traditional institutions 

and were naturally venal, they were inadequate to the changed situation of the 

1940s and 1950x'. 

'The most significant feature in West African history in the first 

half of the twentieth centurf was the rise of a new educated elite, possessed 

with nationalist sentimental. 

As regards Iuawa, all these assumptions have been found 

to be either false, misleading, or at best fundamentally inadequate. Whether 

the same would hold true of other up. -country-areas in English. opeaking 

countries of West Africa is a question which this thesis alone cannot answer. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES FCR CHAPTER SIX. 

1. Fairly extensive use has been made of almost all these writers in the 
earlier chapters of this thesis. Rev. W. R. 3. Clarke and Mr. N. C. Hollins 
were separated from T. J. Alidridge by nearly a generation, but even these 
two former writers did not produce much now written material after the 
mid-1930s. 

2. 
A. further problem is that some of the available information is somewhat 
uncomplimentary to individuals who are still alive and active in public 
affairs, and the present writer felt it was improper to use such 
information. 

3. KDO, Pendembu District, N&MP 29/1924; Hollins; 1.11.24 mentioned this 
dispute to the Commissioner of Central Province. The dispute dated back 
to events in P. C. Fabundeh'e reign. In September 1925, the C. C. P., 
W. D. Bowden, settled the dispute and explained what he had done in a 
long min.,, 11,. "12.9.25, Ngiehun. 

4. Ibid. Further notes in the same file. 

5. ISDOA, Pendembu District, NAM? 87/1920; Despicht; 27.2.22 mentioned this 
dispute to the G. C. P. It was decided only in March 1929 by the C. C. P., 
W. D. Bowden (see one. Bowden, 17-20.3.29, Petema Camp). See also R. H. 
Hollins, Pendembu District 169/21 

-Hand 
W over ngtee, Se&, 192, 

Native fair A boundary palaver was outstanding "between Luawa on 
one side and the Kissi Kama and Kissi Teng chiefdoms on the other (N-A-87/ 
1920) - this is not urgent and in any case should be held over during 
Chief Gobeh'a illness. The Provincial Commissioner should see the paper 
before action is taken". 

6. KDQ&, Pendembu District, NAN? 87/1920, enc. Despieht, 27.2.22: "Kiwi 
Kama, people claim it on the ground that it was formerly theirs but was 
pledged to Kissi Teng". 

7. Ibid., eno, min. Hollins, 10.11.201 "There in a second dispute about 
a town between Luawa + Kiasi Tungi". 

B. Ibid., Despicht, 27.2.22. 

9. British officials, introduced into th9 Luawa area a strictly territorial 
concept of chiefdoms and chieftaincy which, W a alien and artificials there 
had been few clear-cut boundaries in Kailondo's Luawa. Then between 1914 
and 1919, British officials allowed the creation of new Chiefdoms in a fairly haphazard and arbitrary way, and, thus introduced further confusion 
into the territorial division of, the area. The international boundary 
disputes and the alteration of British administrative divisions oompli-. 
Gated the matter still more. Politically ambitious P. C"n made the most 
of this situation in order to extend the area of their own Chiefdoms, 
and British D. C. s were sometimes at a loss to know how to deal with them. 
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10. British officials realized the dangers of eoonomio depression causing 
political unrest. "The fall in their incomes has not affected the 
loyalty of the chiefs and the people", noted N. C. Hollins on 31.12.30; 
"but the difficulty of finding money for house tax is o enly cominG tod 
on. It may be as well not to hurry the tax this year j i. e. 193ZP and 
to give the people ample time to find the money. As the year gods on the 
price of rice will rise. However there is always the risk of a further 
fall in produce prices" (RH, Hollins, Handing over Notes. Central 
Province, 31.12.30). Throughout 1931 the price paid for palm kernels 
was ridiculously low - around lid. per bushel (Int. l). As late as 1935, 
the situation had not greatly improved, prices reaching only about 3s. 
per bushel (Hollins, Res oz anization of N. A., p. 20) 

11. Int. 19: Alien Tokpo was the leader of the ratimahaneeisia. See also 
Combey MS, p. 23, and Kulu-Banya, Harp. 19. 

12. Int. 19.1 

13. Kulu-Banya, Him p. 19. Alpha Ngobeh (who became Luawa P. C. in the 
1950s) was the son of Ngobeh Kahunla; and Fatorma Mbarkor was brother 
of Fatorma Gbondo, and brother of P. C. Bocicaris Bundeh. Both Alpha 
Ngobeh and Fatorma Mbarkor were involved in the uprising against P. C. 
Banya. See also KDOA, Kailahun District, NAMP 132/1932, P. C. Homo Banya 
vs. Alpha Ngobeh & Fatoma Barka. The P. C. complained of these two as 
malcontents plotting against him. 

14. Hollins, "Short History", pp. 25-26. 

15. Combey MS, p. 23. See also KDQA, Kailahun District, NAMP122J1932, 
Speaker Toko vs. P. C. Momo Banya. The LawvgJ2 apparently brought complaints 
against the P. C., but when J. C. Page, the District Commissioner, heard the 
complaints on 22.9.32, he found little of substance. 

16. Kulu-Banya, Him p. 19, thought that "nearly halt of the chiefs of the 
sub-sections of the chiefdom" opposed P. C. Momoh Bane, but this may be 
an exaggeration. Mr. Kulu. Banya mentioned as malcontents Momoh Ngerau of 
Nyandehun, Upper Bombali (using the spelling 'Ngiva'), Basale of Ngiehun 
and Tamba Dauda of Mano-Sewalu. 

17. Int. 19. The main accuser of the Banyas was Dauda (nee Note 16 above), 
who was their relative. It became fairly obvious that his accusations 
were false when it was found that no cement was missing from the bags 
used in the building of the District Headquarters. The three-storey 
house must have been built c. 1930-32, according to the information given 
by Ma daa James Kailondo (Int. 19). 

18. Kulu-Banya, History, p. 19: the Provincial Commissioner, 
. 
A. ii. Stocks, 

apparently heard the case, 1448.10.32, and completely vindicated the 
Chief. 

19. Combey MS, p. 24. 

20. Ibid. Fatorma Gbondo's mark appears on many of the documents for the 
1920a in the Pendembu District Decree Book as one of the 'big men' of 
Kailahun. 
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21. Kulu-Banya, Historyp. l9s Fatorma Mbarkor, one of the "originators" of 
the 1932 disturbance, was "brother of Fatoma Gbondo Speaker". 

22. Int. 19. See also Into. 10,18. 

23. RH, Hollins, Annual ReDort on Pendembu District 1929. Native Affairs. 

24. A man farm was made by communal labour to provide the Chief with rice 
for the entertainment of strangers, poor relief, and similar public 
purposes (see Fenton, Outline of Sierra Leone Native Law, pp. 7-9 passim). 

25. RH, Hollins, Handing Over Notes. April 1st 1930. 

26. SLGA, Pendembu District Decree Book, pp. 392-394. 

27. See pp. 62o-Sbelow for a list of Paramount Chiefs. 

28. Ibid. 

29. Ibid. The succession to the paramount chieftaincy (and general political 
history) is better documented for Kissi Tungi than for Kissi Kama or Kiest 
Tong both in KDOA and in oral tradition. Cne reason for this is the 
documentation provided by ex-P. C. Kaitungi before, during and after his 
period of office, and the correspondence which he stimulated, 

30. The present writer has failed to discover the precise date of Davowats 
death. But since his successor was elected on 15.3.29, and since there 
was almost always a gap of over three months between the death of one 
P. C. and the election of another, it is highly probable that Davowa died 
late in 1928. 

31. Ibid. See also'Int. 22. 

32. KDQA, Kailahun District, 24/1934, enc. Hancock (D. C. Kailahun), 25.4.36, 
to P. C. Kennah, Buedu. 

33. RH, Hollins, Handing-Over Notes. Central Province.. 31 Deo. l930. Pendembu 
District. 

34. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp. *o4-V above. 

35. Ibid., pp. 438-i above. 

36. Even before 1880, it is unlikely that Kissi FAm, Iliasi Tong and Kinai 
Tungi were independent polities* more probably there wero several, 
independent h ngeisia ruling in each of these areas. Under Kailondo, 
the Kissi area had a degree of self-government, but the evidence indicates 
there were still a considerable number of mcxhanre, and At just throe 
rulers who were responsible for sections approximating to the area of 
Kama, Tong and Tungi. Similarly, Le Mesurier! s 1908 map and the 1912 
House Tax returns for Luawa indicate many sections and -Oatim&hangeIsia 
in Kissi country, not just three. 

37. Perhaps the best brief, published description of the establishment of 
the NJ... system in the Sierra Leone Protectorate is to be found in 
Kilaon, Po { tc a1 Chan .e 

in a West African State, pp. 24-23. 
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38. KDQA, Annual Report of the Provingial Admini tr t on o the Year- 
(Govt. Printer, Freetown, 1937)y Southern Province, written by A. H. 
Stocks. Chiefdom-court members were drawn from the local hakois 

39.1DOA, Chiefdom Estimates 1942 (Govt. Printer, Freetown, 1942) indicates 
that in all four Chiefdoms, N. A. s were established in 1937. 

1+0. KDOA, loose papers relating to the election of a P. C. for Kiesi Tungi 
Chiefdom, 1942; one. Cox (D. C. Kailahun), 7.8.42, to the Commissioner, 
Kenema Division. 

41. Int, 2. 
4,. 2. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp. 4o7.8 above. 

. 43. Int. 9. 

44. Int. 18. Momoh Banya's successor was his eldest son, S. K. Banya, who 
gave this interview. 

45. Int. 22. 

46. See, for example, KDOA, Kissi TanRi Chiefdom Treasury 1945.47. 

EDOA, loose papers relating to the election of a P. C. for Kiasi Tungi 
Chiefdom, 1942; enc. Cox (D. C. Kailahun), 25.6.42, to Commissioner, 
Kenema Division. The Ag. Commissioner, G. P. Taylor, wrote back agreeing 
to Cox's suggestion. 

48. Int. 18. See Note 47 above for Cox and Taylor. 

49. For details of forced labour still permitted to the P. C. and the N. L., 
even in Chiefdoms where the N. L. system had been established, see 
Fenton, (time of Native Law in Sierra Lone (1948) p. 9. 

50, Int. 18. 

51. Int. 15. For the 1949-51 troubles in Luawa and the Kisei Chiefdoms, sea 
this chapter of the thesis, * Chap. 6, pp. m 4- -s 

.j below. 

52. British officials allowed some restricted cases in which a P. C. SgIlld 
make extra demands upon his people, which probably only served to 
confuse the issue still further for the ordinary people. 

53. From the early days of the Protectorate, Chiefs-hid possessed clerks (see ALtdridge, A TransformedColozW 'p. 176) - But under the N. A. system, 
their position was more formally recognized, they were dealing with 
larger sums of money in'the Chiefdom, and,, most important, they became 
involved in visiting each village annually'to deal with tax assessment. 
This last task gave them, ,s 

naturally, ` an excel lent opportunity- to obtain 
'presents', and to extort money, and goods on their own account. After 
1937, in Luawa andthe three, Kiasi Chiefdoms N. A. clerks probably became, 
after Court Messengers, the colonial officials of whom the ordinary village 
people saw most. The Cox AWDort Gomm s of Ip 
in the Provinces Novembr, _, 955 to arch. 195E6, pp. 116-I2 , indicates the 
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way in which most Chiefdom tax assessors gained 'presents' from each 
village. In Kailahun District, tax assessors seem usually to have 
been N. i. officials. For further evidence of 'corruption' within the 
N. L. system, see ibid., pp. 35.36,155-156. 

54. Tengbe, Biography, passim. 

55. Little, The Mende of Sierra Ln, p. 2Q3t "Officially under the N. A. 
system , it is now the Tribal (Chiefdom) Authority, i. e. the form©r 
Chiefdom Council, and not the Chief, which is responsible for the 
administration of justice, public disbursements, etc. The chief himself 
is merely the principal executive and judicial authority in the chiefdom". 
Cf. Kilson, Political Chance in a Wept African State, p. 22* "The Paramount 
Chief in particular was looked upon, for all practical purposes, as the 
sole Native Authority; he was hold ultimately responsible for the 
performance of the statutory duties imposed upon the Native Administrations". 

56. The comparatively limited amount of forced labour which could be legally 
exacted from the people in a Chiefdom with an N. A. was described in 
Fenton, Outline of Native Law in Sierra Leone (1948) p. 9.; and no such 
forced labour was allowed to sub-chiefs. During the 1950 Kailahun enquiry 
into the Chief's administration, the Assessor Chiefs noted, "There is no 
doubt the practice of making farms for the Section Chiefs, the Section 
Speakers, the Chiefdom Speakers, and sometimes village heads, plus the 
Paramount Chief, existed long before the reign of the present Chief". 

57. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, passim, for the way in which, between 1924 
and 1937, P. C. Momoh Banya on his own initiative widened and built roads, 
erected the daily market barri, the post office, the dispensary and 
dispenser's quarters, as well as voluntarily providing labour for much 
work on the District Headquarters buildings. There is little evidence of 
such varied and large-scale activity by the Wawa N. &. in the sphere of 
publio works during the 13 years 1937. 

58. KDOA, Kin. N. A. 37$/6. Ks Tungi Chiefd2m Treasýv___194,5. The figures 
were arrived at simply by adding the 1914 and 1945 estimates together. 
Cf. Chiefdom estimates for Luawa, 1960, provided in Kilson, Eolitical 
Change in a West African State, p. 200. See also Little, The Mende of 
Sierra Leone, p. 204, for one large and one small Mende Chiefdoms 
estimates for 1945. 

590 Tlºats out still in &st to (I s. Illoso 

609 The office block contained about 4. rooma, and Wae situated immediately 
to the north of the N. A. Court Barris opposite the daily market. 

61. Buildings of concrete construction, with corrugated-iron sheet roofs, 
were becoming common in Kailahun in the late lgQOe. But in Kissi country, 
the first building in Dia with such a roof was built only in 1934, and the 
second in 1937 (Int. 12). 

62. Int. 19. See also Combey M3, p. 26. 

63. Ibid. See also Int. 19. 
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64. Combey M5, p. 27. 

65. Int. 21. Mr. T. M. Tengbe was living as a ward of Sergeant-Major Jibatch 
at this time and so was in a good position to estimate the influence of 
the head of the C. M. F. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp31l-413 above, for a 
description of how dependent the D. C. was upon information supplied by 
his Court Messengers, and of how dependent the chiefdom people were in 
their relations with the D. C. upon the head of the District C. M. F. 

66. Int. 13, with Mr. K. B. S. Jibateh, eon of the late Sgt. -Major Bangali 
Jibateh. 

67. Hota in the Mende language may be translated as 'guest', tatrangerl, or 
'foreigner', and described a person who was automatically debarred from 
participating in the 'deep matters' of the Chiefdom and community. 

68. Int. 18. This was the statement of ex-P. C. S. K. Banya himself. Aa eldest 
son of the deceased Chief, he was the most likely candidate of the Kailondo- 
Banya family, since Momoh Banya had no brothers who would gain support an 
candidates, and Momoh Banya had himself indicated S. K. Banya as the 
successor he desired. The only question was whether (given the British 
interest in other 'ruling houses') a candidate from the Ngobeh or Buzdeh 
families might gain more support. 

S. K. Banya was educated at Bo School. It may be objected 
that Bo School education, was anything but typically English, because 
officially it was deliberately designed to prevent Protectorate boys 
becoming English 'public-school-types' who would make academics, Clarks., 
or businessmen: the school's aim was to produce young men who were 
trained to lead their people as Chiefs. But it is difficult to avoid 
the conclusion that in the long term, the school achieved results which 
were precisely the opposite of its objectives. 

69. Kaitungi was elected on. 11.. 12.1ý2 t Momoh Barära died on 20.12.42. Cf. 
Combey 1'S, p. 29, where it is stated that Kaitungi wan elected on 12.12.42. 

70. P. C. Bockarie Bundeh of Iuawa had received some elementary education, 
but almost certainly he never completed even a full primary course. 

71. Int. ll. See also Int. 18, where S. K. Banya himself confirmed that he went 
to school in 1916, but this must be incorrect. The next of Mamoh Batya's 
sons to go to Bo School Kailondo II Sams, Kula-Bangs, the writer of 
A Histýf the Kul u-Banya Family oft wa. He , wont : to Bo in 1924. 

72. Cox, Rt Commission-of D®, 
p. 250. 

73. For Kaitungile, work in the, aooio-economic field$ see this chapter of the 
thesis, Chap. 6, PRg33.4ý 541 "Z balow. ..;.., ý 

74. KDQ&, Kin. N. A. 378/6, K{'a'0 Kai Chin *ýdc 
, 
ýTr aeuxýr ºý In the original 

estimates for 1944,, £62 was set aside. -, as-, the usual, grant, to--the Luawa P. C., 
but apparently this , grant, Was_ not_ paid in-1 941,,, and nevei thereof ter. 

75. KDQA, loose papers, min. by Ag. Commissioner Kenema Division, 22.12.40, 
Kailahun: "F. C. Homo Baay-a has evidenoe that Kai Tungi has deliberately 
tried to wreck the Luawa-Kiai Group appeal court on several oooaeionas. 
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76. By the 1960s, appeals from the Kiesi Chiefdoms were not heard in Luawa. 
Combey 13, p. 30, indicated that it was Kaitungi who broke this right of 
appeal to Luawa's Chief. 

77. Int. 18. Mr. S. K. Banya himself stated that he was dependent upon his 
father's counsellors, and especially upon Braima Kormoh. 

78. Report on the sierra Leone Protectorate for the Yeare 1942 g 1950, p. 4. 

79. Ibid. 

80. Int. 18. 

81. Ex-P. C. Kaitungi noted (Int. 22) how easy it was for critical D. C. a to 
encourage complaints against Chiefs, and then to interpret the complaints 
as evidence of maladministration. Remarkably, the present writer found 
in interviews that the older generation of D. 0. s, the educated Chiefs, 
and most of the koakoisig of the Luawa area, agreed that the District 
Commissioners coming out from the U. K. after o. l945 were generally leas 
sympathetic to the Chiefs and the people than the pre-war British officials. 
This distinction between 'the first D. C. a' and the post-war D. C. s may be 
partly a ate: the distant past often seems more attractive than the recent 
past. But it was pointed out that from about 1945 onwards, moot intelligent 
young men realized that with decolonization, there was little fature in the 
colonial services moreover, Sierra Leone ('the white manta gravel) was 
always one of the least attractive colonies for a British official to 
choose to work in. 

82. Int. 22. 

83. Into. 17 and 18. 

84, Kailahun Enquiry, 1950. The Assessor Chiefs at the 1950 Luowa enquiry 
realized the predicament of P. C. S. K. Banya concerning the people being 
forced to make farms for section chiefs and speakers, and village chiefs: 
"tire could imagine what a displeasure the Paramount Chief would have 
incurred from his big men if he had decided not to adopt the practice". 
S. K. Banya would terribly annoy his akoi a if he dd not sanction the 
use of forced labour: but if he cl, sanction its he would annoy the 
ordinary people. 

85. Cox, Re rt C ss of -IaquLELArjtg p. 250. 

86. Int. 9. 

87. See, for example, Kil. son, Political, ham 
-In 
in at WAfIt an Ste, p. 197: 

"One cannot overemphasize the extent to which the political ethos basic 
to Chiefs, with its view of government as a means for maintaining the 
status quo and benefiting those who prevail therein, hindered the porform. 
ance of Native Administrations. In Sierra Leono and elsewhere in 
colonial Africa this ethos was deeply ingrained in the behaviour of the 
traditional elite". 
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88. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, passim, for the amount of forced labour 
given to the Government in Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms before 1936. 
See Anum tenor of the Provincial_Aclrninistratton for the Yeaz 1436, 
p. 14, for. use of forced labour by the Government until the end of 1935. 

89. As soon as the 1956 Cox Report had been considered by the Governments a 
public notice was issued, which was read by D. C. s at all Chiefdom 
Headquarters, was printed in the Mande and Temne languages, and was 
given the widest possible publicity. The notice stated, "Al]. demands 
for forced or compulsory labour by Chiefs or any other persons must cease 
forthwith and the necessary legislation will be introduced as soon as 
possible. No such labour need be performed by anyone .... Government 
wishes it to be clearly understood that a taxpayer's compulsory liability 
is confined to his local tax" [- Std ent of tha 3term Leone Go rnrnent 
on the Rebort of the Commija on of Innil D at bans 

, qto 
oFroyinggg. November. r Govt. Printing Dept., Freetown, 

1956) pp. 1-2-/ 
2. 

. 
1955 &2 . 1956 

90. In order to get a whole village community to do some particular piece of 
'developments work, with each person doing a fair share of the work, 
some element of compulsion was inevitable. Probably the village chief 
or the section chief would see that the unwilling or lazy people were 
forced to do their share. 

91. 'WeU-brushed' in local parlance describes the condition of an aroa when 
the undergrowth has been removed, and the grase cut to a uniform lour 
level, giving a neat and tidy appearance. Scraping indicates the clearing 
of the road-surface. 

92. Int. 16. "When this barracks was being built, I was there: I was there 
when they put the first cutlass- to brush the D. C. 's place; it was all 
forced abour .... But they were pltased to do it. They said, 'Puubla 
wamaý The white-men are coming Ij". 

93. Re prt on the Sied o to OtOr-; Xt&. tor'. - Yd 11910p p, 5. 

94. Ibid. 

95. Ibid. Cf. Int. 6, where Rev. Wallace stated this event occurred on the 
first Sunday in November. But with the written report clearly 
indicates that it must have been -thelast Sunday "in October. Rev. Wallace 
was present in Kailahun throughout, the disturbances, and so was an eye. 
witness of the events he described in intorview with the present writer. 

96. Ibid. An ex-Burn soldier wielding a , cutlasa, and leading about 30 other 
men similarly armed, searched; the Methodist Mission" compound on the 
Tuesday morning. Most men from-. the Luawa aroa, who were soldiers during 
the Second World War, fought in `the Burma campaign. 

97. Re Si eh-Qp. 5. 

98. See Int. 17 with Paotor, J. T. Rogers,, who''-by 1972 had retired, but was still 
living in the Pastor's house, immediately behind the Kailahun Mthodist 
Church building. 
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99. Int. 6. Most of the detailed information in this section concerning the 
course of events in Luawa from Sunday 29 October to Saturday 4 November 
1950 was supplied by Rev. Wallace. 

100. This striking sequence of events so impressed Rev. Wallace that 20 years 
later, at the foundation-atone-laying ceremony for a now Methodist Church 
early in 1970, he referred to this sequence in the presence of P. C. 
Fabundeh III and the town elders, most of whom could verify what 
happened from their own memories. 

101. The Police Force was not introduced into the Protectorate as part of the 
permanent, governmental establishment until 1954, before which time, the 
C. M. F. was the only law-enforcement body. 

102. The present writer was once jokingly told by a British ox-colonial 
official that the game of football was one of the greatest benefits which 
the British introduced into West Africa. 

103. S S3 ra Leone Protectorate Handbook 9 (Chief Commissioner's 
Office, Boy 1954).. p. 61 for the date of P. C. Alpha Ngobeh's accession. 
See also Int. 

104. Ro the Sera 4 ec rte for the Y IL /2 p. 5. 

105. u Re ooe Si o to ra r the Year 19., p. 2. 

106. Palm cabbage is the green growing-point at the top of a palm tree. 

107. Int. 22. 

108.1949-1950 ProtectorateReDort, p. 4, noted that the disturbances in the 
Kenema District "all followed the same pattern. A rowdy group, known 
in the chiefdom as the 'Young Mon', though by no means necessarily 
comprising only young persons - the term, like its forerunner the 'Young 
Party' means the democratic party - set themselves under a leader to 
demand with threats the removal from office of some office-holder in the 
chiefdom who had become unpopular". 

Other 'underlying 
_explanations' which British officials 

put forward as the cause of-the disturbances included the followings 
(i) mis-use of forced labour by the Chiefs 
(ii) "the character and calibre of the Paramount Chiefs" (1951 Protectorate 
Rs p. 11) 
(iii) the Bo School education received by most Chiefs in whose Chiefdoms 
the disturbances occurred. (See also Note 109 below. ) 

109. The 'Tribal Authorities' were "äf ten, 'Yea-. men' who. dare not oppose the 
wishes of the Paramount Chiefs!, (1%j-P-rQ&jgtor &g , p, 8 t moreover, 
a prerequisite for an, efficient N. A. was "a good. slsrk" 

p, 6), There was also a "direst conneotion between an adequate 
Z British, field staff and the avoidance of ''civil disorders. Effective 
touring and the patient hearing of complaints-are still the Administrative 
Officer's most important duties, and when they are neglected misfortunes 
come" (I l950 Protactoratý Report. p. 3). °. 

110. Ibid., p. 4. 
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1U. Ibid. 

M, 195] Protectorate Retaort. p. 3. 

113. Ibid., p. 4. Not surprisingly, official British reporters were eager to 
make the point that "disturbers of the peace repeatedly showed by their 
conduct that they had no wish to quarrel with Government and were 
animated by no il], will towards the Administration" (ibid. ). The present 
writer agrees that on the surface the 1950 troubles in Luawa and Kissi 
Tungi were no anti-Government. But see the following paragraphs in 
this chap. of the thesis, Chap. 6, for a working-out of the argument that 
the disturbances were caused primarily by the whole British system of 
local government; and thus, although the rioters consciously directed 
their attacks against specific Chiefs, they were unconsciously hitting 
at colonial rule itself in its local manifestations. 

114.1949-1950 Protectorate Report, p. 5. The British emphasis on the existence 
of several 'ruling houses' in Luawa certainly exacerbated the situation. 
Although the idea of 'ruling houses' in Luawa was largely mythical, yet 
the leading families in the Chiefdom had found it advantageous to accept 
the idea. Thus had developed several factions within the Chiefdom, with 
the opposition faction always ready to capitalize on any widely-felt 
grievance against the existing Chief. 

115. Int. 15. The chief of Mano-Sewalu said he heard about the rice and palm. - 
kernel quotas from the P. C., not the D. C. - the implication being that 
the P. C. was therefore to blame for the hardship caused by the imposition 
of these quotas. See also Int. 16. 

116. Both ex-P. C. laitungi and ex. P. C. B. K. Banya (Ints. 18 and 22) felt that 
one reason for British antagonisms to them was that they tried to 
initiate positive politico-eoonomic measures which would benefit the 
generality of their subjects (999* 'the opening of co-operative stores, 
the making of roads, enforcing the planting of greater acreages of rice). 
British officials were content if Chiefs quietly 'feathered their ova 
nests', but did not want Chiefe�to take any euch 'radical' local 

politico- economic measures, even though they might benefit most of the 
people in the Chiefdom. 

117. For the more rapidly changing situation in the 1940s, see this chapter 
of the thesis, Chap. 6, pp. S+FI"$ below. 

118. No doubt a Bo School. education, inoreääed , the distanoe betweon the new 
Chief of Iuawa, S S. K. `ßan a, ° and- hiß people; but this was an irritant 
not the real cause of, the Chief to problems (though many British officials 
thought it was the real cause). Bundor Belle` of Iasi Kairoaa was not 
literate, but he was forced to, resign as P. C. in 1954 for similar reasons 
to those which caused the deposition of S. K. Barra four yeas earlier. 
Kaitungi of Kissi, Tungi had= several` years `of local- experience no aootion 
chief before becoming F. C. 1but this did not prevent similar complaints 
arising against him also. 

119. Since the events ' of `the late 191 Os and early 195 in ' Luawa and the 
Kissi Chiefdoms were comparatively recent, and involved people who were 
still alive, the present writer found in 1972 that the local people were 
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naturally reluctant to give information or express opinions about these 
events. Moreover, official documents relating to those events were 
still not open. The present writer's conclusions about the 1949-1951 
troubles are therefore inevitably less well. -documented than most other 
parts of the thesis. 

120, In literally every interview with ordinary people which the present 
writer held in 1972 in Luawa and Kiasi country, wherever the District 
Councils were mentioned there was an immediate and strong reaction 
against them and all their works. 

121. Quite a lot of material has been published on the District Councils. 
Perhaps the most convenient summary of their development and position 
in local government is to be found in Kilson, Political Chne in a West 
African State, pp. 203-205. In the subsequent pages, Professor Kilson 
discusses the failure of District Councils to achieve what was expected 
of them. Cartwright, J. R., Politico S Leone - (Univ. of 
Toronto Press, Toronto, 1970 , pp. 8I-82, comments briefly on both Prof. 
Kilson's findings and the Cox Re or . Davidson, H. W., Report on the 

Freetown, 1953) was the report from which sprang the great expansion in 
the scope of District Councils' work in the early 1950s, The Cox 

November. 1255 to Marsh, 1956 (Crown Agents for the Government of Sierra 
Leone, 1956) contains much material which describes the failure of 
District Councils (especially Chap. XXI). Although the Cox ReDort did 
not touch on Kailahun District, the present writer believes its evidenco 
and conclusions were equally applicable to Kailahun as to other Districts 
in the Protectorate, and fairly extensive use has been made of the R*+ art 
in this section of the thesis. 

122. The House and Chiefdom Tax together in 1937 amounted to 9/.. in all 
Chiefdoms. By 1951, although House Tax stayed at 5/-p Chiefdom Tax 
had increased to S/-- (1951 Protectorate Rebort) 

123. See various tables, passim, in Provincial AcL inotration Rehorts for 
1952,1953 and 1954. 

124. For the Local Tax Ordinance 1954, and its implications, sea Cox R or , 
pp. 102-128, and especially. p. 109. 

125. Statement of the Sierra Leone Go e nmen o he Reporl o the Commleg 
p. 2, point 7. 

126. The disturbances of late 1955 and early 1956 mainly, though not entiroly, 
took place in Temne country. See Cox R®i, pp. 17_86. 

127. See Clarke, Sierra Leong i MaDe, pp. 80.81, and this chapter of the thosip, 
Chap. 6, pp. 529- 535 below. 

128. The Childs' Pllgri, p. 22, given cocoa and coffee prices for the late 1940s, 
The Provincial Adminietretion Retorte for 1952-1954 give prices for the 
early 1950x. 
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129. Int. The bridge over the River Keya just north of Giema was a 
solidly-built, reinforced-concrete structure; but most of the bridges 
were only of temporary palm-log construction. The original intention 
was to continue this road through Sengema, Gondama and Bomaru to 
Baiwala. The main achievement of most of the 12 District Councils 
was in the sphere of road-building. 

130. Provincial Administration Revor for 1952, p. The Office was nearly 
completed by the end of 1952. 

1,31. Provincial Administration Rei or for 1953 p. 24. 

132. Ibid., p. 21. 

133. Provincial Administration Rehort for 1954, p"15. 

134. Ibid., p. 17. 

135. One of the clearest conclusions which came out of the evidence prevented 
to the Cox ReD ort was that in the Protectorate as a whole, the Chiefdom 
was the primary - even the sole - political unit which commanded the 
allegiance of the ordinary people. "AU our enquiries have demonstrated 
the respect in which the office of chief - if not the office holder - 
is held. Witness after witness has said that if the chief is kind the 
people will work for him and obey him. 'The chiefdom' or 'our chiefdom$ 
have been the words on everyone's lips. There has been no suggestion 
that chiefs are outmoded or that the chiefdom is not an area with an 
intense feeling of cohesion. We find no evidence whatsoever that would 
support any contention that a unit of local administration other than the 
chiefdom should be adopted or is even possible" (p. 150). 

136. Int. 1C. 

137. See Note U9 above for a description of the difficulty of determining 
the feelings and opinions of ordinary people in the 1950s. 

138. Cox Report. pp. 205.208. 

139. The District Councils took over responsibility for primary education 
only in 1955 (ibid., p. 216, Note`5)., The Cox Renor pp"215.. 217 noted 
some of the problems associated with this step, and experience over the 
subsequent decade proved'how. unsuitable were the District Councils for 
controlling local primary educations -,, As regards: health services, road. 
making and agricultural development, the District" Councils-lacked 
(i) any awareness of a nation-wide, plan in; G#hese matters (ii) adequate 
numbers of skilled personnel, to direct the work, '- and, (iii) funds adequate 
to the large capital', outlay, required for, a firnt-aaoj, road or a now 
well-equipped dispensary. '-, _ 

140. The District Council members, and staff were often too remote from tho 
ordinary villages (both figuratively in status-and literally in 
geographical distance) to 

. see'. to auch mundane matters as whether a. 
particular locality was kept clean and. ticy,, whether., roads ware kopt 
free of grass and well' brushed�at'the°'sides, whether, a' particular ferry 
was operating efficientlys but a Chiefdom official could "attend to all 
these things. 
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111. Davidson, Report on the Functions and Finances of District Councils 

142. Cox Report, p. 229. 

143. Fyfe, A Short History of Sierra Leone, pp. 173-178, gives a clear and 
simple account of the various constitutional steps on the road to 
independence. There had been an election by District for membership 
of the Legislative Council in 1951, but the electors were the members 
of the District Councils only. By contrast, the 1956 local government 
elections involved voting by secret ballot for almost all adult tax 
payers, as was the case in the 1957 general election. 

144. The two men were Mr. T. E. Joanna of Kangama, who became M. P. for Kiaoi 
country in 1973, and Taplima Ngobeh, who became Minister for Eastern 
Province in 1958, and was killed in a car crash on 34.10.63. 

145. For the establishment of the Protectorate Assembly, see Kilson, 
Political Change in a West African State, pp. 155-156. 

116. For the demise of the Protectorate Assembly in 1955, sea Cartwright, 
Politics in Sierra Leone 1947 - 1967. p. 93. 

347. Int. 22. P. C. Kaitungi did not state this, but the importance he 
attached to membership of the Protectorate Assembly, and to its work, 
clearly indicate his opinion. P. C. Kaitungi was the only P. C. from 
Luawa or the three Kiasi Chiefdoms ever to be a member of the Assembly. 

148. For a brief discussion of the concept of an 'educated elite' in the 
Luawa area before 1961, see this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 6, pso 
below. 

149. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp. 546-1 above. 

150. The Government in 1956 partially accepted the Cox Renort recommendations 
that the power of District Councils should be decreased, The Government 
Statemen& on the Report "accepted the recommendation ... that chiefdoms 
must remain the foundation of local government .... It has therefore 
decided to review the distribution of functions between the Tribal 
Authorities, District Councils and the Central Government .... The Central 
Government has decided to relieve the District Councils of their responsi- 
bility for the operation of dispensaries" (p. 17). From this time onwards, 
right into the 1970s, the Central Government made continual attempts to 
adjust and reform the District Councils and fit them to be the main 
instruments of local government. In the present writer's view (though 
some other observers think differently) the District Councils consistently 
proved themselves incapable of matching up to the challen e with which thct 
were presented. At the time of writing this thesis (1973), the future of 
the District Councils (and, indeed, of up-country local government as a 
whole) was a matter upon which Central Government had not reached any 
final decision. 

151. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp. ' 33-444 above, 

152. Int. 6. Rev. Wallace, who was present in Kailahun at the time of the 1950 
disturbances, provided the information that inyahun was divided in this 
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way. The present writer saw, from personal observation during local 
political disturbances in Luawa 1965-1966, how difficult it was for 
an ordinary local person to remain neutral, 

153. At the end of the 1950 Inquiry, which lasted from 24 April until 
September, "the Paramount Chief was suspended from his office and 
jurisdiction pending notification of the Secretary of Staters decision 
whether he should be deposed. During the period of his suspension he 
was ordered to live at Koindu in Kono District" (919-j950 Proteotorete 
Report, P. 5). All this left little doubt that the British intended to 
depose the P. C. 

154. "The cause of the riot was a rumour that the Paramount Chief had boon 
upheld and was to be reinstated in the chiefdom" (ibid.,, p. 5). 

155, Int. 1 

156. Hollins, "Reorganization of N. A. ", p. 20. 

157. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 6, pp. 535-6 below for details of the 
quota system. 

155. Little, K. L., "The 'Barter' System in Sierra Leone", in Empire - The 
Journal of the Fabian Colonial Bureau (August 1946) 

159. The price paid for palm kernels under the quota eya tem was a 'Government- 
controlled' price - and it must have been less than the 'free market' 
price, otherwise the Government would have gained little from imposing 
the quota system. 

160.1948 Protectorate Report, p. 19. 

161.1952 Provinces Report, p. 21. 

162. Migeod, A View of Sierra Lam, pp. 102-. 103. It is realized that this 
section of Chap. 6 of the thesis is meant to begin with the world-wide 
economic depression of the early 193C3, and Migeod'o oboorvations were 
made six or seven years earlier. But it seemed best to include all the 
relevant material on the development of new cash crops together in one 
place in the thesis. 

163. Ibid., p. 104. 

164. Ibid., pp. 107-108. 

165. Ibid., p. 109. Migeod'e observations boar out Mr. F. C. Deightonto remark 
about cocoa that "most plantation made before 1924 had beon l tntod either 
on unsuitable sites or without adequate forest protections Cac 
Sierra Leone: Renort_(Govt. Printer, Freetown, 1945), p"3 

166. See Edwards, D. C. (late Agricultural Dept.,. Sierra Leone), "Cotton in 
Sierra Leone* an attempt to improve the native type", in The Emtairo 
Cotton Growing, VII (1930), p. 911 "During the last few yearo attompts 
have been made to produce, a cotton. ouitablo for tho European market, 
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and these have consisted chiefly in the introduction of various improved 
exotic cottons. None of these attempts, however, have so far mot with 
any appreciable measure of success .... In fact, this and subsequent 
experience led to the opinion that success was not likely to be attained 
from exotic cottons, and it was felt that the moat hopeful line Jay in 
the direction of an attempt by selection to improve some existing native 
type, and possibly afterwards to cross this with an imported cotton". 

167. R. H., Hollins, mal Report onePendembu District 19-29,1111.1. Cocoa. 
Progress was made with this crop. The Kiasis seem leas keen on the 
crop than the Mendis - probably their country which contains loss high 
bush than Mendi country, is lass suited to it .... as more trees came 
[7sic. J into bearing production will increase. 
IV. Coffee. A useful start was made in the introduction of this crop 
which may prove more suitable than Cocoa. It was not possible to do much 
owing to lack of seedlings as the Agricultural Department wisely decided 
to issue only seedlings grown under its own care. However nine hundred 
and thirty were planted in Luawa". See also Note 170 below. 

J! R 2. 168. R. H., Hollins, Central ov ces HaAning. Over N tes 0 be 

169. Deighton, Cacao in Sierra Leonet Report, p, 6. 

170. Ibid., p. 4. In Central Province (of which Pendembu District was a part) 
the "Agricultural Department .. * made nurseries and distributed seedlings 
between 1927 and 1935, and encouraged the native farmers to make plantations", 
yet it seems that in the late 1920s and early 1930x, cocoa-planting in. 
general was actually held back in this area because "the Provincial 
Commissioner, Central Province, Mr. Bowdon, was rather sceptical of the 
suitability of this area for cacao". 

171. Ibid. Mr. Deighton, who was Plant Pathologist in the Department of 
Agriculture, wrote a personal letter to the present writer, 17.8.71. 

172. Deighton, Cacao in Sierra LeoneS Rehort. p. 6. Four of these farmers, 
looking after 4 acres of cocoa, were in Kiset Tungi Chiefdom. 

173. Rimmington, G. T., "Cocoa in South-Eastern Sierra, Leone" in The qc �} cri 
Jot na The R or) (1961), p. 134: "It is clear that cocoa growing in 
south-eastern Sierra Leone requires a much heavier rainfall than it will 
tolerate in other parts of West Africa, such as the Ibaian-Abookuta 
region of Western Nigeria, where it has 45-55 inches per annum". 

174. Deighton, Cacao in Sierra Lgon©t Rego c: p. 4. 

175. This was the useful shorthand title employed by Mr. N. C. Hollino 
collectively to Luawa and the three Kissi Chiefdoms ("Short History" p. 10), 

176. Rimmington, op. cit., map on p. 131+. The drawing of Sierra Loon's inohyets 
varies enormously from one map to another. Cf., Clarks, SjgXM 

,, oje t 
Maus, p. 21; and ý son's Sierra IA2110 Atlm p. 3. 

177. Clarke, Siaerra Leone in Mao , p. 15. The absence of stretches of high bush 
in the Kisoi Chiefdoms was confirmed by the present writor in 1965-1970, 
and in 1972. The only area of the Kisai Chiefdoms in which there in a 
large stretch of high bush is the extreme south-oaot of Kiwi Tungi. 
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178. Rimmington, op. cit., pp. 13lr'l = "Under optimum conditions cocoa grows 
where rainfall distribution is such that a high humidity rate is main. 
tained throughout the whole year". See also Doighton, Cacao in Std 
Leone: Report. p. 15. 

179. For a discussion of cocoa and coffee-growing in general, and for the 
conditions which they require, see Harrison-Church, Wep Africa.., 
Pp"109-l13. See also Morgan and Pugh, lost Africa. pp. 474-479; and 
Clarke, Sierra Leone in Mats, p. 80. 

180. Deighton, Cacao in Sierra L@on©ý., nort, p. 4 

181. Ibid., p. 20. "The chief stimulus resulting in the rapid extension of 
cacao planting since 1930", noted Mr. Doighton, "has probably been the 
sudden fall, to a very low level, since 1929 in the price of palm kernels 
and palm oil; while the cocoa price, though falling from over £30 a ton 
to under 920, made cocoa a relatively more profitable cash product for 
the native farmer. A further stimulus was provided by the high price 
of cocoa at the 1936 to 1937 harvest" (ibid., p. 4). 

182. Dudgeon, The A icizl Forest odu taB itip A. rc, 
P" 

183. Deighton, Cacao in Sierra Leone s Report, p. 14. 

184. Ibid., p. 15. 

185. Childs, A rim . of E om Deo ma fo S IA one (Govt. Printor, 
Freetown, 1949). * p"22. See also Into 25 for the burning of the cocoa 
crop in Xailahun District in 1943. 

186. SLGA, Pr vi Admi o Kailahun District. 

187. Jack, D. T. E om Savoy og 
xr, X o Q. (Govt. Printing Dept., 

Freetown, 1958 , p. 13, for-the 1956 f $ý . The Childs' JýJM; p. 22, 
for figures for the late 1930s. In 1962, the year after indepondenäo, 
4)705 tons of cocoa were exported from the whole country (see Clarke, 
Sierra Leone in-Maw p. 80). 

188. In 1946,73 tons of cocoa were railed from Pendembu (see SLOA, L=Lndal 
uni Diptrict A ua. Ra at/ CKailahun District], pp. 77-83). 

189. Childs' 12n., p. 22. 

190. This expansion of coffee plantations continued. until the early 1960x, 
when the price for coffee began 'to,, 'dealine., =_. 

191. Tack, op. cit., p. 13. 

192. Ibid. for the tonnage of coffee bxportvd `in, 1957. The ßhilda' Plan, 
p. 25, gives figures for the tonnagos of coffee exported in the late 
19303. 

193. Int. 18. 

194. Int. 22. 
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195. Deighton, Carao ao in Serra Leone: Rauortj pp. ll, 8. 

196. Ibid., p. 20. As this quotation indicates, a fair amount of co-operation 
existed within the village community in the production of the now cash 
crops. In the late 1940s and 19500, the Government gave considerable 
publicity to the value of establishing Co-operative Societies for the 
marketing of cocoa and coffee (see for example, Hill, K. A. L., Re o 
on Co_oneration in Sierra one Govt. Printer, Freetown, 191+9-/ ). 
Although many such societies were set up in the villages of Luawa, the 
present writer has found little clear evidence that they materially 
benefitted the ordinary village farmers. By 1954, there were Cocoa- 
Marketing Co-operative Societies in the following villages of Luawa: 
Ngiehun, Gbalahun, Dodo-Cotuma, Sandialu, Mende, Giema, Mamboma, Talia, 
Nyandehun, Bunumbu, Baoma, Bandajuma and Bobobu (Sierra Leone Protectorate 
Handbook 1954 [Chief Commissioner's Office, Bo, 1954 , p. 58 . 

197. The nature of the Government-imposed quota varied from District to 
District. For example, a palm-kernel quota could obviously only be 
imposed in those Southern Districts where the oil-palm grew. See Cox- 
George, Finance and DeveloRMent-in West i p. 243x "the collecting 
agents for the Government were the A. W. A. M. Association of West African 
Merchants] firms and their sub-agents the Syrians. As part of this 
production drive the responsibility for organization was laid on the 
chiefs, who were required to see that their people fulfilled their 
respective 'quotas'". The quotas involved the reintroduction of the 
barter system on a large scale. "The farmer consumers of the Protectorate 
were required to barter their kernels and rice with the agents of the 
Government ... and their sub-agents ... to the extent of thr3o-fourths 
of their value, leaving only one-quarter as a cash payment. Standard 
prices for produce were fixed by the Government. This was allegedly done 
to offset tendencies to inflation. In fact it did not do so" (ibid., 
p. 239). The rice-quota did, however, stimulate rice-productions in 1942 
it was reckoned that each individual farmer had produced on an average 
30% more rice that he did before the war, though there were fewer farmers 
altogether (C 0267/685/320491; Stevenson; 1944-45, Ajricultural Department 
Annual Report for 19/a). 

198. SLGA, Provincial and Districtt ual Reports 19h& Kailahun District. 
Two Chiefdoms did collect their full palm-kernel quota, and thus "earned 
the bonus of 2d per bushel". 

199. Little, "'Barter' system in Sierra Leone". 

200. Ibid. Prof. Little suggested that people might have to pay over 25 
shillings per bushel. Ma James Kailondo (Int. 19) implied that the 
price in the Luawa area was often about il per bushel. 

201, Int. 19. 

202. Ibid. See also Little, ""Barter) system in Sierra Leona". 

203. Ibid. See also Int. 15. 

201. Int. 16. Se© also Int. 1 Mr. Maya Kaikai, a Monde trader, and Mr. Saad 
Rogers, a Lebanese store-owner, were among the agents buying tho quota 
rice in Kailahun. 
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205. SLGA, Provincial Administration Annual Reports 191.7, Kailahun District. 

206. There had been discussion for some time before this about the possibility 
of making a road link across the Moa between French Guinea and Sierra 
Leone. See Ints. 21 and 25. 

207. Int. 21. 

205. Int. 25. 

209. Int. 21. 

210. Ii . td. 
211. Ibid. "Khaki" refers to the cloth, not the colour. 

212. Int. Z4f . 
233. From persona], observation and information gained at firnt-hand, the 

present writer found the growth of Koindu Market had been checked largely 
by the limitations and duties imposed by the Guinea Government of President 
Sekou Toure on exports and imports. 

214. KDUA, Prov. Admin. Kailahun District 377/10. Kissi Teng Chiefdom; 
Tengbe, 1.9.60, Kangama to Mr. S. N. Bondia Handing-over notes on Kissi 
Teng Chiefdom. 

215. Int. 24. It is extremely difficult to estimate numbers of people 
patronizing the market, since some would come early and leave early; 
others would arrive later, and most of the Koindu townspeople would be 
involved. The market site is very extensive, which adds to the difficulty 
of estimating numbers. 

216. KDO., NAMP 22/1934, "Rules for Ndoweihun at Kailahun", 15.10.36. The 
establishment of this zwei is also mentioned in Chap. 3 of this thesis, 
P. 426 above. 

217. Kulu-Banya, History, p. 19. 

21$. int. 15. As late as 1924 there were, it seems, no such weekly markets 
in Luawa (Migeod, A View of Sierra Leone, p. 121). 

219. Sierra Leone Blue Book for 1930, p. 366. "Mafindo" is a mis-spelling 
of Mofindor. 

220. Int. l8. 

221. See this chapter of the thesis, Chap. 6, p. 52,3 above. 

222. int. 18s "after nay time", noted ex-P. C. S. K. Ba ya, "villagers contributed, 
and they built their own roads themselves". 

223. Int. }2. 

224. Int. 15. 
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225. Surprisingly, the present writer found it very difficult to discover 
the precise years in which these roads were made. The greatest problem 
in maintaining these roads was to keep the bridges in good repair. By 
1972, none of these three roads was easily motorablo, because of the 
unsatisfactory state of the bridges. 

226. ]4MS, S. L. 1930.33, Original corres ondence$ S. L. (Chairman) Sept. 1130 
Feb. 28/31; Juby (District Chairman), 18.10.30, to Wesleyan MS. 

227. C0267/686, /32120; Stevenson; 1914, Estimates 1945. Address by H. E. Sir 
H. Stevenson on opening the 21st Session of the S. L. Leg. Co. on 7th 
November 1944. 

228. Koindu, for example, was fifty miles from Pendembu, and the difficulties 
of travelling from Kissi country to Pendembu should not be under- 
estimated. 

229. Int. S. Mr. Sam Hilliard noted how few motor vohicles there were in 
Kailahun and surrounding villages in 1961. Upcountry in the Luawa. area, 
buses, mini-buses, personnel carriers and vans only became reasonably 
common in the mid-1960x. Right into the 1970s, lorries were among the 
most common transport-vehicles for passengers as well as goods. The 
railway was finally phased out of existence in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. 

230. IDOS., N»1P, Luawa; miscellaneous correspondence 1937-40s Ag. D. C. 
Bailahun, 1.!.. 10.39, to P. C. Momoh Banya. 

231. Tengbe, Bior-raph , p. 267- 

232. Int. 8. Mr. Sam Hilliard was a British-trained motor mechanic who 
arrived in Bailahun early in 1962. He naturally had a keen interost 
in transport, and a trained intelligent eye with which to view the 
situation. His testimony on this subject is therefore most valuable. 
The down-. line express left Pendembu at about 1+ a. m., no tho "early- 
morning lorry from Kailahun" had to leave at about 3 a. m. ! 

233. Only one person refused to move from Old Buedu, and that was Pa 
Langaura, who gave a useful interview to the present writer (Int. 20) 
When interviewed in 1972, Pa Langaura was living alone with his family 
in his old compound on the site of Old Buedu. 

234. Int. 21. 

235. Ibid. Bo was being electrified at the same time, but there was no 
other town in Eastern Province which was electrified at this time, apart 
from Buedu. 

236. Lewis, It., Sierra- Leona: A Modern Portrait (H. M. S. O., London, 1954), p. 69. 

237. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp. l11-32. above. 

238. R. H., Hollins, Pendamt t2 District: Handing 
'IDCs lock-up has not yet been built at K© 
should soon be availablen. In July 1931, tho Governor was able 
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inspect the water-supply in Kailahun, together with the D. C. 'o Office 
and the Court Messengers' barracks (CC267/63a/9694; Hodson; 1931, 
Governor's Tour in the Protectorate). The same reservoir-tank and 
stand-taps were in use in 1972. 

239. KDO&, Pendembu Diat. MP37/1922, Hollins, 6.1.28, to C. C. P. t "In connection 
with the removal of District Headquarters from Pendembu to Kailahun in 
1929, I have the honour to request the replacement of the Pendembu- 
Kailahun telegraph .... 

2. Aa you will remember this lino was in existence, when 
Kailahun was a West African Frontier Force station and was taken down 
in 1922, when the station was closed. 

3. The telegraph line will be of great service to the 
District Commissioner at Zailahun and to the increasing commercial 
community there.... 

4. On the removal of District Headquarters I presume that 
the present Postal Agency will be replaced by a Post Office. I recommend 
therefore that provision be made in 1929 for a combined post and 
telegraph office". 

The construction of a new Post Office building was 
postponed in 1930 (ibid. ), and in fact was never built in the colonial 
period. The dispensary which P. C. Momoh Banya built in the late 1920s 
is "the same house which they have turned into the Post Office" (Int. 19). 
The restoration of the telegraph was delayed until 1939 (Comboy MS, 
ps. 22-23), presumably as a result of the fall in revenue in the early 
1930o, which prevented the Government from undertaking now public works. 

240. Kulu-Banya, Him p. 19. Cf. Combey M. p. 22 which gives the date 1936 
for the erection of the hospital. See also C0267/689/32385; Stevenson; 
1944-45, Planning of Development and Welfare, where plans were made to 
enlarge the existing 18-bed hospital to 30 beds. 

241. Int. 19. The low bungalow next to the three-storey house was built 
at the same time. Before that, P. C. Momoh Banya had lived in the old 
round house which now stands in the centre of the Banya compound. 

242. Int. 12. See Chap. 5 of this thesis, pp* INS-419 above. Sulu Bali was 
also known as Kulu Balikeh. 

243. Some history books give the impression that before the arrival in the 

region of Moslems who could teach Arabic and Christian missionaries who 
could teach English, the peoples of West Africa were education.. less. 
It is true they were largely without literacy. But, for example, the 

young men of M. endeland needed quite careful instruction concerning the 
making of rice-farms, and the growing of a wide variety of other crops; 
and this instruction was clearly both provided and thoroughly learnt in 
Kailondo's Luawa. 

244. The visitor was Rev. Dymond, Chairman of the S. L. District of the 
Methodist Church, who was touring in the Protectorate. See Mt3, SL 
1935-36, SL Chairman Nar. l%36=Aug. 31/36;, Dymond, 13.4.36, Freetown. 

245. Intl. See also Pula-Banya, H, istoyr , p. 20. Note also ?, SL 1935-36, 
SL missionaries correspondence; Clarke,, 29.2.36. Xailahhuns SL 1934- 
19390 SL Chairman, Sept. I/37-Feb. 28/3 8; Monde Mission Retreat, July 
1937, Educational matters. 
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246. Int. 17. Mr. Jenusa subsequently became a lecturer at Union (Teachers') 
College, Bunuibu; and Mr. Jibao became a Methodist Minister. In 1951, 
Mr. K. S. L. Kangoma took over as Headmaster of Kailahun Methodist 
Primary School, and remained in that position until the early 1970s. 

247. This continuity of Kailahun primary school was important because, 
among other things, it meant that there was a nucleus of teachers there 
who were available for transfer to other schools; and other junior 
teachers came from among those who had been pupils in the school during 
the war years - Mr. T. M. Tengbe being an example (Int. 21). 

248. Int. 6. 

219. Ibid. The secondary school opened in a new building constructed in the 
primary school compound, under the temporary principalship of Mrs. Ken. 
Nicholson. It moved to its present site about a mile south-west of the 
town on the Pendembu road in 1961, under the pricipalehip of Dr. John 
Burne. 

250. Mp SL 1929-1933 original correspondence, SL (Chairman) Mar. 1/31 - 
Aug. 3]/31; Law, 20.6.31, Segbwema. 

251. Int. l1. 

252. Tengbe, Biograbhy. pp. 182-186. 

253. Int. ]1. 

251+. Int. 6. 

255. This was established through the personal experience of the present 
writer in the 1960x. 

256. Turner, H. W., Hist, oýL of an Independent Afi&an Church. Vol. I (Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 1967), p. 126" This two-volume work contains a fall 
account of the beliefs and the growth of this church. 

257. This was established through the personal experience of the present 
writer in the 1960s. 

258. Sierra Leone Protectorate Handbook 195. p. 43. 

259. From the personal observation of the present writer, the R. C. schools 
at Mende and Kailahun were, by 1965, well-established. 

260. SLGA, Erovincial Administration. t Kailahun District. 
The school at Kangama opened on 12.1'. 48 Questionnaire on Kangama). 

261. Sierra Leone Protectorate- Handbook 195L. p. 43. 

262. XDQA, E5 - Education; 'Bo School; Principal, Bo School, 5.3.36 to 
D. C. Kailahun. Names of pupils in the Bo School from Luawa and Kiaoi 
Chiefdoms in March 1936 

Kailondo iii, ' Luawa 
Sama K'ailondo, Luawa 
Fayia. Jabba, Kis si Rana 
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Kakas Lundu, Luawa 
Tamba Kakao, Kissi Tungi 
Komai Banya, Luawa. 

263. Ints. ll and 25. Though no details have been discover©d, it seems likely 
that some children had gone from Luawa to be educated in Freetown before 
B. N. Combey: but the lack of details about them and about their failure 
to achieve prominence in the area would suggest that either they did not 
return after completing their education or also that they never completed 
their education - perhaps doing only 2 or 3 years in a Freetown school. 

261. The present writer, as a secondary-school teacher in Luawa in the 19603, 
frequently experienced the phenomenon of parents wishing to 'transfer' 
their children to a Freetown school for the last few years of their 
secondary education. 

265. In 1964 there were 6 'Sixth Formt schools in Freetown, attended by a 
total of 295 Sixth Formers. In the rest of Sierra Leone there were 3 
'Sixth Forms schools attended by only 61 'Sixth Formers' (Sleight, G. F., 

Govt. Printing Dept., Freetown, 1964., p. 12$). 

266. Combey MS, p. 20. 

267. Ibid., p. 23. See also Int. 18. 

268. Ibid. Mr. S. A. Ba ya noted that he returned to Kailahun to join his 
father, P. C. Momoh Banya, in 1941. 

269. Kulu-Baru, Hisy, p. 22. 

270. After independence, Mr. lulu-Banya was for some time a District 
Commissioner. 

271. Combey Iß, p. 23s "Four other brothera, K. S. Banya, B. S. K. Banya, 
K. H. Banya and, S. 1. Banya are- in the clerical division of the Civil 
Service in the Provincial and Public Works branches". 

272. In this context, the-eleven years which most Bo School boys (who went 
to Bo before the 1940a and who completed the course) spent in the school 
is taken to represent for them a full secondary education in addition to 
a primary education. 

273. For example, Mr. B. N.. Combey. was resident in Kailahun by the early 
1950a (Int. 2.5 ). 

1960sß . Mr. Gbease Iý öbeb, Mr. S. gulu. -Banya 274. For example, by the late 
and Mr. A. K. Banya had all, retired to Kailahun. 

275. Although a handful' of children went to Bo School from . the Kiwi Chief- 
dome almost as, early as children from Luawa), and although, the primary 
school in Kangama; was the first village school to beäpened. in the area, 
yet the comparatively great geographical distance tram Kissi country to 
Bo reduced the opportunities for. education.,, ý-,. Th© situation considerably 
improved when the secondary school was opened in Kailahun in 1959. 
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276. See Int. 21, where Mr. Tengbe explained that after a year at school, 
he had difficulty in signing his name. From personal observation, the 
present writer found that some children could spend up to four years in 
school without being able either to write a single coherent sentence, 
or even to sign their names. This was the result of large classes, 
taught by inadequately-equipped teachers. 

277. Report of Census 1931, p. 156. 

278.1963 Population Census of Sierra Leone. Vol. II, pp. 260,322-323. 

279. Ibid., Introduction, p. xvii. 

280. Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 322-323. 

281. Int. 8. 

282. Ibid. 

283. Temgbe, B1o__granhy, passim. 

284. The semi-permanent inhabitants of Kailahun, and the temporary residents, 
integrated with local literate (and non.. literate) residents to a varying 
degree, depending upon their status and their temperament. 

285. The term 'native doctor' (who used 'native medecine') was generally used 
by local people able to speak English, as well as British officials. It 
covered a wide range of very different individuals, ranging from those 
practising witchcraft, through sheer quacks preying on people's super- 
stitions, to persons who possessed a good knowledge of the curative 
qualities of various herbs. 

286. This was established through the personal experience of the present 
writer in the 1960x. 

287. Mr. Tengbe attributed his cure to advice about a special diet given him 
by a passing visitor. There was mucha? nfusion among the people of the 
Luawa area between yellow fever, hepatitis and jaundice, all of which 
show some similar symptoms in their early stages. 

288. Tengbe, B oV hy, pp. 283-284. 

289. A Dispensary in the post-war Sierra Leone Protectorate referred to a 
simple building, commonly consisting-of a one-roomed surgery with the 
rest of the house providing accomodation for the Dispenser. The Dispenser 
was usually a qualified nurse who had rocoived further training, and who 
would hold a surgery every weekday, and be available for emergencies. 
He had a limited drug supply and a perhaps more - generous supply of 
dressings and bandages. He could give injections and even perform simple 
operations such as lancing, an ulcer or stitching a serious out. But he 
could not perform serious surgery, nor deal with an epidemic, or with 
uncommon or complicated illnesses. He could, however, diagnose and give 
medecine for the more common fevers and such ailments as stomach upsets. 
The Dispensaries in Kailahun District wore under the supervision of the 
M. O. Kailahun. 
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290. 'Hospital modeeinet and tEuropean medecin©' both denoted the whole 
range of treatments which a British-trained, qualified medical doctor 
would be likely to recommend. 

291. SLGA, Provincial and District Annual Reports 19d. ä, 8ailahun District; 
Medical. 

292. Ibid. 

293, For an excellent summary of the growth of the Segbwema Methodist 
Hospital, see Annual Re ort of the Nixon Memorial Hos ital Se br 
Sierra Leone. for the period 1%4,65. 

291. Sierra Leone Protectorate Handbook 1954, p. 33. 

295. Clarke, Sierra Leone in p. 67. Largely as a result of the Tryps. 
and Yaws campaign, Luawa and the Kissi Chiefdoms contained far more 
Treatment Centres than any other similarly-sized area of Sierra. Leone. 

296. Sierra Leone 1957 (H. M. S. O., London, 1959), p. 73. A large new hospital 
was built in Kailahun in 1972-73, on a site along the Buedu road, just 
south-east of the District Council Offices. 

297.1 963 Population Census of Sierra Leone. Vol-I, p. 4. The exact 
population figure provided for the four Chiefdoms was 59,675" Officially 
the hospital in Kailahun was meant for all the people of the District, 
but in fact most people living south and east of Luawa would go to the 
Methodist Hospital at Segbwema. 

298. Lewis, Sierra. Leone, p. 172. 'S1o0ping sickness' is the popular name for 
trypanosomiasia. 

299. C0267/686/32120; Stevenson; 19h+, Estimates 1945. Address delivered 
by H. E. Sir H. Stevenson on opening the 21st Session of the S. L. Log. 
Co. on 7th November 1914. 

300. C0267/584/32025; Rege; 1945-46. Medical ar4 Health Services Ani ua, . 
Report 1942. 

301. Ibid., Medical and Health Services, Annual itemrt A2.4. 

3 02. Ibid. 

303. C0267/6W32a25; Stevenson; 1944, Estimates 1945. Address delivered 
by H. E. Sir H. Stevenson on opening the 21st Session of the S. L. Log. 
Co. on 7th November 1944. 

304. Int. 22. Ex. -P. C. Xaitungi mentioned Dr. R. D. Harding, 
- 
the M. O. who 

made this suggeationt aa-, ono''of, the' doctors who worked on the Trypee and 
Yaws Campaign. 

305. C0267/687/32271; Stevenson; 1914 'Yaws Campaign. Proposal to combine 
sleeping sickness control with, investigation' of other endemic diseases 
by Dr. R. D. Harding. 
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306. C0267/6&J32025; Ramage; 1945-46, Medical and Health Services Annusl 
Rehort 1944. 

307.00267/684/32025; Stevenson; 1944, Estimates 1945. Address delivered 
by H. F. Sir H. Stevenson on opening the 21st Session of the S. L. Leg. 
Co. on 7th November 1944. 

308. From sad personal experience the present writer was made aware of the 
widespread existence of tuberculosis, and of recurrent measles, in 
the area in the late 1960s. 

309. In most of the larger villages whore the present writer hold interviews, 
only two or three people went to take part in the First World War. 

310. Int. 18. 

311. Many of the arny recruits took part in the Burma campaign with the 
British forces. 

312. C0267/685f320/+91; Stevenson 19/4-45, Aricultural Department Annual 
Report 1942. 

313. The Sierra Leone Selection Trust, which was responsible for diamond- 
mining in Sierra Leone, began operations as. early as 1935. 

314. Lewis, Sierra Leone, p. 199- 

315. Int. 15. 

316. Int. 16. 

317. Int. 

318. 

319. 

320. Int. 18. 

321. The popular impression was that after 1945, doop social changes began to 
affect most people in the Protectorate. This impression was created 
partly because British officials, ', travellers and anthropologists tended 
to concentrate their attention on places like Moyamba,, Bo and. Kanoma, 
which were on or near both the railway and motor roadss therefore, there 
were many indications of considerable social changes occuring in these 
places. But the salient fact to note here is that only a small fraction 
of the Protectorate's total population lived ingsuch places. The 
assumption was made by some British writers-in-the 1940 that social 

See Table 5sl in Cartwright, Politics in Sierra Leone 1947-1967. p. 69. 
See also ibid., pp. 68-73 for a summary account of the diamond rush. 
Lawn, L. van der, The Sierra Leone D amondc (O. U. P., London, 1965) 
contains a fuller account. 
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changes, which were at that time affecting large towns such as Bo, would 
spread within a decade or two to the rest of the Protectorate. In the 
event, this assumption was proved incorrect. The resent writer vividly 
remembers visiting in 1970 a little Kissi village 

p{Dambara? 
) within easy 

walking distance of Kailahun, just a few hundred yards off the Kailahun 
to Mano. Sewalu motor-road; and in every essential, the village 
corresponded with Alldridge's 1894-91 descriptions of the villages of 
Luawa. 

322. Probably more than half the people of Luawa and the Kissi, Chiefdoms in 
1961 lived in settlements which did not have a motor-road passiv through 
them. But even where there was a road, the sparsity of lorries there 
were no buses and very few private cars) lessened its value. The rail- 
way, of course, did not reach any part of Luawa or the Kissi Chiefdoms. 
Transport facilities were, on the whole, probably better in Luawa than 
in Kissi country in 1961. 

323. The present writer has rarely seen it stated that adequate communications- 
and clean water are the fundamental requirements for social 'development'. 
But his own experience in Kailahun District led him very definitely to this 
conclusion. Clean water (i. e. chemically treated to remove carriers of 
disease in the water) was important because serious worm infestations and 
bilharzia. so weaken a person that he becomes incapable of carrying on much 
efficient physical or mental work. In this condition, however great the 
incentive, a man may feel incapable of even producing the bare necessities 
of life for his wife and family, let alone thinking of any sort of 
'development'. And if there was no road or railway running through (or 
near) the village, then the ordinary farmer might, in any case, scarcely 
come into contact with-any of those varied 'incentives' which might cause 
him to think about 'development'. 

324. Kailahun had a, piped-water supply from the early 1930s, but it was not 
chemically treated, and from that viewpoint was no 'cleaner' than water 
from a local stream or well. 

325. the more positive aide, 'were there any tangible 'European' innovations 
during the period of British rule which may be isolated and be seen to 
have produced a-considerable social impact, on the everyday life of most 
ordinary village folk ? As has been "already mentioned in this thesis, 
the introduction of kerosene and matches had perhaps the greatest tangiblo 
impact, because together they revolutionized cooking, heating and lighting. 

326. Even in Mr. Fyfe's magnificent His r of Sierra Leonep considerably more 
space is spent on events in the Freetown peninsu]a than on the rest of the 
country (though until the late nineteenth century, the name Sierra Leone 
was usually applied 'only,, to - the peninsula)'* -, - Professor Little's Menie of 
Sierra Leone was written: from research work which was mainly carried out 
in Bo and nearby villages. 

327. 

`JVii Vi V L, MraiV" a'. a ýýwýýa - wwýYV ý 

Although Professor Kilson, 'in'Polttioal, Cha e in a,, W ei 
seeks to get down to grase-roots politics throughout t1 
the major part of his book deals with Chiefs,, elites, J 
Councils in the post-war period, rather, than Chiefdom, 
-^14+4ne vi"Ra"'RriM! ah'irula 

towel' an villago 

Ky 
at 
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328.1896 and 1961 seem to provide such clear terminal dates, that it is 
difficult to break out of the artificial straight-jacket which such 
a periodization imposes. 

329. Although Kailahun was a District Headquarters from 1929 onwards, it was 
hardly a centre of European influence, For the remainder of the colonial 
period, virtually the only British residents were the District Commissioner 
and the Methodist missionary. Kenema. 1919 onwards, however, was the 
Provincial Headquarters from 1919 onwards: it was on the railway line, 
and grew steadily in European, Creole, Asian and local African population 
from 1919 through into the 1970s. 

330. The Cox Report, passim, contains many statements of this loyalty to the 
Chiefdom rather than to any other central or local political institution 
among the ordinary people. The present writer found that same loyalty 
among the ordinary people of Luawa and Kissi country during the late 196Os 
and early 1970s. 

331. Harris and Sawyerr, The Springs. of Mende Belief and Conduct is the most 
convenient published summary of ceremonies and beliefs. Also Curley, 
Hindoveli. describes the situation in the early colonial period. 
Ceremonies and beliefs encountered by the present writer in Luawa and 
Kissi country in the 1960s accorded closely with those described in 
these works. 

332. The classic statement of this belief in British achievement in Sierra 
Leone is A. U. dridge's A Transformed Co onv. But later writers too, like 
Professor Kilson in Political Change in, a West African State, have 
stated that British rule in Sierra Leone produced radical improvement. 

333. The most important element in the N. A. system was the Chiefdom Treasury. 
If this was empty throughout almost the whole year, the entire system 
could bring little benefit to anyone. Moreover, N. A, officials were in 
a position to make their own demands on the ordinary people. At least 
until the violence in Luawa and . Kissi country of 1950-51, it seems that 
the ordinary people were not only compelled to pay !, /.. each year to the 
Chiefdom Treasury, but they also went on giving those customary services 
and tribute which the 4/- was supposed to replace. 

334. In 1944, cocoa was fetching 7 shillings per bushel, but in 1954 the 
S. L. P. M. B. price for a bushel of cocoa was £5.. 12-0. 

335. Alidridge, A Transformed Colony, pp. vii-viii. 

336. C0267/417/Conf. 32; Cardew; 1+. 5.95. Railway, Survey. See also Alldridge, 
A Transformed Colons, Chaps. 12-15,17--19, passim. 

337. C0267/68c/32385; Stevenson; 1944-45, Planning of Development and Welfare. 
No conclusive information was found to indicate how successful the yaws 
campaign had been: -for the'. success of the trypanosomiasin campaign, see following sentences. 

338. Kitson, li. lý ge' Aa W�est African State, pp. 44-45. 

339. ie indication of this satisfaction was the lack of rebellion wi Luawa's heartland from c. 1882 until the end of Kailondola reign c. 1ß95). 
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340. The present writer saw for himself, in the late 1960s, and in 1972, that 
village life in Luawa and Kissi country was essentially the same as the 
life described in Alidridgets books and despatches. A person who, in 
the late 1960s, visited only Kailahun town might, it is true, gain the 
impression that British rule had considerably affected the Luawa aroa. 
But even if half the people of Kailahun were living, in the early 1%Os, 
a basically different typo of everyday life from that of their great- 
grandparents, they would only account for about 2,500 people. In other 
words they would represent only about 4% of the population of Luawa and 
the Kissi Chiefdoms. 

341. This is a most undramatic conclusion, and represents a way of historical 
understanding which has already been pioneered by such writers as Pre`essoy 

M. Crowder and Professor J. F. A. Ajayi. The Addendum to the Bibliographp 
lists some work, recently completed on West African history, which largely 
corroborates this same basic conclusion. Yet the implications of this 
conclusion have, perhaps, still not been squarely faced in general. Some 
historical writing, in its presuppositions about the colonial impact, 
continues in the euphoric vein of ATransformed Colony. 


